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Sony is the 
Digital Future: 

DASH 
all the way. 

Digital 



Stationary 

From 2 to 48-channel, 
the industry is going our way. 

Tomorrow's recording studios will 
all be digital. In fact, the digital revolution 

is well under way. So what's the best 
way to get started now? 

With Dash, you know you'll be ready 
for whatever the digital f Jture may bring. 

Dash has the technical advances 
and the compatibility you're looking for. 

That's why so mar.y more of 
the major manufacturer:; are backing it. 

Dash offers up to 48 channels to meet the 
most demanding ' ecording 

requirements, and because so many 
studios are turning to Dash, you'll have the 

confidence that your masters 
conform to the industry standard format. 

And that's a comforting fact. 

And no one knows Dash like the people 
who started the whole digital 

revolution in the firs- place - -- Sony. 
We've got the PCM -3324 

multi -channel recorder ready to go right 
now and soon we'll be offering 

the PCM -3102 2- channel recorder. 
In fact we've got more than 

100 PCM -3324s already in the market. 
When you choose Sony Dash 

multi- channel recorders and digital audio 
equipment, you're making a 

sound investment in the digital future. 
We're in the Dash all the way. 

EN DASH Digital Audio Stationary Head 

SONY. 
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« Getting the sound you hear in your 
head takes time, patience and a little 
sweat. Having the right console at 
your fingertips makes life a little 
easier. 

- Gino Vannelli 

"Clarity, depth, resonance and full 
spectrum of sound is what we strive 
for in our recordings. that's why Gino 
and I chose AMEK. 

- Joe Vannelli 

Joe and Gino Vannelli 
at their 36X24 AMEK ANGELA 

Hear it on Gino Vannelli's 
upcoming album "Black Cars' 

Call or write for emone information about 
AMEK's complete line of consoles. 

In the US: AMEK CONSOLES, INC. 
10815 Burbank Boulevard, North Hollywood, CA 91601 
Phone (818) 508 -9788 Telex 662526 

ln Canada: AUDIO CONCEPT 
4460 Thibault, St- Hubert. Qué., Canada J3Y 7T9 
Phone (514) 445 -2662 Telex 05- 268728 

In the UK: AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS, LTD. 
Islington Mill. James Street, Salford M3 5HW. Engla id 
Phone (061) 834 -6747 Telex 668127 
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sews Letters Views 
TRADEMARK CLARIFICATION 

from: Edward M. Long 
E.M. Long Associates 
Oakland, CA 

I just wanted to express my apprecia- 
tion to R -e /p for its care in making sure 
that the Time Align , which is pres- 
ently licensed to UREI /JBL, Calibra- 
tion Standard Instruments, and Modul- 
aar Sound for use on certain qualified 
models, is clearly labelled as such. 

I am not certain whether UREI /JBL 
has notified you yet that the trademark 
Time Align is registered and should be 
used with the "R" in a circle. Some of 
their literature still uses the "TM" to 
indicate the trademark, but they will be 
changing over. 

In some studio information, I have 
seen the unauthorized use of our trade- 
mark and it is possible that they don't 
realize that they need to meet certain 
standards to be granted a license for 
their "custom time aligned" monitors. 
The only studio which has the right to 
do this at present is Criteria Studio, of 
Miami, which has two custom Time 
Align A systems, designed and qualified 
by us to use the trademark. 

Recently, I have seen a number of 
small monitors which are using our 
Nearfield MonitorTM trademark. The 
only monitors which can legitimately 
use this trademark at present are the 
MDM -4 and MDM -TA3, manufactured 
by Calibration Standard Instruments. 

As I have always done with our Time 
Align" trademark, I am continuing to 
contact companies and studios who use 
the trademarks without a license. 

MICROPHONE ASSESSMENTS 

from: Adrian Weidmann, 
Marketing consultant/ 
recording engineer 
Bruel & Kjaer 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

Let me begin by saying how much we 
here in the Electro- Acoustic Group 
enjoy your publication. It provides us 
with tremendous insights to the people 
and products in the professional audio 
industry, and hence are able to gear our 
research and development of new pro- 
ducts and support material accordingly. 

As a recording engineer myself, cur- 
rently working with Bruel & Kjaer in 
conjunction with the Series 4000 Micro- 

Enter A NEW WORLD 
of Audio Excellence 

,., . -.,.-r410$41 

R -e /p 6 June 

New World Audio specializes in selling quality audio 
equipment. Equipment you can count on today, 
tomorrow, ... next year. The quality you deserve at a 
price you can afford 

I Discover why so many recording studios, broad- 
casters, churches, and musicians are ordering from New 
World 

Shipped from stock: Otari, Tascam, Fostex, Sound - 
craft, Lexicon, JBL, 3M, AKG, Shure, Neumann, etc. 
Over 100 manufacturers to choose from 

If sounding great is important to you, ... get to know 
us! Write today for your FREE audio equipment flyer. 

Toll Free Order Desk, 
1- 800 -854 -2005 (Outside Calif.) 
1- 619 -569 -1944 (California Only) 

NEW WORLD 
Professional Audio Equipment 
4877 Mercury Street 
San Diego. CA 92111 

YES! Please rush nie your FREE flyer 
Please send information on 

Print Name PH 

Address 

City S1 
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phones, I would like to expand upon the 
article written by Professor Lowell 
Cross entitled "Performance Assess- 
ments of Studio Microphones," which 
appeared in the February 1985 issue of 
R -e/ p. 

First let me correct Professor Cross' 
presumption that "Bruel & Kjaer is 
committed exclusively to the manufac- 
turing of pressure transducer [omnidi- 
rectional] microphones for audio record- 
ing." I would like to reassure Professor 
Cross and your readership that Bruel & 
Kjaer is committed to the research and 
development of "B &K quality" products 
which address the trends and needs of 
the entire professional audio industry, 
now and for the future. We here at B &K 
are well aware of the fact that the pres- 
sure transducer (omnidirectional) mic- 
rophones alone is not the panacea for all 
the problems encountered during the 
audio recording process, just a wonder- 
ful beginning. 

Secondly, due to the tremendously 
coherent phase response of the B &K 
Series 4000 microphones, it is in fact 
possible to get an excellent stereo image, 
not to mention the extended flat fre- 
quency response, utilizing a "closely - 
spaced" microphone technique. Any 
type of symphonic, chamber ensemble, 
choral, organ or recital (the type of for- 
mat used for Professor Cross' micro- 
phone assessment) recording will benefit 
from a "closely- spaced" (A -B, 20 to 
50cm) microphone technique using the 
B &K Series 4000 Microphones. 

A variation on this technique is 
achieved by the use of the "Jecklin- 
Disk." Mr. Jecklin and many other 
European recording engineers have 
used this disk in conjunction with B &K 
microphones with tremendous results. 

Since the Bruel & Kjaer Series 4000 
Microphones have a frequency and 
phase response well beyond those of 
other commercially available micro- 
phones, the recording engineer is pres- 
ented with an added dimension of sonic 
quality which in turn provides a new 
aural experience, and is many times cri- 
ticized as being "harsh and lacking a 
warm feeling." I remember similar 
remarks were made about the digital 
recording process, and yet the current 
and projected future demand for the 
Compact Disc speaks for itself. 

I would like to add that many of our 
customers, including CBS Records, 
Denon, Telarc and many other world - 
class recording studios, have found that 
by experimenting with non -traditional 
miking techniques, and changing some 
traditional recording philosophies, they 
have been able to fully capture the 
"ideal" balance between the recorded 
and actual- acoustic event for truly 
wonderful recordings. I invite recording 

... continued on page 11 - 
( 



An age old questicn that can now be 
answered in literal terms; the people 
are Showco, the answer is Crown. 
Consider the major tour. Each move 
a major task. Truckload after 
truckload of sound and lighting 
equipment must be put up and torn 
down, more often than not, overnight. 
In most cases the awesome 
responsibility for a successful 
technical performance rests squarely 
on the shoulders cf Showco. 
A tour company with a client list that 
reads like Billboard's Top 100, 
Showco has been at the forefront of 
this highly specialized field for years. 
Their reputation stems fram a finely 
tuned marriage of technology and 
sweat. We are proud of the many 
years we have been invoked in 
Showco's efforts and our new Micro- 

Tech'" 1000 power amplifier 
dramatically illustrates the value of 
this relationship. 

Innovative Crown technology shaped 
by advice from Showco has produced 
a more powerful, lighter and smaller 
amplifier ideal for the touring 
professional. Higher power, less 
weight and less rack space translate 
into critically needed efficiency on the 
road. 

Currently on tour with the largest 
system ever designed for indoor 
arenas, Showco once again relies on 
the power and dependability of the 
Crown product. 134 Crown PSA -2s 
and 28 new Micro-Tech 1000s supply 
the power -- in excess of 200,000 
watts to drive over 16 tons of 
loudspeakers. 

For additional information circle #4 

The performance of the new MT -1000 
further strengthens the dependability 
of Crown amplifiers. The only reason 
Showco has had to touch their new 
amps is to move them. And move 
they have, 78 shows in 52 cities 
without a failure of any kind. Not 
surprising for a Crown product but 
unheard of in any product fresh from 
the assembly line. Months of 
Showco's heavy duty Feld testing has 
established the MT- 1000's reliability 
even before it hit the market. 
At your next concert take a look 
beyond the performers; chances are 
you will find Showco and the driving 
force of Crown. 

Crown International, Inc., 1718 West 
Mishawaka Road., Elkhart, Indiana 
46517. (219) 294 -8000 

crownR 
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the Digital Decision: 
three Choices 



tYou can choose to wait. But waiting could be a costly mis- 
take. Digital audio is here now -and growing. Your clients 

will be using digital soon. Will they have to go elsewhere? 

2You could buy a 24- channel "Dash" machine. This is the 
one that claims compatibility with the other two Dash 

supporters as well as with future 48- channel. But neither of 
these other supporters has yet to make a 24 or 48- channel digital 
machine. One of them, in fact, has proposed a 32- channel for- 
mat. Since that proposal, the price of the 24- channel Dash 
machine has dropped frequently and regularly. Many in the in- 
dustry are now uncertain about the future of the Dash format. 

3 Look at Mitsubishi Digital 32. This is the Irrgtessional 
digital format standard -unchanged since 

its introduction. This format is the product of 
many years of pioneering research, conducted 
with special emphasis on the professional 
applications of (digital audio. That's 
why the Mitsubishi format is better 
sounding, more reliable, and 
more tolerant of tape abuse. 
Just introduced is the new 
32- channel Mitsubishi 
X-850 digital audio 
recorder, available 
now with cut-and- 
splice editing and 
the most sophisti- 
cated error -correction 
system in digital audio. 

Call or write us to talk 
about your Digital Deci- 
sion. Find out all the 
many reasons why your 
best choice is 

The new cut- and -splice Mitsubishi X -850 
32- channel digital audio recorder 

Mitsubishi 
FOR WORLD -CLASS STUDIOS. 

/_MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP 
Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898 -2341 Telex 311786 

New York: Suite 1530, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 Phone (212) 713 -1600 Telex 703547 
Nashville: 2200 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, TN 37212 Phone (615) 298 -6613 
Canada: 363 Adelaide Street E., Toronto, ONT. M5A 1N3 Phone (416) 865 -1899 
United Kingdom: 1 Fairway Drive, Greenford, MIDDX UB6 8PW Phone (01) 578 -0957 Telex 923003 

For additional Information circle #5 



"Let there be time. . ." 
A VISION OF THE FUTURE. 

A o o e _ e 

!. G 

CE 1700 CpNYIPU EPFECTSiON 

[NT[R 
r.... 

'En. u bi 

DeltaLab's All New 

Corn pu EFFECTRON" 
We took our time and did our homework before we decided to introduce a unit with spiffy lights and displays. The reason ... ? Lights and displays, in and of themselves, do not improve sound quality or performance. So, before we could justify it, we made sure that our "new concept" of fancy features made a significant contribution to the overall sonic performance. 
The result ... the CompuEFFECTRON. It is the first digital delay unit whose microprocessor actually operates directly on the signal in "real time ", to create effects once considered impossible. 
Just look at some of what you get! 

Touch Panel Controls - everything at your finger tips 
20kHz Bandwidth at all Delays (up to 1.7 seconds) 
128 Preset Programs (Effects) with instant accessibility 
Sequence Programming with remote accessibility 
Record, Play and Repeat with "full" edit capability 
Over 100 -to -1 flange ratio (virtually unlimited) 

Real time processing also allows you to switch from effect to effect with no annoying "glitches" ... instantaneously, upon command. And, it is possible to set up a new effect while using another. No 
one else offers such capabilities. The CE 1700 is truly a "vision of the future ". 
Hear one for yourself ... Visit you local dealer and check it out! 

DeltaLab 

Music & Electronics ... Naturally! 



Letters 
- continued from page 6 . . 

engineers who are dedicated to improv- 
ing the quality of their audio recordings, 
be it rock, pop, classical or jazz, to use 
and experiment with B &K Series 4000 
Microphones to truly evaluate and hear 
for themselves the added dimension in 
audio quality which these microphones 
reveal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to add 
to Professor Cross' comments, and I 

trust that R -e /p's readership has gained 
further insight into the use of B &K Ser- 
ies 4000 Microphones. 

from: Mr. Wuttke 
Schalltechnik Dr. - 
Ing Schoeps GmbH 
Karlsmike 41 
West Germany 

We read with much interest the arti- 
cles by Professor Lowell Cross, "Per- 
formance Assessments of Studio Micro- 
phones," published in the December 
1984 and February 1985 issues of R -e /p. 
In the belief that theory and practice 
may not be separated, and with a deep 
interest in music, for a long time we 
have been investigating different 
recording methods and the use of differ- 
ent microphones. 

As Professor Cross has said himself, 
we acknowledge that there is of course a 

presence of subjective factors and, 
furthermore, things cannot be general- 
ized. Music recording is a profession 
and cannot be based on one method or 
microphone type only. 

Without contradicting his article, we 
want to add some comments which may 
be of interest to Professor Cross: 

1. Colette series. The Schoeps' Colette 
series is by far the most extensive modu- 
lar system: it includes not only 12 differ- 
ent capsules to correspond to all appli- 
cations, but even allows the use of the 
same capsules for miniaturized micro- 
phones using the active cable. Even 
elements for stereo and monomics can 
be exchanged, such as capsules, elastic 
suspensions, windscreen, and so on. 
2. Same playback level of different 
recordings. If comparisons are made, it 
is of extreme importance that the level is 
identical; otherwise the judgement of 
the louder recording will be influenced 
in a positive way. This seems to be sim- 
ple and not worth mentioning, but we 
have the experience that, depending on 
the music and the mikes used, it can be 
hard to fullfill this [requirement]. If the 
spectrum of the music changes, the fre- 
quency response of the mike has an 
important influence on the transmitted 
sound level. 

3. Mounting of Microphones. We 
know about the problems of placing a 
group of microphones so that they will 
pick up the same image, but have found 
that neither this nor the more important 

influence of the microphone stands and 
other reflecting objects is essential. 
However, we [ensure that] the mikes are 
not mounted too close together. If mic- 
rophones are mounted in a way that 
they touch, there will be an influence on 
the diffraction around the capsules. 
This and other effects will in fact 
change the characteristics of the cap- 
sule. If four capsules are taped together, 
the central ones will be most influenced, 
of course. 

4. Lowest possible change of parame- 
ters. As Professor Cross explained, it is 
difficult to separate between micro- 
phone quality and stereo quality. If the 
same capsules (MK 4) were preferred in 
the ORTF configuration, compared to 
the XY setup, the method of mounting 
may have had some influence (see #3 
above). 

5. Calrec Soundfield technique. Pro- 
fessor Cross' positive comments about 
this system is not surprising. Theoreti- 
cally, it is the best principle. However, 
the four -channel playback cannot really 
be compared to stereo. We have heard 
other four -channel systems, and the 
improvement over stereo had always 
been impressive. 

6. Stereo with omnis. We agree with 
most of Professor Cross' ranking for the 
stereo techniques. For his sessions and 
many others, this can be considered to 
be right. However, if the music had con- 
tained more deep bass, and precise ste- 
reo imaging not be so important (e.g. 

LESS THAN 
ONE PERCENT 

FAILURE! 

t, 

0 0 
Meyer UPA -1 Loudspeaker 

System, U.S Patent 271967 

We were pleased. but not surprised, when our 
distributors and dealers told us that buyers of 
Meyer Sound equipment reported less than a 

one percent failure rate in the new gear they 
purchased.' 

At Meyer Sound we take extraordinary pre- 
cautions to ensure that all the components 
used in our systems are of the highest quality 
obtainable. All the parts in each piece of 
Meyer equipment are 100 percent tested to 
guarantee reliability and consistent perfor- 
mance. Each assembled unit is thoroughly 
tested again before leaving our factory. 

At Meyer Sound reliability isn't just a word to 
sell loudspeakers -it's the philosophy on 
which our reputation is built. If you've heard 
about Meyer. but you haven't heard Meyer, call 
or write us. We'll give you the name of a dealer 
who can arrange a demonstration. 

'Figure includes warranty and non -warranty repairs on an 
annual basis. 

Meyer Sound Laboratories 
2832 San Pablo Avenue 

Meyer Berkeley, CA 94702 

Sound (415) 486 -1166 
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Letters 
organ), you would get better results for 
the omnis. 

We would also like to mention in this 
context the compromise between 
widely- spaced omnis and the dummy 
heads using an absorbing screen 
between two near -coincident omnis. 
This method (Jecklin) is famous in 
Europe. 

7. Large -diaphragm capsules. Con- 
cerning their ranking, we are surprised. 
In general, we try to get a flat and 
smooth frequency response in [ both] the 
direct and diffuse soundfield. Our MK 
41 hypercardioid capsule is even better 
concerning this than ourcardioid MK 4. 

As the user can easily find out, all 
large- diaphragm capsules have sub- 
stantial deformations of their frequency 
response and polar diagram. We are 
very interested to get more knowledge of 
which "colorations" are preferred for 
what application. We do not believe that 
there is a general requirement. 

8. Another new comparison. Professor 
Cross mentioned the paper of Mr. Ceon. 
Now another paper will appear on the 
subject of comparison of recording 
methods and microphones. It has been 
written by Mr. Wohr at Bayerischer 
Rundfunk (Bavarian Broadcasting 
Corp.), using different music and a 24- 
channel digital tape recorder. Two 

thousand judgements are now [stored] 
in the computer. A first report [written 
in German] is given in Bericht zur 13. 
Tonmeistertagung 1984. We hope that 
one day there will also be an English 
paper available, for deep -going reflec- 
tions have been added by IRT ( Institut 
fur Rundfunktechnik). 000 

Lowell Cross replies: 
I am gratified that such respected 

manufacturers as B &K and Schoeps 
have taken an interest in our evaluation 
process. 

At least for the time being, it would 
appear that Bruel & Kjaer is (present 
tense) committed exclusively to the 
manufacturing of omnidirectional mic- 
rophones. In advertising copy and in 
articles written by the B &K staff, the 
promotion of omnidirectional micro- 
phones is obvious (ads with the head- 
lines "... but why an Omni ?" etc). If 
microphones with other patterns are 
manufactured by B &K in the future, I 
am sure that they will receive a great 
deal of attention. 

All of the emphasis on the phase 
response of individual microphones 
cannot mitigate a legitimate concern for 
the problems of phase relationships 
between channels in stereo recording. If 
omnidirectional microphones with ex- 
cellent axis characteristics, such as the 
B &K 4000 Series, are placed 20 to 50cm 
apart for "stereo" (eight to 20 inches), 
the most significant differences between 

THE HIGH COST OF VHF 
WIRELESS IS NOW HISTORY 

Samson VHF wireless systems have established a reputation 
for superior performance, innovative design and proven reliabil- 
ity in a wide variety of commercial sound applications. We offer 
a full line of VHF wireless systems from `$475 to 31474 to fit the 
most cost -conscious budget. More proof that professional VHF 
wireless doesn't have to cost what 
it used to. 

WE TOOK THE WORRY OUT OF WIRELESS 
Somson Music Products, 124 Fuhon Avenue, Hempstead, New York 11550 (516) 489 -2203 TLX 510 2221630 
In Canada: Omnimedio Corporation, Ltd., 9653 Côte de liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P 1A3 514- 636 -9971 
'U.S. Suggested Retail 

SAMSolv 
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channels will be time or phase differen- 
ces, and not differences in intensity 
(from amplitude) or directivity (from 
patterns). 

The Jecklin -Disk technique makes 
use of an absorptive barrier 30cm in 
diameter, located between two omnidi- 
rectional microphones spaced 17.5cm 
apart. (See: Martin Dickreiter, 
Mikrofon -Aufnahmetechnik, pp. 102- 
103.) As in the case of an artificial head, 
directional properties are imparted to 
the microphones owing to the barrier 
placed between the pressure- transducer 
elements. The close proximity of the 
absorptive disk will alter the carefully 
designed phase- and frequency- response 
characteristics of the individual micro- 
phones. The JecklinDisk technique, as 
highly regarded as it may be, re- 
introduces directionality at the expense 
of time and frequency- response aberra- 
tions. Are we not back to Square One? 

As mentioned in the December 1984 
article, the Schoeps Colette Series offers 
a comprehensive set of choices, includ- 
ing the only boundary -layer pickup 
known to the author in a modular "fam- 
ily" of microphones. 

Extreme care has been taken in all of 
our listening sessions to maintain 
matched, broadband playback levels 
between the various microphone types. 
All 24 channels are metered simultane- 
ously with both VU and PPM character- 
istics. Of course, the comparison of 
audible differences among microphones 
in level versus frequency has formed the 
very basis of our evaluations. 

If microphones are mounted at the 
same distance and angle, they will by 
necessity be placed very close together. 
However, I appreciate Mr. Wuttke's 
concurrence in recognizing the problem 
and in ascribing the preference for the 
ORTF configuration to the characteris- 
tics of that technique, and not to any 
possible deficiencies in the mounting 
arrangements of the XY coincident car - 
dioid pairs. 

The ranking of the Calrec MkIV 
Soundfield microphone came only as 
the result of auditioning its normal ste- 
reo output via the 24- channel tape on 
which it occupied two (2) tracks. As 
stated in the February 1985 article, its 
multichannel "ambisonic" capabilities 
were heard independently from a separ- 
ate four -channel [B- format] recording 
made at the same time i3 the 24- channel 
evaluation tape. 

Our fourth evaivation session was 
recorded on May 13, 1985, including 
Schoeps MK 41 hypercardioid capsules, 
many "vintage" large- diaphragm mic- 
rophones, and contemporary models 
from AKG, Coles, Milab, Neumann, and 
Sanken. Even though I am preparing 
descriptions and evaluations of these 
microphones for a future issue of R -e /p, 
I can anticipate that discussion, and 
wrap up this one, by advancing one 
more opinion. Absolute accuracy (if 
attainable at all) is an admirable goal in 
recording, and its quest should remain 
our collective point of departure. How- 



THE NEW 252: 
Introducing the Affordable 
Reverb Unit with EMT performance. 
It's no secret that the "EMT sound" 
is a key ingredient of many hit rec- 
ords. It's been that way for over 25 
years. 
Our very first unit, the 140, is still used 
by major studios. And the sound of our 
big digital units, the 250 and 251, is 
legendary. 

Now EMT introduces their new concept 
of digital reverb -the EMT 252. It offers 
more programs and features than the 250 
and 251. Here's what we mean... 

(E M T EMT -FRANZ 
Postfach 1520, D -7630 Lahr 
Telex 754319 

Functionally clear, easy to operate 
control panel.. 
Non volatile storage for 128 groups of 
parameter settings. 
Noiseless recall and sequencing of 
settings during audio programs. 
40nS digital processor speed coupled 
with 16 bit A/D converters yields 15kHz 
bandwidth and full dynamic range. 

LI The original EMT 250 reverb program 
for superb sound at short decay settings. 

1 The EMT 252 linear reverb program for 
perfectly natural sound at longer decays. 
Chorusing, delay, echo loops, doppler 
reverb, and non -linear reverb programs. 

The attordable 252: The superb EMT 
sound will not surprise you... the price 
will! 

Call today for a complete information 
package. 1(800)437 -8272. 

TH4M 
AUDI:' CORPORATION 

741 Washington Street 
New York, NY 10014 

Telephone 212 741 -7411 Telex 236779 
West Coast Office 818 785 -2211 



Letters 
ever, the ultimate goal of recording (the 
means) is to serve music (the end of all 
such means). If colorations, processing, 
time- and frequency -response shaping, 
etc., are appropriate to achieve that end 
(the serving of music), then so be it. 

In conclusion, I must report that I am 
delighted to learn that such august 
institutions as Bayerischer Rundfunk 
and Institut fuer Rundfunktechnik are 
engaged in similar evaluations of mic- 
rophones. I trust that these organiza- 
tions will utilize all of the considerable 
resources at their disposal during the 
course of their investigations. 

CONCERT LOUDSPEAKER 
DESIGN 

from: Michael Waldegrave 
The Soundman 
(Hire Services) 
Christchurch, New Zealand 

I own and run a small sound hire 
company in Christchurch, New Zea- 
land, and am writing to inquire about 
composite box speaker design for con- 
cert use. 

Presently, I supply six local bands 
that play in clubs for audiences up to 600 
persons. Occasionally we do outdoor 
concerts using four -way JBL -type sys- 
tems, including W -bins, 4560 cabinets, 

horns and "bullet" tweeters. 
These bands like a good low "thump" 

for kick drum at about 80 Hz. A man- 
ageable size for a new box would be no 
more than five by three by two feet. 
What results do American firms get 
when using folded -horn cabinets in this 
situation? Would a bass -reflex design 
better suit my needs? Also, should the 
speaker and horn drivers be in the same 
vertical plane? 

David Scheirman replies: 
Since you apparently intend to build 

your own enclosures to fit a specific 
need, you will be doing some experi- 
menting. There are several books avail- 
able regarding the design and construc- 
tion of loudspeaker enclosures. One of 
these is How to Build Speaker Enclo- 
sures (A. Badmaieff & D. Davis, pub- 
lished by Howard W. Sams Co., India- 
napolis, Indiana). 

Some of these books are dated, how- 
ever. A good way to stay on top of con- 
temporary speaker system design for 
live -performance use is through maga- 
zine publications. Regarding folded - 
horn technology, many American con- 
cert sound reinforcement firms rely on 
vented, direct -radiating low- frequency 
enclosures. A few utilize folded -horns. 
The folded horn offers relatively high 
sound -pressure levels with a minimum 
amount of power amplification, and 
fewer actual loudspeakers than would 
be found in an equivalent direct- 

WE 

RECON 'J TION 
MAGNETIC 

AU i] 0 HEADS 
PRECISION HEAD 
RELAPPING 
COMPLETE OPTICAL 
ALIGNMENT 

fr- FREE EVALUATION 
24 HOUR TURN- 
AROUND 

AUTERI 
Associates Inc. 

(516) 331 -5022 
AUTERI ASSOCIATES, INC. 
9 HENEARLY DRIVE, MILLER PLACE. NEW YORK 11764 
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radiating system. Folded -horn systems 
are therefore less expensive to build. 
Comparing the sound quality of the two 
different types of enclosures is an alto- 
gether different subject. (See: "Recent 
Developments in Concert -Sound Sys- 
tem Design and Operation," R -e /p, June 
1984, page 54.) 

Addressing your question regarding 
vertical alignment of the low- and high - 
frequency drivers, I would suggest that 
a basic study of the history of alignment 
(in time) of the various components in a 
multi -way speaker system should be 
undertaken. (See: Pat Maloney's excel- 
lent article, "Time Alignment of Sound 
Reinforcement Equipment," R -e /p, 
December 1980, page 52.) 

I hope the above information will be 
useful to you. 

Editor's Note: Photocopies of these 
two articles are available from the 
address given on the Contents page; 
price is $2.00 each, including postage. 

N ews 
HARRISON AND WESTLAKE 

RENEW DEALER RELATIONSHIP 
Harrison Systems, Inc. and Westlake 

Audio Professional Sales has announced 
the re- establishment of the dealer rela- 
tionship that proved so successful for 
both companies in the past. According 
to Claude Hill, VP of marketing at Har- 
rison, "The synergistic nature of the 
Harrison /Westlake agreement provides 
both companies with the opportunity to 
focus the most advanced American 
technology in studio design and audio 
console systems for the benefit of Wes - 
tlake's high -end client base." 

Westlake will represent Harrison's 
full range of 16 application -specific 
audio console systems from its Holly- 
wood facilities. 

As a result of the recent agreement, 
Westlake Audio's new Studio "D," which 
is scheduled for completion in June, will 
be Harrison equipped. The Westlake 
Studios have also ordered and will 
receive delivery this Fall of the first of 
Harrison's Series Ten, totally- automated 
console systems. 

- NEWS NOTES - 
NBC TELEVISION has ordered 

three Solid State Logic SL 6000 E Series 
Stereo Video Systems as part of its con- 
version program to full stereo television 
sound capability. One of the new SSL 
systems will be installed at the net- 
work's Brooklyn stage (production venue 
for the "Cosby Show "), while two others 
are scheduled to be installed on Stages 2 
and 4 at its Burbank production center. 
NBC announced recently that it will be 
starting network satellite distribution 
of true stereo programming to its affil- 
iates during the first week in July. One 
SL 6000 E Series system has been in 

... NEWS continued on page 26 - 



Advanced recording equipment demands advanced recording tape. Mich 
is why for ter years Ampex has continued challenging machine capabilities. 
Through a decade of technological improvements, Grand Maser" 456 remains an 
audio tape of unewalled sophistication and consistency Which is why more ;op 
albums are recorded on Ampex tape than any other tape 
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on AMPEX 
Ampex Corporation Magr etic Tapc Division. 401 Broadway. Redwood City CA 94063.415/367-3809 Ampex Ccm3orition One of The E-ignal 2ompanies 
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"WOW! 
When the boys from the engineering 

department walked in with their newest 
creation, we said: "Nice looking box. 
What is it ?" 

"This," they said proudly, "is our new 
MSP -126 Multi -Tap Stereo Processor. It's a 
stereo -tapped digital delay line with a 
20kHz bandwidth, eight pre -programmed 
processing modes, and ..." 

"Hold the engineering jargon," we said. 
"Just tell us what this gizmo does." 

"Oh, no problem," they said. "Basically, 
the MSP -126 is a signal processor that cre- 
ates a whole range of interesting effects. 
To begin with, it produces really great 
balanced stereo with flat response from 
any kind of program material. And it also 
creates other kinds of effects -some of 
which are subtle, dramatic, or even 
bizarre. It's easy to fine -tune the effects 
you get, too. For each of the eight effects 
modes, there are 16 delay parameter set- 
ups and 16 amplitude variations. Okay ?" 

We tried to look enthusiastic. "Well, 
maybe it would help if you could just 
give us a few examples of these effects," 
we said. 

"Good idea," they said. "One of the neat 
things the unit does is produce forward 

and backward discrete repetitions. Then 
there's a traditional 'comb filter' stereo 
synthesis. And delay -based panning. And 
binaural image processing for Walkman 
applications. And delay clusters. And con- 
cert hall early reflections." 

"That's better," we said. "We've proba- 
bly got enough to do a pretty good ad for 
you. Before we go, though, you probably 
ought to run us through a quick demo. 
That might help if we get stuck for the 
right word to describe what the effects 
sound like." 

"Sure," they said. "Hope you like what 
you hear." 

So we listened. Then we walked over to 
the typewriter, rolled in a blank sheet of 
paper, and typed a headline that seemed 
to say it all: 

"WOW!" 

If you'd like to see why we're so excited 
about the MSP -126, ask your nearest Ursa 
Major dealer for a hands -on demonstra- 
tion. It's an astonishing experience. 

MSP -126 STEREO PROCESSOR 

URSA MAJOR, Inc. 
R -e /p 16 O June 1985 

Box 28, Boston, MA 02258 USA Telephone (617) 924 -7697 
Telex: 921405 URSAMAJOR BELM 
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EXPOSING AUDIO MYTHOLOGY 

Laying to Rest Some of the Pro -Audio 
Industry's More Obvious "Old Wives' Tales" 

by John H. Roberts 
Before I get into my discussion of 
specifications, I'd like to pass 

along a few observations about console 
automation and VCAs. As recently as 
10 years ago, VCAs could be the limiting 
factor in a recording console's noise/ 
distortion performance. Thankfully, the 
newer parts are much improved; I give 
thanks, because VCAs are used exten- 
sively in modern equipment. 

Not unlike negative feedback, the 
sonic ills of VCAs are much exagger- 
ated. While the modern VCA is less lin- 
ear than the proverbial piece of wire, 
noise and distortion are 70 to 80 dB 
below the signal level. With the possible 
exception of fader automation, it is very 
difficult to audition a VCA by itself. 
When embedded within a compressor or 
noise -reduction unit, the sound will be 
dominated by artifacts of the gain 
manipulation circuitry. 

The paramount difference between 
moving -fader and VCA -based automa- 
tion is not sound quality, but the user 

interface. Moving -fader designs are ele- 
gantly simple to use, while VCA -based 
systems trade some of that ease for more 
powerful capabilities. Choices between 
the two should be based upon ergonomic 
considerations. 

Specifications 
While I don't expect performance 

specifications to be fertile ground for 
uncovering Audio Myths, there are 
enough subtleties to the use of even the 
most common specifications that some 
discussion is warranted. As space allows, 
and current events dictate, we will take 
a look at the more interesting aspects of 
audio "specmanship." 

This month we will start out with the 
very basic parameters of "Signal -to- 
Noise Ratio" and "Dynamic Range." As 
we all know, S/N is simply the ratio 
between some nominal signal level and 
a system's inherent noise floor. Dynamic 
Range, on the other hand, is defined as 
the ratio between the largest and the 

smallest signal levels that a system can 
handle. Both specifications seem to 
provide us with almost identical infor- 
mation about a given channel's signal 
handling capacity. However, just adding 
a headroom figure to the S/N ratio will 
not always add up to the Dynamic 
Range number quoted. To see why, let's 
look a little closer at both. 

S/N Ratio. The basic problem with 
maintaining consistency of S/N mea- 
surements is that we are, essentially, 
comparing apples to oranges: a simple 
signal (usually a sinewave) is being 
compared to a complex waveform (usu- 
ally wideband noise). When measuring 
wideband noise, the reading will be 
affected by the frequency response of 
the system; the frequency response 
(bandwidth) of the meter; the meter's 
ballistic (peak, average, RMS, etc.); and 
the frequency- weighting curves used 
IIHF "A," CCIR, etc.). 

Dynamic Range has its own wild card 
in the method you choose to define 
"minimum acceptable level." In a dig- 
ital system, the minimum might be 
defined by a certain amount of 
quantization- induced distortion. Most 
measurement systems choose a min- 
imum equal to or above the noise floor, 
since it is difficult to resolve signal lev- 
els below the noise floor. For conven- 
ience and some semblance of compati- 

... continued overleaf- 

Bruce Swedien -1984 Grammy Award winning engineer of Michael Jackson's "Thriller" album; and 
engineer for Quincy Jones, James Ingram, Sergio Mendez, Missing Persons...on the DI -100 Direct Box: 

"The D1 -100 has a very warm sound... very rich. It sounds just great to me!" 
"I like to use it with synthesizers. What I do is take an output from the synthesizer, and because the D1 -100 

is capable of Line Level, I run it right into the tape machine... straight through... by -pass the console totally! 
It works great! Oh...and you know what else I really like about it ?...that little gain control...that's handy!" 

The DI- 100... "it stays right with me, I won't give it up!!!" 

We appreciate the support of our users...thanks again to: 
BRUCE SWEDIEN EFX STUDIOS -LOS ANGELES 

DAN WALLIN WONDERLAND STUDIOS -LOS ANGELES 

GLEN GLEN SOUND, RECORD PLANT -LOS ANGELES 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES -LOS ANGELES ABC -TV 

DISNEY STUDIOS -LOS ANGELES CLAIRE BROS. -MANHEIM, PA 

SWEDISH RADIO 8 TELEVISION 
CENTRE CULTURAL- MANITOBA. CANADA 
ANN-MARGRET SHOW 
SHIRLEY MacLAINE SHOW 

WAYNE NEWTON SHOW 
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINK SHOW 
CAESAR'S PALACE -LAS VEGAS 
HARRAH'S- ATLANTIC CITY NJ 

CALL US AND ASK ABOUT OUR NEW RACKMOUNT DIRECT BOXES!! 

ALASKA 
Anchorage Alaska Stage Craft 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix Ear Audio 
CALIFORNIA 
Burbank Studiobuilders 
San Francisco Sound Genesis 
Whittier Whittier Music 
CONNECTICUT 
New Haven Goldie Libro Music 
Stamford Audiotechniques 
W Hartford La Salle Music 
FLORIDA 
Jacksonville New Hope Sound 
Miami. Harris Audio 
Tampa Paragon Music 
GEORGIA 
Smyrna The Music Mart 
INDIANA 
Evansville Dallas Music Pro Shop 
Indianapolis Indy Pro -Audio 

TM 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston E.U. Wurlitzer Inc. 
Brockton Scorpio Sound 
Dalton Berkshire Pro-Audio 
Watertown La Salle Music 
MICHIGAN 
Saginaw Watermelon Sugar 
MINNESOTA 
Savage La Vonne Wagener Music 
NEVADA 
Las Vegas Celestial Sound/Light 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Hempstead NEAT 
NEW YORK 
New York Audiotechniques 
New York Martin AudioVdeo 
New York Night Owl Music .Supply 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Granat Falls Fantasy Music 
OHIO 
Cleveland Central Music age 
Dayton Hauer 

ExchMunsic 

OREGON 
Portland Portland Music 
Portland RMS Sound 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia Tekcom Corp. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston Fox Music 
TENNESSEE 
Nashville Valley Audio 
TEXAS 
Austin Xeno Sound, Inc. 
Dallas Avrom 
Dallas Gemini Sound 
WASHINGTON 
Bellevue Guitars Etc 
Seattle RMS Sound 
WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston Appalachian Sound 
WISCONSIN 
Waukesha Flanners Pro -Audio 

ARTISTS X- PONENT ENGINEERING 
BOX 2331 RP MENLO PARK CA 94025 (415) 365 -5243 ©1984 AXE 
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bility, most analog system designers 
choose a minimum signal level equal to 
the noise floor. 

I have recently become aware of an 
interesting divergence from the stand- 
ard practice taking place among some of 
the anti -digital lobby. At least one wri- 
ter - and he has been quoted by others - has chosen a minimum acceptable 
signal level of 16 to 25 dB below the 
noise floor! You can appreciate that an 
extra 20 dB makes analog look quite 
good (on paper) when compared to dig - 
ital's paltry theoretical dynamic range 
of 96 dB. While I don't know anyone who 
prefers digital's noise floor (even 
dithered) to that of analog, most prefer 
silence to hiss. 

Properly specified Dynamic Range is 
redundant to a S/N +Headroom specifi- 
cation. If the signal minimum is fixed 
arbitrarily or ambiguously, then the 
Dynamic Range specification will be all 
but useless. 

As with the decibel's many variants, I 
don't really care which parameter you 
favor, just as long as you avoid confu- 
sion by clearly qualifying your numbers. 
S/N ratios should be accompanied by a 
bandwidth or weighting curve for the 
noise measured. It is even useful when 
making unweighted measurements to 
name the equipment used, since the 
meter's bandwidth will affect the results. 
Likewise, it is useful when specifying a 
limited bandwidth, such as 20 kHz, to 
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Relationship Between Signal -to -Noise Ratio and Dynamic Range 
note the order of the filter used) - low - 
order bandpass filters require more 
bandwidth in the following meter to 
give results comparable to the steeper 
laboratory bandpass filter sets. 

Now that we've got Dynamic Range 
and S/N all figured out, here comes 
another curve ball. How do you specify 
the performance of a dynamic signal 
processor? Most (all ?) processors that 
use variable -gain elements have a noise 
floor that changes with the signal and 
the gain commanded. Companding 
noise- reduction systems take advan- 
tage of signal masking, and structure 

From initial tracking ... to the finished CD 
... or any step in between 

C1ill ûfi1C3IEZ 
IITLL D ACEAVE0 

Dú7 
3M 32 -Track 
Sony 24 -Track 
JVC DAS 900 2 -Track 
Sony 1610 2 -Track 
Audio & Design 
701 2 -Trac k 
PCM 701 
ES 1610 
Interface Tray 
dbx 700 2 -Track 
SMPTE 
Generator 
and Reader 

Now accepting 
orders for 

Compact Discs! 

DIGITA L 
(818) 797.3046 

Electronic Editing 
(frame accurate) 
Electronic Editing 
(word accurate) 
Format Conversions 
Compact Disc 
Preparation 
Digital Layback onto 
Video Master 
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the circuit so that the gain element is 
noisiest when the signal is loud, and 
quiet when the signal is quiet. In this 
way, a compansion system under vary- 
ing signal conditions can deliver a 
dynamic range 20 to 30 dB more than for 
a fixed- signal condition. 

In light of this behavior, how do you 
specify such a product? The marketing 
department will always push for the 
larger number, while engineering, sen- 
sitive to any appearance of hype, will 
prefer the more conservative, fixed - 
signal results. This is one case where I 
grudgingly agree with the marketing 
types, although not for the same rea- 
sons. When considering the best way to 
specify a product, look at it from the 
end -user's perspective: they need to 
know how well the product does a job. 
For example, a tape noise -reduction sys- 
tem should specify how much it reduces 
noise; equally important, the specifica- 
tion should be comparable. When deal- 
ing with a non -standard product, dis- 
closure of the test set -up should be suffi- 
cient to facilitate comparisons. 

To specify a companding noise - 
reduction system, I favor a total 
Dynamic Range figure that compares 
the loudest loud sound to the quietest 
quiet sound. A companion but secon- 
dary specification could be instantane- 
ous or static S /N, which would tell you 
how much noise is present simultaneous 
to a signal being present. Such a 
number will be much less spectacular, 
but useful when comparing like systems. 

Other processors, such as compres- 
sors and gate /expanders, should be 
specified in a manner that is consistent 
with how they are used. A compressor 
could spec a total input dynamic range, 
while an expander could spec a total 
output dynamic range; again, a static or 
instantaneous S/N would be useful in 
comparisons. 

As usual, we invite comments on this 
topic, as well as suggestions for other 
specifications that warrant amplifica- 
tion. Incidentally, I have recently relo- 
cated my base of operations to Stone 
Mountain, GA, and can now be reached 
at (404) 934 -9626. 

Travels with the Editor begins on page 23 



4th Annual 

Synclavier Summertime Seminar 
August 26 -31, 1985 

Hosted by Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 
Sponsored by New England Digital Corporation 

Lectures Private Instruction Workshops 

The Recording Industry is Changing ... Learn and be part of that change! 

New England Digital is sponsoring its 4tß annual Synclavier Seminar at Dartmouth College. Enjoy the surroundings of this 
beautiful New England campus while learning about the most advanced computer technology in the recording industry 
from some of its leading professionals. 

This year promises to be better tharr ever due to the recent introduction of exciting new Synclavier options suca as 
Polyphonic Sampling, the Velocity/Pressure Sensitive Keyboard, and others. 

As a seminar student, you will receive daily small group and private instructions. N.E.D.'s staff will be on hard to lecture 
on advanced hardware and software developments. There will also be a special Owners Exchange Forum, at which 
current owners can exchange sounds and ideas. 

To complete the curriculum, you will attend daily lectures and hear prominent Synclavier owners describe how they use 
the Synclavier to realize and implement their creative ideas. Plus, there will be special musical events. Attendance is 

strictly limited and all participants must have a basic knowledge of syntiesis or computers. New England Digital 

Corporation reserves the right to select all seminar students. 

Lecturers: 

Oscar Peterson 
Renowned jazz pianist and composer 

Trevor Horn, Producer 
Steve Lipson, Engineer 
Producer/Engineer for Frankie Goes to 
Hollywood and many other highly successful 
pop groups. 

The lecturers listed are current]) scheduled to artend 

Du:! m unforeseen schedule conflicts. n is possible that 

there ma he A suhsümtton or cancellation 

ser choler tse registered trademark of 'seu England 

Digiul Corporation 

198î New England Digital Grcp shun 

Denny Jaeger 
Movie and television soundtrack synthesist 
and composer. Original consultant on 
Synclavier II development. 

Kashif 
Recording artist and producer for George 

Benson, Melba Moore, Hall & Oates and 

others. 

Please remit S400.00 tuition and a b-ief 
resume with your return address and 

phone number to: 
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Jack Nitzsche 
Composer of major film scores: Starman. 

Cuckoo's Nest, Razor's Edge and others. 

Brian Banks and 
Anthony Marinelli 
Composers and synthesists for films, 11. and 

commercials. Programmers for Quincy 
;ones, Jack Nitzsche and others. 

New England Digital Corporation 
Dept. SEM 

P.O. Box 546 
White River Juction, VT 05001 
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The TS24 is the first in -line 
console from Soundcraft. 

And it represents a 
major breakthrough in in- 

line technology, because it now makes 
the console far easier s understand and 
operate. 

Believe us, this is no hollow s romise. 
Our argument is built around two sck 
solid foundations. Firstly, a new concept in 

console layout so logical, engineers used to 
split or in -line consoles can start work from 
day one. And secondly, a set of master 
conditions so advanced they'll amaze you. 

STATUS. 

One touch of the status button will 
configure the whole console for each 
particular stage of recording, mixing, 
broadcasting and video post production 
without sacrificing any flexibility whatso- 
ever. In other words, one touch and you're 
off and running. 

NEW DESIGN. 

Conventional in -line consoles suffer 
from the limitations of one long travel fader 
and one equaliser being shared by two 
signal paths. With the engineer fader 
reversing and moving the equaliser back 
and forth throughout the recording, 
overdubbing and mixing process to 
optimise the situation. 

The TS24 eliminates these short- 
comings, thanks to its logical design. 
The long travel fader is in the section 
called MIX, which is the signal path for 
both monitoring and mixing. The equaliser 
moves between the MIX and CHANNEL 

signal paths automatically by use of the 
master status switches. `Soft' switches 
may locally move EQ and AUX sends 
between the two signal paths but are 
also automatically reset. 

When mixing,the Channel sections 
become available as additional inputs 
or effects sends without the limitations 
imposed by more conventional designs. 

DROP-IN. BOUNCE. 

Drop -ins are made easy by the 
use of the TAPE and GROUP button 
(T & G). Tape and Group enables you 
and the musician to monitor the original 
track and the overdub simultaneously. 

The Bounce button facility 
enables you to take any combin ation 
of channels with their fader and 
pan settings directly to the routing 
matrix giving you instant bounce down. 

SOUND AND VISION. 

To create perfect sound, you also 
need perfect vision. With the TS24, that's 
exactly what you get. Separate scribble 
strips are provided instead of the usual 
confusing double one, and the Mix and 
Channel controls are in clearly defined 
areas for easier use. 

AUTOMATION. 

Soundcraft have developed a unique 
interface to the disc based MASTER MIX 

automation system, which enhances its 
operational flexibility by totally integrating 
the full extent of the console muting. 

One feature of this system enables 
you to by -pass the Channel VCAs, thereby 



optimising the original recording quality. 
Surprisingly enough, all this practical 

technology, combined with sleek good 
looks doesn't carry a huge price tag. So our 
doors are open to practically everybody. 

Which only leaves us with one thing 
to say: if you want to keep your finger on 

the button in the most up -to -date mixing 
console design available, contact us. 

Soundcraft TS24 
Soundcraft Electronics LW., 5 -8 Great Sutton St. London EC1 V OBX. 

7é1: 01 -253 6988. Télex 21198 SCRAFT G. 

Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th. St, Santa Monica, 
California 90404. MI: (213) 453 4591. Télex: 664923. 
Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quebec, 
Canada H9P 1.16.7é1: (514)685 1610. Télex: 05 822582. 

INSTANT 
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Professional audio from the number one supplier 

Test1ake Professional 
Sales 
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Sales: 
Westlake's sales staff is ready 
to supply you with up- to -date 

information regarding 
new equipment, 
its features, 
availability and 
competitive 

prices. 

Ampex, 3M, MCI /Sony, Otari, Soundcraft, JBL, 
U.R.E.I., Westlake Audio, Aphex, AKG, 
Neumann, Sennheiser, Shure, White, Eventide, 
Lexicon, Crown, BGW, A.D.R., Yamaha, BTX, 
Valley People, DBX, Bryston, Studer /ReVox 
and many other professional lines. 
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Demonstration Facilities: 
Unequaled in the industry are 
Westlake's demonstration 
facilities -from Audio /Video 
sweetening to demo produc- 
tion, broadcast to world class 
studio equipment. 
Service: 
Before and after the sale, 
Westlake's technical staff is at 
work to assure a professional 
interface of the equipment to 
your system. Our staff is 
familiar with all of the vari- 
ous technologies in use today 

from acoustic design 
to down beat... 

Westlake Professional Audio Sales Group 
7265 Santa Monica Boulevard 

Audio 213) 851 
-9800 

Telex: 698645 



TRAVELS WITH THE EDITOR 

Digital Developments at the 
West Coast AES Convention, Anaheim 

by Mel Lambert 
With the digital mastering and 
multitrack markets apparently 
set to warm up over the next sev- 

eral months, the recent West Coast 
Audio Engineering Society Convention, 
held during early May at the Disney- 
land Hotel, Anaheim, produced several 
items of news for the digitally- minded 
recording and production community. 
On the hardware front, both Sony and 
Studer are continuing to actively push 
their respective DASH- format trans- 
ports, while Mitsubishi is set to launch 
new two- and 32 -track hardware. 

The Mitsubishi Pro -Audio Group -a new company formed by the amal- 
gamation of Digital Entertainment 
Corporation and Quad- Eight /Westrex - announced that the current X-80 dig- 
ital two -track will be replaced in the 
very near future with the new X -86. In 
addition, existing X -80 transports - of 
which, at the time of writing, 12 were 
still available - are to be sold at a 
"close -out" price of $16,999 (a drop from 
$27,000). Enhanced features of the new 

X -86 two -track include serial- interface 
capability for improved and augmented 
machine control, and other enhance- 
ments which, according to Cary Fischer 
of Mitsubishi, will "exceed DASH for- 
mat [two -track] capabilities." Because 
of slight differences in track configura- 
tions, tapes recorded on an X -80 can be 
played on the new X -86, but not vice 
versa, Fischer says. 

Also launched at the Anaheim Con- 
vention was the new X -850 digital 32- 
track, an upgraded version of the X -800 
that offers full razor -blade editing and 
complete compatibility with existing X- 
800 tapes. Packaged with a new cos- 
metic appearance and slim -line cabinet, 
the X -850 will retain the X -800's list 
price of $170,000. I understand that the 
first X -850 will be installed at Lion 
Share Studios, Los Angeles, during mid - 
June. The facility already operates two 
X -800 multitracks, plus two X -80 mas- 
tering machines. 

Sony Corporation announced that 
well in excess of 100 PCM -3324 DASH- 

format digital 24-tracks have now been 
sold into recording and production facil- 
ities around the world, and that the 
PCM -3202 Twin -DASH 15 ips two -track 
will be available by the fourth quarter of 
this year at a pro -user price of $19,000. 
In addition, Sony stresses that the com- 
pany still plans to market the 7.5 ips 
PCM -3102 DASH -format two -track by 
the fourth quarter of 1985, at a pro -user 
price of $17,500. However, according to 
Curtis Chan, the company's senior 
engineering manager, "prospective cus- 
tomers need to realize that tapes recorded 
on the -3102 will be incompatible with 
Twin -DASH material. Presently, we 
will not be making available a retrofit 
option to convert the machine to 15 -ips 
operation." By mid -1986, Chan added, 
Sony plans to unveil a dual -speed 
(7.5/15 ips) DASH -format two -track 
that will offer enhanced electronic edit- 
ing capabilities. 

Studer Revox America announced 
that production of the new D-820X 
Twin -DASH 15 ips digital two -track 
begins next month, and that the unit 
will be available in the U.S. by early 
1986. According to David Walstra, dig- 
ital audio product line manager at the 
company's Swiss manufacturing head- 
quarters, because the D-820X is designed 
to accommodate 14 -inch tape reels, the 
machine will provide a maximum 
recording time of two hours and 10 min- 
utes at a 48 -kHz sampling frequency, 
and 142 minutes at 44.1 kHz; scheduled 

The Aphex Compellor: 
Invisible Compression in Stereo or Mono. 

'The Aphex Compellor is the most 
acclaimed comp -essor /leveler /peak 
limiter ever made With Good reason . . 

you simply can't hear it work. It doesn't 
add any color or other sonic effects. Best 
of all, the Compellor is easy to use. Set it 

once and it goes to work automatically.. . 

inaudibly controlling you- dynamics. 
Ask your professional sound dealer for 

a demonstration of the remarkable P.phex 
Compellor. Available in monaural and 

stereo versions. Or write us for the name 
of your nearest dealer and more infor- 
mation on the full line of innovative Aphex 
products. 

Aphex Systems Ltd. AX 
.. 

13340 Saticoy St., N. Hollywood, California 91605 
(818) 765 -2212 TWX: 910- 321 -5762 Compellor is a trademark of Aphex Systems Ltd. 1985 Aphex Systems Ltd. 
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Digital Developments 
pro -user price will be in the region of 
$25,000, dependent on system options. 

A 7.5 -ips transport will also be made 
available "if sufficient market demand 
exists," Walstra explained. So far, the 
pro -audio industry "has shown a greater 
interest in the 15 -ips version. The same 
market forces will dictate whether or not 
Studer develops a twin -speed [7.5/15 
ips] DASH -format two -track. We predict 
that there will not be a high demand for 
a 7.5 -ips machine, but we still plan to 
wait and see if we need to market a swit- 
chable transport. To us, a 15 -ips tape 
speed makes sense even without the 
ability to perform cut -and -splice editing, 
because of the enhanced robustness 
against drop -outs and tape damage 

offered by the Twin -DASH [matrixed, 
double -recording] data format." 

An electronic editing system for 
DASH- format transports is currently 
underdevelopment, Walstra added, and 
will connect to either speed two -track 
via an AES /EBU digital in /out bus. 

Although it had been announced at 
the recent European AES Convention, 
held in Hamburg during March, that 
two more companies had joined the 
DASH Group, there was still no official 
release of their names at the Anaheim 
show. Despite a great deal of industry 
speculation, the requested anonymity of 
the two latest members was being 
honored by representatives from Sony 
and Studer - currently the only two 
members of the Group manufacturing 
DASH -format hardware - and Matsu- 
shita, which appears to be concentrat- 
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ing solely on the development of thin - 
film recording -head technology rather 
than transports. 

And in response to the rapid accelera- 
tion of digital recording, Ampex Cor- 
poration recently launched a new dig- 
ital multitrack mastering tape, Ampex 
467, which will be made available in 
half- and one -inch configurations and 
from 4,600- to 9,200 -foot lengths. 
According to Ed Engberg, the com- 
pany's audio tape marketing manager, 
"467 is designed to match the electrical 
and mechanical requirments of multi- 
track stationary -head recording formats, 
and does not require individual adjust- 
ments." Each reel of tape is 100% tested 
from end to end for drop -out perfor- 
mance, Engberg says, by being recorded 
and replayed on a stationary -head 
transport, such as a Mitsubishi X -800 or 
Sony PCM -3324. 

Turning to the lower end of the digital 
recording market, Electric Valve 
Communication Corporation 
provided latest details of pre -production 
versions of the Editing Co- Processor 
designed byl' David Smith for use with 
digital material recorded with an EIAJ- 
format 14/16 -bit processor, such as the 
Sony PCM- F1/701/501, Nakamichi 
DMP -100, or Sansui X -1. (By the way, 
EVC Corp. is the name of a new com- 
pany that was set up recently to develop 
and market Smith's hardware.) Con- 
nected to a modified digital processor, 
the unit is said to be capable of perform- 
ing frame -accurate edits entirely in the 
digital domain, and can be controlled 
with any editing system capable of 
handling video transports. "All a per- 
son needs to do," Smith says, "is to use a 
conventional frame -accurate video edit- 
ing system or timecode -based synchron- 
izer to work out and then execute their 
edit points - the co- processor will then 
take care of the actual audio edit points 
necessary to accommodate the 'uncon- 
ventional' data block per video -frame 
format of the replayed Fl -type material, 
to produce a drop- out -free edited mas- 
ter." Scheduled for market availability 
by late June, the Editing Co- Procesor is 
priced at $1,200. 

JVC was showing a production ver- 
sion of the new FX -900 Transfer Proces- 
sor for converting between 14/16 -bit 
EIAJ- format digital material and the 
16 -bit VP -900 format. EIAJ -to -VP -900 
transfer is effected from composite 
NTSC video input to 16 -bit digital out- 
put, while the reverse involves conver- 
sion from VP -900 composite video to 
EIAJ composite video. During transfers, 
the following functions can be achieved: 
addition of a copy- inhibit bit to the data 
stream; pre- emphasis on /off; and left/ 
right channel reverse. Pro -user price of 
the new FX -9000 is $2,000. Also to be 
seen: the new VP -101 14 -bit EIAJ digital 
audio processor that is capable of 
replaying both 14- and 16 -bit material, 
and which also features a direct exter- 
nal sync input for locking the unit's 
timebase to any video signal or house 
sync; price is $915. E 



If you're reaching for Gold 
or Platinum, first reac 

for rAlv-"f. EM 469 
Because there's never been a mastering tape like it. Agfa PEM 469 captures 
your sounc perfectly in its complete dynamic range. It's everyth ng 

you've always wanted. Reach...and you'll succeed...with Agfa PEM 469 

The only thing standard is the bias. 

AGFA 
AUDIO 

AGFA -GEVAERT 275 NORTH STREET, TETERBORO, N.J 07608 (201) 288 -4100 
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You can take up to 
12 months to pay for 
your Telex duplicator 

and start saving 
money immediately 

For as little as $271.13 a month 
and 10% down you can own 

a basic 6120 system, 
without interest or finance charge. 

Shown here are just 
a few of the many configurations 

available with the 6120 system. You can 
build a system with as many as 

23 cassette slaves and five 
reel slaves or 

more! 

even 

Build a system -build a payment plan. 
For a limited time, participating Telex dealers are extending these very special 
financing terms to qualified buyers. That's right. choose the system that fits your 
duplicating needs and begin making or saving money immediately. Write or call Telex 
today and we'll send you system prices, technical specs. the name of a participating 
dealer and a chart that lets you determine production capability. See for yourself how 
quickly a 6120 system can pay for itself - while you take up to 12 months to pay 
for the system! And, remember no interest -no finance charges. 

Call Toll Free 

800 -828 -6107 
or in Minnesota call (612) 887 -5531. 

TELEX. 
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS. INC. 

9600 Aldnch Ave So . Minneapohs MN 55420 U S A 
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News 
- continued from page 14 .. . 

operation at NBC's Burbank Stage 11 
for the last nine months. 

DOLBY LABORATORIES has 
announced the sale of the 100th SP -24 
multitrack noise -reduction system in 
the U.S. to Digital Dispatch, the rental 
group of Soundcastle Recording Stu- 
dios, Los Angeles. The SP -24 rack fea- 
tures 24 channels of Dolby A -Type noise 
reduction; currently, 350 such systems 
are in use at recording and production 
facilities around the world. 

ARTISAN SOUND RECORDERS, 
the Hollywood music recording and 
disk -mastering facility of Kendun 
Recorders -Burbank, was purchased 
recently by the LATORRE FAMILY, 
of El Paso, Texas. According to Fer- 
nando Latorre, spokesman for the fam- 
ily, and himself a recording engineer 
and musician, "We intend to continue 
the tradition established by Artisan's 
founder, Bob MacLeod, and previous 
owner, Kent Duncan - excellence in 
engineering, state -of -the -art equipment 
and the best possible service for our 
clients." Following the takeover, Wil- 
liam Rogers has been named general 
manager, and Greg Fulginiti as direc- 
tor of mastering for the new company, 
which will continue to operate under its 
old name; both individuals were pre- 
viously employed by the Kendun /Arti- 
san Group in similar capacities. 

COMPUSONICS CORPORATION 
recently completed the first long - 
distance demonstration of its Telere- 
cording digital music recording and 
transmission system. The Telerecord- 
ing process allows music to be transmit- 
ted digitally between remote data bases, 
using special telephone lines. In late 
April, the company transmitted digital 
audio data over a 100 -mile circuit, utiliz- 
ing AT &T's Accunet Switched 56 Ser- 
vice, which permits voice, data and 
video information to be carried at 56 kilo- 
bits per second. Telerecording is an 
optional feature of the company's hard 
disk -based digital audio recording and 
replay system. For the recent demon- 
stration, a song by the Glenn Miller 
Orchestra was digitally recorded onto a 
51/4-inch floppy disk using the Compu- 
Sonics system, transmitted over the 
Accunet line, and then re- recorded on a 
second floppy disk. 

In response to increasing demands 
from artists and producers to digitally 
master their material, and supported by 
a decrease in the costs faced by studios 
wishing to convert from analog to dig- 
ital technology, the professional studio 
industry will be virtually digitized by 
1993, predicts Ed Engberg, audio mar- 
keting manager at AMPEX CORPO- 
RATION's Magnetic Tape Division. 
"Over the last eight years, a profound 
change will occur in the professional 
recording studio," Engberg advises. 
"Digital will become a fact of every day 



JVC Digital Audio. 
The artist's editing system. 
Digital audio editing takes on new speed, simplicity 3nc fexf 
bility with JVC's 90[) Mastering System. Anyone with a rained 
ear can learn to operate it in minutes and be assurEd of Pro- 
fessional results o- outs-ancing fidel ty. accuracy an : :13-ity. 
And while sonic excellence is surely the 900's mos: persua- 

VP -900 Digital Audio Processor. 
Two -channel pu se count mode 
processor. Seve-al 15 -bit micro- 
processors make it compatible 
with cther professional product on 
equipment such as curing lathes, 
syncr.ronizers. End encoders. 
Dynamic range of more than 9C 
dB. Frequency response from 10 
to 20,300 Hz ({ 0.5 dB,. and low 
recording b t rate of 3.08 i Mbits s 
at 44.1 kHz. Trarsformer- ess ana- 
log I O circLits further improve 
sound quality, and the analog -to- 
digital, digital- to- analoç converter 
reduces distortion to less than 
0.02 per cent. while an enphas s 
circui: improves signal-lc-noise 
ratio. Logic circut uses CMOS LSI 
chips for high re iabi ity, compact- 
ness, light weight (48.6lbs) 
and low power consurrp-ion. 

sive feature, flexibility runs a lose second; for not only will the 
900 operate with 3/4" VCA's, bi. t with VHS cassettes, too with 
total sa-ety a -'d confidence, making it iceal for masiv ring cigi- 
tal audio discs and the increasingly popLlar hi -fi video discs. 

The DAS -900 consists of -our principal components. 

_ 
m 

Audio Editor Control Ui t. 
Electronic go..r mor for routing, 
coordinating. and executing all 
edit functions both automatic and 
manual. All ccnmands. frcm dig - 

tal dubbing of xiglnal to naster 
for continuous programs. -o 
repetitive point -to -point manual 
cueing are regulated here. 

TC -900V Time Code Unit. 
Actually two tine code uni s in 
one. this unit reads and go ierates 
SMPTE stancard time ccce and 
synchronizes the JVC excUsive 
BP (bi- parity) time code. Thus. the 
DAS -900 will o aerate effectively 
with both timecodes, a necessity 
when the Sys-cm is to be syn- 
chronized with video equipment 

AE -900V Cigital Audio Editor. Simpfìc ty itself to operate :h s 
pu-s editing right in the hardso- the artist, i' peer be 

Precise to within microsecand accuracy edit search canbe carries 
out by nanJal cueing, automatic scan. or direct address tai I 

confirm cut -in. cut -out points independently by recalli,gsgnals 
stored i i memory. Digital fade control for adjusting relative ids 

./V(- 

between original and master tape. Shift turc ion for charging edit 
points bec <wald or forward in 2 -ns steps for super -fine adjust- 
ment. Aid variable- gradient cross- fading function for smooth 
contiruity at the edit point, variabe in 0.10.2), and 40 mi :roses and 
steps. Auto tape locate functior enables the Jser to locale the 
desired address on the original ape, automïtically 
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News 
life. Less than 5% of professional studios 
are equipped with digital today; within 
eight years, 80% will be." At present the 
digital market is largely centered in 
New York, London, Los Angeles and 
Toyko. A total of 650 digital multitrack 
and mastering systems - based on both 
stationary -head and helical- scan /VCR- 
style recorders - will have been installed 
by the end of 1985. "By the end of this 
year, Ampex expects that the total, 
installed population of analog multi - 
tracks will read 4,000," Engberg con- 
tinues. "However, by 1993 we project 

that this base will decrease to 1,000 sys- 
tems in use. The same projection applies 
to the two- and four -track analog market. 
Over 8,000 of these systems will be 
installed by the end of this year. By the 
end of 1993, we expect to see [that 
number] decrease to about 2,000." Eng- 
berg predicts that over the same time 
period, the installed base of digital mul- 
titrack systems will grow to around 
2,000 units, and the number of two- and 
four -track digital installations will 
increase to 5,000. However, the market 
for quality analog recording equipment 
will remain a vital one, Engberg 
emphasizes, in spite of the increased 
acceptance of digital hardware. "Analog 
equipment will always be less expensive 

MORE THAN DIGITAL REVERB 

Our exciting new DR2 Digital 
Reverb delivers fantastic 
performance at an incredibly low 
price! 

The powerful new DR2 features a 
wide variety of user adjustable 
parameters like presets, multiple 
room choices, pre delay settings, 
adjustable high frequency 
damping, different room positions 
and multiple settings of decay time 
per room to name a few. 

The DR2's straightforward design 
makes it a pleasure to use, plus it 
provides a tremendous amount of 
performance thanks to its 
advanced software based 
technology. 

This means you can get started 
right away using effective reverb to 
your advantage. Then as you grow, 
the DR2 will provide you with plenty 
of performance depth to explore 
and develop. 

DR2 DIGITAL REVERB 

01A DIGITAL REVERB 

1500 DIGITAL DELAY 

1 3 OCTAVE EQUALIZER 

2 3 DUAL OCTAVE EQUALIZER 

Our software based 01A Digital 
Reverb has been in demand since 
day one and has always delivered 
exciting capabilities and special 
effects like reverse reverb and 
gated reverb. But that's only the 
beginning! The amount of power 
available in the 01A can take you 
well beyond popular effects into a 
world of creative expression never 
before approached. And, through 
the software base, the 01A's future 
growth is unlimited. 

Both of our powerful Digital 
Reverbs are excellent examples of 
exacting engineering and high 
quality manufacturing. 

For accessible technology that 
you control, call or write us for the 
retailer nearest you. 

This is what happens when hot 
pro audio people get together! 

Applied Research & Technology Inc. 
215 Tremont Street 
Rochester. New York 14608 
( 716) 436-2720 
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to buy and install that digital, and for 
many applications analog performance 
will be sufficient." 

THE SOCIETY OF PROFES- 
SIONAL RECORDING STUDIOS 
(SPARS) has received a grant from the 
3M COMPANY to establish a statisti- 
cal database for the pro -audio industry 
as an on -line service via the IMC 
EMAIL System. The new database will 
allow manufacturers and studios to 
survey equipment brands, room and 
facility sizes, session rate trends, and 
general information about the record- 
ing studio and production markets. 
Some 5,000 audio and video facilities 
will be asked to complete a special ques- 
tionnaire, of which the responses will 
comprise the computerized database. 
The material will be updated on an 
annual basis. In addition, SPARS has 
organized a two -day studio business 
conference, to be held at the 3M Com- 
pany headquarters, Minneapolis /St. 
Paul, from September 21 thru 22. During 
a series of six seminars, the conference 
will address a variety of topical issues 
including: the economic outlook for the 
production- studio market; cost -effective 
ways to computerize business functions; 
price /cost comparisons of analog and 
digital two- track, multichannel, tape, 
and hard -disk recorders; the effect of 
recent tax -law rulings; studio insurance; 
and employee relations. 

SONY PROFESSIONAL Audio 
Products Division has published a stu- 
dio directory that lists every U.S. facil- 
ity equipped with a PCM -3324 DASH - 
format digital 24 -track tape machines. 
Of the 100+ PCM -3324s that have been 
sold worldwide, over 40 are currently 
installed in recording and production 
facilities throughout the United States. 
According to George Curry, the div- 
ision's VP and general manager, 
"Interest in digital audio for record, film 
and video projects has increased dram- 
atically. The Compact Disc has begun to 
have a major impact on production 
activity. Additionally, we are seeing 

... NEWS continued of page 156 - 
- The Directory - 

Manufacturers might like to take note that 
during forthcoming issues R -e /p will be pro. 
viding Directory listings of the following 
types of recording and production equip- 
ment: 
AUGUST: TimeDomain Special Effects 
Processors, including delay lines, flangers, 
phasers, echo and reverb systems, pitch - 
shifters, etc. 
OCTOBER: Frequency and Dynamics 
Processors, including graphic and paramet- 
ric equalizers, compressors, limiters, 
expanders, noise gates, noise- reduction sys- 
tems, etc. 
DECEMBER: Studio and Live -Performance 
Microphones, plus Power Amplifiers and 
Monitor Loudspeakers. 

To request a questionnaire for the rele- 
vant issue's Directory listing, contact Rob 
Tuffly at the address given on the Contents 
page, call (213) 467 -1111, or use 1MC Email 
REP -US. .. 
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PRODUCTION VIEWPOINT 

DENNIS LPAbPT 

M 
- 

- 10Ih '44 or 

Producing CArjo4ssove r Hits 
Interviewed by NlélaLani bert andRal*Jones 

1 

R -e/ p (Ralph Jones): In the introduction 
to your book, Producing Hit Records, 
you recall that your music career began 
at the age of seven. What were your ear- 
liest experiences in music? 
Dennis Lambert As a teen -ager, I 
worked for about eight years in clubs, 
hotels, and resorts all through the New 
York area, performing standards, some 
popular material, and some ethnic 
material, because the audiences were 
predominantly Jewish or Italian. I took 
it very seriously, and I thought that, in 
time, it would be my career. 

Later I signed with a production com- 
pany that was owned and operated by a 
group called the Tokens. They produced 
the Chiffons, and had a label of their 
own; at the time I signed with them, 
they were producing for Capitol in an 
exclusive arrangement. They found 
material for me, wrote some themselves, 
and brought me into the studio. That 
first experience of being in a recording 
studio environment excited me. 

But I was experiencing a problem 
emotionally, because I was 13 or 14 
years old, close to finishing high school, 
and all of my contemporaries were into 
the early pop music. New York was a 
great launching market at that time. I 
just found myself a little out of step with 
the kind of music I was performing: in 
my heart, I liked what I was hearing on 
the radio, but I still had a great appreci- 
ation for the other kind of music. It was 
like a great push and pull inside me. 

R -e /p (RJ): Nevertheless, that expe- 
rience must have served as a great 
background for a song writer, since you 
were learning the standards? 
DL: I think it served me extremely well, 
because it has enabled me to live in a 
completely different world. I can relate 
to, and talk about, the people who come 
from that era - people like Steve Law- 

In his 20 years as a songwriter /producer, music business- veteran Dennis Lambert has forged a career 
marked by a string of crossover hits, many of which have now become bona fide contemporary standards. 

A published songwriter while still in high school, Lambert appears to have pursued music with a rare 
singularity of purpose - first with his own independent production company, then as a staff producer /wri- 
ter for Mercury Records. 

The ensuing years brought a long and fruitful partnership with co- writer Brian Potter, with whom 
Lambert produced hits for the Four Tops ( "Ain't No Woman Like The One I Got "), ( "Are You Man Enough "), 
Player ( "Baby Come Back "), Glen Campbell ( "Rhinestone Cowboy "), Tavares ( "She's Gone "), Santana 
( "One Chain "), Hamilton, Joe Frank and Reynolds ( "Don't Pull Your Love "), and the Righteous Brothers 
( "Rock and Roll Heaven "). The duo's writing credits include work for Tony Orlando and Dawn, Sergio 
Mendes and Brazil '77, the Fifth Dimension, the Oak Ridge Boys, the Grass Roots, and Survivor. In between 
songwriting assignments, he also found time to write a "survival guide to the industry" titled Producing Hit 
Records. In addition to numerous television and film composition credits, Lambert's recent work includes 
the Dennis Edwards' hit album Don't Look Any Further, and Nightshift by the Commodores. When we 
caught up with Dennis Lambert at Music Grinder Studios, Hollywood, Nightshift had just gone Gold, and 
the atmospheric, haunting title song was dominating the charts; a second single from the album, "Animal 
Instincts," was also moving up the charts. The busy writer -producer was once again in the studio with 
Dennis Edwards working on a follow -up album to Don't Look Any Further, with regular session engineer 
Jeremy Smith. 
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THE TASCAM MS -16: FOR THOSE WHO'VE HEARD IT ALL BEFORE. 
We designed our new 1" 16 -track especially 
for the skeptics. Those who have heard all 
the other 16 tracks... and all the other 
claims. Hearing is believing, and the MS -16 
delivers enough audio quality to convince 
the most critical ears. But that's just part 
of the story. The fact is, the closer ycu look 
into the MS -16, the better it gets. 

The MS -16's superlative performance 
begins with our new micro -radii heads. 
They virtually eliminate "head bumps" and 
ensure flat frequency response. Put this 
together with direct -coupled amplifiers 
throughout, plus ultra -quiet FETs, and you 
get exceptional transient and low fre- 
quency response with extremely low 
distortion. 

Unlike most tape machines, the record/ 
sync and playback heads on the MS -16 are 
identical in performance, so you can make 
critical EQ and processing decisions on 
overdubs or punch -ins without having to 

go back and listen a second time. You get 
what you want sooner and with fewer 
headaches. 

Record /Function switches for each track 
allow effortless, one -button punch -ins. 
Input Enable allows instant talkback dur- 
ing rewinds. With the MS -16, you're free 
to concentrate on the project at hand... 
rather than on your tape machine. 

The MS -16 takes the grief out of locking 
up with other audio and video machines 
as well. The 38 -pin standard SMPTE /EBU 
interface affords speedy, single -cable con- 
nection with most popular synchronizers 
and editing systems. And the MS -16's new 
Omega Drive transport stands up to con- 
tinual shuttling while handling tape with 
kid -glove kindness. 

Take a closer look at the MS -16. See your 
TASCAM dealer for a demo, or write us for 
more information at 7733 Telegraph Road, 
Montebello, CA 90640. 

TASCAM THE SCIENCE OF BRINGING ART TO LIFE. 

,1 Copyright 1985 TEAC Corporation Of America 
For additional information circle 027 

THE TASCAM MS -16 SIXTEEN TRACK 
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gW ive you the kind of information 
about professional audio products 
you won't find in the brochures. 

l 

Hands -on experience. First- 

hand information. Our sales staff 
does more than quote brochures. 
Every one of us has extensive 
hands -on experience with the 
equipment we sell. And even 
with equipment we do not sell. 

We can answer your questions 
about the differences and pro- 
vide you with comparison infor- 
mation you can get nowhere else. 

More Professional Brands 

We sell more brands of pro- 
fessional consoles and tape 
machines than any other dealer in 

the western United States. 

Call us for a list of the more 
than 200 brands of professional 

udio equipment we sell. 

1i:2 : .ltine l'I,ti 

Equipment Sales 
Factory -- rained Service Technicians 
Studi) Dasign 

WVIEIIKO 
DIIOZ9 

160.5 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1001 
Encino, California 91436 
Phore (.318) 995 -4175 or (213) 276 -1414 
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DENNIS LAM6ERT 
rence, Eydie Gorme. Unfortunately, 
they have to live that frustrated expe- 
rience of: Why can't they record any- 
more? Why is there no interest? Where is 
that audience? They know it's out there, 
or they wouldn't be filling halls, clubs, 
and theatres -in- the -round night after 
night. But they can't sell records or get 
played. 

On the other hand, I have that special 
ability to go forward in the contempor- 
ary music business, and yet understand 
musically what I liked so much about 
the old songs. And I try to infuse the 
records I make with those musical 
values. 

That was the evolution of my first 
experiences in recording. There was still 
a modern kind of "Tin Pan Alley" then; 
there were companies in New York that 
were grooming and nurturing young 
writers - all of the people that came out 
of what is now Screen Gems Music, 
which Don Kirschner owned. He and 
others had these little cubbyholes full of 
great talent: Carole King, Jerry Goffin, 
Barry Mann, Cynthia Weil, Jeff Barry, 
Ellie Greenwich - people who were 
creating the body of pop -rock music in 
the early Sixties. I just wanted to live 
that existence. I couldn't wait to get into 
one of those rooms and be told, "Don't 
come out until you have a hit song." 

By the time I was 16, I was signed to 
Mercury Records as a staff A &R man. 
And given great shots! I mean, I pro- 
duced Jerry Lee Lewis; talk about an 
intimidating first experience! But, actu- 
ally, he was very cooperative. I even 
wrote a song for him. 

I was given opportunities very early 
on, and was able to convert them 
quickly. I had a hit song with Freddie 
and the Dreamers: they were signed to 
Phillips in Europe, and I saw a clip from 
a TV show that they did with a silly 
little dance. So, I wrote "Do The Fred- 
die." I never looked back after that. I 
thought, "Who wants to go back to those 
hotels and sing for 50 bucks a show ?" 

R -e /p (Mel Lambert): Who were the pro- 
ducers working at Mercury back in the 
mid -Sixties? 
DL: Quincy Jones was one of the senior 
executives in the Mercury A &R depart- 
ment in those early days. It was Quincy 
and his counterpart, Shelby Singleton, 
who were my first really strong suppor- 
ters. They were the ones who gave me all 
the opportunities. I did some black 
material - which I felt was in my blood - and then the next thing I knew they 
were sending me to England, and I was 
producing the Nashville Teens and 
writing for Freddie and the Dreamers. 

There was a club in Manhattan 
known for its fantastic jazz -oriented 
bands, and they had singers booked in 
on a regular basis. I went to the club, one 
of the last times I performed in that era, 
and I did my four songs. I come off the 
stage, and some English guys walk over 
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Room and microphone layout for Commodores and Dennis Edwards basic 
tracks at Soundcastle Studios, Los Angeles. Producer: Dennis Lambert. Engi- 
neer: Jeremy Smith. Second engineer: Paul Erickson. The equipment rack in the 
control room included two AMS RMX -16 digital reverbs, Yamaha REV -1 reverb, 
AMS DMX 15 -80 delay /pitch shifter, Lexicon PCM -60 reverb, Roland SDE -3000 
delay, dbx 160, 161 and 165 limiters, GML equalizers, EMT 250 reverb, Drawmer 
and Valley People Kepex II gates. 

to me and they say, "You know, you're 
very good." And here I am disaffirming 
that I do this: I didn't want to perform 
anymore! 

As it turned out, they were Don Arden, 
Peter Grant, and a guy called Mark Wil- 
dey. The three of them were partners at 
the time, managing all of these English 
acts: the Animals, the Small Faces, and 
a host of others. The next day, two of 
them came up to my office and I played 
them some songs. A few months later, I 
was over in England producing an act 
for them. Suddenly, I'm in England, at 
the thrust of the "Early Invasion." It 
was an incredible piece of fate. 

R -e/ p (RJ): So it would be fair to say that 
you took pretty much the same path as 
the career plan outlined in your book: 
moving from A &R to record production. 
Do you see that same plan holding true 
today? Would you change your advice to 
beginning producers starting in the 
mid -Eighties? 
DL: It would be difficult to break into 
the business the way I did, because that 
era of A &R /producer has passed. But I 
think many producers and songwriters 
evolve today from playing live as musi- 
cians. If you play on live dates, you'll 
learn how to relate to an audience: the 
importance of song, timing, and all the 
things that, in a way, also apply to the 
production of records. 

R -e /p (ML): You are quoted as saying, 
and I'm paraphrasing: "The Song is 
King." Do you think that if a producer 
doesn't have a strong song sense, then 
they don't have what it takes to be a 
producer these days? 
DL: I think that's true. A song sense can 
be acquired; just through the experience 
of making records over a period of time, 
sooner or later you have to become more 
sensitive to the structure of songs. But I 
recognize that there are many producers 
today who are primarily engineer - 
oriented: their strength is more in 
sound. and helping to create the sound 
for the artist. Consider Bob Clearmoun- 
tain, for example . . . I don't know 
whether or not he gives Hall and Oates a 
lot of song input. Or Hugh Padgham; I 
don't know what he tells Phil Collins 
about the songs themselves. Perhaps 
they do have strong instincts about 
songs, but that isn't where they live, so 
to speak. 

I've worked with engineers who are 
very musical, like Jeremy Smith. Jeremy 
has always had the natural instinct to 
know why a song felt great - or why it 
didn't. He isn't always able to talk about 
it the way I can, after my years of look- 
ing at songs. But he knows what it is 
about a song that is wrong, or why 
something's feeling labored. 

R -e /p (RJ): In your list of recording and 
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"It takes a certain dedication and commitment to cross a record over. 
And it takes dollars to back up that commitment, because you're 

going to enter a whole different market. It means merchandising it at 
the audience; working it at radio; creating a profile; building it." 

production credits, I see two basic cate- 
gories of artists. One is soul or R &B 
artists - that's the predominant one, 
obviously. And the other is country: the 
Oak Ridge Boys and Glen Campbell. All 
your Grammy nominations were for the 
song "Rhinestone Cowboy." What, to 
your mind, is the relationship between 
the two categories? 
DL: Well, I never really thought of 
myself as being a country- oriented pro- 
ducer or writer in the pure sense. I don't 
know, first of all, if I'd be interested in 
working with many country artists and, 
secondarily, if I'd be able honestly to 
know the territory. But Glen Campbell 
had already been a pop crossover artist, 
and had emerged as a major star, with 
country as his roots. While evaluating 
his past career and what I could do for 
him, I didn't feel that country, in a pure 
sense, was a factor. The records that I 
thought I could make with him would 
relate more to his pop successes: the 
Jimmy Webb songs that were stand- 
ards, though they may have been 
country- oriented. 

I thought, "Well, he's a great singer 
who's somewhat underestimated by 
people, and he can make emotionally 
honest records. I can help him do that by 
finding some great songs." Since he's 
not a writer, I knew that my role would 
be much more critical. 

"Rhinestone Cowboy ", which I pro- 
duced, just happened to be a perfect veh- 
icle for Glen; ultimately, it's become his 
theme song. You dream about that with 
an artist: that there could be one song so 
powerful in its marriage to the artist 
that it's their signature ... like "Thanks 
For The Memories" is for Bob Hope, but 
in a modern sense. 

The relationship between the song 
and the artist - whether it's Glen 
Campbell, Player, or Santana - is 
essentially the same. It's just a question 
of the slight differences in mood, the 
style of the production, and the edge in 
the music. 

When I record an artist who is "legit- 
imately" black - Dennis Edwards, for 
example - there'll still be elements of 
my pop sensibilities built into the pro- 
duction style. That will be balanced by 
his ultra -soulfulness: we meet some- 
where in the middle. It creates a special 
blending of everybody's talent when I 
get involved with them in that way. 
They're black, on this side of the fence, 
and I'm white, on the other side of the 
fence. I want very much to do legitimate 
work with them where they live, and 
they want to live where I am. Some- 
where, we wind up right on the fence. 
When you do that, you win all around. 

Sometimes I kind of chuckle to myself 
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when people say, "Let's go after Dennis 
Lambert because he's the Crossover 
Guy." When I think about it, the black 
hits I've had, especially of late, have 
been bigger black than pop. I mean, 
Dennis Edwards' "Don't Look Any 
Further" - you couldn't have had a 
bigger black record. But it didn't cross 
over: it was primarily a soul record! His 
album was huge in that market - 
number one. 

The Commodores' record, "Night- 
shift," is a crossover smash, but it's 
been number one black for four weeks 
[mid -May]. So, it isn't like "We sacrifice 
something on the black side when he 
works with us, but he crosses us over 
onto the pop charts." 

R -e /p (ML): I still don't really have a 

handle on what makes a typical "black" 
record. Maybe because somebody decides 
that this is a black record, it will only be 
played on black stations, and nobody 
else will hear it. I find that a strange 
attitude when you come across the 
Commodores' album, which I can see 
just about everybody appreciating. 
DL: It's like ... in the grocery store, 
"mainstream" products are in abun- 
dance: there's a lot of milk, but there are 
not too many smoked oysters, for exam- 
ple. Essentially, that's what I see in 
radio. There's only so much black music 
that mainstream pop radio will play. 

Quincy Jones, in a speech to NARM a 
few weeks ago, recommended to the 
record merchandisers and manufactur- 
ers that there should be no labels any- 
more. I agree. It's about time that we 
went past that, because it is a commun- 
ity of music. Period. The color doesn't 
matter if people like the song. I think it 
would be wonderful if records were 
judged purely on their own merits - on 
all kinds of radio. 

R -e/ p (ML): And not that the label heads 
and A &R people got together and said, 

"Okay, we'll allocate this amount of 
money to record this artist, and this will 
be a black hit," because they know up 
front it's only going to sell to that 
audience. There appears to be nobody 
taking a chance and saying, "We know 
we've got our costs covered in one 
market, let's try it in other markets. Who 
knows, it may be a breakout ?" You're 
leading the way in saying, "Let's keep 
all bets open, and see what the market 
says." 
DL: Yeah, but no sooner does someone 
say that, than there comes the response: 
"Wait a second. If we eliminate black 
music departments within record com- 
panies, and we lose jobs, we lose status. 
We lose a piece of what we've worked so 
hard to get. Let's not be so quick to elim- 
inate labels: we'll be right back where 
we were 20 years ago." 

R -e /p (ML): You were talking earlier 
about taking Dennis Edwards and mov- 
ing him over to the Top 40 market by 
changing his production style. How did 
you modify the method of recording and 
production with Dennis? 
DL: I don't know if there was too much 
of a difference in terms of the produc- 
tion: it comes down more to the song. 
There are certain kinds of songs that 
you know will work in both markets the 
moment you hear them. They're just 
that strong - they're irresistable. 
"Lover Boy," by Billy Ocean, is a good 
example. That would have been a 
smash for Dennis in the same way; it 
would have crossed him over to pop. 

R -e /p (RJ): Can you pick out specific 
elements of such a song? 
DL: It's hard to be very specific, because 
it has to do with the fact that it feels 
great, and it's not overly ethnic - not 
overly R &B. "Lover Boy" has a lot of 
pop -rock approaches in its production. 
It's a fusion of soulful performance - in 
the case of Billy Ocean's reading of the 
song - with a lot of rock qualities and 
characteristics. 

Sometimes, a song can be one that I 
wouldn't be so quick to say will cross 
over. But it will anyway, because it's 
just irresistable. There was a record 
some years ago by Evelyn Champagne 
King, called "Shame" - it was her first 
hit, and undeniably a very black, soulful 
record. But it had that irresistable drive; 
pop radio played it, and audiences 
bought it. 

Although it didn't cross over, Dennis' 
record, "Don't Look Any Further," did 
get played in major urban markets, 
where the record was so big on the black 
charts that Top 40 stations were forced 
to play it. And where they played it, it 
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DENNIS LAM6ERT 
was a huge hit. Sales were phenomenal - the chart positions in those urban 
markets were very respectable. In my 
opinion - and, I think, the record com- 
pany's too - had they not waited so 
long to make a thrust into the pop area 
with that record, it would have crossed 
and been a major hit. No matter who 
heard that record, it pressed buttons. 
And that's all the song ever has to do. 

It takes a certain dedication and 
commitment to cross a record over. And 
it takes dollars to back up that commit- 
ment, because you're going to enter a 
whole different market. It means mer- 
chandizing it at the audience; working it 
at radio; creating a profile; building it 
-starting smaller. In some cases, they 
make you do that with black records. It's 
the easiest excuse: "Where's the base for 

the record? What have you done 
R& B ?" 

in cases, what Sly Stone did. 

R -e /p (RJ): Doesn't the cross over poten- 
tial of a record depend to an extent on 
the attitude of the tune, as it's embodied 
in the lyrical content? 
DL: I think that factor does have a big 
bearing. There are many hits that don't 
cross over - that the record companies 
perhaps are not even trying to cross over - because there's something in the 
"essence" of the lyric that just keeps 
them in the R &B market, where they 
really, truly belong. Sometimes it's in 
the musical content, as well. There's 
always been a "funk" side to R &B, 
something that I never really got into, 
because I don't see the real essence of a 
song in a musical jam. Yet there are 
some incredible soulful, black- oriented 
"groove" records: what George Clinton 
and the Gap Band do and, in some 

THE CREATIVE STUDIO ENVIRONMENT 
Dennis Lambert's Equipment Selection for his Planned Facility 

Currently in its final planning stages is a new 24 -track studio that Dennis Lambert 
intends to open later this year. What is his thinking behind the decision, we queried? 

"Our basic concept for the studio," he replies, "is this: a large control room equipped 
with a board that is very clean and simple, with insert points so that you can go right to tape 
before you go t hrough a whole bunch of group and bus amps, etc. Jeremy Smith and I are 
looking for a board that sounds musical, and is very quiet. And one or maybe two 
hot -rodded tape machines. 

"We plan to build a control room that's laid out in such a way that it will be obvious that 
direct recording was thought about during the planning stages maybe with all the inputs 
in the rear wall where the synthesizer and drum machine setups are going to be, and 
everything hard -wired to the patch bay. 

"We have bounced the concept of a lot of people. We said: 'What if this room could cost 
$70 and hour ?' Everybody said, `Yeah, incredible!' because they find it difficult to justify 
spending $120 or $130 and hour to do overdubs. There's nothing that's priced in the middle: 
no one has built a studio with that particular role in mind. We think there's a definite need 
for it. We can probably keep the place busy enough on our own, but we will rent it out to 
select people that we know. 

"It will make the record companies happy, as well, because we'll charge less. If I spend 
500 hours on session time for an album, I'm spending 350 of them doing overdubs. If you 
save $30 to $50 an hour during overdubs, it's going to make a significant impact on the 
budget. People have responded very positively to the concept." . . continued overleaf - 
Producer Dennis Lambert (left) with regular session engineer Jeremy Smith at 
the Trident TSM console in Music Grinder Studio, Hollywood. 
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R -e /p (RJ): Or James Brown. 
DL: Certainly James Brown. But, as 
time has gone on, groups like Midnight 
Star have evolved. Primarily, their 
records are black, dance -oriented 
records. Usually, they don't have much 
of a strong song content. But when they 
come up with "Freakazoid" or "Opera- 
tor," there's something that's just irre- 
sistable in the song - however simple, 
however tied to an incessant groove and 
highly electronic production - that 
makes it work for pop. 

R -e /p (RJ): This is a good time for cross 
over, it seems to me, because a lot of 
white artists have been co- opting black 
rhythmic influences, and bringing in a 
lot of stylistic elements from R &B. 
DL: Absolutely. It's more evident today 
than it's ever been. I think it's at the 
heart of what was the beginning of rock 
and roll. Nobody would deny that, in the 
Fifties, the earliest material that anyone 
dared call rock and roll was a real blend- 
ing of black and white. Some of the 
artists were black, some were white, but 
the music ... you wouldn't have known, 
exactly. 

So, it doesn't surprise me that it's 
happening more now. It's just that there 
was a period of the two forms moving 
apart for about 15 years, and then the 
lines re- intersected. 

R -e /p (RJ): Let's talk about production 
techniques. As a singer yourself, how do 
you deal with vocalists in the studio? 
flow much direction do you give? 
DL: In the case of an artist who isn't as 
involved in the building of the tracks 
-who wants that done for him, and 
doesn't necessarily want, or need, to be 
there - I'll put down a reference vocal. I 
do it in the course of building a track. If 
it's a live track, I may sing it while 
they're cutting the basics, so the band 
has a feeling for what the song is all 
about. It helps the vocalist in the end, 
because they'll take the track home - 
both with that vocal, and without it. 
They'll be able to work with the track on 
their own, and listen to how I think it 
should be read; how it should feel. 

Most of the artists that I've worked 
with are particularly confident, strong 
singers. Dennis Edwards, for example, 
needs to be held back a little bit. He's an 
"oversinger;" he has a very powerful 
voice, and tends to kill things. It comes 
from his years in the Temptations, 
when they did a lot of that black, 
protest- oriented material. It was 
ground- breaking music, but there was a 
lot of shouting, and not enough singing. 
Yet from working with him, I know 
Dennis has a great voice! 

I made him analyze a few records, and 
pointed out how many performances by 
great artists - artists who you know 
have the macho stuff and the power - 
are undersung. You may see them live, 
kicking ass, but you would never get 
away with that on record. The key is 

... continued on page 41 - 



CHRISTINE McVIE ON FOSTEX 
Christine is a singer, songwriter and, of course, a member of Fleetwood Mac. 

"Fostex is wonderful for 
experimenting with ideas 
quickly, and under my own 
roof." 

` `As a singer /songwriter, 
I hadn't previously known 
a lot about recording 
techniques and studio 
technology. So my 
newfound relationship with 
my Fostex B -16 will teach 
me a most important 
dimension of a musician's 
career - engineering. 

"Not that I'm becoming a 

studio engineer. Fostex is 

relatively simple to use; for 
me, having this equipment 
at home enables me to 
produce really superior 
demos. The sound quality is 

comparable to many 
24 -track studios. 

FOSt2X 
PERSONAL MULTITRACK 
FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650 

(213) 921 -1112 

"If I record something I'm 
really satisfied with, I then 
have the option of 
transferring tracks to a 

24 -track machine, and 
continuing. 
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For you, Ws the sixth ses- 
sion of the day. For them, it's 

the biggest session of the 
year. So you push yourself and 

your board one more time To 
find the perfect mix between four 

t - singers, 14 musicians, and at least 
as many opinions_ To get all the 

music you head on to the one thing 
they'll keep. The tape. 

We know that the tape is the one 
constant you have to be able to count 

on. So we make mastering tapes of truly 
world -class quality. Like Scotch 226. a 

mix of Scotch virtuosity and the versatility 
to meet your LOW FREQUENCY 
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Both offer a clearer, cleaner sound than any other 
tape. Getting you closer to your original source. Plus, 

they're both backed by our own engineers a call away. 
They are just two of the tapes that make us...number 

one in the world 
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DENNIS LAMBERT 
that you just don't notice the undersing- 
ing on the track, because you're not pay- 
ing that kind of attention to the perfor- 
mance on a record. What you are paying 
attention to is the fact that the record is 
feeling great: it's a hit, it works, you dig 
it ... and, as a producer, you're jealous. 
But take a look at it, and you'll see that 
it's very controlled. 

R -e /p (ML): Often it's the case of the 
person who's listening to the song pro- 
viding that withheld energy; it gives 
them a rapport with the song. But, if the 
energy is all there and you're simply 
passively absorbing it, it's an uninvolv- 
ing process. 
DL: That's right. You're not leaving 
any room for your audience to feel any- 
thing. Dennis saw what I meant: he def- 
initely feels that I've held him back a 
little, and not let him oversing. I'm mak- 
ing him sing more - I'm keeping the 
keys down, keeping him within his 
range. I also let him go, of course, 
because that's part of what he does so 
well. But I wait until the right moments. 

R -e /p (RJ): That approach should also 
help to cross him over? 
DL: Exactly. I don't think you can over- 
sell that "heavy soul" to a broad, main- 
stream audience. Yet they'll take it in 
small doses. 

R -e /p (RJ): In a situation like that, 

where you are building a track, do you 
work with vocal composites? 
DL: If an artist is real prepared, and I 
can sense that they're performance - 
oriented, I'll let them go onto three or 
four tracks, top -to- bottom. But I'm not 
going to get everything I want in every 
case. They could give me 20 performan- 
ces, and I could end up feeling that 
maybe there's one line that I can't find 
on any one of them. 

Dennis Edwards, for example, tends 
to sing things a little differently every 
time. When you want to join the 5th line 
to the 6th line, he's maybe phrased the 
5th line a little differently, and it will no 
longer bounce in. So, I tend to find a 
performance that I like most of all, and 
work with that until I'm really satisfied 
with it. That way I know there's not 
going to be this ridiculous, comping 

THE CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT - continued .. . 

What are you considering in the way of recording equipment for the new facility? 
"We've been looking very closely at the latest Neotek console, the Elite. It's a very good 

board: very clean, and well built. I think it's been laid out very intelligently; Jeremy was very 
impressed with it, as well. We've taken modules to the studio we've been working in, and 
tested them to see how clean they sound, and how they sound next to other consoles. It's a 
very 'musical' board - the EQ, especially, is like a vintage Trident A -range console, but 
without all the problems that people have associated with them over the years. And it's like 
a Neve in the simplicity of the signal flow. Jeremy has never been a great fan of a 
complicated signal flow. As for automation, he doesn't like VCA -based systems. 

"I've never liked VCA systems, either, but the Neotek is available with Massenberg GML 
[moving -fader] automation; if we buy the board, we'll buy it like that. Jeremy has used the 
GML system, and he said it was incredible. It's instantly updatable, and every mix you do is 
merged: you do something, stop the tape, and what you did is now on that mix. So, that's 
the package we're looking at. 

"To handle the acoustic design, we recently met with Ron Baumer and George Augs- 
purger. Baumer is primarily a builder - he's done Soundcastle, and a few other places. 
Wherever we wind up locating the studio, and several possibilities are still being consi- 
dered, we would probably use the two of them. 

"Regarding a multitrack for the studio - and we're talking about analog for the moment - I think we'll wind up with MCI; overall, they're real good 'work- horse' machines. They 
sound pretty good, and they can be hot- rodded. We're going to check out the Otari 
MTR -90 as well. 

"We have looked at an analog two -track, which we're still waiting to get to try out. 
There's a new professional two -track made by Nagra - the T -Audio - which is supposed 
to be unbelievable. The specs on it are amazing, and they have their own Nagra Master 
Curve, which is very close to digital in terms of the signal -to -noise ratio. The machine is 
available only with quarter -inch heads, but their specs for 15 ips exceed most 30 -ips 
half -inch machines! And it's also available with 30 ips. It costs almost $10,000: it's got to be 
pretty great! 

"Jeremy just bought an Eagle amplifier, which we have tried out with our Tannoys. It was 
unbelievable what we heard on our reference tape. You just never heard anything so 
transparent. That's the kind of hardware we're looking to use in this new studio. .C100 
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nightmare. It's the easiest, quickest way 
for me to do it, and it makes me confront 
decision -making every step of the way. I 
think you have to make decisions, or the 
production process becomes never - 
ending! 

If you have 12 or 14 tracks of vocal, it 
can take two days to make a comp. In 
the end, the master vocal may not be 
any better than it would have been if, in 
three or four hours, the producer, the 
artist and the engineer said, "Let's get 
this right now on the track. Let's just 
go." I don't wind up with more than 
three or four tracks of vocal, and gener- 
ally I'll have one master lead vocal. 
Maybe I've kept a safety if we've done it 
a few times, in case something goes 
wrong. If I do have multiple tracks, 
they're the doubles and the highlight 
sections - the little two -part harmony 
things. 

R -e /p (RJ): You've said that when you 
write for one of your artists, you'll set up 
the bottom of the tune first to get a solid 
feel, and then build on that. When you 
bring that song to the studio, do you 
tend to hold to the feel that you've estab- 
lished while writing? Hou, much input 
do you take from the artist concerning 
the feel when you moue into the studio? 
DL: Any input that they want to give 
me; anything I think is logical and 
meaningful. Sometimes, because of my 
lack of time, my demo is rather bare - 
bones and I have to indulge them - and 
they have to indulge me - in imagining 
where it was going to go, even though I 
didn't have time to take it there. That's 
harder to sell to anybody these days. 
The artist wants to hear something 
representative of what the song really is 
going to be, unless it's a song in the pure 
sense: what would you have to do to 
"One More Night" as a demo? Piano 
and voice: if they don't get it, then it's on 
to something else. But with songs like 
"Nightshift," for example, if the demo 
didn't capture something of what the 
record would be, it would be hard to 
expect an artist to react to it. 

R -e /p (ML): What was on the song demo 
for "Nightshift ?" 
DL: It wasn't actually demo'ed in any 
complete sense. That song was a real 
evolution. Walter "Clyde" Orange 
[Commodores' drummer and vocalist] 
played me a bunch of songs on different 
occasions, none of which were really 
complete: they were ideas, "grooves" ... 
little snatches of music. The feeling of 
"Nightshift" was in one of these tapes - the essence of the groove. It was a 
demo that Walter had done in his home 
studio: there was no song yet - just a 
feel. But I loved it. 

At that point, the guys were anxious 
to get their own tunes developed to the 
point where I, as their producer, would 
say, "I love this: let's cut this." I had 
made a commitment to myself that I 
would not cave under any pressure from 
the group, if that came about; I just 



We did it right. 

It's no surprise that when the key 
engineers of our PZM' microphone 
technology set their sighs on com- 
bining the benefits of the boundary 
effect with unidirectionality, the fruits 
of their efforts would be nothing less 
than superior. 

After all, Crown has been leading 
the way in boundary technology 
longer than anyone in the industry. 
And, like the PZM project, our com- 
mitment to developing the 
"premiere" unidirectional, surface - 
mounted microphone rings true. 

Introducing the PCC -160 Phase 
Coherent Cardioie from Crown. 

Designed for easy mounting on a 
boundary surface, the PCC -160 
utilizes a subminiature supercardioid 
mic capsule to create a directional 
pattern which improves gain- before- 
feedback. reduces unwalted room 
noise and rejects sounds from the 
rear. 

For stage reinforcement, podiums. 
news desks. or for hiding in sets. 
the PCC -160 offers superior 
performance. 

And because the microphone is 
mounted on a boundary, direct anc 
reflected sounds arrive at the 
diaphragm in- phase. The 
result...wide. smooth frequency 
response free of tonal coloration or 
unnatural sound which can occur 
with conventional microphones. 

Self- contained electronics 
eliminate the need for a sometimes 
awkward in -line preamp box. The 
PCC -160 can be powered directly 
from the console or other remote 
power source. Or if battery power is 
convenient, a battery supply unit 
can be inserted anywhere in the 
mike line...right up to the console or 
mixer. 

For maximum flexibility, the 

PCC -160 features an exclusive 
three -way "bass tilt" switch which 
allows you to tailor, up or down. the 
low -end response for special ap- 
plications or unusual boundary 
sizes. 

Due to its low profile and "go 
away gray" finish, the PCC -160 
microphone becomes nearly invisible 
in use making it ideal for the stage, 
newsroom or lectern top. 

But beneath its cloak of dark gray. 
the PCC -160 is protected by a 
heavy -gauge, all -steel body. tough 
enough to stand up to even the 
most severe abuse. 

The PCC -160. A microphone 
meeting the needs of today's sound 
professional with today's most ad- 
vanced technology. 

We did it right. 
Call or write for more information 

and complete specifications. 

crown® 
Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Rd.. Elkhart, IN 46517 (219) 294 -8000 
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DENNIÒ LAMBERT 
wouldn't give in and do anything I 
didn't believe in. So, I kept making sug- 
gestions about how they could improve 
these tunes they were playing for me, 
because I just didn't feel that I would be 
doing my job if I cut things that didn't 
knock me out. 

When Walter played the "Nightshift" 
groove for me, I said that I loved the 
essence of what was on that tape, and I 
developed it into a full song along with 
Franne Golde. There's another thing 
that I would give Walter credit for, 
besides the essence of the groove: he 
wanted to do a tribute to Marvin Gaye. I 
didn't necessarily know if I wanted to do 
that: it's not automatically "safe." 

R -e /p (RJ): A tribute to somebody of his 
stature could end up being anything 
from great to embarrassing? 
DL: Right! Walter also had one line, 
which was [sings]: "Marvin, he was a 
friend of mine." I just loved the way that 
felt on that little groove, and I loved the 
fact that it made it so intimate - so 
personal. So I said, "Well, Jackie Wilson 
died this year, and he was really a 
legend in his own right. Why not do a 
song about both of them ?" The band 
said that would be cool, and that was the 
last time Clyde saw the song in the form 
he had given me. 

I think I get as much input on the 
song's direction from the primary 
arranger as I do from the artist. On 
"Nightshift," it was Peter Wolf, who is 
an incredibly talented musician, pro- 
grammer, and synthesizer player - the 
whole works in one guy. He had a lot of 
influence on "Nightshift," in the way 
that it felt. It was his idea to use a fret- 
less bass for the body of the sound, 
because of the mood that we wanted. 

R -e /p (ML): Given the number of asso- 
ciate producer/ arranger credits on your 
recent albums, it sounds like a fertile 
process in the studio, with a lot of input 
being taken by you from various people. 
But you are obviously the guy at the top 
of all this, who has to oversee how it's all 
coming together. How do you pull 
together the diverse elements? 
DL: I find that for every track you have 
to have a musical leader on the line, so to 
speak. I can be kind of a general back at 
headquarters, but you need that line 
guy; Robbie[ Buchanan] and Peter serve 
that function. So does Paul Jackson 
Jnr., another giant talent. 

I love Robbie and Peter for what each 
of them does. First of all, they're both 
musicians par excellence. They're both 
fast, in terms of getting a sound that's 
right, and coming up with a part that's 
not pre- arranged. In both their cases, 
we're talking about very extensive set- 
ups: eight or 10 synthesizers, most of 
them MIDI'ed. But it's not for their 
speed that I use them; I use them for 
their abilities. I try to pick the songs 
that I think each one would have the feel 
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"In understanding a song, the 
mood and the content of the 
lyric, you get a lot of ideas 
about `colors' of the sound and 

the parts." 
for, though they honestly can do 
anything. 

I'm a believer in giving credit where 
it's due, and I feel that, for the effort that 
they put in, they should get credit for 
what they contribute to the production. 
What's the expression ... "Success has a 
thousand fathers, and failure's an 
orphan." It's easy to claim all the credit 
yourself, because if you fail, you get the 
blame. But I know that's not the way 
records are made. When I hear Night- 
shift, I'll never forget the moments 
when those decisions, some of which 
were Peter's or Jeremy's, came down. 

Many people have said that what gets 
to them about Nightshift is the "sound" 
of it. Now, do they mean from an engi- 
neer's point of view? Or is it the sound of 
the bass, the air, the mood, the trans- 
parency? We could each say, in our own 
way, that we're responsible for it. 

R -e /p (ML): Few producers might be wil- 
ling to acknowledge that fact -possibly 
because they forget about it, or maybe 
because they like to be in the spotlight? 
DL: I thoroughly believe that making 
an album is a collaborative effort. Years 
ago, when I did records that were pre- 
dominantly live rhythm sections and 
overdubbed horns and strings, I never 
got close enough to any one guy to say 
that his contribution was so special. But 
these days, when you work with some- 
one like Peter or Robbie or Paul, there 
are times when you're building a track 
from the ground up, and they've played 
and programmed every single instru- 
ment. Maybe you wind up with live per- 
cussion, but that's the only thing they 
didn't play. "Nightshift" happens to 
have a live drummer, and there's per - 
cussion and guitar. But every other 
note, every pad and effect, was Peter. 
There are tracks on Dennis' new album 
that are all Peter. Same with Robbie. 

R -e/ p (RJ): It would be difficult for me to 
believe that Nightshift was a collabora- 
tion among too many people, because 
the album is so artfully shaped. It's hard 
to see how you could arrive at that 
degree of control and taste by commit- 
tee, so to speak. 
DL: That's true. The Commodores had 
a certain amount of input on Nightshift 
but, candidly, it was less than they 
might have had on their past albums. 
They didn't play that much on this last 
album, and that was by choice. They 
didn't feel they should, and they weren't 
prepared: they simply couldn't spend 
four weeks in a rehearsal studio; it was 
too much to take on. They opted for 
going for the best modern players, with 
me calling the shots. They didn't want 
to be involved in all of the tracking, 
because they felt it would hold it back, 
and I think they were right. 

After all, recording in 1985 is not like 
recording even in 1982. A little bit of the 
modern technology around today had 
kind of passed them by while the band 
was regrouping [after Lionel Richie 
went solo]. They saw the AMS gear 
lined up in the outboard rack, and they 
couldn't believe it. We were sampling 
drums: we'd have a guy come in, but we 
wouldn't use him playing - we'd just 
sample his kit. Then we'd have the track 
programmed on a Linn, and we'd 
replace the machine bass drum or snare 
with sampled sounds. 

It took the making of this album for 
the band to embrace the new technol- 
ogy. They made Goodman's open 
another store, they bought so much 
stuff! I'd get a call from Clyde at 2:00 
AM: "Uh, Dennis? I got it coming from 
the trigger out ..." He's making a demo 
while he's figuring out how to work all 
this synthesizer hardware! But I think 
that the knowledge he picked up is 
really going to serve them well as artists 
and writers. 

R -e /p (ML): How is the band going to 
play all this complex material from 
Nightshift when they tour? 
DL: They're working it up, and it 
sounds good. They've got three key- 
board players, and when you break it 
down, the material is pretty simple to 
play live. 

R -e /p (RJ): Which is one of the things 
that really struck me about "Night- 
shift". By and large, the parts are very 
simple, but they're done very elegantly. 
Everything fits in its place very beauti- 
fully, particularly on the title track. 
DL: Yeah. I wish there was something 
else on the album that made me feel that 
good, so we could pull another smash 
single. 

R -e /p (ML): "Animal Instinct" has a 
good, strong hook: it bounces out at you 
and, wham, it's off. And there are others 

. but after "Nightshift," you want to 
lift the needle and recover! 
DL: That's they way I feel, I must 

. continued overleaf - 



Quality in equals Quality out! 

16 Sub -Compact Two -Way 
Near field control room 
auxiliary monitor for mixdown 
reference, broadcast monitor, 
residential high fidelity system, 
and commercial sound 
distribution where space is 

limited. 61/2" (165 mm) 
polypropylene cone woofer 
with foam suspension; 1" (25 
mm) sottldome tweeter with 
ferrofluid voice coil coolant; 
8 ohms impedance; 80 watts 
program power handling; 
Anechoic frequency response 
60- 20,000 Hz t 3 dB; Sensitivity 88 
dB 1W/ 1M; HWD: 141/2" x 91/2"" 

x10 " (36.8x24.1x25.4cm); 
Approximate shipping 
weight 36 lbs (16.3 kg) pair 

QUALITY SOUND MONITORS / RC66 Road Cube Two -Way 
Mobile and field recording and broadcast 
reference monitors, performer's or musician's 
monitors, small auditorium public address 
systems. Two 6'/2" (165 mm) polypropylene 
cone woofers with foam suspension, 11/4" (34 
mm) soft dome midrange- tweeter; 8 ohms 
impedance; 100 watts program power 
handling; Anechoic frequency response 
55- 18,000 Hz 21/2 dB; Sensitivity: 90 dB, 1W; 1M; 
HWC: 241/2" x 147." x 147" (62.2 x 37.8 x 37.8 
cm) closed; Approximate shipping weight: 
70 lbs (31.8 kg) set 

T5 Ultra- Compact Two -Way 
Neutral response small 
system reference monitor, 
A & R demonstration speaker, 
high quality extension 
speaker system for home and 

commercial applications. 
51/4' (133 mm) polypropylene 
cone woofer with foam 
suspension; 1' (25 mm) 
soft dome tweeter with 
ferrofluid voice coil coolant; 
8 ohms impedance; 
40 watts program power 
handling; Anechoic 
frequency response: 
90- 20,000 Hz ± 31/2 dB; 
Sensitivity: 87 dB 1W /1M; 
HWD: 101/2"" x 7 x 73/e "" 

(26.7 x 17.8 x 18.7 cm); 
Approximate shipping 
weight: 20 lbs (9.1 kg) pair. 

RC66 Quality Control Three -Way 
Control room and mobile recording reference 
monitor, studio playback, mastering monitor, 
residential and commercial sound systems 
Two 61/2" (165 mm) polypropylene cone 
woofers with rubber suspensions; 11/4" (34 mm) 
soft dome midrange- tweeter; 3/4" (19 mm) 
polyamide fiber dome super- tweeter; 8 ohms 
impedance; 100 watts program power 
handling; Anechoic frequency response: 
50- 20,000 Hz 2 dB; Sensitivity: 90 dB 1W 1M; 
HWD: 131/2" 
cm); Approximate shipping weight 35 lbs. 
(15.9 kg) each. 

WOOFERS. Modified polypropylene cones. Low mass, 
optimum stiffness, internally damped. Minimal coloration or 
audible distortion. Environmentally stable. 

MIDRANGE /TWEETERS. Impregnated fabric dome. Massive 
magnet structures. Wide dispersion. Exceptionally smooth 
frequency response. Powerful impulse response. 

TWEETERS. Viscous damped soft dome. Ferrofluid in voice coil 
gap. Minimized coloration and secondary resonances. High 
power handling. 
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T66 Compact Two -Way 
Near field control room reference and 
mixdown monitor, broadcast monitor, sound 
reinforcement and sound distribution system 
for small and midsize auditoriums, churches, 
classrooms, performer's or musician's monitor. 
Two 61/2" (165 mm) polypropylene cone 
woofers with foam suspension, 11/4" (34 mm) 
soft dome midrange- tweeter; 8 ohms 
impedance; 100 watts program power 
handling; Anechoic frequency response: 
55- 18,000 Hz 21/2 dB; Sensitivity: 90 dB, 1W. 1M; 
HWD: 12" x18 "x12V2 " (30.5x45.7x31.8cm); 
Approximate shipping weight: 33 lbs. 
(15 kg) each 

SUPER-TWEETERS. Shielded 19 mm hard polyamide fiber 
dome. Extends three -way system power response beyond 
25,000 Hz with especially low harmonic distortion. 

CROSSOVERS. Close tolerance polyester capacitors. Air core 
chokes. Fiberglass printed circuit boards. Controlled blending 
of drivers. Consistent quality. 

ENCLOSURES. Low resonance Super- AcousticwoodTM' Walnut 
or black vinyl finish. Minimum diffraction baffles. Matched 
left /right pairs. Exceptional stereo imaging. 

For more information, including George Augspurger's comments, see your dealer, phone (619) 297 -2820, or write Dept. QSM -11 

AURATONE CORPORATION P.O. BOX 698 CORONADO CALIFORNIA 92118 U.S.A. 



DENNIS LAMBERT 
admit. "Nightshift" makes me feel 
really good, and it did from the moment 
we cut it. I thought: This is really going 
to be a special record. I've been leaning 
that way more and more; I've been try- 
ing to be a little bolder in the produc- 
tions and the style of the playing. I want 
to take chances. 

R- e/ p(ML): Maybe you can now, because 
you have a proven track record. I guess 
producers these days have to be aware 
of what the record labels allow them to 
do. You have to have a certain amount 
of clout with the label before you can 
break new ground. 
DL: Yes, I think that's the case. I mean, 
I get to do what I want: I either hang 
myself, or I do some good stuff. Now I'm 
a little older, it's that much more sweet 
to be successful again when I have had 
such a long run. But I feel that I owe it to 
myself and the artists to be a little more 
risk -oriented. 

It was a wonderful thing to be work- 
ing on Nightshift. There were some 
doubters, you know - little hints of, 
"It's not that commercial." But I said, 
"But it feels great! Listen to it!" It paid 
off, because the public loves it. When I 
brought the first four tracks in to the 
Motown offices, Steve Barri - the head 
of A &R - called me up in the studio 
about an hour later and said, "'Night- 
shift' is amazing!" It was instant. You 
dream about that. If it's right, people get 
the message. 

R -e /p (RJ): I think that an important 
part of why that tune works is that you 
have so many years of writing under 
your belt. You have a strong sense of 
form and content, and of the relation 
between the two. What do you do in pro- 
duction to strengthen the form of a song, 
and support the content of the lyric? 
DL: Tough question. Every song is dif- 
ferent in what it suggests. In under- 
standing a song, the mood and the con- 
tent of the lyric, you get a lot of ideas 
about the "colors" of the sound and the 
parts. With "Nightshift," I wanted to 
create a track that had a certain eerie - 
ness and mood, a certain kind of float. 
That tune took exactly the shape that I 
had envisioned for it: maybe it was like 
a shared vision. 

You say to your engineer, "I want this 
kind of feeling," and sometimes you get 
exactly that and sometimes you don't. 
It's not the engineer's fault: it's a ques- 
tion of what the part is, what's playing 
the part, how it's relating, the key, the 
song, and so on. So many factors keep 
you constantly adjusting and comprom- 
ising. Nowadays, if it's not working, I 
say, "This isn't right. We've got to start 
over." 

Productions today are so electronic. 
Practically everything is recorded direct, 
and the need to create ambience and 
space is much greater than it used to be. 
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On "Nightshift," we recorded drums, 
vocals and percussion live, and nothing 
else - maybe one guitar part. The rest is 
all direct. The tendency is to add 
ambience and, at the same time, add a 
sense of musicality to what is otherwise 
artificial- sounding. I don't want to end 
up with records that are so full of effects 
that there's not much heart left. That, to 
me, is a great danger. 

R -e /p (ML): The effects you use are con- 
sistent: there is a consistency in your 
distant snare sound, for example, and 
where you place it in the overall sound 
tapestry. 
DL: I want a certain consistency, but I 
don't want the same snare sound on 
every track. I use quite a bit of electronic 
drums, but I try to use real sounds rather 
than the obvious electronic ones, par- 
ticularly with percussion. I'll take Pau - 
linho DaCosta over a machine any day! 

I think our texturing and layering 
comes from the way we use echo, and the 
mix - the blending of individual ele- 
ments. We love echo. 

R -e /p (ML): What album projects are 
you planning next? 
DL: I'm going up to San Francisco to 
executive -produce the Jefferson Star - 
ship's next album, a gig that came about 
by way of the growing relationship that 
Jeremy and I have with Peter Wolf, who 
wrote their last hit single, "No Way 
Out." At one time Peter was in the band, 
just for touring, and he played on their 
last two albums. When the group took 
note of what we've been doing together, 
they asked Peter if he would be inter- 
ested in producing their next album 
with someone. He talked to me about it, 
and we agreed that I would oversee it: 
I'll be concerned primarily with the 
material and the vocals. 

R -e /p (RJ): Your song sense, it seems to 
me, could be a very good contribution to 
that band. If there's one criticism I've 
had about Starship, it's that their mate- 
rial has been somewhat weak on pre- 
vious projects. 
DL: I agree. Hopefully, I'll write some 
songs with them, and Peter is going to 
write for them. My job is to see that they 
cut songs that are going to fit together 
well. I want to make it a terrific album. 
If I hear them cutting any material that 
I think is wrong for them, they're going 
to hear about it from me. The nice thing 
is that I can be the heavy: I won't be 
around that much to catch the flack! 

R -e /p (RJ): Do you have an angle on 
where you're going to lead the band on 
this new album? 
DL: Yes, in a broad sense. You'd have to 
describe it as "power -pop" material. 
There's no one act that you could com- 
pare it to exactly - maybe Journey, or 
Foreigner; that kind of energy. I'd like to 
find a way to showcase Grace [Slick] 
with the right songs. "Somebody To 
Love" was a great song, and she was at 
the heart of it. 

R -e /p (RJ): From the way you describe 
the work that you've already done, 
would it be correct to say that you prefer 
the lyric to say something that you can 
believe in, and that feels right 
emotionally? 
DL: Oh, yeah, I try for that all the time. 
I'm very proud of "Don't Look Any 
Further," because the song is believable 
to people, and is emotionally strong. 
"Baby Come Back ": what stronger and 
simpler emotion can you express in a 
song than admitting, as a man, that you 
were wrong, and telling a woman, 
"Come back, I can't go on ?" I want the 
experience of a record to mean some- 
thing more than just another song. 

R -e /p (RJ): You've been involved by and 
large with helping seasoned profes- 
sionals strike out in a new direction, 
often resurrecting careers that are on 
the decline. Do you plan to continue in 
that role? 
DL: It's true that I've been involved 
with artists who, in many cases, have 
had their day, and who I just refused to 
think were over the hill. None of these 
acts were ever "snob- appeal" acts. 
Nobody thought, "Isn't it hip to be 
involved with the Four Tops, Tavares, 
or Glen Campbell ?" It wasn't like say- 
ing, "We've got Lone Justice." I knew 
that I was going to pay a price for choos- 
ing to go this way. But that's my vaude- 
ville roots: I'm a song guy. 

I like the challenge, and I like the 
underdog. I've always seemed to be able 
to tell who can make it with the right 
material. I tried to get Tina Turner a few 
years ago: she's one artist, among oth- 
ers, that I've always loved. I talked to 
Roger Davies, and we almost had a deal. 
But the label where I knew I could make 
the deal, if anywhere, wasn't interested. 
They told me, "We don't think she could 
happen." That was as honest as they 
could be; they didn't want to know. 

I've just never believed that you could 
hold back great talent, given the right 
songs and the support of the record 
company. I still believe that. 

R -e /p (RJ): Carving this creative niche 
for yourself, does it make any sense for 
you to try working with a new artist? 
DL: Yes, I'd like to. I've always known 
that it's more attractive to me, in certain 
ways, to work with someone who's 
established, because it's easier to plug 
into their image and make changes. But 
new artists are the future of the busi- 
ness, so I've never looked away from 
that. I've just never found someone who 
knocked me out, other than Player when 
they first came to me. 

But I've been contacted by two differ- 
ent British companies to evaluate new 
artists, and I think I'm going to do one of 
them. His name is Chris Sutton, and 
he's quite an amazing songwriter and 
singer. Maybe I'll finally get some new 
recognition outside of the United States 
from the success of Nightshift, and find 
myself being offered more interesting 
artists with a wider musical style. O 
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You see, it's the second time we've-eXPanded 
our popular model 200 with new programs for 

stereo reverberation and room simulation. 
Now there are six, including an imaginative 
inverse room program that just might help 
create your next hit. There's even an exclusive 
program that lets you split the 200 into a pair 
of independent reverbs. 

You can quickly and simply select any of 54 
preset program variations by pushbutton con- 
trol. Or if you wish, you can create and store 
your own variations for instant recall - with 
an infinite number of possibilities. 

In fact, the expanded Lexicon 200 offers more 
capability and flexibility at its moderate price 
than other digital reverbs at any price. It gives 
you all the sounds the others can. Plus some- 
thing they cannot: renowned Lexicon quality. 
For sound that's big. Exciting. Precise. 

For full details, contact us. Lexicon Inc., 60 
'Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154, USA. 

(617) 891 -6790. Telex: 923468. Lexicon Interna- 
tional, Althardstrasse 238, 8105 Regensdorf, 
Switzerland.: elex. 59222. 

Let's create your next hit together. 
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LIVE- PERFORMANCE SOUND 

HUEY LEWIS 
AND THE NEWS 

SOUND ON STAGE 
USING THE POWER 

PHYSICS FLOWN 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

by David Scheirman 

Many of this country's major 
sound reinforcement firms 
broke into serious national 

concert touring work by having a 
previously- existing service relation- 
ship with a regional act that achieved 
nationwide commercial success. When 
a touring act achieves notoriety, and 
realizes a general market acceptance 
for its product, consistent sound and 
lighting systems are one of the first 
things to be figured into the tour 
budget. In this manner, regional sound 
companies may also find themselves 
catapulted into the national spotlight. 

This article takes the form of report 
on one such relationship between a 
touring band and the sound company 
that serves it. 1984 was a breakout 
year for Huey Lewis and the News, a 
San Francisco Bay -area based re- 
cording act that dominated the pop 
airwaves with selections from the 
group's album, Sports. Sound On 
Stage of Brisbane, CA, has provided 
rental sound system services for Huey 
and the group since their formative 
nightclub years. 

Sound On Stage has been in exist- 

House mix Position 

ence as a touring concert -sound sys- 
tem rental and design firm for nearly 
a decade. Company co -owner Jerry 
Pfeffer graduated from college with a 
degree in communications, but live 
concert sound held a greater interest 
than did broadcasting. 

The steadily growing firm has re- 
cently been sending touring systems 
across the country with such acts as 
Night Ranger, Luther Vandross, and 
Huey Lewis and the News. Beginning 
in mid -1984, Sound On Stage supplied 
Huey with its newly- designed Power 
PhysicsTM speaker system, specifi- 
cally designed for flying in arena 
situations. The unique modular loud- 
speaker enclosures are part of an 
overall integrated sound system pack- 
age designed to serve today's con- 
temporary live musical events. 

Power Physics Speaker System 
The Power Physics system is con- 

structed of bass, mid -bass and mid/ 
high cabinets. The identically -sized 
enclosures are trapezoidal in shape, 
to enable the easy construction of 
hanging arrays, and more closely ap- 

proximate a point -source array with 
each cluster of cabinets. Each box is 
48 inches wide, 18 inches high, and 37 
inches deep. A stack of five boxes 
weighs approximately 800 pounds 
(two bass, two mid -bass, and a horn 
box). The system is designed so that 
the boxes may be stacked into columns 
in any desired order, depending on 
the coupling required in a particular 
frequency band. The bass and mid - 
bass cabinets are horn -loaded, and 
three different versions of the horn 
(mid /high) box exist (Figure 1). 

The bass cabinet, known as a CS- 
15, contains a single Gauss 15 -inch 
Model 5642 loudspeaker. Conceived 
by Pfeffer and engineer Chris Lovett, 
the CS -15 design was finalized and 
developed by audio designer Charles 
Stevenson. 

"When designing any speaker sys- 
tem, there will be a few trade -offs to 
keep in mind," advises Lovett. "The 
desired size and shape of the cabinet, 
the truck pack, the sound quality and 
sound pressure levels necessary ... it 
all must be taken into account. 

"I feel that Charles Stevenson's 

Flown Power 
Physics 

Systems 



AN AUDIO TAPE MACHINE 
FOR BOTH SIDES OF YOUR MINI) 

Whether you're an engineer. an artist. or both. 
Otari's MIR-90 will satisfy your most O 
demanding ideas of what a multi -chan- 

nel recorder should he. 

Once you. the engineer, 

have put its servo - 

controlled and pinchroller 
less tape guidance system 

through its paces. no other 
will do. And when the artist 
in you experiences the 

MTR -90's sound, you'll know 14 

its superlative electronic specifications will 
never compromise your recordings. And when 

the both of you need total session control, the 

MTR -90 is equipped with a full-function remote. 

and an optional autolocator. 

Post -Production professionals will quickly dis 

cover that the MIR-90. when equipped with 
Otari's new EC -101 chase synchronizer. is ah 

solutely the finest performing tape recorder in 

the world - nothing else even comes close. 

And, of course, you're a businessman, so you'll 

appreciate that the "90" is also the best 

bottom -line decision ... because it delivers 
performance without extravagance. From 

Otani: The Technology You Can Trust. 

Contact your nearest Otani dealer for a demon- 

stration, or call: Otani Corporation, 2 Davis 

Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. (415) 592 -8311 

Telex: 910 -376 -4890 
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SOUND ON STAGE 
WITH HUEY LEWIS 

bass box design is brilliant. The effi- 
ciency is around 30%. There seems to 
have been somewhat of a bias to over- 
come in this industry against horn - 
loaded bass cabinets - perhaps be- 
cause of some of the strange bins that 
have gone before. But this box gives 
us exactly what we wanted." 

The mid -bass cabinet houses a pair 
of JBL 10 -inch K110 loudspeakers, 
each contained within a deep horn- 
loaded chamber. A vertical cabinet 
structural support and phasing wall 
separates the two chambers. 

The three different versions of the 
mid /high cabinet offer a variety of 
horn configurations for desired cov- 
erage patterns. A box known as the 
"Twin" holds two Harbinger Model 
1208 conical exponential horns with 
JBL Model 2441 drivers. Four JBL 
Model 2402 tweeters are also included. 
The "Shin" cabinet holds two Har- 
binger Model 1207 radial horns, and 
is intended for short-throw applica- 
tions. Again, four JBL Model 2402 
tweeters are included. 

A long -throw horn box, known as 
the "Hurler," is also available. It con- 
tains a single large double- driver, 
long -throw radial horn designed by 
Mark Wayne, and is driven by a pair 
of JBL Model 2441 compression dri- 
vers. 

Assembling the Arrays 
The loudspeaker enclosures are 

trucked to each performance site as 
pre -assembled stacks of five cabinets. 
A sturdy metal dolly enables the stack 
to be moved directly from the truck to 
the stage area (Figure 2). Additional 
cabinets are carried separately for 
smaller stage -level stacks, when ne- 
cessary. Each individual box is 
equipped with a pair of wheels and an 
integral grip handle for ease of trans- 
port by one stage hand (Figure 3). 

Figure 2: Enclosures are trucked in 
stacks of five, and secured with straps 
to sturdy metal dollies. 

MID /HIGH 

MID -BASS 

LOW 

0 0 0 0 
Inu=p IIII 

0 
0 

0 

vort 

"HURLER" : DOUBLE -DRIVERED LONG 
THROW WITH TWO JBL 2441 DRIVERS 

OR 

"SHIN" : HARBINGER 1207 HORNS ON TWO 
JBL 2441 DRIVERS, AND FOUR 2402 TWEETERS 

OR 

"TWIN" : HARBINGER 1208 HORNS ON TWO 
JBL 2441 DRIVERS, AND FOUR 2402 TWEETERS 

"MID" : TWO 10 -INCH JBL MODEL K110 
HORN- LOADED 

"BASS" : "CS -15" : SINGLE GAUSS 15 -INCH 
MODEL 5642, FOLDED HORN 

Figure 1: Five basic types of Power Physics loudspeaker enclosures. 

Each stack of five cabinets is secured 
with steel safety cables, the top metal 
frame and bottom dolly being strapped 
together with nylon ratchet straps 
(Figure 4). 

As each stack is rolled to the per- 
formance area, it is placed in position 
to become a part of a five -stack array. 
Half -inch bolts are used to secure the 
adjacent metal frames together, form- 
ing a rigid structure (Figure 5). 

"We have been experimenting over 
the past year, and making some slight 
modifications in the cabinet stacking 

order as we go," explains John "J.T." 
Taylor, audio crew chief for Huey 
Lewis and the News. "In some are- 
nas, we need more bass coupling. 
Others require the Hurler cabinets to 
be directed at a particular seating 
area. With the modular box concept, 
we are able to make those adjust- 
ments from day to day, and still have 
the hanging array be a consistent 
package." 

Once the desired combination of 
rolling stacks has been aligned on the 
floor in front of a stage, and bolted 

Figure 3: Two permanent wheels and an integral handle offer ease of transport 
of the trapezoidal boxes by one stage hand. 
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Corwin -Vega 

For additional information circle #36 

VERSATILE. 

V-43 

In a survival situation, there's no 
time to worry about how your 
sound system will perform. 
That's why the best American 
and European performers rely 
on Cerwin -Vega sound systems' 

The Cerwin -Vega V -43 is a direct 
offspring of C -V's renowned 
family of full -scale touring 
concert systems. Featuring our 
brand new high -efficiency driver 
design, the V -43 has been engi- 
neered and built for a variety cf 
applications_ 

A high sensitivity M -150 
compression driver in a new 
throat design replaces "power 
hungry" cone midranges from 
300Hz to 3kHz. This makes the 
V -43 ideal for smaller clubs, halls 
and theaters where you need 
more output per watt. High 
efficiency means no costly or 
complex bi- amping. Its versatility 
means musicians can use the 
V -43 for vocal and keyboard 
performance. 

Compare the Cerwin -Vega V -43 
to other "high performance" 
systems on the market. You'll 
appreciate the difference 
between using an ordinary PA. 
and owning the most uncompro- 
mising music reproduction 
system in the world. 

For more information, please write or call v Cerwin-Vega ! 
12250 Montague St. 
Arleta, CA 91331 
(818) 896 -0777 Telex: 662250 
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together, the sturdy, compact array is 
ready to be lifted into the air with 
chain -motor hoists (Figure 6). One 
five -stack array weighs approximately 
4,000 pounds, and is easily picked up 
with three, one -ton hoists. Straps and 
shackles that hold the package to- 
gether are available from Aeroquip. 
"The thing I've noticed about using 
Aeroquip gear for cargo control and 
hanging hardware," Taylor advises, 
"is that it is readily available in any 
major city, wherever you go. Many 
times we can even find replacement 
parts in truck stops." 

Flying the System 
In a typical arena situation, a total 

of 10 hoists are used to suspend the 
loudspeaker arrays. In addition to the 
large left and right main arrays, a 
six -box rearfill cluster and an eight - 
box main sidefill cluster are flown on 
each side (Figure 7). For the show that 
I observed (held in a 15,000 -seat sports 
arena), a total of 102 boxes were used. 
A dozen cabinets per side comprised 
the "deck system," stacked three high 
on the sound wings. Thirty -nine boxes 
were flown on each side of the per- 
formance area, 25 of which made up 
each main array. A total of 20 bass 
boxes, 18 mid -bass boxes, and 13 horn 
boxes were in use per side (Figure 8). 

This system configuration gave a 
total of 40, 15 -inch loudspeakers in 
folded horn boxes, 72 10 -inch loud- 
speakers in horn -loaded chambers, 48 
two -inch compression drivers on four 
different horn types (two per side 
equipped with large JBL lens units), 
and 80 super -high tweeters. 

Typically, four union stage hands 
will be assigned to 
work with "fly man" 
Carl Ciasulli (pic- 

¿ tured left) in as- 
' ' sembling and flying 

the speaker arrays. 
"Sometimes just the - -- three of us from the 
sound company set 
the whole thing up," 
Ciasulli confides. 

y "Other times, we 
may have 20 college kids, all needing 
directions. We have tried to put this 
whole package together so that it is 
quick and easy to work with, either 
way. Everything is color -coded and 
labeled. The speaker cable harnesses 
are pre -assembled and taped together. 
The system goes up fast, and it comes 
down fast. The whole sound system is 
packed up, and the doors of the sound 
truck closed, usually within no more 
than an hour and fifteen minutes in 
an area like this one." 

Power Distribution System 
Once the chain motors have been 

operated and the loudspeakers arrays 
R -e /p 50 June 1985 

Figure 4: The stacked boxes are se- 
cured with steel safety cables. Nylon 
ratchet straps around the edges hold 
the five boxes and metal frames to- 
gether in a cohesive unit. 

are in position, the 300 -amp three - 
phase power distribution system is 
available to power up the audio gear. 
A master distro panel features VIZ 
power -line monitor and current -draw 
meters. Four -pin Hubble twist -lock 
connectors are used to attach AC 
feeder cables to five different areas: 
monitors; main mix position; house 
left amplifiers; house right amplifiers; 
and band gear. Each feeder carries 60 
amps (two hot legs; 220V) which is 
then split to 110V on two, 30 -amp 
breakers. 

"Each amplifier rack has 220 volts 
coming to it," explains Ciasulli. "We 
run one hot leg to a quad box that 
powers half of the amplifiers in that 
rack. The other half of the amps go on 

Figure 5: Half -inch bolts are used to 
secure the upper metal frames and 
truss bars together. (Shown: audio 
crew chief John "J.T." Taylor.) 

another quad box and hot leg. That 
gives us a separate 30 -amp breaker for 
half of the amplifiers in a given rack. 
If we lose a breaker during the show, 
we don't lose the entire rack of 
amplifiers." 

Convertor cables are available, fit- 
ted with 110V Edison adaptors. 
"Sometimes, when three -phase power 
is not available, it's handy to be able 
to power up the racks without rewir- 
ing them," the engineer notes. 
"Almost every venue has three -phase 
power available, but sometimes you'll 
run into an old school or a nightclub 
that doesn't. Carrying the adaptors 
makes it easy!" 

Power Amplifiers 
Crest amplifiers push the Power 

Figure 6: Once bolted together, the five stacks comprise a single rigid array 
ready to be flown. 
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The Orban 424A 
Gated Compressor/Limiter/De- Esser. 

Explained by us. 
GAIN REDUCTION: 

Shows gain of the 

VCA (0 to - 25db). 
Shows the effect o' 
any control but 
OUTPUT TRIM and 

DE- ESSER. 

INPUT ATTENUATOR: 

Adjusts drive to com- 

pressor/ limiter, 
determining amount 
of G /R. 

ATTACK TIME: 
Adjusts speed of 

response to input 
level increase. 

Fast: Peak limiter & 

compressor. 
Slow: Compressor 
only. 

GATE THRESHOLD: 

Determines the input 
level that causes 

"gating ": VCA gain 

then moves slowly to 

IDLE GAIN setting. 

OUTPUT TRIM: 
Adjusts VCA gain to 

control or prevent 
clipping as required. 
Effect is seen on VCA 

LEVEL meter. Not an 

Output Attenuator 
(Output Attenuator is 

located on rear of 
unit). 

DE -ESSER 

OPERATE /DEFEAT. 

Activates or defeats 
de -esser control 
circuitry. 

COUPLED/ 
INDEPENDENT: 

Couples A and B 

gain and gating 
circuits for accurate 
stereo tracking. 
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COMPRESSION 
RATIO. 

Adjusts compressor 
from "looser" (2:1) 
to"tighter" fw :1). 

RELEASE SHAPE: 

Linear: Compressor 
releases at constant 
rate. 

Exponential: Release 

starts slower. then 
accelerates. 
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VCA LEVEL: 

Shows peak 

operating level of 

VCA. Clipping occurs 
above approximately 
+2. 

Also available as a single-channel unit 

IDLE GAIN: 
Presets VCA gain 
when in gated 

condition or anytime 
unit is DEFEATED. 

Used for smoothing 

out transitions and 
for decreasing 
audible action of 

compressor 

OPERATE /DEFEAT: 
Activates or defeats 
gain control circuitry 
Does not bypass any 
circuitry. 

O-OffM 

DE -ESSER 

SENSITIVITY: 
Adjusts threshold of 

de- essing. De- essing 
increases as control 
is turned clockwise. 

Model 422A. Ask your dealer for a detailed brochure. 

Q 

Reviewed by others. 
"In addition to the measured performance being very good the subjective impressions 

of the unit were excellent. This product has many novel and highly practical features all of 
which arc quite simple to use but need not be used if simplified operation is required. 
Overall a very good compressor /limiter, well made and easy to service." 

Hugh Ford, Studio Sound 
November, 1983 

"Overall, the 422A/424A should prove to be a system of diverse capabilities, able to 
tackle the widest variety of material -once the user masters its operation. In addition, its 
solid construction and excellent service documentation should insure years of reliable 
operation. Such qualities are typical of timeless designs that tend to retain their value long 
after the accountants have depreciated them away." 

John Monforte, di, Magazine 
July -August 1983 
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Figure 7: Layout of Power Physics Loudspeaker Arrays. 
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Physics speaker system. Loaded six 
to a rack, the amplifiers used offer 
four different power ratings (Figure 
9). Model 5000 amplifiers are used for 
the system's bass frequencies. The 16- 
ohm Gauss speakers are connected 
four to a side, giving approximately 
600 watts per channel into the four - 
ohm load. Model 4000s power the 10- 
inch mid -bass horn -loaded speakers, 
with four transducers assigned to 
each 500 -watt channel. A second 
Model 4000 is available in each amp 
rack as a spare or auxiliary unit. 

A Model 2501 powers the horns, 
with four two -inch compression driv- 
ers loaded on each channel, a configu- 
ration that puts approximately 200 
watts per channel into a four -ohm 
load. Crest Model 2001 amps power 
the super -high frequency tweeters, 
with four units assigned to each 120 - 
watt channel. Total estimated system 
power available to the main speaker 
system is approximately 23,600 watts. 

"As far as I'm concerned, the adver- 
tised number of watts in a sound sys- 
tem doesn't really tell you a lot," 
states Sound On Stage technician 
John Taylor. "It all depends on what 
sort of enclosures those watts are 
driving. The fact that this system 
relies on efficient horn -loading prin- 
ciples means that we can deliver the 
same sound -pressure levels as an in- 
finite -baffle speaker system that needs 
more than twice as much power to 
drive it." 

Stage Monitors 
Jim "Bugsy" Moran (pictured right) 

oversees a streamlined stage moni- 
toring system that is centered around 
a Gamble SC 32 -16 console (Figure 
10). "A lot of people aren't used to the 
Gamble boards yet, because there 
aren't that many of them around," 
Moran explains. "I think they're the 
best you can get. It's sort of like driv- 
ing a really custom hot -rod car. If 

you're just used to driving run- of -the- 
mill clunkers, the performance car is a 
bit scary at first. 
Then, when you sit 
down and get the 
feel of the controls, 
everything seems 
possible. It's the 
same way with this 
board. Once you 
spend a few hours 
alone with it, and 
put on the head- 
phones and start to 
`tweak' a few things, you can hear and 
feel the difference." 

Sound On Stage owner Jerry Pfeffer 
feels that the firm's Gamble boards 
have more than paid for themselves. 
"It was scary at first, buying a con- 
sole that cost more money than my 
first house," he notes. "The Gamble 
consoles that we own have turned out 
to be well worth the purchase price, 
both from a performance and an eco- 

Figure 8 (shown left): Piled three high and five wide, this "deck stack" covers the forward floor seating areas. Figure 9 
(shown right): Crest power amplifiers drive the Power Physics system. Each rack contains a Model 5000 (bass), a Model 
4000 for mids and one for a spare,a Model 2501 (horns), and two Model 2001s (tweeters). 
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Professionals around 
the world have chosen 
AKG microphones for 
their unique combina- 
tion of performance, 
application oriented 
design and technical 
excellence. 

Suitable for the most 
sophisticated record - 
ing techniques, 
whether in-studio or 
livre performance, 
XY;MS single -point 
stereo or multi -track 
dc -up, AKG's large 

diaphragm 
and small 
diaphragm 

ondenser 
icrcphone 

1 ystems are 
roven repre- 

.o e,tztives of 
xcellence. 

For every 
musical event, 
from classical 
to rock, vocal 
nd instrumen- 
tai, the sound 

is AKG. 

1(2i6) COJSC CS 
77 =elleck StrA 
Stan ord. CT 069122 
203;348-2121 

O AKG 1984 w, A ususche und Kino- eráte GmbH. Austri 
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Figure 10 (shown left): The streamlined stage monitor system is centered around a Gamble SC 32 -16 touring board. 
Yamaha F -1030 and Sundholm 202 electronic crossovers are used to offer bi -amped mixes. Figure 11 (shown right): 
Custom floor slants for Huey Lewis and guitarist Chris Hayes hold two JBL E -120 speakers and an Emilar driver. Sturdy 
bracing and a metal grill allow the performers to walk up the front of the box and stand on it. 

SOUND ON STAGE 
WITH HUEY LEWIS 

nomic point of view." 
For Huey's show, Bugsy Moran pro- 

vides a total of eight monitor mixes; 
on occasions when the Tower of Power 
horn section joins the group's tour, an 
additional two mixes are provided. 
Yamaha F -1030 and Sundholm Model 
202 electronic crossovers split the mix 

output signals for the bi- amplified 
floor slants. Klark -Teknik DN360 gra- 
phic equalizers are available for "crit- 
ical" mixes. "The Gamble board has 
parametric equalization on its output 
mixes," notes Moran. "I don't use the 
graphics much." A dbx Model 160 
compressor -limiter is channel -inserted 
for the kick drum. 

Monitor system power is provided 
by Crown DC -300As and Phase Lin- 

They 
know 
why... 

"We can work around "The quietest cable 
lights on the studio we have ever used." 
floor with far less 
concern about noise 

W. E. Mill) Thompson 
KPRC TV, Houston, TX 

Jim Bartel, Engineer 
Victor Duncan, Inc. 
Film & Video 
Equip. Dist. 

"The flexible, smooth 
surface eliminated our 
kinking and twisting 
problems." 

Jim Van Waay, Pres. 
V. J. Electronics 
Sound Contractor 

CANARE MICROPHONE CABLES are 
becoming the professional's first choice. 

Unique "Star -Quad" 4 conductor configuration plus high 
shield density reduce hum and noise to less than 1/10 that of 
the leading 2 conductor microphone cable. 
Excellent frequency response preserved due to 
low capacitance provided by dielectric qualities 
of Polyethylene Insulation. 
Tough, flexible Jacket available in 
10 colors for easy identification. 

L4E6S CABLE 
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Request Canare's full -line 
cable and cable reel catalog. 

Distributor inquiries Invited 

CA/VA/qE 
832 N. VICTORY BLVD., BURBANK, CA 91502 (818) 840 -0993 

CANADA: S.F. MARKETING Tel. (514) 337 -6113 

ear 700Bs on the low -end, while Crest 
Model 300 (Power Line Series) ampli- 
fiers push the high frequencies. 

Huey Lewis' downstage vocal posi- 
tion is served by a custom -built two - 
by -12 -inch floor slant housing two 
JBL Model E-120 loudspeakers and a 
two -inch Emilar compression driver 
(Figure 11). The enclosure has been 
constructed so as to allow the per- 
formers to walk up the front grill and 
stand on top of the sturdy box, which 
is capped with a non -skid material. 

In addition, a flown pair of Meyer 
UM -1 UltraMonitor cabinets are tar- 
geted at the vocalist's downstage cen- 
ter position (Figure 12). 

"It is not a very large, massive 
monitor system," remarks Moran. 
"Huey likes to be able to listen to the 
house sound coming back at him, and 
then sort of bring the monitor level up 
to that for a reference. This is not a 
blow -you -away stage level sort of 
show. 

"Actually, we don't want to spoil 
the guys with too much gear all at 
once," he laughs. "They are only into 
their second real year of arena tour- 
ing!" 

Additional on -stage floor slants in- 
clude boxes loaded with Gauss 15- 
inch loudspeakers and Altec 1.4 -inch 
Model 290 compression drivers. Drum- 
mer Bill Gibson is flanked on each 
side by a pair of custom mini -stacks, 
each of which is loaded with two, 15- 
inch Gauss Model 5842 loudspeakers, 
a 12 -inch JBL Model E -120, and a 
JBL Model 2441 compression driver 
(Figure 13). 

"This band plays well together on 
stage," Moran explains. "They actual 
ly listen to each other, even on large 
stages. Nobody tries to blow everyone 
away - they consciously try to limit 
the on -stage level. It makes it easier 
both here on the stage, and in the 



If results are your bottom line in mixers, then 
we invite you to pit )ur SR Series through its 

paces. Only then do we feel you will be 
convinced that AHB offers the features you have 
been looking for, at a price you can afford. 

clftason is bemuse the SR Series Mixers 
were designed here in the "States" by our own R 

and D department, allowing us to incorporate 
features from customer input, into its 
Development ... and Producing a Mixer for 
the Perfectionist ai cf us. 

v. 
Features such as 4 aux sends, 4 band E.Q., 

lcng throw faders, multi- source peak indicators 
on input channels and primary mix buses, stereo 

C 
g ART With SC 

and mono outputs, and external power supply 
with 48 volt phantom power are all provided as 
standard on all SR models. 

For 4 -Track Recording and more demanding 
Sound Reinforcement sitLations, 16 and 24 input 
models are available with 4 submaster /group 
outputs as well as the addition of channel mute 
and E.Q. bypass switchin3 on all input channels. 

For more detailed informati xi on the AHB SR 

SERIES of mixers, Call 7r Write Today. Give 
yourself "The Edge" with !ne Mixer That 
Achieves Recognition . . . Through Your 
Results! 

Allen & Heath Brenell (USAI) Lf 
Five Cormair Road 

Orange, Ct. 06477 / (203)795 -3594 

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd. 
69 Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 JAE England 

Telephone: (0273) X4928/ Telex 878235 

Canadian Distributor: Heil! Electronics Inc. I- 410- 151 -IJJI 
Fnr Ar1111nr .I Inform lion r-Ir. l MIA 
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e past, low price has often been equated with low quality. No longer! 
DOD's R -830B and R -831 B EQ's feature computer aided design, low 

noise, high slew rate, low distortion, and extremely accurate controls. 
Add to this DOD's low prices, and the result is two of the most popular 

EQ's on the market today. 
Modular PC board construction 
Center detented, linear potentiometers 
All metal chasis 
Four -level LED output indicators 
Low cut filter 

Bypass switch 
12 dB boost or cut 
Signal to noise greater than 95 dB 
IM distortion less than 0.01 % 
One year warranty 

If you haven't yet discovered the true equality, you owe yourself a 
visit to your nearest DOD dealer for a demonstration. 

Ta 
r- 

i 7 5639 South Riley Lane Salt Lake C Telephone (801) 268.8400 
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house. Mario Cippolina, the bass 
player, used to have a big speaker 
stack when they played in clubs; that 
has been cut in half now that we're in 
arenas. The players let the main 
speaker system do the work. What we 
have on -stage is just for reference. 
We're not trying to fill up the whole 
arena with just guitar amps, or even 
monitors." 

Stage Inputs 
Featured performer Huey Lewis 

sings through a Shure SM -58, and 
blows harmonica through an old -style 
Shure "bullet "mike that is fed into a 
Fender Harvard tube amplifier which, 
in turn, is picked up with a Beyer 
Model 400. Other vocalists are sup- 
plied with Beyer M69 microphones. 

Johnny Colla's saxophone is picked 
up both with a Beyer Moded 201 and a 
wireless system. Shure SM -58 micro- 
phones are used on other guitar ampli- 
fiers, a Leslie cabinet t top and bottom 
rotors), and to trigger a Linndrum 
machine from the kick drum. 

The kick is also given a Beyer Model 
88. The snare is miked, top and bot- 
tom, with Shure SM -57s, and the hi- 
hat with a Sony Model CP23. Sonys 
are also supplied for the overhead 
cymbals, while Beyer 201s pick up the 
rack and floor toms. 

When the guest horn section is pres- 

ent, Sennheiser MD421 microphones 
pick up the trumpets, alto and tenor 
saxophones, and a Beyer 88 used on 
baritone sax. 

House Mix Position 
Soundmixer Mark Deadman (pic- 

tured left) has been 
with Huey Lewis 
and the News since 
the group's early be- 
ginnings. He has a 
long history of in- 
volvement with San 
Francisco Bay -area 
bands, including a 
stint with the Sons 
of Champlin nearly 
a decade ago. 

"One of the most interesting things 
about the production crew on this tour 
is that nearly everyone has mixed 
sound at one time or another," Dead - 
man points out. "Our stage manager, 
Alan Chinowsky, toured with Tower 
of Power doing their sound. Produc- 
tion manager Terry Persons was with 
Pablo Cruse. Everytime I turn around, 
another sound man is looking over 
my shoulder!" 

Deadman mixes Huey's show on a 
Gamble HC 40 -24 board. Addition- 
ally, a Studiomaster 8 x 4 rack- mount- 
ed mixer is available for use as a 
horn -section submixer (Figure 14). 

Figure 12: Hanging Meyer UM -1 
UltraMonitors comprise the high - 
fidelity, low- visibility sidefills for 
Huey Lewis. 

"Being able to pick and choose the 
consoles, and the sound system that 
we want to use, is a great position to 
finally be in." Deadman says. "A lot 
of people think that Huey was an 
overnight success, but that is not true. 
For five years, we've been out there, 
doing a lot of little clubs, a lot of open- 
ing -act slots for people like the Doobie 

. continued otierleaf- 

Great sound needn't grate 
In a successful disco you need a lot.dspea<er system capable of 
recreating the full excitement of the music. At the same time the / ¡-¡ sound needs to be smooth and distcrtion free to reduce 'disco 

fatigue'. 
A tall order for most loudspeakers perhaps; but the Tannoy 

Wildcats loudspeaker system can meet it. This is because the Tannoy 
Wildcats possess a significant sound advantace over other disco 

loudspeakers - the unique '2 Speakers-in-One' Tannoy 
Dual Concentr c drive unit. These 
smooth, powerful drive units in 

the Wildccts system can bring a 
'stjdio mo,itor' sound standard 
to your d sap presentation. 

.. With many cabinet /driver options 
and user -poven reliability, the - Ta inoy W Idcats can cater for the 

¡`'+s; 1 I individua requirements of any 
club or disco. 

w,LoeIp;L 
LIVE PERFORMANCE IMININKH 
LOUDSPEAKERS. FROM 

Torino), North America Inc., 97 Victoria Street North, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, N2H 5C1. -elephone: 15191 745 1158 
At NAMM New Orleans Convention Center - Booth 708, Section 9 
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Figure 13 (shown left): Custom three -way drum monitor stacks house Gauss and JBL drivers. Figure 14 (shown right): 
House electronics gear includes a Gamble HC 40 -12 board, a Studiomaster submixer, Yamaha Q -1027 graphic equaliz- 
ers, dbx compressor -limiters and noisegates, Uptown Audio and Brooke -Siren Systems crossovers, Lexicon Model 200 
stereo reverb, and assorted digital delay units. 

SOUND ON STAGE 
WITH HUEY LEWIS 

Brothers. 
"When you are using someone else's 

system, it is hard to go for the sound 
you really want. That is probably the 
best thing about the position I find 
myself in now ... being able actually 
to specify the equipment, and work- 
ing with the tools I want to use. Sound 
On Stage has always given us good 
service, since the days we were doing 
smaller shows. Being able to work 

together on developing this system 
has been good for both of us." 

Deadman's house processing gear 
includes Yamaha Q -1027 graphic 
equalizers, dbx Model 162 compres- 
sor- limiters, and a dbx Model 160X 
provided for use by opening acts. 
Effects include a Lexicon Model 200 
stereo reverb, two Korg SDD -3000 dig- 
ital delays, a Roland SDE -3000 delay 
unit, and an MXR digital reverb. 

"Even when a sound company has 
good effects `toys' to supply, I have 
always felt it important to have our 

The only way 
HIM: 

MAGNET /C SCIENCES 

to master analog in 
the 80's...112 inch -2 track! 
Announcing JRF /Magnetic Sciences complete Conversion 
Retrofit Assembly for Ampex ATR Series Tape Machines. 
Engineered and precision manufactured to offer optimum 
performance and long term reliability . 

Features include .. . 

Smooth, easily accessible 
adjustments for: 

Azimuth 
v. Head Wrap 
Ceramic Tope Guidance 
Long life SAKI magnetic heads 

Also available are 1/7 inch -2 track conversion packages for 
MCI Model JH 1 10A or J1-1110[3, Ampex 440, or 3M Tape 
Machines. If you have a custom application - we'll be glad to 
furnish technical and design assistance os needed. 

Remember ... There's only one way to master analog: 
The 112 inch - 2 track way by JRF MAGNETIC SCIENCES. 

JRF /Magnetic Sciences, Inc. 
101 LANDING ROAD, LANDING, NJ 07850 201/398-7426 
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own tools available. That way, no 
matter what system we were using, I 
was able to keep a consistent sound," 
Deadman confides. 

A dbx Series 900 modular process- 
ing rack offers Deadman five 903 
compressor -limiter modules (assigned 
to kick, snare, bass and Huey's vocal), 
and three 904 noisegate modules for 
use on the toms. 

System Drive Rack 
Sound On Stage drives the Power 

Physics system with an Uptown Audio 
CO -4C four -way electronic crossover. 
Uptown design engineer Chris Lovett 
is also, by coincidence, senior design 
and service technician for Sound On 
Stage. "This company used to use a 
lot of off -the -shelf electronic products," 
he states. "Around 1980, Jerry [Pfeffer] 
and I decided to design our own cross- 
over based on the particular type of 
filters we wanted. Then, 18 dB But- 
terworth type filters were mainly a- 
vailable. We wanted to try the three - 
pole Bessel type, and found it to be the 
most satisfactory. Since then, I've 
looked at four -pole Linkwitz -Riley 
types. The steeper filters theoretically 
give you less interaction between ad- 
jacent bandpass frequencies. 

"I am building a limited number of 
my UTATM crossovers ... custom de- 
vices can have a pretty high cost. 
There is a very specialized market for 
these crossovers, so I am not looking 
for a mass -market product. There are 
plenty of products out there for people 
who just need a crossover." 

A spare Brooke -Siren FDS -340 
crossover is provided as a standby 
unit, although Sound On Stage audio 
crew chief John Taylor professes not 
to like the fact that the unit "can't be 
turned off all the way." [Note: being 
able to completely turn down each 
frequency band of a crossover is often 
considered a "must- have" feature by 
touring sound engineers. Manufac- 
turers, take note! - DS.] 



If you don't hear the subtle differences 
implicit in the M 600's performance, 

don't buy it. 

When an audio product achieves the 
highest levels of technological sophisti- 
cation, the subtle differences that set it 
apart from high -priced competitors are 
only apparent to a very few. Many can't 
readily appreciate those differences while 
others are hampered by inferior sound 
reinforcement and recording equipment 
that can't capitalize on the superior 
performance of a mic like the Beyer M 600. 
Still, there are individuals who demand 
something special from their equipment 
and are willing to investigate the finite 
criteria that distinguish it from the rest. 

A comparative analysis of high - 
technology mics often involves minute 
differences in sound based on transient 
characteristics, a tailored frequency 
response or specific features intended to 
satisfy particular applications. 

The M 600's unique Hostaphan" 
diaphragm produces the kind of fast 
transient response that faithfully captures 
all of the energy, impact and nuances of a 
live performance. The M 600's frequency 
response has been shaped to enhance 
vocals with extra crispness, detail and 
presence. Its classic hypercardioid pattern 
effectively eliminates feedback and its 

rejection characteristic dramatically 
reduces off -axis coloration of the sound. 

Combined with sound reinforcement or 
recording equipment of equal competence 
and integrity, the M 600's distinguishing 
characteristics become apparent both to 
the vocalist and the audience. At Beyer, 
we feel those differences are the reasons 
why the M 600 is unquestionably our top - 
line vocal dynamic microphone. 

The Beyer M 600's level of excellence 
is also exemplified by its unusually low 
handling noise and its proven ruggedness 
and reliability. We've included a three - 
position equalizer switch for the flexibility 
to tailor the mic's low frequency contour 
to changing acoustical environments. For 
those applications requiring an on /off 
switch, we provide one (optional') that is 
truly both silent and lockable. 

When a vocal microphone represents a 
substantial investment, you have the right 
to expect the highest levels of perform- 
ance. The Beyer M 600 was created for 
those performers who demand total 
excellence from themselves and their 
equipment. If you are one of those people, 
the logical alternative is to investigate the 
potential of the Beyer M 600. 

The Dynamic Decision beyerdynamicn 
'Model M 600S Beyer Dynamic, Inc. 5 -05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801 (516) 935 -8000. 
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Taylor sets up the speaker system 
in a stereo mode for 
each show, with the 
sidefill hanging 
stack being given 
the opposite stereo 
signal when com- 
pared to the adja- 
cent main speaker 
array. The deck 
system is run mono 
for positive cover- 
age of the front floor 
seating areas. The rear hanging 
stacks are given a stereo feed. 

System levels are set early in the 
day. Taylor and Sound On Stage 
technician Rob Goodwin use walkie- 

talkies for communicating informa- 
tion about crossover levels and sys- 
tem coverage. "The radios make it 
very easy," explains Goodwin (pic- 
tured left). "One man is at the house 
board, and the other walks the hall. 
We use the radios for setting the fly- 
ing system height, and for getting the 
optimum crossover settings." 

The Sold -Out Show 
During 1984's touring season, two 

industry trade magazine's consist- 
ently reported Huey Lewis and the 
News as one of the 10 largest grossing 
tours with each passing week. The 
Sound On Stage Power Physics sys- 
tem was set up and used to fill some of 

PE 15 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER 
AND NOTCH FILTER 

The PE 15 brings an unprecedented degree of performance capability to the 
single -space parametric equalizer format 

-Five complete bands with four - octave frequency sweeps 
- Bandwidth range from 1.5 down to 0.03 (1/30) octave 
- + 15dB boost and 20dB cut for notch filter capability 
-Bands 1 and 5 switchable to shelving mode 
-1/4" and three -pin balanced /unbalanced inp.its and outputs 
-Up to 20dB input gain for low level EC) such as electric guitar or bass 

Backed with low -noise low distortion circuitry and reliable Rane con- 
struction, the PE 15 would be a studio, sound reinforcement or broadcast 
must have" at any reasonable price. With a suggested list price of only $389, 

however i See, hear and covet a PE 15 for yourself at your nearest Rane 
dealer. 

ANSI 6510 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 (206) 774 -7309 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

CANADA Head -water Ind., 635 Caron Ave., Windsor, ONT. (519) 256 -5665 
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the nation's most popular perform- 
ance venues. Capacity crowds were 
the general rule. 

Since the system is driven by a 
power amplifier section rated at some- 
thing under 25,000 watts, and many 
touring acts are carrying systems with 
power ratings four times as large, I 
was very curious to make an objective 
comparison of this horn -loaded, com- 
pact system, and a relatively typical 
massive direct- radiating system that 
I heard in the same 15,000 -seat San 
Diego Sports Arena two nights pre- 
vious. Both shows were sold out. 

I personally enjoyed the sound of 
Huey Lewis and the News with this 
Sound On Stage system. It was a 
"clean" sounding show, with a rela- 
tively small amount of bass rumble 
for that particular arena. The colle- 
giate crowd was exceptionally respon- 
sive, and the audience members spent 
much of the time on their feet. 

I would have liked to have doubled 
the size of the loudspeaker system in 
the 15,000 seat venue to increase the 
system's headroom. The show mix 
was often approaching the system's 
acoustical limitations, and its ability 
to actually move the air without tak- 
ing the power amplifiers into clipping. 

Mixer Mark Deadman countered 
my suggestion with the following 
(realistic) comments: "Sure, more 
speakers would be nice; it's great to 
have more horsepower than you need. 
But we're talking reality here - more 
sound means another truck. At this 
point in this act's career, getting out 
and doing as many shows as we can 
in an affordable manner is impor- 
tant, more important than going after 
esoteric stuff. Our whole production is 
geared towards being affordable. The 
cost of a larger system has to come out 
of somebody's pocket. Besides, go ask 
these kids if they liked the sound of 
the show!" 

(You're right, Mark. They loved it. 
The vocals were strong and clear. The 
kick and bass guitar had a solid impact 
at the rear of the hall. The high -fre- 
quency coverage was smooth and 
even.) 

Economic realities are perhaps 
bringing about subtle changes in the 
thinking of some production mana- 
gers and touring soundmixers. Sure, 
there will always be a "Mega- Tour" 
out there, hanging speakers from every 
rafter. For the many other shows on 
the road, however, an active search is 
on for sound systems that offer the 
best audio quality for the fewest feet 
of truck space. 

The Power Physics system designed 
by Sound On Stage is a good example 
of a new, consciously- designed loud- 
speaker package for touring use that 
attempts to keep those parameters in 
mind. 



Eventide's Newest Harmonizer p 

Bursts upon The Audio Scene 

The H969 is coming through to deliver .. . 

The Cleanest Audio 
The H969's new ProPitchTM digital electronic -splicing 
algorithm gives you the cleanest, most glitch -free pitch 
change ever. Deglitching is active over a wider band- 
width, too - a full octave wider. And Eventide has 
employed 16 bit linear PCM circuitry in the H969 for the 
first time in a Harmonizer, for superb audio perfor- 
mance in all modes. 

The Easiest To Use 
We know that you don't always think in terms of "pitch 
ratios ". Sometimes, you simply want to go up a major 
third, or down a fifth. So to make things easy, the H969 
gives you twelve "instant" pitch change presets. Set- 
ting a precise major third, minor third, fifth, seventh or 
octave of pitch change is a cinch - just push one but- 
ton. Each interval can be selected as a sharp (increase 
pitch) or flat (decrease pitch). There are also instant 
presets for sharp and flat micro -pitch change, for vocal 
doubling and effects. 

You choose from two ways to select pitch ratios and 
delay times on the H969 - positional and auto in- 
cremental. Individual coarse and fine adjust controls 
make it a snap to get exactly the pitch ratio you want. 
And once you choose your settings, the digits are rock - 
stable. Unless of course, you ask the H969 to 
automatically vary the pitch ratio - up or down, at 
your choice of speed. 

To make the H969 as easy to use in live performance as 
it is in the studio, we've included a front panel 
preamplified input, in addition to the usual XLR -type 
studio level input. Just plug in your instrument. 
There's a companion front panel output jack, too. The 
H969 also has remote line in /out switching capability, 
plus remote pitch ratio /delay time set provisions. A 
keyboard can also be accommodated. 

The Widest Delay Range ... And More 
With the H969, you get much more delay than we've 
ever put into a Harmonizer before - 1.5 seconds at full 
bandwidth (40Hz - 15kHz ± ldB). Need even more? Just 
hit the "double mode" button and you can extend delay 
range to over 3 seconds, with 8kHz bandwidth. For add- 
ed convenience, you can choose and save any five delay 
times for instant recall. Delay time and pitch ratio are 
each displayed on an independent readout. 

The Broadest Array Of Effective Features 
The H969's full 1.5 / 3 + second digital memory is 
available in Infinite Repeat as well as Reverse Audio 
modes, dramatically increasing the versatility and 
usefulness of these effects. You can also vary the length 
of the reversed or repeated audio segment after capture. 
Pitch change, Flange and Doppler effects can be used in 
tandem with Reverse and Repeat modes. 

Flanging on the H969 Harmonizer offers unlimited op- 
tions. Flange sweep rate can be varied over a very wide 
range, or you can sweep manually. You can freeze the 
flange sweep at any point you select, and you can preset 
the point at which the flange sweep begins. We've also 
added a new Doppler mode. 

The Best Harmonizer Ever 
The H969 is an addition to Eventide's full line of Har- 
monizer special effects units. Our industry standard 
H949 is still going strong. The H969 ProPitch Har- 
monizer maintains Eventide's leadership position. For 
your most demanding applications, the H969 repre- 
sents the state -of- the -art in pitch change technology. 
Hear it at your Eventide dealer soon. 

Eventuae One Alsan Way 
Little Ferry, N.J. 07643 

the next step (201) 641 -1200 
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THE CREATIVE EDGE 

RECORDING AND 
PRODUCTION 

APPLICATIONS OF 
NOISE GATES AND 

EXPANDERS 
The Use of Gates and Keyed 
Expanders to Reduce Sound 

Spillage and Create 
Special Effects 

by Denis Degher 
When most of us consider the 
creative processes that 
occur in the studio, the first 

thing that usually comes to mind is 
the artist's creativity. One of the most 
understated aspects of studio work, 
however, is the interplay in the con- 
trol between the engineer and the 
artist or producer. Many concepts and 
directions for songs have been altered 
radically through the injection of new 
and foreign sounds by the recording 
engineer, in some cases prompting a 
complete rethink of the "sound" that 

the artist and producer were striving 
to achieve. 

In recent years, a growing trend in 
the studio appears to he away from 
the "natural sound" that most engi- 
neers sought in bygone years, and 
towards a "created" or "synthetic" 
sound. A premise, long overdue for 
revision, is the concept of a "natural" 
sound in the multitrack recording 
environment which is something of a 
misnomer. Once analog sound enters 
a microphone or a direct box it is 
immediately altered. Today, however, 

Shown below is a block diagram of a "typical" expander /noise gate, 
detailing the main circuit elements. (Our thanks to Aphex Systems for 
providing a circuit diagram of the CX -1 compressor -expander, from 
which this figure is derived.) Shown right (top to bottom): Variations 
between output and input level with Range (B), Threshold (C), and 
Expansion Ratio (D). (All three figures were supplied by Valley Peo- 
ple, and are derived from the Kepex II user's manual.) 
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most industry professionals would 
admit that they are striving for new 
and original sounds, and not neces- 
sarily trying to achieve a natural 
sound. 

The object of this article, and those 
to follow in subsequent issues of R- 
ep, is to discuss new studio sounds 
and the devices that can he used to 
create them. 

Principles of Gating 
Engineers have been using gating 

devices, such as the Valley People 
Kepex, for many years to reduce sound 
leakage caused by multiple miking of 
drums, allowing individual control 
over a specific track during mixdown. 
Gates can also be used on tom tracks 
to control and create a uniform decay 
time between various drums. Gates 
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Does More for You Every Day, 
And Sounds Better Doing It. 

Day after day, as the studio calendar shows. our 
incredibly versatile Ge-ieration II software package 
fulfills the promise of the Eventide SP2016 Effects 
Processor /Reverb. Each SP2016 is shipped with 
all of the effects shown, already installed and ready 
to use.` And Generation II software puts you in 

control of a wide variety of parameters fot each 
program. What's more. there are even more 
programs to come. 
Pnoyrant software is supplied data ccnnpn xd ondu :1 ROM chip. 

But what the calendar photo can't convey is the 
noticeably superior audic quality of our effects. 
Especially on the most critical reverberation 
programs. our proprietary SP2016 ha °dware and 
advanced Generation Il software designs make a dif- 
ference you can readily hear. So let your :ears decide. 
The SP2016 is available from a very select group of 
Eventide dealers. To arrange for a demo by an 
SP2016 dealer, just call Eventide at (201) 641 -1200. 

Eventide 
the next step 

One Alsa Way. Little Ferry. New Jersey 07(43 For adc Itional Information circle #46 



...whether you're mixing down from multi -track or producing audio -for- 
video. TOA's new ME Studio Monitor outputs a crystal -clear mirror 
image of any input. °" 

The ME's have symmetrically -arranged 
drivers. Take a look- the Left monitor is a mirror 
image of the Right monitor. What you see is what BOA you get stable and true stereo sound imaging ( . 

within the confined spaces of recording studios 
and broadcast control rooms. 

What's Your Reference Preference? 
Do ycu prefer a 3 -way system or a 

2- way...or a full -range mini-monitor that sits atop 
your mixing console? Do you prefer mid- and 
high -frequency attenuators to tailor 
the monitcr's output 
to specific room - 

acoustics? 

It's your choice, . 

because there are fcur 
different ME Systems to 
suit every need. . 

each one easily handles the 
wide dynamic range & precise 
acoustic demands of digital and 
advanced analog sound. 

Again and again and again.. , 
Call or write for complete technical information 
TOA Electrcnics, Inc. TOA /\ 
Professional Music and Entertainment e _ 
480 Carlton Court, South San Francisco, California 94080 Oa.. "" ) C 

(415( 588 -2538 V0113 .s...,3,,,,,. 

In Canada: TOA Electronics, Inc., 10712 -181 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta T5S 1K8, (403) 489-5511 01995 TOA Electronics, Inc. 



NOISE GATES 
AND EXPANDERS 

are also very effective in removing 
unwanted hums or buzzes in sections 
of a song where an instrument is not 
playing, thereby allowing the mixing 
engineer to devote his attention to 
important aspects of the mix, rather 
than on cueing out unwanted noise. 
Another application that is not so 
widely known is the use of a gate on 
an over -compressed or limited vocal 
to make it sound more natural. 

Use of Key Inputs 
Generally speaking, keying is the 

art of triggering specific added sounds 
from an established pattern or beat. 
Conversely, certain portions of a sound 
source can be keyed out to achieve the 
desired sound, leaving only the 
sought -after portion of the audio 
signal. 

A keying device enables the engi- 
neer to trigger a sound or instrument 
from another track. During overdub- 
bing, for example, a guitarist might 
be trying to lock -up with a snare back - 
beat, but be consistently ahead of the 
beat. By patching the guitar's incom- 
ing console signal into the gate input, 
returning it to the multitrack, and 
then assigning an auxilary send from 
the snare to the key input of the same 
device, the gate will open on the snare 
hit making it impossible for the gui- 
tar to be ahead of the beat. Since you 
run the risk of clipping the attack 
from the beginning of the guitar strum, 
attention must be paid to ensure that 
it sounds natural. 

In recent years, recording engineers 
have begun to experiment with new 
ways to use gating and keying. Pro- 
ducer- engineer Joe Chiccarelli, who 
was profiled in the February 1985 
issue's "Production Viewpoint," shar- 
ed some of the tricks he has developed 
over the last few years. 

"This technique was used on the 
new Robert Tepper album for Scotti 
Brothers /CBS on the song `Angel Of 
The City.' The kick patched into a 

- Joe Chiccarelli - 
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NOISE GATES 
AND EXPANDERS 

Lexicon Super Prime Time to gener- 
ate two delay times - one at 340, and 
the other at 620 milliseconds. A slight 
amount of feedback was also added 
on the Super Prime Time and the 
master output returned to the console. 

"A buss was then used as input to 
the Kepex II [key input]. The bass 
drum and the Super Prime Time were 
then assigned from their console 
channel position via the bus to the 
Kepex II, creating a triplet -like pat- 
tern [see accompanying notation of 
rhythmic pattern]. 

"Simultaneously, a sustaining 
power- chord guitar track was patched 
into the gate input of the same Kepex. 
The end result was that the guitar 
track was triggered from the triplet, 
giving it a clavinet -like quality. 

"Another way keying can be used is 
to gate a distant bass drum mike off 
the close mike, so that the distant 
mike will only open on the bass drum 
beat, and not be affected by any other 
drum hits." 

"Essentially, anything can be keyed 
from another track," Chiccarelli offers, 
"but certain sound characteristics lend 
themselves to this effect. Keying string 
synths from the lead or background 
vocals and blending them together 

(NZ \GkNA` 1 A-,Ta 

v= -SEA 
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Joe Chiccarelli's keying/gating technique using a bass drum pattern 
(top) and delays (bottom) as a triggering input to produce a triplet -like 
pattern from a power guitar chord. 

can create a unique quality. 
"I have recently purchased the new 

Drawmer Dual Gate DS -201 which 
offers features previously unavaila- 
ble on gating and keying units, such 
as variable highpass and lowpass fil- 
ters on the key source [plus two -stage 
release function]. These allow certain 
frequencies to be removed from the 
signal path of the channel that the 
device is to be keyed from. This can be 
useful during a mix when you are try- 
ing to key a sound source off a tom 
track, for example, and there is either 
excessive cymbal leakage, or the toms 
and cymbals are recorded on the same 
track. By using the lowpass filter, the 

In A/B tests, this tiny condenser microphone 

equals any world -class professional microphone. 

Any size, any price. 
Actual Size 

Compare the Isomax II to any other 
microphone. Even though it mea- 
sures only 5/15" X 5 /e" and costs just 
$189.95,* it equals any world -class 
microphone in signal purity. 

And Isomax goes where other micro- 
phones cannot: Under guitar strings near 
the bridge, inside drums, inside pianos, 
clipped to horns and woodwinds, taped to 
amplifiers (up to 150 dB sound level!). 
Isomax opens up a whole new world of 
miking techniques far too many to men- 
tion here. We've prepared information 
sheets on this subject which we will be 
happy to send to you free upon request. 
We'll also send an Isomax brochure with 
complete specifications. 

Call or write today. 

-11 

* Pro net price for Omnidirectional, Cardioid, 
Hypercardioid, and Bidirectional models. 

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
417 Stanford Ave. , Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 364 -9988 
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sound of a cymbal can be removed 
from the [ key] signal path so that they 
will not unintentionally key the new 
sound source, allowing for greater 
control." 

Now that industry professionals and 
consumers alike are becoming more 
receptive to new and evolving syn- 
thetic sounds, there seems to be no 
limit to the sounds that will be created 
in the future, thereby providing an 
engineer with the freedom to maxi- 
mize his or her creative skills. 

Gated Echo Effect 
Producer -engineer George Tutko 

was one of the first to popularize the 
gated -echo effect. "The first time that 
I tried gating the echo returns," he 
recalls, "was on John Cougar's hit 
'Hurts So Good,' when producer Don 
Gehmann and I were looking for a 
unique snare sound. We were using 
and EMT 251 digital reverb. Sound 
quality on the 251 varies with reverb 
time, and we had found a sound that 
we really liked but it was just too long. 
We decided to experiment by putting 
gates on the reverb returns and blend- 
ing this with the room mikes; the 
resultant sound is what's on the record. 

"The interesting thing about gat- 
ing and keying is that the technology 
has been around for at least 10 years, 
but it has only become a fashionable 
sound in the last few years. One of the 
earliest keying effects was to tape an 
Auratone [monitor speaker] to a Syn- 
drum or Synare [electronic drum], 
and feed the keying sound through an 
auxiliary send. When the Auratone 
pops it would key the syndrum. 

"Today," the engineer continues, 
"keying is much simpler, and there is 
a greater variety of things to key and 
trigger. One interesting way to main- 
tain a live rhythm track feel - yet 
still create new sounds - is to record 
the drums live, and then key or trigger 
a Linn, Oberheim DMX, or E -mu 
Sytems Drumulator drum machine. 

"For best results, I use the MARC 
MX! device when triggering [a drum 
machine] from the tape machine. With 



the DMX, a passive envelope follower 
[a capacitor and a diode] must be 
inserted before the drum -machine 
input. "[Author's note: When using a 
Garfield Electronics Doctor Click, this 
extra circuit is not necessary, since a 
passive envelope follower is built into 
the input.] 

"The wave of the future," Tutko 
offers, "is sampling, creating and stor- 
ing sounds, and then keying or trig- 
gering them from another specific 
sound source. For Example, on the 
record World Citizens, which I am 
presently mixing, I don't believe we 
used a real snare drum on the entire 
album." 

Engineer -producer John Arrias, 

who was profiled in the October 1984 
issue of R -e /p, revealed some of the 
effects that new technology has allow- 
ed him to develop over the last few 
years. 

"The advent of the Simmons drum 
has enabled me to utilize a whole new 
array of sounds," he concedes, "and 
blend them with the original drum 
kit. On Stephanie Mills' album l've 
Got The Cure, I miked John Robin - 
son's snare top and bottom, and 
blended them together on one track, 
while I simultaneously bussed the 
same signal through a Kepex, gate - 
in /gate -out. The attack and release 
times were both set extremely fast so 
only the slightest spike would get 
through. I then patched into a limiter 
to boost the gain and into the Sim- 
mons brain [controlling computer], 
returned the signal to the console, 
and then to the multitrack. I likewise 
used this same effect to blend real and 
Simmons toms. 

"Another interesting effect on that 
album was to gate the returns of an 
EMT 140 plate that was used exclu- 
sively on Stephanie's lead -vocal track. 
An aux bus was assigned from the 
vocal to a mult and then into the key 
inputs of the same gates, enabling 
Stephanie's vocal to key the echo. The 
end result was an echo that tracked 
precisely with the vocal with no hang 

over to clutter up the mix." 
My own engineering and produc- 

tion experience has also yielded some 
interesting results with keying. On 
the song "Maybe Tonight," by artist - 
synthesist Bruce Lowe, and intended 
for soon- to -be- released film Casting 
Party. I employed keying on the echo 
returns. The snare signal was 
assigned to an EMT 140 plate, and the 
returns patched into two Kepex Ils, 
gate -in /gate -out, and returned to the 
console. Simultaneously, a bus was 
assigned from the snare channel into 
a mult. The mult outputs were then 
patched into the key inputs of the 
same Kepex gates, enabling the snare 
to trigger the echo returns. 

The end result was a very dense, yet 
controlled reverb sound. Because there 
is no delay, as with gating -only I was 
able to remove the primary snare sig- 
nal from the mix and only use the 
keyed effect. 

Another benefit of using the key 
inputs, rather than gating only on 
ambient sound sources, is the reduc- 
tion of ramp -down glitches when the 
gate is closing, although certain 
units, including Aphex and Drawmer 
gates, do not glitch as much in the 
gating mode. 

Another interesting sound can be 
achieved by using the key inputs on 
ambient -room mikes. By keying the 

LAKE UPDATE 

The last few weeks at Lake Systems, the 
Newton, Massachusetts based audio /video 
systems company have been hectic to say 
the least. Lake has just completed building 
Boston's first stereo music television station, 
WVJV, Channel 66 and has been awarded 
over 5 million dollars in new contracts. They 
have also expanded their audio department 
with the addition of three new audio spe- 
cialists. Steve Blake, audio /video and 
acoustical systems designer, recording en- 
gineer, and sales consultant. Jim Cook, 
audio sales consultant to the radio, televis- 
ion, and recording studio industry. Luke 
Furr, sales engineer, design and sales of 
turnkey systems to the professional audio/ 
video industry. At a recent luncheon, I had 
an opportunity to meet with Steve and 
Luke to discuss their plans for Lake's audio 
dept. (Jim was out-of-town.) 

Interviewer: Tell me, what new audio 
lines have you added at Lake? 

Steve: Well, you know that Lake has 
always had incredible video systems 
capabilities, with lines like Sony Broadcast 
Video, Grass Valley, Convergence and 
lkegami. Now that we have added the Otari 
MTR Series, Harrison Consoles, Sound 
Workshop Consoles, Neumann Micro- 
phones, Orban Broadcast, Adams Smith 
and Timeline synchronizers ... to name a 

New members of Lake's audio dept. from left to right: Jim Cook, 
Luke Furr, and Steve Blake. 

few, we feel Lake has the best selection of 
professional audio /video lines in the industry. 

Interviewer: What are the most active 
segments in the professional audio market 
today? 

Luke: With the advent of stereo TV, the 
video production houses and TV stations 
are upgrading their audio systems with 
stereo mixing consoles. multi- tracks, and 
synchronizers. 

Interviewer: Is that a complicated process? 
Steve: Not really, but there are many 

details that must be addressed before we 

can recommend a system. 
Luke: It might sound corny. but Lake's 

really on the cutting edge of this new 
technology. They've been putting sophisti- 
cated systems together for over 30 years, 
building systems that accommodate the artists/ 
engineers requirements for today and to- 
morrow. Working at Lake gives us the op- 
portunity to blend our audio knowledge 
and experience with their video. 

Steve: I think the real winners will be our 
clients. 
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ambient mikes from the console chan- 
nel position, the room mikes will only 
be triggered by specific desired drum 
hits, thereby creating the ambient 
sound only on selected parts of the 
drum kit. 

Keying synthesizer pad tracks from 
drum or percussive sources can yield 
very interesting effects. An example 

of this was used on the forthcoming 
Alien Western Sounds album, by 
Darius and The Magnets. On the song 
"Laughing At Time," a synth track 
was recorded from beginning to end of 
the song. During the mixdown the 
track was patched into a Kepex II 
gate -in /gate -out, and returned to the 
console. Using a free bus as the send 
to the Kepex II key input, any desired 
track could be used as a source to 
trigger the synth sound. The keying 
source was variously the tom or conga 

tracks and, by using panning changes 
throughout the song, interesting ste- 
reo movement was created in the ste- 
reo image. The primary source was 
removed at one point in the mix to 
create a totally synthetic sound. 

Since the keying and triggering of 
synthetic and sampled sounds does 
indeed offer "The Creative Edge In 
The Studio," in subsequent issues of 
R -e /p I will discuss the use of new 
devices to create, store and replay 
sampled sounds. N 

EXPANDERS AND NOISE GATES 
An R -e /p Guide to Commercially -available Systems - FURMAN SOUND QN -4 - 

The ON -4 features four separate noise gates in a 1.75 -inch rackmount unit. Front -panel controls per section 
enable the input threshold to be varied continuously from -70 to +20 dbV (the control also incorporates a 
channel -on" setting with associated LED), plus "fade time" of 0.005 to 5 seconds. Rear -panel jacks enable the 

unit's gain -control element to be controlled by an external keying signal. 
For additional Information circle #191 - SCV MODEL NGS -2 - 

The NGS -2 combines two, independent frequency -selective noise gates in a 1.75 -inch rackmount unit. 
Continuously -variable front -panel controls include highpass filter (40 Hz to 1 kHz. 12 dB per octave rolloff): 
lowpass filter (700 Hz to 20 kHz, 12 dB per octave); release time (0.1 to 3 seconds); and input threshold ( -40 to 
+10 dBm). Pushbutton switches select input -program /key- trigger operation, filter section in /out, controlled - 
bandwidth /gating operation, and gate /bypass. Attack time is fixed at 1 microsecond. 

For additional information circle #192 - DRAWMER DS-201 - 

The DS -201 combines two separate noise gates in a 1.75 -inch rackmount package. Continuously -variable 
front -panel controls include highpass filter (25 Hz to4 kHz, 13 dB, at 12 dB per octave rolloff); lowpass filter (250 
Hz to 35 kHz, 13 dB at 12 dB per octave); threshold ( -54 dB to infinity); pre -release hold (0.002 to 2 seconds); 
release time (0.002 to 4 seconds); attack time (10 microseconds to 1 second); and input range (0 to 80 dB). The 
two filter sections are inserted permanently in the external trigger -key circuit. Toggle switches select internal 
program /key- trigger operation, gate /duck mode, Key Listen /Gate /Bypass operation (the former to allow 
monitoring of the trigger signal and filter sections). plus stereo link mode that enables the left -hand channel 
settings to affect both channels. 

For additional information circle #193 

- dbx MODEL 904 - 

The Model 904 is designed to fit into the 900 Series 
Modular Signal Processing System, and features 
continuously -variable front -panel control of atte- 
nuation limit (0 to 60 dB); expansion ratio (1.5:1 to 
5:1); input threshold ( -40 to +10dB); release time (2.5 
to 22 dB per second); and attack time (500 to 2.5 dB 
per millisecond). Pushbutton switches select system 
in /out. PLM (Programmed Latch Mode) that provides 
automatic threshold -programmed unmuting of solo 
channels, and internal -program /external- trigger 
control. 

For additional information circle 0195 

- USAUDIO GATEX - 

The Gatex comprises four separate noise -gates in a 1.75 -inch rackmount unit. Each section features front -panel 
controls for continuously -variable input threshold ( -40 to +20 dB); attenuation range (0 to -80 dB); and release 
time (0.05 to 5 seconds per 20 dB of gain change, with a Program Controlled Sustain feature that lengthens the 
release time as dictated by program content). A pair of three -position switches select Source (input /off /keying 
trigger), and Mode Expansion (1:10/1:2/2:3 ratios). Program Controlled Attack alters the attack time according 
to the demands of the material being processed. The unit uses the Valley People TA -104 VCA for gain control. 

For additional information circle #194 

- VALLEY PEOPLE KEPEX II - 

The Kepex II, designed to be housed in any of the 
Valley People 800 Series powered or unpowered 
racks, employs the company's EGC -101 VCA as a 
gain- control element. Front -panel controls include 
five, continuously- variable settings for release time 
(0.04 to 10 seconds per 20 dB of gain change); attack 
time (0.02 to 20 milliseconds); gain -reduction range 
(0 to 80 dB); expansion ratio (1:1.1 to 1:100 /gating). 
and input threshold (-40 to +20 dBv). Toggle switches 
select linear or logarithmic release envelope charac- 
teristics. and input /off /key mode selection. 

For additional Information circle #198 
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- OMNI CRAFT GT -4 - 

3511 
The GT-4 combines four separate noise-gate sections in a single 1.75 -inch rackmount package. Attack time for 

each section is fixed at 1 millisecond, or less, while threshold is continuously variable between infinity and -40 

dB. and re ease time from 0.1 to 1 second A front panel pushbutton selects internal or external key -trigger 
mode. For additional Information circle *197 

- SYMETRIX MODEL 522 - 
322 --lp ú LeJ , 

apootri`. 

The Model 522 is a multifunction dynamics processor that can be set up to operate as a corip essor /limiter 
expander, noise gate or ducker: the two channels may be used as independent units. or in a stereo interconnect 
mode. A set of four front -panel controls per channel adjust attack time, release time, attenuation range /ratio 
(dual- :oncentrici, and input threshold. Three pushbutton switches select operational mode, internal - 
program /external- trigger. and sys:em in /out. The gain -control element is a Valley People TA -101 VCA. (A 

four -chanrel expancer /noise gate. Model 544. is currently under development.) 
For additional Information circle *198 

- ASHLY AUDIO SC-33 - 

The SC33 combines two independent noise gates in a 1.75 -inch rackmount unit. Continuously -variable front - 
panel controls include threshold (-40 to *20 dBV): attack time (10 microseconds to 10 records, per 40-dB gain 
increase): nold time (0.04 to 12 seconds): fade time (0.015 to 30 seconds, per 40-dB gain decrease) and "floor 'or 
noise attenuation (0 to 75 dB); A oair of front -pane pushbuttons provide normal /keying -mode selection, and 
system in /out. A rear -panel tie patch point enables stereo tracking of two or more units. 

Fo additional Information circle *199 

- OMNI CRAFT GTX - 

Available in two modular configurations 'o fit into 
different styles of rackmount systems, the GTX fea- 
tures front -panel controls for gain- reduction range (0 
to -20 dBv. plus switched -60 dB): Ducker release 
time (0.1 to 3 seconds): Gate release time (0.1 to 3 

seconds): and input threshold ( -40 to +24 dBv). Four 
pushbuttons select Ducking /Gate mode, lowpass fil- 
ter in /out, highpass filter in /out (either or both filters 
being inserted into the trigger- signal path), and input 
signal /keying- trigger operation. 

For additional Information circle *202 

- APHEX SYSTEMS CX -1 - - AUDIO +DESIGN S30 - 

The CX -1 is a modular, single- channel compressor/ 
expander with an expansion section that features 
continuously -variable front -panel controls for thre- 
shold (-45 to +3 dBV): release time 0.05 to 2.5 
seconds); input gain ( -20 to +20 dB): and depth (0 to 
100 d8). Pushbuttons select expansion function 
in /out unit in /out of circuit, and meter select (com- 
pression and /or expansion, or both) -a dual -scale 
LED meter displays compression on one side, and 
expansion /audio output on the other. An internal 
PCB ' sidechain- source switch selects pre /post 
triggering (either before or after the input gain cor - 
troll, and external keying -trigger operation. 

For additional information c rcle #200 

The S30 is designed to fit into the SCAMP (Standard- 
ized Compatible Audio Modular Package) system, 
and features front -panel controls for continuous 
adjustment of Gate Hold (enabling a 0 to 2 second 
"window" to be opened prior to onset of the selected 
release time): attenuation range in percentage of 
theoretical maximum); expansion ratio (1:1 thru 1:4 
to 1:20 for hard gating): pre -emphasis of sidechain 
signal (up to 20 dB at either 100 Hz ar 10 kHz); release 
time (0.025 to 4 seconds): and threshold ( +12 to -50 
dBm). A pair of three -position switches select attack 
time (0.1, 5 or 40 milliseconds). and input/ 
off /keying -trigger operation. 

For additional Information circe #201 

WOLFF associates 

API products 
WOLFF associates is. 

a dealer for API 
audio products. 

a repair facility :or 
API modules. 

on location console 
update and repair. 

new modules, console 
expansion & rebuilds. 

a source for new or 
used API consoles. 

*new ideas for studios 
and broadcasting. 

7953 Twist Lane 
Springfield, VA 22153 
703 -689 -0448 
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DIVERSIFYING FROM TRADITIONAL RECORDING 
SESSIONS TO THE SPECIALIST AUDIO REQUIREMENTS 

OF VIDEO AND FILM POST PRODUCTION 
by Doug McKenzie and Bob Predovich, The Master's Workshop Corporation, Toronto, Canada 

T here was a time, not so long 
ago, when studio owners would 
bow to the every whim of the 

record producer, and happily lavish 
upon them the most extravagant facil- 
ities and "creature comforts" that 
long -term financing could buy. It was 
a time when record budgets were 
known to exceed a million dollars, 
and the projected returns from record 
sales made such an advance seem 
feasible to record -company executives. 
In 1978, on the crest of a wave capped 
by successes like the Bee Gee's Satur- 
day Night Feuer, the major labels 
began settling their sights even higher 
and, somewhat less than cautiously, 
committed themselves to large staffs 
and even larger production and pro- 
motional budgets. Who could have 
known than a significant downturn 
in the industry, almost overnight, 
would not only cause these same com- 
panies to retreat on many ambitious 
fronts, but would seriously disable 
many large and small record com- 
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panies, to the point of suffering major 
layoffs and bankruptcy. 

Many offered that a poor economy 
had eroded the industry, yet admitted 
that historically, the business had 
been "recession- proof." Others 
claimed that over -zealous adminis- 
trations had jeopardized their corn- 
panies by their budget policies. Most 
critics, perhaps because they desired 
so, predicted a complete recovery in 
one year. 

In the case of the management of 
Master's Workshop, the indicators 
were read and interpreted in an en- 
tirely different way. The key indica- 
tors we observed were as follows: 
The industry has been built on the 
"star" system, in the wake of such 
notables as Frank Sinatra, Buddy 
Holly, Elvis Presley and the Beatles. 
Yet it was apparent that due to a 
move towards an emphasis on pro- 
duction techniques (Disco, etc., a trend 
that became the great leveller of true 
talent) and the effects of market satu- 

ration, the star system was being 
broken down. 
"Punk" music exploded on the scene, 
but only deterred further the already 
shrinking industry, by virtue of its 
"anti- everything" philosophy. Even 
the music was deliberately discordant - in a sense "anti- music" - thereby 
working completely against the grain 
of an industry founded on "feel- good" 
entertainment. 
The economy naturally was a factor, 
but primarily in later creating a new 
"leaner" industry run according to 
proper business practices. 
Home- entertainment dollars were re- 
directed from record collections and 
stereo systems to video products and 
accessories. Television became a pre- 
dominant influence in home enter- 
tainment and communications. 
'The consumer suddenly became 
aware of new audio technology that 
was destined to revolutionize the home 
stereo system, with the introduction 
of the Compact Disc, and began to 



IBLs unique titanium diaphragm and Diamond Surround bring 
new purity and consistency to high frequency response. 

IT TOOK JBL SCIENCE, 
A NITROGEN EXPLOSION, 
AND PURE TITANIUM TO GIVE YOU 
PERFECTED HIGH FREQUENCY SOUND. 

High frequency sound has always fought with the technology that brings it to the ear. The driver 
diaphragm has been most vulnerable, pushed to the breaking point, unable to hold uniform 
frequency response. 

JBL scientists decided to fight back. They exploded nitrogen into a remarkable metal. pure 
titanium. encircling their unique diaphragm with a vibration -absorbing 
"Diamond Surround;' so revolutionary it warranted its own patent. 

The result? A diaphragm that delivers and sustains a power 
and purity to high frequency response never before approached in 

the industry. 
Perfecting titanium technology is just one of innumerable ways in 

which JBL science is re- shaping the quality of sound. From ultimate 
accuracy in laying down your initial tracks. to capturing the full 
power and subtlety of your final mix. JBL audio systems are focused 
on the most exacting demands of the recording studio professional. 
To find out which system is designed to meet your specific 
requirements. contact your authorized JBL professional products 
dealer today. 

1BLIncorporated. 
8500 Balboa Boulevard 

P.O. Box 2200. 
Northridge. CA 91329 

U.S.A. 

JBL h,irman international JBL INCORPORATED 1984 

JBL 
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adopt a wait and see attitude. 
Discussions about Stereo Television 
by the FCC, and increasing demands 
by the consumer for better TV audio, 
became prevalent. 
The onset of Music Videos had the 
effect of instilling the notion that 
music could actually be a visual expe- 
rience. The progression of this theory 
is now being considered, as artists are 
actually signed to audio /video deals 
with broadcast and home videocas- 
sette implications. 

The Move Towards 
Sound -for -Picture 

By Master's assessment, the solu- 
tion to the problem, which by that 
time had plagued almost all record- 
ing studios and caused the demise of 
many throughout North America, was 
to move aggressively into the realm of 
Sound -for -Picture - be it video or film - by using the facilities at hand plus 
the addition of sophisticated synchro- 
nization systems to interface audio 
with video. This decision was not 
seen as a retreat from the music in- 
dustry, but rather a diversification 
and redirection that would advance 
the studio into music and entertain- 
ment field of the Eighties and beyond. 

Although it would require much 
dedication and capital in development 
costs, the new market sectors targeted 
in the television field were large, luc- 
rative, and stable in comparison to 
anything the record field had ever 
offered a studio operation. It was 
accurately predicted that as the music 
industry advanced itself into the vis- 
ual age, our facility would be ready 
and waiting. 

Diversification also led to new ser- 
vices, as we began to take on the com- 
plete packaging of sound for a given 
production, including script consul- 
tation and pre -production services. 
Coupled with 10 years of music pro- 
duction experience, this gave us the 
opportunity to function well at all 
levels of the audio industry. 

By our initial studies it was clear 
that high -level broadcast and feature 
production had always been a "film 
process" with respect to sound. Al- 
though we felt certain that timecode- 
based tape systems would provide a 
suitable and efficient alternative to 
16 and 35mm mag, it was from the 
outset, and is today, our intention to 
preserve most of the revered creative 
techniques of film -sound editing and 
mixing, and simply adapt our tech- 
nology to those standards. In so doing, 
we have continued to enjoy a growing 
relationship with the film production 
community, in as much as these pro- 
ducers have never been alienated by 
R -e /p 72 June 1985 

Master's Workshop boasts a fully- equipped Record /Mix Theatre, which fea- 
tures a Sony MCI JH -636 automated console, JH -24 multitrack, JH -110 eight -, 
four- and two -tracks, plus a wide selection of outboard signal processors. 

our high -tech approach. Understand- 
ably then, many of the comments in 
this article are directed at film /tape 
comparisons, since we find this is, 
indeed, the most common concern. A 
successful approach to the film com- 
munity was made possible by expe- 
rienced "feature film editors" who, 
early on, became associated with us 
in a hands -on sense, thus developing 
sound tracks that were not only effi- 
ciently delivered, but which were as 
full and detailed as the producer had 
come to expect. 

Our studios were set up into four 
basic production areas allowing many 

- McKenzie - - Predovich - 

- the authors - 
Doug J. McKenzie founded Master's 
Workshop in 1972, after gaining some uni- 
versity training in music and broadcast. He 
fully maintained and operated the facility as a 
writer, producer, engineer until staff were 
employed. 
Bob Predovich has an Honours Bachelor 
of Fine Arts degree from York University in 
Toronto, Canada. From 1976 to 1982 he was 
at Global Television gaining extensive expe- 
rience and knowledge of television opera- 
tions, including studio camera, video tape 
and timecode systems, and has five years of 
audio mixing experience encompassing stu- 
dio and remote projects. He supervised 
Global's post audio facility for two and a half 
years prior to joining Master's as director of 
post production in February 1982. 

functions in the editing process to 
take place concurrently. Production 
areas included editing suites with 
16/24 -track capability and a full 
sound -effects library; an ADR (Auto- 
mated Dialog Replacement) booth; a 
complete Foley stage; and our origi- 
nal music studio, which then became 
a scoring stage and mixing theatre. 
By dedicating facility and staff to 
sound editing and mixing- for -picture, 
we may have suffered momentary 
loss of business from certain record 
clients. Our total immersion into the 
field was necessary, however, consid- 
ering the all- important commitment 
to delivery schedules, last- minute 
changes, and the capacity to handle a 
large volume of business. 

In certain production centers the 
type of audio work will vary but, in 
our case, almost 90% of Master's bus- 
iness is post -production sound. We 
have found that the greatest amount 
of time is spent not in directly market- 
ing the services, but in advising the 
marketplace of the virtues of our in- 
house systems, and skills in using 
them. Separate sidebars written by a 
couple of our engineers highlight the 
changing roles of music engineers in 
post -production operations. Curiously, 
their ability to perceive sonic subtle- 
ties and simultaneously manipulate 
computer- automated editing /mixing 
systems makes them particularly well 
suited to the Sound -for -Picture field. 
In our case, a blending of such people 
with our other experienced televisi- 
on /film mixers has ensured high 
quality in technique and technical 
efficiency. 

It has been our experience, particu- 
larly in the television field, that many 
producers would prefer to deal with 
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T +L ENTIRE AUDI ) INDUSTRY IS MOVING 
RAPIDLY INTO THE A3E OF 3 GITAL RECORDING 
AND SIGNAL TRANS,AISSION THAT S WHY 
SIGNAL PROCESSOF S PURCHASED TODAY MUST 
HAVE WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE. FREEDOM FROM 
DISTORTION. AND THE EXTENDED BANDWIDTH 
NECESSARY TO PER =ORM IN BOTH THE ANALOG 
AND DIGITAL DOMAI VS. 

AUDIO & DES IG J IS THE INDUSTRY LEADER 
IN AUDIO PROCESSI VG TECI - NIQUES ANC 
TECHNOLOGY YOU LL FIND OUR EQUIPMENT IN 
SUCH DIVERSE APPLICATIONS AS BROADCAST. 
SATELLITE UPLIN<S RECORDING. FILM. V DEO 
AND EVEN SOUND R EINFORCEMENT AFTER ALL. 
AUDIO & DESIGN OF =ERS THE BEST AND MOST 
COMPLETE LINE OF PROCESSING GEAR IN 
THE WORLD WITH PF:ODUC- RELIABILITY AND 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT SECOND TO NONE 

BE READY FOR FOMOFFOW SCHALLENGES 
BY MAKING THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT DECISIONS 
TODAY CONTACT AUDIO & DESIGN FOR ALL 
THE DETAILS. 

.L'DIO & DESIGN RECORDING, INC. 
P.O. Box 786 Bremertor. WA98310 Phone 2)6 -275- 5009. 206- 275 -5010 Telex 15 -2426 

AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING, LTD. 
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park Pangbourne. Reading RG8 7TH Berkshire. England 

Phone (0734) 53441 UK Telex 848722 

Audie+Design 
THE HIT SOUND IN AUDIO SCIENCE. 
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one house for an entire soundtrack. 
This is clearly a sound -production 
service, and often involves script con- 
sultation, on- location recording /super- 
vision, and the track's entire post 
production. All services are usually 
delineated up front with cost esti- 
mates, and budget and time parame- 
ters must be strictly observed through- 
out. Obviously, changes in the sche- 
dule, production requirements or the 

edit imply extra time and cost, and 
this would not be disagreeable to most 
producers. While the "one -stop shop- 
ping" approach provides many bene- 
fits to both the producer and the 
sound company, it is also true that 
many discriminating directors have 
certain people they wish to use in 
some of the sound -production roles. 
At times like these, it is important to 
be prepared to accommodate the 
blending of a certain outside crea- 
tive /technical person with your own 
people and, more importantly, your 

CUSTOMIZED TIMECODE SYNCHRONIZATION AND 
EDITING SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC COMPUTER 

by Bob Predouich and Andy Staffer Fr he adage that "necessity is the mother of invention" could certainly be used when 
discussing the evolution of our timecode -based audio controller /editor, Sound - 

Master. For well over a decade, the marriage of computer power and timecode has been 
under intense development in the field of videotape editing, but the lack of motivation for 
good sound quality and content had stunted a parallel advance in audio. Without an 
"off-the-shelf" system being available, we set out to design a microcomputer -based soft- 
ware package that would be specifically tailored for audio post production. 

The design philosophy was to provide tremendous system power while, at the same 
time, making the computer as invisible as possible between the human creative element 
and his or her final product. This is clearly demonstrated by the use of colored symbols 
instead of a clutter of words and numbers, so that a glance at the display quickly delivers a 
lot of information. 

SoundMaster runs on an IBM Personal Computer, and presently supports up to three 
BTX (now Cipher Digital) Shadow synchronizers as intelligent interfaces between the 
computer and the audio or video transport, providing for four -machine control. The 
program consists of three major sections /displays: the Controller, the Edit List, and the 
Set -Up page. 

The Controller screen facilitates control of all the tape machines, and simultaneously 
displays important data such as lock indication, presence of code, code -type and transport 
status. It also allows access to all modes of synchronization available within the intelligent 
interface. This section also includes a timecode calculator that allows for addition and 
subtraction at 30, Drop Frame (29.94), 25, or 24 fps rates; subframe (0.01 of a video frame) 
calculations can also be selected. A provision is made to mark code from a selected 
machine's running display into the calculator, and then easily trim and enter the number as 
an event into the Edit List with a minimum of keystrokes. 

The Controller screen displays two events of the Edit List at a time, and allows for the 
programming of all transport functions, GOTO's, record in/outs and address start in/outs 
(relay closures within the Shadow) to occur for specified machines at selected timecode 
locations. Up to 2,550 events, divided into 10 lists with 255 events each, can be loaded in 
one file and stored to standard 5%4 -inch floppy disks. The lists can be merged to allow for 
flexible storage capacity; over 40 files can be stored on one disk. 

When a list is executed, the top events displayed will be performed at the specified 
timecode number. The Edit List then scrolls up one position automatically, and this event is 
performed at its specified timecode number - and so one, until the end of Edit List, or until 
the abort key (space bar) is hit. 

For a more detailed look at the Edit List, a second screen is provided that displays 20 

Shown below is a typical off -screen menu of timecode edit points and accompanying 
annotations created by the SoundMaster software. (Although reproduced here in black 
and white, screen displays are in full color.) The screen shown below right is of 
timecode offsets and related events. 
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systems. 
Also, on the subject of packaging, it 

is true that some producers recognize 
the specific abilities of certain facili- 
ties to record Foley, create special 
synthesized FX, and provide other 
related services; as a result, they wish 
to "a la carte" their sound post. In 
order to accommodate such a mosaic 
of facility standards and creative in- 
put, we must examine the compatibil- 
ity of the systems being used. Only 
through open -line dialog and indus- 
try -wide acceptance of certain stand- 

MASTER'S WORKSHOP 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

Studio A: 
MCI JH -636 automated console 
MCI JH24 multitrack 
MCI JH -110 eight /four -track 
MCI JH -110 four /two -track 
Revox B77 two -track 
Staffer 4A custom monitors, plus Yamaha 
NSIO and Auratone 5C monitors 
Lexicon 224 digital reverb 
Two EMT 140 stereo reverb plates (one 
tube, and one solid -state) 
Eventide digital delay 
Eventide Harmonizer 
Orban parametric EQ 
Orban de- essers 
Klark -Teknik stereo graphic EQ 
Four dbx 160 and 160X compressors. 
Two UREI LA4 compressors 
Four Valley People Kepex noise gates 
Four Pultec equalizers 

Studio B: 
Yamaha RM1608 console 
Lyrec TR532 24 -track 
MCI JH -110 eight/four -track 
Studer A810 with center -track timecode 
Otani MX -5050 two -track 
JBL 4311 and Auratone 5C monitors 
Two dbx 160X compressors 
AKG BX10 reverb 

Edit 1: 

Audioarts 16 -input console 
Lyrec TR532 16/24 -track 
Three Scully 280B two -tracks 
JBL 4301 and Auratone 5C monitors 
Two Dolby A -Type NR frames 
AKG BX10 reverb 

Foley Stage: 
12 surfaces and water tank 
Audio Developments 16 -input console 
JBL 4311 and Auratone 5C Monitors 

Equipment for use in Any Studio: 
Three IBM Personal Computers with MW's 
Sound Master editing/control software 
BTX 4600 edit controller 
BTX 4730 controller 
Two BTX 4500 synchronizers 
Four BTX Shadow synchronizers with wide - 
band timecode readers 
Sony BVU -800 U -Matic 
JVC 6650 % -inch VCR with address -track 
timecode 
Two JVC 6400 professional half -inch VHS 
machines with RM70 remote 
Leitch video sync generator 
BTX TimeCode Centre 
Custom ADR cue system 
Auratone T5 two-way monitors 



And Now... 
A Word from Our Clients... 

Any successful business gets that way 
because satisfied customers refer people in 
the industry back to their source. Referrals 
are unquestionably more effective than the 
most provocative advertising campaign. 

"They go out of their way to find what 
you want even before you know what 
it is. They're with me 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week." 

Bruce Nazarian 
Producer /Musician, Gnome Studio 

"To mix contemporary sounding 
records, you have to get upward stuff. 
I've worked in London, New York and 
LA...Hy James can compete with 
anyone." 

Don (Was) Fagenson 
Producer Musician. Sound Suite 

"Why Hy James? Jack, Tom. and 
Kevin. They've got quality salesmen, 
quality equipment, and quality service. 
You can't ask for more than that..." 

Gary Spaniola 
Producer /Musician, Seller Sound Studio 
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24166 Haggerty Road 
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48018 
(313) 471 -0027 994 -0934 - Ann Arbor 
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ards - couple with suitable audio 
supervision on any given production - can a compatible blend be attained. 

Facility Implementation: 
Emphasis on Timecode 

Synchronization 
With experience as a recording stu- 

dio, it was a natural transition for us 
to adapt the use of multitracks to the 
synchronization of sound elements to 
picture. Although, in our case, it cer- 
tainly was the most convenient for- 
mat to adopt, the advantages of syn- 
chronizing a 24 -track to a videocas- 
sette machine via timecode, versus 
the use of dubbers, projectors and 
sprocket registration, are tremendous. 

In each case, there are numerous 
strengths inherent in the components 
of a timecode -based tape -lock system. 
VCRs offer a tremendous shuttle and 
wind capability, which is a major 
consideration since the speed with 
which visuals can be accessed plays a 
significant part in the efficiency of 
the whole audio -for -video process. 
Top -of -the -line VCRs do not enter an 
unthread mode, allowing for rewind 
or fast forward rates of up to 40 times 
play speed directly from stop. With 
shuttle commonly variable from 1/30 
to at least 10 times play speed with 
picture, a VCR offers strong competi- 
tion to a conventional film projector. 
(The compact packages now availa- 
ble include stereo half -inch VHS 

The Foley Stage at The Master's Workshop houses a total of 12 "surfaces" and a 
water tank. Microphones are connected through a 16 -input Audio Develop- 
ments console. JBL Model 4311 and Auratone 4C Sound Cube monitor speakers 
are also provided. 

videodecks with full freeze -frame 
capabilities and up to 12 times shut- 
tle; their two audio channels allow for 
a standard configuration of guide 
audio on channel #1, and timecode on 
#2). 

Multitracks are known for their su- 
perior sound quality and noise speci- 
fications, especially when running at 
30 ips. In addition, compared to 
standard film configurations, one 
piece of tape can physically contain 
many more individual tracks, and the 

CUSTOM SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC - continued .. . 

events at a time. The list can be scrolled up or down to view all 255 events, or requested 
event numbers can be selected at will, with the computer remembering the position of each 
list upon calling another. 

The Edit List screen also displays the calculator section that can be utilized to enter 
events quickly into the list. List -management capabilities include the editing of an existing 
event, the deletion of one or a block of events, and the ability to insert a new event 
anywhere in the list with full "ripple" of the following events. Editing and insertion capabili- 
ties are accessed by a moveable colored "ruler cursor," which enters the screen to enclose 
existing events that need to be edited, or can be positioned between events for inserts. The 
ruler cursor also is useful for highlighting events one at a time, as information can be 
scrolled through it. 

Parameter Customization 
The Set Up screen allows for customizing the program for various applications. User - 

variable parameters, such as the record -in ramp time of various multitrack recorders, and 
the value for the automatic calculation of address starts (the tripping of an external device, 
typically a 1/a -inch machine, at a specific timecode address) can be loaded into the system 
via the Set Up page, and the program will act accordingly. This feature allows for a single 
number in the calculator to loaded into the address -start and record -in register with, for 
example, 15 frames automatically subtracted for the address -start point, and two frames 
off for the record -in point to compensate for the recorder's bias ramp delay. 

The Set Up section also can be loaded with data for the various types of machines that 
could comprise the four transports controlled. In this way, specific damping and latching 
information need not be delivered to the intelligent interface as number codes. Instead, this 
information forms part of the program, allowing users to list their equipment in the English 
language with the computer sending the proper code to the synchronizer. (Such data can 
also be stored to disk, so that on program initialization the relevant information would be 
sent automatically by the computer.) 
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transport's wind capability is not 
hindered by the fear of tearing 
sprocket holes or losing synchron- 
ization. 

Timecode is the "electronic sprocket 
hole" of a tape -lock system. Unlike 
the simple mechanical synchroniza- 
tion role of its film counterpart, how- 
ever, SMPTE address code brings 
many more benefits to the process: its 
simplest application is as a "smart" 
sprocket hole that does not require a 
head -sync reference. In fact, it can 
resynchronize on its own anywhere in 
the reel automatically. A micro- 
computer -based timecode system 
opens up the possibilities of autoloca- 
tion, programmable events, electronic 
editing and offsets, while promoting 
improved machine control. 

Although the principle of synchro- 
nizing a multitrack to a VCR via 
timecode dates back a number of 
years, we feel that the concept had not 
been fully developed as a working 
system capable of fulfilling the needs 
of the production community used to 
working on film. One of our main 
goals, therefore, was to ensure that all 
capabilities available in the film - 
sound world could be handled by a 
timecode system. 

System Design Criteria 
As components, our multitrack and 

VCRs had inherent speed and effi- 
ciency; it was important to maintain 
these features as the overall system 
developed. Ease of operation was also 
paramount, so that creative aspira- 
tions would not get lost in the corn - 
munications between man and 
machine. 

Our aim for flexible operation led to 
the development of a modular frame- 



FOR THE NEXT STAGE 
IN YOUR CAREER. 

The band has paid its dues. Played the 
garages, the dives, the schools. But now you're into 
some good -paying steady gigs. And ready to go for 
broke. Without going broke. 

You're ready for a Yamaha MC mixing 
console. A full line of new consoles that have 
many legendary M- Series features and reliability. 
And are affordably priced. 

There are three models in the line -the 
MC 1204, MC 1604 and MC2404. 

Which one you choose depends on 
how many channels you need. The first two 
numbers after the MC tell you how many input 
channels that model has. The last, how many 
output channels. 

Whichever MC mixer you choose, you get 
input channels that are modularly constructed in 
blocks of four for easy access. 

Each channel has a pad switch and gain 
control with peak LED, three -band EQ with 
sweepable midrange, two pre -EQ and pre-fader 

foldback sends, two post -EQ and post -fader echo 
sends, pan control, group 1 -4 assignment 
switches, cue and channel on /off switches, and a 
100 -millimeter fader. 

All are color -coded and logically grouped 
for easy operation. 

With four group outputs that are assignable 
to the master stereo outputs. And two echo and 
two foldback sends. 

There are even two MC monitor models, 
the MC1608M and MC2408M. They offer the 
additional capability of on -stage monitoring. So 
each member of the band can hear exactly what 
he or she needs to hear. 

Now that we've set the stage, why not visit 
your Yamaha Combo dealer for a demo of the MC 
consoles. Or write: Yamaha International Corpo- 
ration, Combo Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, 
Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha 
Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, 
Ont. M 1 S 3R1. 
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work for all our systems. All machines 
have "one- plug" type connections for 
audio and video distribution, as well 
as single harness cables for synchro- 
nization control. Many racks are de- 
signed for "air pack" specifications, 
allowing systems to be conveniently 
transported with protection. Multi - 
tracks were also purchased with head 
stacks that could quickly convert 
their track format as our needs 
dictated. 

' A synchronizer to provide machine 
control and interlock between audio 
and video would also have to follow 
the modular nature of the rest of the 
system. BTX Corporation's (now Cip- 
her Digital) Shadow synchronizer 
was chosen because of its intelligent 
design and capabilities, as well as the 
system's RS232C serial port that al- 
lowed an external computer control. 

The lack of an "off-the-shelf" con- 
trol system that could properly access 
the capabilities of the system in a way 
that easily facilitated audio post pro- 
duction was a major concern. A deci- 
sion was made to write a custom 
audio -editing program for the IBM 
Personal Computer. Now called Sound - 
Master, the software has been in use 
for over two and a half years (see 
accompanying sidebar). 

As the system developed, it was 
important that film and broadcast 
clients felt comfortable in the environ- 
ment. In some cases, we purchased 
equipment that would be clearly re- 
cognizable to a sector of our clientele. 
A good example is the Sony BVU -800, 
a premier VCR with 40 times shuttle 
speed. Although it costs considerably 
more than competitive machines, the 
BVU -800's capabilities and reputa- 
tion helped to demonstrated our 
commitment to excellence. 

It is not only familiar equipment 
that helps foster a sense of well -being 
in a client. We make a point of talking 
their language, stressing how our sys- 
tems are an evolution of the tried and 
true techniques used for decades in 
the film world. In this regard, Mas- 
ter's Workshop has incorporated the 
traditional services of sound effects 
and music editing, ADR, dialog 
editing /pre- mixing /Foley, and final 
mixing into our facility, in a way 
where much of the work can be done 
concurrently. In each case, there is a 
strong link to the concepts of the past 
using the technology of today. 

Our Foley soundstage, we feel, rep- 
resents a good example of our thought 
process in developing the system. 

When first confronted with the idea of 
a person performing sound effects in 
sync to picture, and the need to build a 
proper stage to facilitate this, an alter- 
native was proposed. At the time, the 
first generation of computer sampling 
devices was hitting market. Would it 
be possible to have someone at a key- 
board "performing" naturally - 
sampled sounds, like footsteps, in 
sync with the picture rather than 
physically on a surface? The answer 
is no, for two main reasons. The first 
was that the process was no faster 
than a highly trained Foley artist, 
who can often perform a footstep 
track in dead sync in one or two 
passes. However, there was also a key 
component missing with the computer - 
accessed sounds: the human element. 
A Foley artist is just that; someone 
who really adds the flair to the sound 
that makes it fit, in ways other than 
simple synchronization. 

We decided to build a dedicated 
Foley Stage, with permanent surfaces 
that would not have the tell -tale 
sound of portable structures rolled 
into a studio. While we would use a 
concept that dates back to the Thir- 
ties, our shuttle and synchronization 
capabilities, together with the ability 
to roll in a 24 -track if many tracks are 
required, advance the art so that we 
end up with the best of both worlds. 
One key side effect of the process is 
that since it requires such little time to 
re -cue and roll again, hardly ever do 
we have to fit Foley sounds in a edit 
suite after a session - it is faster to 
simply do a second take in sync. 

Our effects editing suite is similar 
in concept to an edit room with a 
Steenbeck or Moviola, but the capa- 
bilities are much broader. Our editor 
works to a VCR picture and lays 
sound directly from our ' -inch tape 
library onto an interlocked 24- track. 
The ability to source directly from 1/4- 

inch and fit simultaneously to the 
multitrack frame -accurately combines 
two film -style processes into one. 
(Sound editors are used to transfer- 
ring from source to sprocketed mag- 
netic film, and then manually fitting 
to picture.) 

The suite is also equipped with a 
small mixing console, and a monitor- 
ing system similar to that used in the 
mix theatre, which not only allows 
the editor to hear more channels at 
once than he is used to, but also facili- 
tates many other capabilities within 
the sound- effects editing domain. The 
ability to equalize library sound 
effects can help the editor make more 
accurate decisions as to the viability 
of a sound early on in the process, 

Production and engineering staff at The Master's Workshop includes (from top 
left): engineer /Foley recordist Frank Mon -one, editor /mixer Terry Gordica, 
sound editor Yanina Jezik, chief engineer Paul Massey, technician John Scott, 
and engineer Jim Frank. 



rather than in the mix stage where it 
can cost time and money. Even 
though the editor doesn't have to lay 
the effect with equalization, knowing 
that some bass boost, for example, 
will make an earthquake effect work 
can save hours of searching for a 
replacement. 

The ability to pre -mix sound effects 
tracks within the suite has obvious 
benefits. This capability is a direct 
result of multitrack recording tech- 
nology, allowing space on the same 
piece of tape for discrete sound ele- 
ments and a composite pre -mix. In a 
final mix, no phasing occurs when 
cross -fading between the elements 
and pre -mix because they are on the 
same piece of tape, a problem that 
arises when separate dubbers contain 
the components. 

A good example of the use of pre- 
mixing in the sound -editing suite is a 
car chase. Individual tracks of tire 
squeals, engine revs and the like, are 
first fitted to the picture. The editor 
then combines these sound elements 
in the way he envisions them working 
to a parallel pre -mix track. When it 
comes to the final mix, the mixer 
could use the single pre -mix track and 
augment, if necessary, any element 
that needs boosting with the discrete 
tracks. If the pre -mix was not at all 
satisfactory, he closes one fader and 
opens the discrete channels to mix the 
sequence himself. In practice, since 
the editor has the best idea of how the 
components are supposed to merge 
together as a package, the end result 
is that most of the time the pre -mix is 
acceptable with minor modifications. 
This saves time and thus money, in 
the mix theatre and editor goes away 
happy that the sequence is as he envi- 
sioned it. 

This philosophy of having the per- 
son most familiar with the tracks to 
be the one laying and merging them 
into submixes, is one we uphold 
throughout our facility. This is true 
when we score programs from indi- 
vidual music cues from a show library, 
as well as in our work with dialog. In 
the latter, our editor /mixer doesn't 
separate the tracks so that someone 
later in the process can combine them 
in a a mix. Instead, he produces a bal- 
anced dialog pre -mix incorporating 
the traditional editing and fitting. 

A question that often arises is just 
how accurately one can edit electroni- 
cally, compared to the precision of 
manually cutting sprocketed mag- 
netic film. With 35mm mag, where 
there are four sprockets per frame, 
and film runs at 24 frames per second, 
typical audio editing accuracy is to 
1/96 of a second. Electronically, our 
smallest increment is 1 /100 of a video 
frame, or 333 microseconds. Clearly, 
there is no question of the precision 

available, and an extra bonus is that 
the track does not have to be physi- 
cally cut. 

ADR is also made more efficient 
with computer technology. Our Sound - 
Master system allows us to pre -load 
looping sequences, as well as relay 
closures to activate external count- 
down beepers. With a simple video- 
tape search machine and the compu- 
ter in an office, events can be stored to 
disk in files for separate actors if 
necessary. Later, in the studio infor- 
mation can be recalled from disk and 
easily modified. This capability, to- 
gether with the speed of shuttle, 
speeds up ADR sessions. 

One of the first questions we were 
asked years ago by a drama producer 
skeptical about mixing "tape- lock" 
was: "How can you possibly slip 
tracks ?" Of course his question related 
to the fact that we had 24 tracks 
locked in sync on one reel of tape, and 
he found it difficult to understand 
how we could physically cut away 
track #5 from the tape and reposition 
it! (With film -mixing techniques, as 
most of you will know, it is customary 
to take a dubber out of interlock, repo- 
sition it so the sound is in the revised 
location, print that new position as 
part of the final mix, reposition the 
dubber back to correct sync, and carry 
on.) 

The answer comes from the multi- 
ple machine control we utilize during 
mixing. One possible scenario might 
find music and sound effects on a 24- 
track, dialog and ADR on an eight - 
track, with another eight -track re- 
cording the stereo English and M &E 
(music plus effects) mixes. As part of 
the sound design of the project, we 
leave at least one free channel on each 
of the source machines. Moving a 
sound effect from the 20- minute mark 
of a film to the two- minute mark is all 
done in a matter of seconds from the 
SoundMaster keyboard, without any- 
one leaving their chairs. We offset the 
24- track, trimming the new location a 
frame at a time, or less, from the key- 
board until the sound is perfectly in 
sync in its new location, and then 
print that new location on the eight - 
track source machine that still has a 
zero offset with the video. Once com- 
plete, the 24- track's offset is cleared, it 
autolocates back to its proper position 
automatically, and we now have the 
sound in two places. This procedure is 
very handy, especially if the reposi- 
tioning was only a small amount, and 
the producer decides he likes the 
sound better in its first position. 
Although we do drop a tape genera- 
tion, the signal degradation on cor- 
rect multitrack technology is minor 
compared with the time saving that 
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occurs. 
Another added benefit to utilizing 

multitrack arises in the mix theatre 
when a new sound effect has to be 
added in sync. There is no need to tear 
down a reel, go back to an editing 
room, transfer the effect to mag, fit it, 
and re -lace the reel. Our mix theatre is 
equipped to frame -accurately trip a 
tape loaded on a rack -mounted t/a -inch 
machine onto the multitrack. 

There are two other main benefits of 
mixing at our facility we feel to be of 
paramount importance: console auto- 
mation, and the ability to perform 
invisible audio insert edits. Our modi- 
fications to the tape- machine elec- 
tronics are a customdesign circuit 
that enables punch -ins and -outs 
without holes, bumps or clicks, in 
practically any program material. To- 
gether with the programmable capa- 
bility of SoundMaster, and the fader - 
level information provided by the 
console automation, frame -accurate, 
insert edits allow modification to pre- 
viously mixed material with confi- 
dence. The pick -up capability alone 
eliminates the need to look for a place 
that will disguise the punch -in. 

Our Sony /MCI JH -50 console auto- 
mation system records VCA level 
data on a free tape track. At a pickup 
point, the data is fed back to the con- 
sole, and the mix machine pro- 

Edit One, a sound -effects suite, features an Audio Arts 16 -input console, a Lyrec 
TR532 16/24 track, and three Scully 280B two- tracks. 

grammed to go automatically into 
record at that point. We can rest 
assured that the pickup will work, 
without the need to manually A -B 
what is on the tape compared to what 
is coming out of the console at a spe- 
cific edit point. 

Console automation, however, has 
a much broader significance to audio 
post production. There is never the 
need to say "Let's not try another 
pass to correct that problem because 
we might not get the rest as good 
again." Our JH-636 automated con- 
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sole provides fader and mute informa- 
tion for each channel strip, with the 
ability to update on successive passes. 
For a very complicated scene in a 
drama production, our two engineers - one mixing sound effects and the 
other dialog and music - take the mix 
to the ballpark stage. When it is 
agreed we have a good foundation to 
build on, successive automation 
passes maintain the base data and 
incorporate updates of fader -level 
changes. If a particular sound effect 
was slightly low on the first write, it is 
updated and increased in level on the 
next pass, with all other levels being 
automatically adjusted to recreate our 
live performance. 

Specific Production Applications 
Toronto is an interesting market- 

place in the television and film pro- 
duction field. In terms of size, it is now 
the third largest market in North 
America behind New York and Los 
Angeles. However, the city is some- 
what free of the traditional and labor 
restrictions of a community like Los 
Angeles, which is steeped in the busi- 
ness of film traditions. 

Multitrack for Video 
For soundtrack production of Pyg- 

malion, a television play starring 
Peter O'Toole and Margot Kidder, 
and produced by Astral /20th Century 
Fox, the director wanted feature - 
quality recording of original dialog. 
In order to deliver this, plus allow for 
greater flexibility in post, we recorded 
all sound elements, including radio 
microphones, booms and ambience 
pickups to a 24 -track installed in the 
television studio's audio booth. Time 
was saved in the shoot due to the lack 
of concern for audio problems relating 
to boom cross fades, RF "hits," and 
extraneous noise (clothes rustle, etc). 

During subsequent post production, 
the multitrack tapes were conformed 
to the final video edit reel using our 
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SoundMaster system, individual 
tracks being kept discrete until the 
final mix stage. A dialog pre -mix was 
performed to ensure that at no time in 
the production was more than the 
minimum number of microphones 
open to the studio floor, which allowed 
for a very clean final dialog track. 
Then our editors created suitable 
atmospheres and specifics in layers in 
the edit suite, and one of Toronto's top 
Foley artists contracted to recreate 
movement sounds such as footsteps, 
clothes rustle, water, and doors. 
Finally, the elements were brought 
together on various multitracks, lock- 
ing up to as many as four machines in 
the final mix. 

Live Concert Video Shoots 
In many cases, our facility is util- 

ized on large -scale music productions, 
as was the case in the recording and 
mixing of a TV special for Super - 
tramp. To facilitate the mixing of 46- 
track material recorded live at the 
C.N.E. Stadium in Toronto, two 24- 
tracks were interlocked to a 3/4 -inch 
video reference with timecode. Utiliz- 
ing a printed Edit Decision List 
(EDL), determinations were made as 
to the position of each song in the 
final show, and with calculated time - 
code offsets, the original multitracks 
were locked to picture. After comple- 
tion the mixes were stored, in show 
position, on an eight -track "pile -up" 
reel. Adjacent tracks on this same reel 
were used for the layering of audience 
and other backgrounds to fill out the 
show, and a final stereo mix then de- 
livered from this element. 

Other similar systems have been 
utilized in the production of shows for 
The Police, Chris De Burgh, The 
Band, and a television and theatre 

special for Yes. 

Combining Film 
and Tape Elements 

In some cases our work involves the 

blending of certain film elements with 
our own tape elements. Such was the 
case in a 26 -show series of nature pro- 
grams, titled Profiles of Nature- Here, 
some specifics were cut on a film 

MIXING TECHNIQUES FOR IMAX 
70mm SIX -TRACK PRESENTATIONS 

Being well versed in stereo mixing for video, the prospect of mixing the IMAX film 

Skyward presented two major concerns, the first of which was how best to monitor 

a six -channel mix. After many discussions regarding the feasibility of simulating an !MAX 

theatre in a control -room environment - with its inherent guesswork, screenings, and 

remixes - it was decided that mixing in an actual IMAX theatre was the only way to obtain 

accurate results. 
This approach involved renting the Cinesphere Theatre at Ontario Place, Toronto, 

removing several seats and installing a 10- by 25 -foot platform. We also rented and installed 

an MCI JH -628 console (upgraded to 36 inputs, plus eight wild VCA faders); and additional 

16 -input board for echo returns; two JI-I.24s for playback; one JH -110 eight -track to record 

the mix; three BTX Shadow synchronizers controlled by our custom SoundMaster soft- 

ware for the IBM PC; a projector to display the video image on the IMAX screen; plus a 

comprehensive complement of outboard gear. 
Most of the audio mixing was done to a timecode -stripped VCR master for improved 

shuttling speed. When a section was complete, however, it could be reviewed while locked 

to the actual IMAX print - this merely required having a timecoded -reel loaded on the 

IMAX six -track mag dubber, which the eight -track slaved to while the IMAX print was 
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IMAX MIXING TECHNIQUES - continued .. . 

rolling. (Changeover between the two master codes took only a couple of minutes.) 
The second concern in setting up for an IMAX mix was how to adapt the JH -636 console 

for six -channel mixing. Since it was designed for stereo mixdown, there were shortcomings 
in the areas of assignment and panning capabilities, and six -channel monitoring. (The fact 
that the console was rented made circuit modifications inappropriate.) The IMAX playback 
system is basically a discrete six -channel, full -range format, supplemented by a single 
subwoofer channel that receives a mono mix of all six discrete channels, lowpass filtered at 
80 Hz (see below). While the JH -626's 24 bus assigns offer plenty of routing options, busses 
cannot directly represent speaker channels because the console only allows panning 
between odd/even bus pairs, and therefore would not accommodate panning between LF 
and C (2/3), RF and RR (4/5), RR and LR (5/1) or CF and TOP (3/6). 

To accomplish the non-standard assignments, panning was done between the standard 
MCI odd/even bus pairs, which were then recombined in an external mixing bus package 
to route them to the proper speaker channels. As can be seen from the accompanying 
schematic, the external package consisted of six mixing busses - one representing each 
speaker channel - with assigns to each bus in the form of input patch points (six input 
patches per speaker channel). 

Aural and Visual Perceptives 
Mixing inside an IMAX theatre allowed precise localization of sound relative to image. To 

make full use of this ability it was necessary to incorporate multichannel panning with full 
automation capability. Instead of using a conventional quad panner to pan an audio signal 
to four channels, it was used to pan the control voltages of four VCA fader modules, 
enabling the pan moves to be repeated under automation control. 

Panning was achieved by affecting the relative control -voltage levels of the four VCAs. 
Depending on the signals sent to the VCA inputs, one mono signal could be panned 
between any four channels, or a stereo signal could be panned between any two sets of 
stereo channels (i.e., front L and R to back L and R). The quad pan signals were 
recombined into the mix by patching the VCA fader module outputs into the four selected 
external mixing bus inputs, which fed the channels across which the signal was to be 
panned. Two such automated quad panners were provided, controlling eight VCA fader 
modules. 

Six -channel monitoring was the final shortcoming to be addressed. To enable the 
recording of an M &E (music and effects) mix, while still allowing narration and dialog to be 
monitored, it was necessary to provide another six monitor mixing busses that combined 
the six -channel M &E mix with the positioned monitor feeds of narration and dialog. This 
was built into the same external package with patch inputs, although only two inputs per 
speaker channel were necessary in this case. 

To achieve muting of monitor feeds during shuttling of audio machines, a mute relay was 
added in series with the monitor bus outputs, and was controlled by the timecode 
synchronizers. These post- mute -relay monitor signals were fed directly into the theatre's 
power amplifiers. 

With minor maintenance being performed either late at night or early in the morning, the 
mix was completed with no downtime. The success of this approach, and the systems 
used, can be confirmed in light of the second such project currently being undertaken for 
the Omnimax film A Freedom to Move by Nanouk Films. (OMNIMAX is a planetarium 
type adaptation of the IMAX format, using fish -eye lenses in filming and projection.) 
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bench along with the picture, trans- 
ferred to VHS in PCM -F1 digital form 
with an analog SMPTE timecode 
track, and later locked to our 24- tracks 
and transferred. Then, in our edit 
suites, other atmospheres and specif- 
ics were layed, Foley recorded, and 
music fitted. When the stereo mix was 
complete, we restriped the one -inch 
video master and, having made suit- 
able timecode, speed and frame -rate 
provisions on the initial film -to -tape 
transfer, we also transferred to a 
16mm mag dubber to provide for film 
and tape distribution (a common 
practice). Profiles of Nature now airs 
on over 40 PBS stations in the U.S., 
and was one of the first shows to be 
broadcast in stereo from WTTW, 
Chicago. 

IMAX: Six -track Audio 
Perhaps the most intriguing appli- 

cation of audio -for -video technology 
can be demonstrated in our process of 
sound recording and mixing for a 
70mm, six -channel IMAX film, en- 
titled Skyward, currently showing at 
the Japanese World's Fair. In this 
case, our associate supervising editor, 
Bruce Nyznik, prepared all the tracks 
on 35mm mag, and here again we 
transferred up to 24 -track via the 
PCM -F1 digital format on VHS video- 
cassette. The musical score, recorded 
by our chief engineer, Paul Massey, 
who also mixed the film with Bob 
Predovich, was recorded and pre- 
mixed into 10- channel configurations 
to allow for maximum flexibility of all 
musical and FX sounds in the final 
mix. The intention was to create the 
optimum mixing environment for 
such a property by actually mixing 
inside an IMAX theatre. 

In order to accomplish this, our 
technical department developed sev- 
eral custom boxes to enable access to 
the six -channel monitoring and inter- 
lock to a 70mm projector system, and 
installed a complete 48 -track computer - 
automated mixing system inside 
Canada's first IMAX theatre, Cine- 
sphere, at Ontario Place in Toronto. 

The mixing process proved to be 
quite an exercise in "cerebral dexter- 
ity" for Predovich and Massey, who 
found themselves immersed in time - 
code numbers during the pre -mix pro- 
cess. In this initial stage, blocks of up 
to 66 FX tracks were reconfigured into 
more manageable 22 -track pre- mixes, 
and simultaneously conformed into 
show position on a second 24 -track 
master. Later, as picture revisions 
occured during the 10 -day mix, adjust- 
ments were made in the soundtracks 
by re- enacting this process utilizing 
new timecode offsets. The multi- 



channel music was moved into posi- 
tion in the same manner, and the final 
mix then involved a total of 30 to 40 
FX and music elements. 

Once again, console automation 
proved invaluable as the mixes were 
built in stages with data stored on 
open tape tracks. Through a unique 
six- channel monitor package designed 
by David Armstrong of our technical 
department, we were able to monitor 
all elements, including dialog, store 
the data relating to the mix, yet only 
print a six- channel M &E to a one -inch 
eight- track. This technique enabled 
us to later add back the dialog utiliz- 
ing the automation data in a pass to a 
second eight -track and, more impor- 
tantly, add foreign languages in the 
same manner, thus avoiding any 
actual remix outside of the theatre. 

Many other examples could be dis- 
cussed of the flexibility and efficiency 
of our audio -for -video systems as they 
relate to serial television (Littlest 
Hobo for CTV, Hitchhiker for HBO); 
specials (Magic Planet with Toller 
Cranston for ABC, A Case of Libel 
with Ed Asner for Showtime); concert 
specials (as above, plus many more); 
and features (Skyward, an IMAX film 
for Japanese World Trade Expo) and, 
in production now, A Freedom to 
Moue for the Theme Pavilion at Expo 
'86 in Vancouver. 

Stereo Television 
and the Future 

There are many questions and con- 
cerns centering around the future of 
Stereo Television; our involvement in 
the mixing of over 60 stereo TV pro- 
grams has led us to some important 
conclusions. First, it is evident that 
the increasing awareness of the con- 
sumer to improved television sound 
will have a continuing impact on the 
production industry. Sound special- 
ists - particularly those already 
versed in multitrack recording and 
mixing - are being challenged to 
meet these demands which, in terms 
of fidelity, stereo capability and effi- 
ciency, can best be handled by a time - 
code interlock system. 

The production of stereo sound is, 
however, a question that still requires 
a proper answer. Seemingly, no 
standard exists. Some feel that all 
original sound elements should be 
shot in stereo, which obviously creates 
problems when later marrying sound 
and picture perspectives. All too often, 
stereo sound is over -emphasized to 
the extent that, rather than simply 
creating a fuller and more natural 
track, it becomes a two -channel 
special -effects device. 

We have found that most of the 
imaging for Stereo Television can be 
subtlely accommodated in the mix 
itself. Backgrounds may be layed in 

stereo, and a stereo music track used 
to tremendous effect. Specifics can be 
positioned or panned if required to 
enhance the image, while dialog is 
usually best located in the middle of 
the mix. 

It is worth repeating that those of us 
equipped and qualified to deliver such 
sound production can quickly solve a 
producer's dilemma over how best to 
mix stereo, by taking charge and 
delivering a stereo video master that 
is mono -compatible. Whether or not 
the product is immediately slated for 
stereo broadcast is immaterial, given 
that it will have increased shelf life 
and marketability by not being limited 
by a mono -only track for future 

distribution. 
The future holds many exciting pro- 

spects for the audio industry as dig- 
ital technology takes hold and audio 
post systems became standardized 
and accessible. Our development 
plans include random -access sound 
effects recall, the ability for Sound - 
Master to communicate directly with 
videotape editing systems, highly 
variable and programmable monitor- 
ing systems, and much more. All sys- 
tems are intended to provide audio 
post with the same efficiencies learned 
in the videotape world, in terms of off - 
line /on -line editing. The future looks 
exciting, and we hope to be able to 
help shape it. 

"RF 

uzzled by Audio /Video /MIDI 
Sync Lock? It's SMPL 

Yesterday it took lots of money 
and hassle to implement a truly con- 
temporary Audio for Video Studio. 

You needed a box to lock a Video 

transport to the Audio. And boxes 
to autolocate the Audio and Video 

transports. And a box to lock and 
locate the "virtual" MIDI tracks. 
And more boxes to convert the sync 
your sequencer likes to the kind your 
drum set favors. 

And an Engineering Degree to tie 
it all together and work it, and a very 

friendly banker to help pay for it. 

But, today, Sync Tech's SMPL 
System performs all of these func- 
tions and MORE. In one easy to use, 
low cost package you get a complete 
Audio editing, Video lock -up, 
Instrument syncing system that 
includes: 

TM 

Two machine (Audio or Video) 
Sync Lock 
10 point autolocator for both 
transports. 
MIDI Sync /Autolocate 
24, 48, 96 Tick/Beat 
instrument sync 
Automatic Punch In /Out 
DF, NDF, 25 F /S, 24 F/S SMPTE 
Time Code Generator 
8 programmable EVENT gates 
Transport remote controls 

Best of all, the SMPL System is for 
real - no "gotchas ". Works with 
equipment from every major 
manufacturer from inexpensive 
Por:able Studios to 2" transports, 
even consumer quality VCRs. 

For more information and the 
name of the nearest dealer who can Sur life, call or write: 

SYNCHRONOUS TECHNOG/ES 
P.O. Box 14467 1020 W. Wilshire Blvd. Okla. City, OK 73113 (405) 842 -0640 
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NIQUE RECORDING (New York City) has added a second Quantec QRS Room Simulator, and its fourth Otani MTR -90 
rack. In addition, the studio is Beta testing two new products for Roland Corp.: the MPS (MIDI Processing System) 

sequencing, editing, and music scoring software written for the IBM PC; and the MUSE eight -track sequencer for the Apple Ile. 701 
Seventh Ave., New York, NY, 10036. (212) 921 -1711. 

EUROPADISK (New York City) has acquired the first Teledec Technology DMM (Direct Metal Mastering) system in the 
U.S. Gotham Audio, the sole agent for the system's U.S. sales, says that the Neumann 
lathe -based DMM system simplifies the manufacturing of records, reduces pre- and post - 
groove echo, and retains high sound quality through the inner diameter of the record by 
incorporating copper instead of vinyl material for cutting blanks. Installation of a second 
system is expected at Amigo Studios, North Hollywood, CA, in the near future. 75 Varick 
Street, New York, NY, 10013. (212) 226 -4401. 

SOUND IDEAS STUDIOS (New York City) has taken delivery of a Solid State Logic 
SL 6000 E Series Video System. The 56 -input mainframe is fitted with 48 input /monitor- 
output modules, and includes Plasma Metering, Studio Computer, Total Recall console 
automation, plus a three -machine Intergral Synchronizer and Master Transport Selector. 
With the new installation in Studio B - which measures 28 by 34 feet, with an 18 -foot ceiling 

the facility is anticipating an increase in film and video post -production sessions. 51 West 
46th Street, New York, NY, 10036. (212) 869 -2666. 

EASTERN ARTISTS RECORDING STUDIO (East Orange, NJ) has installed an E -mu Systems Emulator II digital 
synthesizer, together with a Yamaha RX -11 digital drum machine, and a Tascam Model 122 cassette deck. 36 Meadow Street, 
East Orange, NJ, 07017. (201) 673 -5680. 

INNER EAR (Queens, NY) has added a Roland SDD -3000 digital delay line and SD -1000 
digital delay, two Symetrix noise gates, a pair of Beyer M260 ribbon mikes, and an E -mu 
Systems Emulator II with sequencer. In addition, an Oberheim DX digital drum machine is 
also available. 118-7 97th Auenue, Queens, NY 11419. 

CENTURY III AUDIO (Boston) has added the following hardware to its recently corn - 
pleted Mix -to- Picture audio post -production suite: an Eventide H969 Harmonizer with 
pitch- change capabilities for voice -overs and special- effects mixing; a dedicated one -inch 
videotape machine to handle the increasing volume of commercial sound mixes that are being 
made to that format; two channels of Dolby A -Type noise reduction; and updated software 
for the facility's Lexicon 224X digital reveberation system, including backwards reverb. 300 
East 44th Street, New York, NY, 10017. (212) 949 -7000. 

NORTHEASTERN DIGITAL RECORDING (Shrewsbury, MA) has installed a Sony DAE -1100 digital audio editor, possibly 
adding credence to the claim of being New England's only facility to handle professional digital recording, editing and mastering for 
Compact Disc. 12 Sadler Ave., Shrewdbury MA, 01545. (61 7) 753 -1192. 

CRITERIA STUDIOS (Miami) has ordered two Solid State Logic SL 6000 Stereo Mastering consoles with Total Recall and 
SSL Computer. Formerly called Eastwing Studios, the renamed Studio A and B will also share a Mitsubishi X -800 digital 32-track. 
In addition, Studio C is receiving a new monitoring system designed by Ed Long, consisting of custom -built, Time -Aligned speakers 

housing TAD drivers. The facility's owner /president Mack Emerman says that his complex is 
going through a major upgrade, and that Studio A will open by mid -July, and Studio B by 
mid -September. Miami, FL (305) 947 -5611. 

UCA RECORDING (Utica, NY) has completed a year -long renovation of its facility. The 
equipment list now includes a 3M M79 24- track, an AMEK Angela console, and a Sony 
PCM -701 digital processor. Outboard gear comprises a Lexicon 224XL reverb with LARC 
remote system and Prime -time digital delay, an EMT plate reverb, a Deltalab ADM -2048 
programmable digital delay, a Roland SDE -1000 digital delay, Orban 622B and 67A para- 
metric EQs, UREI 1176 LN limiters, and Valley People Kepex II noise gates. Microphone 
selections are from Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser, Crown PZM, Shure, and Electro- 
Voice; a seven -foot Steinway piano, a Yamaha DX -7 synthesizer, and a Fender Rhodes 
electronic piano form part of the keyboard arsenal, while an Oberheim DX drum machine, 

and E -mu Systems Drumulator comprises the electronic percussion section. 1310 Lenox Avenue, Utica, NY, 13502. (315) 
733 -7237. 

EUROPADISK - first U.S. OMM system 

INNER EAR - new outbaord gear 

UCA - completes major renovation 

Midwest: 
ARS RECORDING STUDIOS (Alsip, IL) has added an Otani MTR -90 24- track, in addition to updating its Trident console to 

a 28 -by -24 configuration. 11628 South Pulaski, Alsip, IL 60658. (312) 371 -8424. 
3001 RECORDING STUDIOS (Columbus, OH) has completed construction of its second recording studio, and has added the 

following hardware to the complex: a Yamaha TX816 FM synthesizer rack; an Ensoniq Mirage sampling keyboard; new 
sequencing and editing software for its Apple -based system; and a Cipher Digital /BTX synchronizer for the facility's existing 
10- synthesizer MIDI system. 300 Indianapolis Aue., Columbus, OH 43202. (614) 262 -3001. 

FIFTH FLOOR STUDIOS (Cincinnati) has added an Audio Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 SMPTE timecode synchronization 
system, a digital automation system for the facility's Sphere console, and a Sony MCI JH -110B Audio Layback System for 
recording final mono /stereo audio mixes on the master one -inch C- Format videotape master. 517 West Third Street, Cincinnati, 
OH 45202. (513) 651 -1871. 

TRACK RECORD STUDIOS has relocated to the midway area of St. Paul, Minnesota, and now offers full eight- and 16 -track 
facilities based around a new compliment of control -room equipment that includes Tascam multitracks, Audiotrack and 
Studiomaster consoles, plus a wide selection of outboard processors. Future plans for the 4,000 square foot complex, which 
currently houses a main studio and control room, include the construction of a second studio /control room and a tape 
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MASTER RECORDER ASOVU MK IV 

This is our newest multitrack. It is also the 
most affordable multitrack in Studer history. 

For the fourth time since its incep- 
tion, we've changed the A8OVU. We've 
in-proved the sonic performance, tape 
handling, and durability. And we've 
substantially lowered the price. 

Same outside, changes inside. In 
keeping with the Studer tradition, we 
made no superfluous cosmetic 
changes. We're not going to tell you 
this is an all new" recorder. It isn't. 
It is a proven. legendary recorder in- 
ccrporating several significant 
improvements. 

Uh -oh, Something Is Missing. Yes. 

The transformers are gone. They've 
been replaced in the input and output 
stages with new high performance ac- 
tive balancing circuitry. Other MKIV 
improvements include a new master 
bias oscillator, extended record head- 
room, and a new record and bias driver 
compatible with all present and fu- 
ture high -bias requirements. Record 
electronics are now fully compatible 
will Dolby HX Prot requirements. 

Smoother Shuttling, Hardier 
Heads. The MKIV's new tape tension 
control system provides smoother tape 

handling, while a new extended wear 
alloy for record and play heads greatly 
increases head life. 

Never Lower. The list price of the 
A8OVU MKIV 24 -track is lower than 
any of its predecessors. And that's in 
straight dollar figures, without adjust- 
ing for inflation. What's more, the 
A8OVU MKIV now has a list price lower 
than most of its competition. 

No Hocus -Pocus. How could we 
make the A8OVU MKIV better and lower 
the price at the same time? Simple. 
We make it in Switzerland, and you 
pay for it in dollars. The favorable ex- 
change rate does the trick. That means 
you get advanced electronics, Swiss 
precision, and low price. If you act 
now. This can't go on forever. 

Your Time Has Come. If you've 
always wanted a new Studer multi- 
track but thought you couldn't afford 
one, your time has finally come. Call 
today and find out why the A8OVU 

MKIV is one of the most advanced 
recorders available at any price. And 
then ask about our new lower prices. 
Be prepared for a pleasant surprise. 

For more information, call or 
write: Studer Revox America, 1425 Elm 
Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210: (615) 
254 -5651. 

Dolby IA Pro is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 

STUDER 
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copying/editing room. 1561 Sherburne Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55104. (612) 645 -928. 
THE ALLIANCE RECORDING CO. (Fenton, Michigan) is a new, 24 -track recording studio located at the former Grand Funk 

Railroads' "The Swamp" studio. The facility, measuring 40 feet by 36 feet, houses a 56- channel Neotek console, Sony /MCI 
JH- 1 14/1 10 24 -track and mastering decks, Lexicon 224XL digital reverb, various outboard gear, and classic microphones from 
Neumann, Sennheiser, AKG, Beyer, Shure, Electro- Voice, and Crown. Several instruments are available to clients, including 
an Oberheim 0B8 synthesizer, and a LinnDrum machine. Owners Mark Farner and Al Hurschman say the studio design was 
under the consultation of Milam Audio's Jerry Milam. 8449 Parshallville Road, Fenton, MI 48430. (313) 632 -5653. 

Southeast: 
SKYELABS, INC. (Dover, Delware) has installed two Otani MTR -90 24-tracks, two MX -5050 Mark III two -tracks, and a 

384 -point patch bay into its mobile recording unit. 58 West Tidbury Drive, Dover, DL 19901. (302) 697 -6226. 
CRITERIA STUDIOS (Miami) has ordered two Solid State Logic SL 6000 Stereo 

Mastering consoles with Total Recall and SSL Computer. Formerly called Eastwing Studios, 
1 -- the renamed Studio A and B will also share a Mitsubishi X -800 digital 32- track. In addition, 

Studio C is receiving a new monitoring system designed by Ed Long, consisting of custom- 
built, Time -Aligned speakers housing TAD drivers. The facility's owner /president Mack 
Emerman says that his complex is going through a major upgrade, and that Studio A will open 
by mid -July, and Studio B by mid -September. Miami, FL. (305) 947 -5611. 

SHEFFIELD AUDIO -VIDEO PRODUCTIONS (Phoenix, MD) has completed the 
' construction and outfitting of its new custom- designed, 24 -foot remote truck, which is 

equipped with a new Trident Series 80 console, a Sony PCM -3324 digital 24 -track recorder, 

SKYELABS -adds new Otarl tape machines 
dual 24 -track Studer multitracks, and 48 channels of Jensen mike splitters. 13816 Sunny 
brook Road, Phoenix, MD, 21131. (301) 628 -7260. 

MORRISOUND RECORDING (Tampa, FL) has installed an Otani MTR 12 half -inch two -track mastering deck to comple- 
ment its exisitng Sound Workshop Series 34 console, and Otani MTR 90 based control room. 120 North Florida Avenue, 
Tampa, FL, 33603. (81) 238 -0226. 

South Central: 
SOUNDS UNREEL (Memphis) has added a Soundcraft TS-24 32-by-32 console, and an AMS RMX- 16 digital reverb system 

to its 24 -track facility. In addition, the )acility also opened a separate room for audio pre /post 
production, and synthesizer /sound effects overdubbing. 1902 Nelson Avenue, Memphis, TN, 
38114. (901) 278.8346. 

TELE -IMAGE (Dallas) has acquired Gary French, as supervisor of its new 32,000 
square -foot production facility headquartered in The Dallas Communications Complex. Pre- 
viously, French was chief mixer and head of sound for Allied ± WBS Film Video Services in 
Dallas, where he worked for seven years. Dallas, Texas. (214) 869-0060. 

GENESIS SOUND (Dallas), a 24 -track studio formerly known as Rainbow Sound, has 
formed a new in -house production company titled Fourth Day Music. The facility's owners, 
manager Glen Sloan and creative director Charles F. Brown, say that the new service will 
help writers and composers contact viable publishers and record labels within the field of 
religious music. 1320 Inwood Road, Dallas, TX 75247. (214) 637 -0678. SOUNDS UNREEL - console addition 

Southern California: 
JUNIPER RECORDING STUDIOS (Burbank) a 24 -track recording facility, has acquired an Sony /MCI JH -110 two -track, 

and Aphex compellor /limiter, two Hitachi cassette decks, and the LARC remote control system for its existing Lexicon 224XL 
digital reverb. Jan Harrison, studio manager, says that these new additions will add to the facility's album, post -production, and 
jingle capabilities. 719 South Main Street, Burbank, CA 91506. (818) 841-1244. 

THE RUBBER DUBBERS, an ADR (Automatic Dialog Replacement) facility has re- located to Glendale, CA. The new 1,800 
square -foot building is reported to house capabilities for high -speed Foley /ADR 35mm mag dubbing, with equipment comprising a 
custom Veedor Root EPROM -based ADR computer system, a custom -built Quad- Eight /Westrex 12 -in /six -out console linked to 
an RCA PM -861 and MTM recorder /dubbers, backed by an Ampex ATR 102 two -track. Outboard gear includes Dolby A 
noise -reduction, EMT 240 Gold Foil reverb, Valley People Kepex noise gates, UREI Little Dipper filters and LA -2As limiters. 
Microphones supplied by Neumann, Crown, and Sennheiser. In addition, 27 editing bays, two transfer bays, and a sound effects 
library are available. The facility is also planning to build a six -track stereo dubbing theater. 626 Justin Avenue, Glendale, CA, 
91201. (818) 241-5600. 

ARTISAN SOUND RECORDERS (Hollywood), the music recording and record mastering facility formerly owned by Kendun 
Recorders, Burbank, has been purchased by the Latorre Family of El Paso, Texas. Fernando Latorre, spokesman for the family, 
says that he retained William Rogers as general manager, and Greg Fulginiti as director of mastering for the new company, 
which will continue to operate under its previous name. "We intend to continue the [facility's] established tradition - excellence in 
engineering, state -of -the -art equipment, and the best possible service for our clients," Lattore states. Hollywood, CA. (213) 
461-2070. 

Northern California: 
SAN FRANCISCO RECORDING (San Francisco), is the name of a new studio located at Wally Heider Recording's former 

Studio C, which recently opened its doors with an automated 40 -input API console and custom monitoring system. Owner Dan 
Alexander, former owner of The Hyde Street Studios and Tewksbury Sound Recorders, says that the studio also includes many 
rare tube equalizers and limiters, a Publison pitch -shifter, ITI /Sontec EQ, and four reverb systems including two acoustic 
chambers. 245 Hyde Street, 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103. (415) 474-0377. 
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 MUSIC ANNEX (Menlo Park) has has acquired several new items of digital hardware, including the ADR/Sony 701 -ES digital 
audio processor and Lexicon PCM 60 digital reverb, the latter added to Studio C along with an AMEK 2500 console. For audio 

sweetening sessions, an Audio -Kinetics Q.Lock 3.10 tirnecode synchronizer with ADR 
upgrades and a JVC VHS video recorder have been added. In addition, a pair of Yamaha 
NS -10s are available as secondary monitors, and Studio B has received UREI third -octave 
equalizers. The facility's new Tape Duplication Division recently upgraded its new plant 
with the addition of another King 790 loader. 970 O'Brian Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. (415) 
328 -8338. 

PRAIRIE SUN RECORDING (Cotati) has taken delivery of a Studer A80 24 -track 
machine with autolocator and remote control, and a second AMS RMX -16 digital reverb, with 
updated software. In addition, the studio is now equipped with Monster Cable's audiophile 
speaker cable, and Pro Link Series 1 microphone cable. Instrument additions include a 

Sequential Circuits Prophet 10, and an E -mu Systems Drumulator. P.O. Box 7084, 
Cotati, CA 94928. (707) 795 -7011. 

MUSIC ANNEX - new AMEK Joard 

Great Britian: 
THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION (London) is scheduled to install a pair of 40- channel Solid State Logic 

SL 4000 E Series consoles with Studio Computer in two new Stereo Control Vehicles (SCVs) that will be put into operation during 
the summer. Both mobiles are based on 35 -foot articulated trailers, and are intended for radio outside broadcasts, music recording, 
and Stereo TV simulcasts. SCV -5, which will be based at the BBC's regional production center in Manchester, England, also will be 

equipped with Total Recall automation, allowing complete console settings to be transferred via floppy disk between other BBC 
facilities equipped with SSL consoles. SCV -6, will be based at Birmingham, and fitted with the SSL Real Time System, thereby 
allowing preset sequences of all fader, group and mute settings to be run during live broacast. Both vehicles are scheduled said for 
operation by summer of 1985. The Corporation already has two SSL- equipped mobile vehicles in operation: SCV -3, based in 
London, and SCV -4 in Glasgow, Scotland. London. 

PWL STUDIOS, (London) is a newly opened, personal -use, two- studio complex that houses a 48- channel Solid State Logic 
SL 4000 E Series Master Studio System with Total Recall and Plasma Metering. Owner Pete Waterman says that the studios 
premises was orignally an emergency power station for a local hospital, then became Vineyard Studios. When Waterman acquired 
the property, he had Eastlake Audio provide the studio design, with assorted furnishings by XL Designs. London. 

LaSalle stocks over 250 
product lines, giving you 
the widest choice. 

LaSalle's prices are the 
lowest, offering you the 
best values. Their product 

knowledge and service are 
expert, supporting you 
both before and after your 
purchase. 

-rt-'. 
Call: 

inside MA (617) 924-7767 
Nationwide (800) 533 -3388 
or Visit: 
75 North Beacon Street 
Watertown, MA 02172 

1116 Boylston Street 
Boston,- MA 02115 

22 LaSalle Road 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
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WE FIRED OUR AD AGENCY 
BECAUSE THEY COULDN'T 

DESCRIBE TURBOSOUND WITHOUT 
THE USUAL HYPERBOLE. 

Advertising's not our business, but 
we assumed that something as unique as 
Turbosound should practically describe 
itself. Our agency kept telling us to 
"stress the benefits, not the features" but 
the printed page has a way of reducing 
those benefits to the same glowing 
terms everyone uses in speaker ad- 
vertisements. Those worn -out super- 
latives reduced Turbosound to just 
another version of the over -processed, 
two- dimensional "PA sound" concert- 
goers have been enduring for the last 
decade. That it most definitely is not, 
as you know if you've heard Turbo - 
sound. For those who haven't, we 
offer the following mildly technical 
exposition of our unique solutions 
to the problems inherent in typical 
speaker designs. 

Conventional wisdom consid- 
ers enclosure design to be the 
art of compromise, but trade -offs 
never produce artistic or technical NI 

excellence. Our refusal to accept the 
usual limitations is one reason Turbo - 
sound is different by design. 

to the back row, with clarity and pres- 
ence. The high frequency driver also 
performs better thanks to TurboMid, 
because it no longer strains to cover 
the upper midrange. 

The TurboBass"' Device 
Conventional 'bass bins' rely on en- 

closure volume (typically over 20 cubic 
feet), mouth area and path length to gen- 
erate adequate low frequency energy. 
They require compromises between sys- 
tem size and weight, efficiency and bass 
response, cone diameter and transient 

nique which pressurizes both sides of 
the speaker cone. It enables our TMS -4 
full range enclosure, for example, to 
develop a peak SPL of 132 dB at 45 Hz 
in a total enclosure volume of only 
143/4 cubic feet. The uncompromised 
accuracy and physical punch of Turbo - 
sound's low end make a difference you 
can feel as well as hear. 

TMS Series 
Full Range Enclosures 

TurboBass and TurboMid devices 
work with high frequency assemblies as 

a unified system in our TMS Series 
enclosures, producing a phase - 
coherent, amplitude- aligned wave- 
form without the limitations in dyn- 
amic range imposed by compensa- 
tion electronics and "special" pro- 
cessors. Our uncompromising 
approach to materials and design 
has made Turbosound the choice 
of leading industry professionals 

around the world; from Bowie to the 
BBC, from Culture Club on tour to a 
permanent installation in Carnegie Hall. 
Because, in the hands of a knowledge- 
able sound reinforcement professional, 
Turbosound transmits the energy and 

excitement created on stage 

Bold Line- Turho.ound 
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_ Vocal Range 

The TurboMici'm Device 
Typical PA systems compromise the 

integrity of the midrange, 
dividing it between a cone 
speaker and a horn- loaded 
compression driver. The 
"seam" between two types of 
sound source causes colora- 
tion and phasing problems, 
too high a price for the in- 
crease in projection and effi- 
ciency. The patented Turbo - 
Mid device, a new method 
of horn -loading, allows our 
proprietary 10" speaker to 
reproduce the full midrange 
from 250 Hz to 3700 Hz. It 
projects vocals, piano, guitar, 
snare drums, etc., all the way 

250351/ 1 ' I.2011 3,710 

response. The muddy, undefined sound 
produced by those bulky, heavy stacks 
blunts the impact of kick drums, bass 
guitar, synths, etc. 

Our solution is the patented Turbo - 
Bass device, a partial horn- loading tech- 

20K 

Turbosound 

to every seat in the house. 

Back To Square One 
Conveying the realism and 

dimensionality of Turbosound 
with a vocabulary already de- 
based by extravagant adver- 
tising claims really is an 
impossible job. We can only 
suggest that you audition Tur- 
bosound in concert, or call us 
for the name of your nearest 
dealer. We know you'll feel the 
difference you're hearing. And 
if you find the way to put it 
into words, please let us know. 

Turbosound. Inc. 611 Broadway #841. New York. New York 10012 (212) 460 -9940 Telex 960127 
Turbosound Sales Ltd. 202 -208 New North Road. London N1 7BL (01) 226-3840 Telex 8812703 
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Northeast: 

AAA RECORDING STUDIO 
130 W 42nd St.. Rm. 552 
New York. NY 10036 
12121 221 -6626 DM. PL. PR, PK 

ANGEL SOUND 
1576 Broadway 
New York. NY 10036 
(212) 765 -7460 TD 

APON RECORD CO . INC. 
P 0. Box 3082 Steinway Station 
Long Island City. NY 11103 
(7181 721 -5599 DM. TO. PL, PR, PK 

ASR RECORDING SERVICES 
21 Norristown Rd. 
Glen Rock. NJ 07452 
(201) 652 -5600 TD. PK 

AUDIO DIGITAL INC. 
12 Long Island Ave. 
Holtsville. NY 11742 
(516) 289-3033 TD 

AUDIO VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 
435 Crooked Lane 
King of Prussia. PA 19406 
(215( 272 -8500 TD 

BEE -VEE SOUND. INC. 
211 East 43rd St., #603 
New York. NY 10017 
(212) 949 -9170 TD 

BESTWAY PRODUCTS. INC. 
1105 Globe Ave 
Mountainside. NJ 07092 
(201) 232-8383 PR. PK 

BURLINGTON AUDIO TAPES. INC 
106 Mott St 
Oceanside. NY 11572 
(516) 678-4414 TO 

DICK CHARLES RECORDING 
130 W. 42nd St. #1106 
New York. NY 10036 
1212) 819 -0920 DM. TD 

COOK LABORATORIES, INC. 
375 Ely Ave 
Norwalk, CT 06854 
(203) 853 -3641 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

CREST RECORDS. INC. 
220 Broadway 
Huntington Station, NY 11747 
(800) 645-5318 DM. TD. PL, PR, PK 

CRYSTAL CITY TAPE DUPLICATORS, INC. 
48 Stewart Ave. 
Huntington. NY 11743 
(516) 421 -0222 TO 

CUE RECORDINGS. INC. 
1156 Ave of Americas 
New York. NY 10036 
(212) 921 -9221 TD 

THE CUTTING EDGE 
P.O. Box 217 
Ferndale, NY 12734 
(914) 292-5965 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

DIGITAL BY DICKINSON 
Box 547. 9 Westinghouse Plaza 
Bloomfield. NJ 07003 
(201) 429 -8996 CD 

DISKMAKERS 
925 N. 3rd St. 
Philedelphia. PA 19123 
1800) 468-9353 TO. PR 

DYNAMIC RECORDING 
2846 Dewey St. 
Rochester. NY 14616 
(716) 621-6270 TO, PR 

EXECUTIVE RECORDING, LTD. 
300 W. 55th St. 
New York, NY 10019 
12121247 -7434 DM 

HHI-- IH4/',L H/' c sS, i 
The R -e /p Buyer's Guide 

of Cutting and 

Mechanical Services 

MASTERING PRESSING 

TAPE DUPLICATION 

PACKAGING 

R -e /p's Unique Directory Listing of 
Disk Cutting and Tape Duplicating 
Services - the kind of services all 
recording and production facilities 
require as the "Final Stage" in the 
preparation of marketable audio 
product. 

Key to Services: 
DM = Disk Mastering 
TD = Tape Duplication 
PL = Plating 
PR = Pressing 
PK = Packaging 

CD = CD Preparation 

To be included in the next edition of 

"The Final Stage" send details to Rhonda 

Kohler. RECORDING Engineer/ 
Producer, P.O. Box 2449, Hollywood, 

CA 90078. 12131 467-11H. 

Eastern Standard Productions. Inc. 
26 Baxter Street. Buffalo. NY 14207 

AUDIOPHILE CALIBRE 
REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGING 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 

(716) 876-1454 

EURÓPÀDISICL°TD 
Europaaisk Lta 75 Va'cK Street New York NY 10013 

Audiophile pressing 
Exclusively on imported 

TELDEC vinyl 
Licensed for DMM Central 

Plating and Pressing 

PHILADELPHIA 

Ulna NEW YORK 

FRANKFORD/WAYNE 

MASTERING LABS 

Computerized Disc Mastering 

(215)561 -1794 (212)582 -5473 

FORGE RECORDING STUDIOS. INC 
PO Box 861 
Valley Forge. PA 19481 
12151644- 3266.935 -1422 TD 

GEORGE HEIR 

PRODUCTIONS 
1412í 561-3399 

Otani Mastering and Bin Loop 
duplication AGFA 611, 612. 

Magnetite and 627 
BASF True Chrome Pro II 

We're dedicated to the finest 
stereo duplication at truly 

competitive prices 

HUB -SERVALL RECORD MFG. 
Cranbury Rd. 
Cranbury. NJ 08512 
(609) 655 -2166 PL. PR 

IAN COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. INC. 
10 Upton Drive 
Wilmington. MA 01887 
(617) 658 -3700 TD 

MARK CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE 
10815 Bodine Rd. 
Clarence. NY 14031 
(716) 659 -2600 DM. TO, PR. PL. PK 

MASTER CUTTING ROOM 
321 W 44th St. 
New York. NY 10036 
(212) 581 -6505 DM 

MAS- ERDISK CORPORATION 
16 West 61st St. 
New York. NY 10023 
212( 541 -5022 DM 

PRC RECORDING COMPANY 
422 Madison Ave 
New York. NY 10017 
(212) 308 -2300 DM. PL. PR. PK 

PETER PAN INDUSTRIES 
145 Kormorn St. 
Newark. NJ 07105 
1201) 344 -4214 DM. PR. PL 

OUIK CASSETTE CORP 
250 W. 57th St., Rm. 1400 
New York. NY 10019 
(212) 977 -4411 TD 

RESOLUTION, INC. 
1 Mill St. - The Chace Mill 
Burlington. VT 05401 
(802) 862 -8881 TO. PK 

SOUND TECHNIQUE, INC. 
130 W. 42nd St. 
New York, NY 10036 
(212) 869 -1323 DM 

SOUNDTEK INC 
1780 Broadway 
New York, NY 10019 
(212) 489 -0806 DM. TO, PL. PR, PK, CD 

SOUNDWAVE RECORDINGSTUDIOS. INC 
2 West 45th St. #903 
New York. NY 10036 
2121 730 -7360 

SPECTRUM MAGNETICS. INC. 

1770 Lincoln Highway, East 

P.O. Box 218 
Lancaster, PA 17603 

17171 296 -9275 TD, PM- 

Toll -Free 800 -441 -8854 
BASF CHROME a specialty 

Your audio cassette 
company! 
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SUNSHINE SOUND. INC. 
1650 Broadway 
New York, NY 10019 
(212) 582-6227 DM. PL 

TRACY -VAL CORPORATION 
201 Linden Ave. 
Somerdale, NJ 08083 
(609) 627 -3000 PL 

TRUTONE RECORDS 

163 Terrace St. 

Haworth, NJ 07641 
(201) 385 -0940 

State of the art Neumann or Wes - 
trex disk mastering labs, featuring 
creative engineering, outstanding 
service, competitive pricing. Top qual- 
ity record production packages also 

available. 

VARIETY RECORDING STUDIO 
130 W 42nd St . Rm. 551 
New York. NY 10036 
(212) 221 -6625 DM. PL. PR, PK 

VIRTUE RECORDING STUDIOS 
1618 N. Broad St. 
Philadelphia. PA 9121 
(215) 763 -2825 DM. TD. PL. PR 

East /Southeast: 

ALPHA RECORDS 
1400 N.W 65th Ave.. Plantation 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 
305 -587 -6011 PL. PR. PK 

HI.11- IH4h/'L 57-Aar 1 

AMERICAN MULTIMEDIA 
Route 8. Box 215 -A 
Burlington. NC 27215 
(919) 229-5559 TD 

PAT APPLESON STUDIOS INC. 
1000 N.W. 159th Drive. 
Miami. FL 33169 
(305) 625 -4435 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

COMMERCIAL AUDIO 
77 S. Witchduck Rd 
Virginia Beach. VA 23462 
(804) 497-6506 TD 

CUSTOM RECORDING AND SOUND, INC. 
1225 Pendleton St.. P.O. Box 7647 
Greenville. SC 29610 
(302) 269 -5018 TD 

a 

rruIri rrnt 1 

;Von ./ .Jrcnk- 
I ICSihle Suundheets go V. hrrr hard 
reeords can't. In magazines, in the 
)nail. Great for promo sampler.' 
AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
Send for our free "(Causette Talk - 

newsletter with details and prices 
TOLL FREE 1800-EVA -TONE 
EVATONEINCORPORATED 

P.O. Box 7020 /Clearwater, FL 33518 

GEORGIA RECORD PRESSING 
262 Rio Circle 
Decatur. GA 30030 
(404) 373-2673 PR. PK 

The Affordable 
Way to 

Eliminate 
Audio System 

and Room Drift 

The GOLDLINE Model 30 
Digital, Real -Time, Spectrum 
Analyzer is the affordable and easy - 
to -use instrument that takes the 
guesswork out of audio system 
calibration including frequency 
response measurement of consoles 
and tape machines, as well as 
monitor system calibration 

Affordable 
at just: S1895.00. Now available with the 
Option 020 Printer Interface Board to provide hard 
copy of all test parameters used during RTA measurements. 
The Model 30 is the ultimate studio and audio system "tweaking machine" 

Full 30 Bands Six Memories Quartz Controlled Switched Capacitive Filtering to Eliminate 
Drift Ruggedized for Road Use Microprocessor Controlled Built -in Pink Noise Source 
"Flat," "A," or "User Defined" Weighted Curves may be employed ROM User Curves Available 
Learn how easy the Model 30 is to use. Return the coupon below, or circle the reader service 
number to receive the Goldline catalog of products. 

GOLD LINE 
P.O. Box 115 West Redding, CT 06896 

(203) 938 -2588 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 
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MAGNETIX CORPORATION 
770 West Bay St. 
Winter Garden, FL 32787 
(305) 656 -4494 TD, PK 

MIAMI TAPE. INC. 
8180 N.W. 103 St. 
Hialeah Gardens. FL 33016 
(305) 558 -9211 TO. DM. PR, PL. PK 

MUSIC PEOPLE STUDIOS 
932 Woodlawn Rd 
Charlotte. NC 28209 
(704) 527 -7359 Td. PK 

NATIONAL CASSETTE SERVICES 
613 N. Commerce Ave. /P.O. Box 99 
Front Royal. VA 22630 
(703) 635 -4181 TD. PK 

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC STUDIOS 
2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251 -8093 TD. PK 

SMITH & SMITH SOUND STUDIOS 
214 Doverwood Rd. 
Fern Park. FL 32730 
(305) 331-6380 Td. PK 

South Central: 

A &R RECORD & TAPE MANUFACTURING 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 
Dallas, TX 75207 
(214) 741 -2027 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

ARDENT MASTERING. INC. 
2000 Madison Ave. 
Memphis, TN 38104 
(901) 725 -0855 DM 

CASSETTE CONNECTION 
41 Music Square East 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(615) 248 -3131 TD 

CREATIVE SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
9000 Southwest Freeway. Suite 320 
Houston, TX 77074 
1713) 777 -9975 TD 

DISC MASTERING. INC. 
30 Music Square West 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(615) 254 -8825 DM 

DUPLI- TAPES. INC. 
4545 Bissonnet. Suite 104 
Bellaire. TX 77401 
(713) 432 -0435 TD 

HIX RECORDING CO.. INC. 
1611 Herring Ave. 
Waco. TX 76708 
(817) 756 -5303 

MASTERCRAFT RECORDING CORP. 
437 N. Cleveland 
Memphis, TN 38104 
(901( 274 -2100 DM 

MASTERFONICS 
28 Music Square East 
Nashville, TN 37203 
(615) 327-4533 DM. CD 

MUSIC SQUARE MFG. CO. 
50 Music Square West. Suite 205 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(615) 242 -1427 CD. DM. TD, PR, PL, PK 

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS 
469 Chestnut St. 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(615) 259 -4200 TD. DM, PK. PL. PR 

TRUSTY TUNESHOP RECORDING STUDIO 
Rt. 1, Box 100 
Nebo. KY 42441 
(502) 249-3194 TD 

Midwest: 

A &F MUSIC SERVICES 
2834 Otego 
Pontiac. MI 48054 
(313) 682-9025 TD 



AARD -VARK RECORDING. INC. 
335 S. Jefferson 
Springfield. MO 65806 
(417) 866 -4104 TD, PK 

ACME RECORDING STUDIOS 
3821 N Southport 
Chicago. IL 60613 
(312) 477 -7333 TD. PK 

ARC ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
2557 Knapp N.E. 
Grand Rapids. MI 49505 
(616) 364-0022 TD 

AUDIO ACCESSORIES CO. 
38W515 Deerpath Rd. 
Batavia. IL 60510 
(312) 879-5998 TD, PK 

AUDIO GRAPHICS 
13801 E. 35th St 
Independence. MO 64055 
(816) 254 -0400 TD, PI< 

BODDIE RECORD MFG. & RECORDING 
12202 Union Ave. 
Cleveland. OH 44105 
(216) 752 -3440 DM. TD. PL, PR 

ELEPHANT RECORDING STUDIOS 
21206 Gratiot Ave. 
East Detroit. MI 48021 
(313) 773 -9386 TD 

HANF RECORDING STUDIOS. INC. 
1825 Sylvania Ave. 
Toledo. OH 43613 
(419) 474-5793 TD 

INDUSTRIAL AUDIO, INC. 
6228 Oakton 
Morton Grove. IL 60053 
(312) 965-8400 TD 

JRC ALBUM PRODUCTIONS 
1594 Kinney Ave 
Cincinnati. OH 45231 
(5131 522 -9336 DM. PR. PK 

KIDERIAN RECORDS PROD. 
4926 W. Gunnison 
Chicago, IL 60630 
1312) 399 -5535 DM. TD, PL. PR. PK 

MAGNETIC STUDIOS. INC. 
4784 N. High St. 
Columbus, OH 43214 
(614) 262-8607 TD 

MEDIA INTERNATIONAL. INC. 
247 E. Ontario 
Chicago, IL 60611 
(312) 467-5430 TD. PK 

MIDWEST CUSTOM RECORD PRESSING 0. 
P.O. Box 92 
Arnold, MO 63010 
(314) 464 -3013 TD, PL, PR. PK 

MOSES SOUND ENTERPRISES 
270 S. Highway Dr 
Valley Park, MO 63088 
(314) 225 -5778 TD 

MUSICOL, INC. 
780 Oakland Park Ave. 
Columbus. OH 43224 
(614) 267 -3133 DM. TD. PR. PK 

NORWEST COMMUNICATIONS 
123 South Hough St. 
Barrington. IL 60010 
(312) 381 -3271 TO 

PRECISION RECORD LABS. LTD. 
932 West 38 Place 
Chicago. IL 60609 
(312) 247 -3033 DM. TO, PR, PL, PK 

O.C.A. CUSTOM PRESSING 
2832 Spring Grove Ave. 
Cincinnati. OH 45225 
(5131 681 -8400 DM. TD. PL, PR, PK 

RITE RECORD PRODUCTIONS. INC. 
9745 Mangham Drive 
Cincinnati. OH 45215 
(513) 733 -5533 DM. TD, PL. PR, PK 

HI*--VIHNN/',`LAG E- 1 

RON ROSE PRODUCTIONS 
29277 Southfield Rd 
Southfield. MI 48076 
(313) 424-8400 TD 

SOLID SOUND. INC. 
P.O. Box 7611 
Ann Arbor. MI 48107 
(313) 662-0669 TD 

SONIC SCULPTURES 
636 Northland Blvd. 
Cincinatti. OH 45240 
15131851 -0055 PM 

STANG RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
P.O. Box 256577 
Chicago. IL 60625 
1312) 399 -5535 CD. TD. DM. PL. PR. PK 

STORER PROMOTIONS 
P.O Box 1511 
Cincinnati. OH 45202 
1513) 621 -6389 DM. TD. PR. PL, PK 

STUDIO PRESSING SERVICE 
320 Mill St 
Lockland. OH 45215 
15131 793 -4944 TD. DM. PR. PL 

SUMA RECORDING STUDIO 
5706 Vrooman Rd 
Cleveland, OH 44077 
(216) 951-3955 DM, TD. PL, PR, PK 

TRIAD PRODUCTIONS 
1910 Ingersoll Ave. 
Des Moines. IA 50309 
(515) 243 -2125 TD 

Mountain: 

BONNEVILLE MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS 
130 Social Hall Ave. 
Salt Lake City. UT 84111 
(801) 237 -2677 TD 

CHRISTIAN AUDIO TAPES 
3005 W. Glendale Ave. 
Phoenix. AZ 85021 
(602) 246 -4976 TD 

DIGITAL AND 
REAL -TIME CASSETTE 

DUPLICATION BY 

GRD 
FOR TRUE REALISM 

AND PURITY PHONE 
602 -252 -0077 

P o BOX 13054 
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85002 

MIRROR IMAGE 
10288 E Jewell Ave.. #45 
Denver. CO 80231 
(303) 751 -2268 TD 

MOONVALLEY CASSETTE 
10802 N. 23rd Ave. 
Phoenix, AZ 85029 
(602) 864 -1980 TD. PK 

RAINBOW CASSETTE STUDIO 
P.O. Box 472 
Taos. NM 87571 
(505) 776 -2268 TD 

RAINBOW VENTURES STUDIO 
2219 W 32nd Ave. 
Denver, CO 80211 
1303) 433-7231 DM. TD. PL. PR, PK 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN RECORDING 
8305 Christensen Rd 
Cheyenne. WY 82009 
(307) 638 -8733 DM, PL. PR 

SOUNDMARK, LTD 
4950 -C Nome St. 
Denver, CO 80239 
(303) 371 -3076 TD 

NORD RECORDS. 

Fully illustrated. The essential pric 
ing and plan-Ting guide for all YOUR 
custom record and tape needs 
Albums, 45 s. EP's. 12" Singles 
Cr02 Cassettes, Jackets. Al corn 
pletely described and packag. 
priced, fully guaranteed to give 
100°'o satisfEction. Our 16th wear o` 
providing dependable- fast. com 
petitively pried service. 

WORLD RECORDS 
Baseline Rd. Ñ. Bowmantille. Ont. LI C 313 

CONNECTORS AND 
MICROPHONE CABLES 

BLANK LOADED 
AUDIO CASSETTES 

© 

. - ` 
a. 

TAPES CASSETTES 
Iom 

AMPEX MAXELL 
AGFA TDK 
BASF 3M 

EMPT'.' REELS 
nOXE'_ 

C \ el' \' 

Y 

CASSETTE BOXES. 
LABELS ALBUMS 

NAB I 
BROADCAST CARTRIDGES 

1 

ACCESSORIES 

Ask for our 

44 PAGE CATALOG 
of 

PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND RECORDING 

& DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

Recording Supply Div. of Polyline Corp 
1233 Rand Road, Des Plaines IL 60016 

(312) 298 - 5300 
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E 
'QUALITY 
`MCKAME 
1,000 pure vinyl records in paper sleeves 

One color printed labels 

All metal parts and processing 

Mastering with Neumann VMS70 lathe &SX74 cutter 

45 RPM 12 Album Package 
Record Package Records and Printed Coke, 

$399. $1372. 
(FOB Dallas) 

I To reiteve this special price. this ad MIN accompany order 

12 33- 1/3 Album Package includes full color 
Stock jackets or custom 
black and white jackets. 

Package includes full processing 
Re- orders available at reduced cost. 

We make lull 4 -color Custom Albums, too' 

For lull ordering Information call 
DICK McGREW at 1- 800 -527 -3472 

cm% 
record manufacturing corp. 

Cl)? 1,rd usv,ai Boulevard Dallas Texas 752R: 
12.41 741.2027 

H 

AMPEX 
REPLACEMENT 

HEADS 

RECORDER PARTS 

REFURBISHMENT 

BASE PLATE REPAIRS 

800-553-8712 
800 -325.4243 N CA 

SPRAGUE 
iiiMMETHS 

INC. 
IN STOCK 

IMMEDIATE 
SHIPMENT 

818- 994 -6602 
15759 STRATHERN STREET 

VAN NUYS, CA 91406 
TELEX 754239 
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551-VAGE E 
TALKING MACHINE 

6733 N. Black Canyon Highway 
Phoenix. AZ 85015 

(602) 246 -4238 DM. PK 

Ortofon Cutting System 
Zuma Computer -Controlled Lathe 
Consumer Digital Formats 
Transferred Direct to Disk 
VHS. Beta, U -Matic Video 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO SALES CORP. 
6540 East Lafayette Blvd 
Scottsdale. AZ 85251 
16021 994 -5528 TD, PM. PK 

Southern California: 

ABBEY TAPE DUPLICATORS. INC 
9525 Vassar Ave 
Chatsworth. CA 91311 
(8181882 -5210 TD. PK 

ALLIED RECORD CO.. WEA MFG 
6110 Peachtree St. 
L os Angeles. CA 90040 
2131 725 -6900 

ALSHIRE INTERNATIONAL. INC. 
1015 Isabel St . P 0 Box 7107 
Burbank. CA 91510 
1213) 849 -4671 DM. TD, PL. PR. PK 

ARTISAN SOUND RECORDERS 
1600 N Wilcox Ave. 
Hollywood, CA 90028 
(213) 461 -2751 DM 

AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATORS 
5816 Lankershim Blvd. #7 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
18181 762 -2232 TO 

AUDIO VIDEO CRAFT. INC. 
7000 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90038 
12131466 -6475 TD 

AWARD RECORD MFG . INC. 
5200 W. 83rd St 
Los Angeles. CA 90045 
12131 645 -2281 DM. TD. PL. PR, PK 

BAMCO RECORDS 
1400 S. Citrus Ave. 
Fullerton, CA 92633 
17141738 -4257 PR 

BUZZY'S RECORDING SERVICES 
6900 Melrose Ave 
Los Angeles. CA 90038 
(2131931 -1867 TD 

CMS DIGITAL RENTALS. INC 
453 -E Wapello St. 
Altadena. CA 91001 
1818) 797 -3046 CD 

CAPITOL RECORDS STUDIOS 
1750 N. Vine St. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
12131 462 -6252 DM. TD 

CASSETTE PRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED 
46 S. DeLacey St Suite 24 
Pasadena. CA 91105 
18181449 -0893 

CUSTOM DUPLICATING. INC. 
3404 Century Blvd 
Ingelwood CA 90303 
12131 670 -5575 TD. PK 

DYNASTY STUDIO 
1614 Cabrillo Ave. 
Torrance. CA 90501 
12131328 -6836 TD 

FILAM NATIONAL PLASTICS. INC. 
13984 S Orange Ave. 
Paramount. CA 90723 
12131 630 -2500 PK 

i 

FLM RE tRC DISC 
r- n 

COMPLETE ANALOGUE 8 DIGITAL 
MASTERING SERVICES FOR COMPACT DISC, 

RECORD 8 CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

3475 CAHUENGA BLVD WEST 
HOLY WOOD. CA 90068 (213) 876 -8733 

BERNIE GRUNDMAN MASTERING 
6054 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
(2131 465 -6264 CD. DM 

HITSVILLE STUDIOS 
7317 Romaine St. 
Los Angeles. CA 90046 
2131 850 -1510 DM. CD 

JVC CUTTING CENTER 
6363 Sunset Blvd., 0500 
Hollywood. CA 90028 
12131 467 -1166 DM. CD 

f;_d,C 
rr jLtrIltr: 
6550 Sunset Boulevard 
Hollywood, California 90028 
(213) 466 -1323 

K -DISC 
26000 Spring Brook Ave 
Saugus. CA 91350 
(8051259 -2360 DM. PL. PR. PK 

K M RECORDS 
2980 N Ontario St. 
Burbank. CA 91504 
818) 841 -3400 DM. PL. PR, PK 

LIGHTNING CORP. 
7854 Ronson Rd 
San Diego. CA 92111 
(619) 565 -6494 TD. PK 

LOCATION RECORDING 
2201 W Burbank Blvd 
Burband. CA 91506 
8181 849 -1321 DM. PK. PR. PL 

MCA WHITNEY RECORDING STUDIO 
1516 W. Glenoaks Blvd. 
Glendale, CA 91201 
2131 245 -6801 DM. TD 

ML TAPE DUPLICATING 
6935 Valican 
Van Nuys. CA 91406 
18181988 -2737 TD 

MASTER DIGITAL. INC 
1749 14th St 
Santa Monica. CA 90404 
12131452 -1511 TD 

mirror -image 
CASSETTE COPIES 

Highest Quality Fast Delivery 

Real Time People Who Care 

High Speed Personal Service 

6605 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90028 

(213) 466 -1630 
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213- 466 -8589 
LOS ANGELES 

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB 
P.O. Box 4285 
Chatsworth, CA 91313 -4285 
(8181 709 -8440 CD. TD. DM 

MONARCH RECORD PRESSING 
9545 San Fernando Rd. 
Sun Valley. CA 91352 
1818) 767 -8833 TD. PR, PL. PK 

OPHARION RECORDINGS 
P.O. Box 91209 
Long Beach. CA 90809 
(2131438 -4271 TD 

PRECISION LACQUER 
1008 North Cole Ave. 
Hollywood. CA 90038 
(2131464 -1008 DM 

PRESENT TIME RECORDERS 
5154 Vineland Ave. 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(8181 762-5474 TD 

QUAD TECK STUDIOS AND F.D S LABS 
4007 West 6th St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90020 
(2131 383-2155 TD, DM 

RAINBO RECORD MFG. CORP. 
1738 Berkeley St. 
Santa Monica. CA 90404 
(213) 829 -0355 DM. TD. PL. PR. PK 

RECORD TECHNOLOGY. INC. 
486 Dawson Drive 
Camarillo. CA 93010 
1805) 484 -2747 TD. PL, PR 

SHEFFIELD LAB MATRIX 
1830 Olympic Blvd 
Santa Monica, CA 90404 
(2131 829-7825 PL 

SOUND MASTER AUDIO /VIDEO 
10747 Magnolia Blvd. 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(213) 650-8000 DM 

STUDIO MASTERS 
8312 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 
(2131653 -1988 DM 

TAKEDA RECORD SERVICE 
11542 Burbank Blvd k2 
North Hollywood. CA 91601 
(8181 760 -6644 TD. DM. PR. PL. PK 

TAPE SPECIALTY. INC. 
13411 Saticoy St 
North Hollywood. CA 91605 
(8181 786-6111 TD. PK 

TAPELOG 
10511 Keokuk Ave. 
Chatsworth. CA 91311 
1818) 882-4433 TD 

TRAC MARKETING 
2015 BRUNDAGE 

BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304 
(805) 323 -0713 

We duplicate the spoken WORD 
in sermon and in song 

Christian Music Duplicating 
Blank Tapes and Supplies 

Real Time Duplicating 

1H1í 
VIRGO RECORDING. INC 
700 S Date Ave. 
Alhambra. CA 91803 
12131283 -1888 DM. TD. PL, PR 

Northern California: 

ARCAL 
2732 Bay Road 
Redwood City. CA 94063 
(4151 369-7348 TD 

AUDIODYNE 
P.O. Box 825 
San Jose. CA 95106 
(408) 287-3520 TD 

KENNETH BACON ASSOC.. INC. 
24 Commercial Blvd.. Suite E 

Novato. CA 94947 
1415) 883 -5041 TD, PK 

DAVKORE COMPANY 
1300 -D Space Park Way 
Mountain View. CA 94043 
(4151 969 -3030 TD, PK 

FANTASY STUDIOS 
10th and Parker 
Berkeley. CA 94710 
(4151 549-2500 DM 

BILL RASE PRODUCTIONS. INC. 
955 Venture Court 
Sacramento. CA 95825 
(9161 929-9181 TD. PR 

SHUR -SOUND & SIGHT. INC. 
3350 Scott Blvd. #5 
Santa Clara. CA 95054 
(4081 727 -7620 TD 

SONIC ARTS /MASTERING ROOM 
665 Harrison St 
San Francisco. CA 94107 
(4151 781 -6306 TO. CD. TM. DM PR. PL. PK 

Northwest: 

AMERICAN TAPE DUPLICATING 
7017 15th Ave N W. 
Seattle. WA 98117 
12061 789 -8273 TD. PK 

AUDIO PRODUCTION STUDIO 
7404 Sand Lake Road 
Anchorage. AK 99502 
19071 243 -4115 -D. PR, PK 

CAPITOL CITY STUDIOS 
911 East 4tn Ave. 
Olympia. WA 98506 
1206) 352 -9097 TO. DM. PR. PL. PK 

CASSETTE TECHNOLOGIES 
5722 Swan Creek Drive. E. 

Tacoma. WA 98404 
12061472 -2740 TO. PK 

NORTHWESTERN. INC. 
1224 S.W Broadway 
Portland. OR 97205 
(5031226 -0170 TD 

Canada: 

McCLEAR PLACE MASTERING STUDIOS 
225 Mutual St 
Toronto. Ontario M5B 2B4 
14161977 -9740 DM 

WORLD RECORDS 
P 0. Box 2000 Base ine Road West 
Bowmanvdle. Ontario L1C 3Z3 
(4161 576 -0250 DM. TD, PL, PR. PK 

Foreign: 

TAPE ONE STUDIOS 
29/30 Windmill St 
Tottenham Court Rd. 
London W1P HG 
011 44 580 -0444 DM. OD 

RECORDING STUDIOS 
AMPEX 456 TAPE SPECIAL 

Ampex 456 Grand Master Studio Mastering Tape 

Metal Reel 
Metal Reel 
Metal Reel 
Metal Reel 

97G111 2" S108.65 
573111 1" S50.17 
273111 1/2" S28.98 
17311J '/" S16.40 

Stereo Cassette Duplication. Professionally Packaged 
with 4 -Color Liner Custom Printing. 

"BASF" Pure Chrome Audio Cassettes 
"REEL" Cassettes 

se 
Hix Recording Co.,Inc. 

1611 Herring 
Waco. Texas 76708 

(817) 756 -5303 

Au AMPEX repo MWut is L OD o. r..nop,rny (:Im, 
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FILM SOUND 

MIXING TECHNIQUES FOR 

DOLBY STEREO 
FILM AND VIDEO RELEASES 

by Larry Blake 
As of June 1985, over 600 films 
have been mixed in Dolby Ste- 
reo, averaging approximately 

120 releases per year during the past 
two years. Along the same lines, the 
use of Dolby 70mm prints by major 
Hollywood studios has been steadily 
increasing over the past few years. 
(Almost all 70mm releases since 1977 
have been in the Dolby "baby boom" 
format, with channels 2 and 4 - left - 
and right- center - used only for bass 
extension information below 200 Hz.) 
Since 1982 approximately 15 films per 
year have been released in Dolby 
70mm prints, and by the end of last 
year the grand total hit the 75 mark. 

The wide release in the 70mm films 
such as Indiana Jones and the Tem- 
ple of Doom (250 70mm prints in the 
United States and Canada), 2010 
(200), Brainstorm (175), Return of the 
Jedi (150) and Star Trek III: The 
Search for Spock (140) has brought 
the roadshow format into smaller cit- 
ies and theaters. (There are currently 
over 6,200 theaters equipped with 
Dolby Cinema Processors worldwide.) 

It has become standard operating 
procedure for the largest screen in a 
R -e /p 94 D June 1985 

new multiplex theater located in even 
relatively small cities to be equipped 
for 70mm Dolby presentation. As a 
result, approximately one out of four 
Dolby Cinema Processors sold is the 
top -of -the -line CP -200 unit, which in 
its basic form is equipped to process 
standard Dolby 70mm prints, and can 
be outfitted to play Dolby "split - 
surround" and "discrete" six -track 
70mm prints with the purchase of 
additional Cat. 22 noise reduction and 
Cat. 64 third -octave equalization 
cards. This extra equipment adds 
approximately $3,500 to the $15,000 
price of a standard CP -200. 

Much has been said of the ability of 
70mm six -track magnetic prints to 
give moviegoers a loud and "visceral" 
experience. Reality, though, imposes 
the same limitations on 70mm six - 
track prints as it does on two -track, 
four -channel Dolby Stereo optical 
releases. Such factors as sound sys- 
tem headroom, theater noise levels, 
and the intolerance of "little old 
ladies" to loud sounds conspire to 
bring the dynamic range of 70mm 

01985 by Larry Blake 

mixes closer to those expected of 
35mm Dolby Stereo optical. 

Stereo Optical Versus 70mm 
Dolby marketing vice -president 

Ioan Allen notes that the big differ- 
ence between 70mm and 35mm mixes 
is "not the overall dynamic range. 
What happens on a 70 is that an occa- 
sional peak will get through that is 
louder on a simple peak basis. The 
median levels of the loudest music, 
effects above the dialog is probably 
very comparable to stereo optical. It's 
just that stereo optical is a hard - 
clipping medium; you cannot go over 
100 %." 

Until recently, Max Bell served as a 
Dolby film consultant to the Holly- 
wood community. He believes that the 
biggest factor in regard to the play - 
ability of any Dolby Stereo mix - 
:35mm or 70mm - is the probability of 
low -level playback. "The most com- 
mon mistake [in a 70mm dub] is to 
mix to a wide dynamic range, result- 
ing in a very loud mix. These people 
[directors and mixers] are later upset 
that it won't go to optical, when in fact 
it is unplayable even if you are run- 
ning six -track double system. The 
dynamic range is just too wide. 

"Most theaters run the fader be- 
tween 80 and 82 for both 35mm stereo 
optical and 70mm six -track magnetic - it is down 4 dB for every movie. 
[Dolby playback level is supposed to 
be set to 85 dB /c, slow, per channel, 
for 50% modulation.] Theater manag- 
ers set it for the loudest music and 
effects. Every theater I go into is play- 
ing the movie too quietly - certainly 
quieter than the dubbing theater 
where the film was mixed. If you take 
that into account, there is plenty of 
headroom in stereo optical. And if you 
were to monitor [during a mix] at a 
lower level [than 85 dB /c], you would 
have a ridiculously tight dynamic 
range, not to mention throwing away 
3 dB of headroom on the film. There is 
no way around it as long as theater 
managers are turning faders down." 

Bell had a preview in a theater a few 
months ago where he "had to walk 
through another theater in the com- 
plex to get to the projection booth. 
That theater was playing a Dolby 
film with the fader down 5 dB. I had 
them turn it up and ended up having a 
row with the manager. He said that 
the music 'stingers' were too loud. 
When he turned it down, it sounded 
like Muzak. Naturally, I didn't try to 
discuss the subtleties of dynamic 
range with him; I said that the dialog 
was being lost. He said, 'I don't care; it 
was too loud.' 

"While this film was being mixed, 
the director complained that he could 
not get as wide a dynamic range on 

... continued overleaf - 



The greatest innovation in audio mixing 
has just gotten better: Necam 96. 

Picture courtesy 
Atlantic Stidios, V.Y. 

The challenge: Takt a technological triump t, Necam II, a 
computer -assisted audio mixing system, and make it better 
by making R faster, here informative, more intelligent and 
loaded with exci_ing feattres. 
The result: Necam -94 

Incredible speed: Feather -touch sensitive faders eliminate 
hundreds of interrrr.edi to steps for lightning -fast operation. 
Total Information Color Video Display: Our 

high -resolution display tells where you are at a Ì 
glance, including time code, mix names, event 
times, scene changes and more: all labels, muts, 
stores and e%ents car be rapidly changed. 

Unique In: r (back: With or without updates. 
The faders move to whe they need to be automat catty - 
no PEC /Direct comparison needed. Sophisticated effects 
build up a srap. 

Salmi keys:Our human- engineered software is the fastest 
ever Jcvelop.d to eliminate repetitive keystrokes. 

Tectnolog,ksal Sophistication: Necam 96 will interface 
with any synchronizer as master or slave; read 
SNIPTE time code. foot /frame counts, cr even 
:acho pulses 
rake the next step. For further information call 
ieve at (203) 744 -5230 or write: 

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED: Berkshire Industrial Park. Bethel. CT 06801(203.744 -623C Telex 96%38 7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90046' 
(213)874-812g RUPERT NEVE OF CANADA. LTD. re vented ty: Sonotechniyae, 25f5 Bates,Suite 304, Mon real, P.4. H3S 1A9 Canada (514) 739 -336+3 
Telex Q55- 62171 NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATICNAL, LTD. Cambridge liouw, rI ourr, Royston, Herrfordshi-e. SG86AU England Phon. (0 ?63) 

6077,5 RUPERT NEVE GmbH: MOO Darmstadt BismarckstraAe. 1_4, Wes Germany none (06151. 31764. 



MIXING DOLBY STEREO 

the optical as he had wanted." 

Monitoring with 
the Dolby Stereo Matrix 

As many readers may already 
know, the 35mm Dolby Stereo system 
involves the matrix encoding of four 
channels of audio - left, center, and 
right behind- the -screen channels, plus 
surround - onto two Dolby A- encoded 
optical tracks, designated Lt (Left 
total) and Rt (Right total). In the 
movie theater, after noise reduction 
decoding, matrix decoding is handled 
by a Dolby Cat. 150 card that converts 
the two tracks into four speaker 
channels, thus completing the en- 
code; decode 4 -2 -4 process. The 
behind -the -screen channels are equal- 
ized to the wide -range ISO "X" curve 
(flat to 2 kHz, 3 -dB -per- octave roll -off 
after that) using third -octave equal- 
izers. 

In the early days of Dolby Stereo 
there was much discussion about 
monitoring the mix through the 4-2-4 
matrix. Many mixers, accustomed to 
the four -track mag format (with four 
magnetic stripes on a 35mm release 
print), resented having to adapt their 
mixing styles to a matrix -encoding 
technique. However, sensible minds 
prevailed, and today there is no 
argument as to the wisdom of hearing 
what will happen to the mix when 
decoded in neighborhood theatres. 

Briefly, these are the steps involved 
in producing a Dolby Stereo mix 
today: 

Dialog and sound effects are pre- 
mixed to three- or four -track 35mm 
fullcoat. Music is usually recorded 
multitrack, and mixed down in a 
standard recording studio to 35mm 

SURROUND -SOUND PLAYBACK IN THE HOME 
Despite the aborted start of quadrophonic sound over 10 years ago, surround sound at 
home is currently making a comeback courtesy of the proliferation of stereo movies 

being released in high -qualty home video formats such as LaserDisc and Beta and VHS 
Hi -Fi. Today, there are almost a half -dozen surround decoders available for home use, 
offering widely varying features. At present, only two of them carry the "Dolby Surround" 
logo, indicating adherence to specifications laid out by Dolby Laboratories (see below). 

At the recent CES show in Las Vegas, Surrounc Sound Inc., whose M -360 unit was the 
first home decoder licensed by Dolby Labs, released its SI -720 unit featuring a matrixed 
center -channel output, a subwoofer output, and wireless remote control. The other 
licensed decoder is the Audionics SD -2 Surround Processor, which features a rear -channel 
delay adjustable from 5 to 30 milliseconds. 

The Fosgate 3601 also carries the "Dolby Surround" logo and, in addition, to center - 
channel output, features a 40 -watt amplifier and optional wired remote control. Also in the 
Fosgate line are the 3600 for use in automobiles and the 3602, designed for the "high -end 
audiophile" and decoding surround information from records. 

The remaining surround decoder currently licensed by Dolby is the first entry in the 
home -video market by Aphex Sound Field Systems, a division of Aphex Systems, Inc. 
Licensed decoders by major manufacturers are expected to be introduced at the June CES 
Show in Chicago. 

Of course all the decoders mentioned above can be used for surround -channel synthesis 
of stereo records and CDs. 

Among the other surround decoders designed for home video use are the Pioneer 
SP -101, and the Phoenix Systems P -250 (also available in kit form). For the DIY fanatics, 
Dolby Labs offers a schematic of its home decoders for people to build for personal use 
only. 

Many consumers might be confused about the precise meanings of the various Dolby 
logos used both on home surround decoders and on pre- recorded videocassettes. "Dolby 
Stereo," the familiar registered trademark used in prints and on movie ads to denote a 
Dolby Stereo motion picture, is found only on pre -recorded VHS cassettes that employ 
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Left:A custom 
Magna -Tech 
70mm sounding 
channel at 
Warner Holly- 
wood Studios. 
Above: Closeup 
detail of Teccon 
Sendust 70mm 
headblock. (At 
left is six -track 
printing master.) 

three -track (described below). 
The final mix is recorded as separate 

stereo left- center -right- surround 
(LCRS) dialog, music and effects 
"stems," either on multiple pieces of 
35mm mag or on a multitrack recorder. 

The stereo I)ME stems are combined 
onto a two -track Lt -Rt "printing mas- 
ter," which will be transferred 1:1 to 
an optical negative for use in making 
35mm stereo optical prints. (Later, 
this two -track mix is also used for ste- 
reo home video release.) 

If the film is to be released in 70mm, 
the stems are used to produce a six - 
track "baby boom" printing master. 
During this step, low- frequency in- 
formation, usually only sound effects, 
is added onto channels 2 and 4. (The 
left- center -right speakers are chan- 
nels 1 -3 -5.) The six -track printing 
master is copied in real time to each 
70mm print. 

One of the practical benefits of 
Dolby Stereo, taking into considera- 
tion both 35mm stereo optical and 
70mm baby boom, is that four -track 
master mix can be easily converted 
"down" to a two -track Lt -Rt printing 
master, and "up" to a six -track print- 
ing master, with boom information 
added for channels 2 and 4 on a 70mm 
print. Since most major studios are 
recording their master mixes as 
separate four -track music, effects and 
dialog stems, the dynamics of each 
section can be separately controlled 
during the print mastering step, which 
usually takes no more than two days. 

As a rule, the pre -mix, the final mix 
and, of course, the two -track printing 



They wouldn't sound 

tan Ea- /Recoring Engineer 
Credit-. Al larr iheenn Easton 

Oh, they'd still sound great. But Ian Eales wants more. Listen. 
Pure sound, clean, and accurate. He accepts nothing less. And when 
you know exactly what you want, your equipment has to cut it. 
That's Ian Eales, and the innovative use of technology. 

Nikko Audio has been making substantive contributions to 
technology for 50 years. We were first with MOS FETs, first with 
DC servo -lock. And now, for the first time, Nikko's LABO Series of 
commercial audio components. Just like all Nikko components, 
they're built to last. 

As a primary manufacturer with demanding double QC 
aerospace tolerances, it's no wonder Nikko Audio offers a fully 
transferable, unconditional 3 year warranty. 

Nikko Audio and Ian Eales. Stretching the power of technology 
to the limit ... and beyond. 

NIKKO _ AMA 
_ 

1=1 ...11. 
The power of technology. 

5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce. CA 90040 

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio dealers. 
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MIXING DOLBY STEREO 

master are all monitored through the 
4 -2 -4 matrix, utilizing a Dolby DS -4 
monitoring and recording unit. 

However, there is often a question 
of how much emphasis should be 
placed on the constraints of the 
matrix when the release involves a 
large number of 70mm prints. One of 
the key issues is stereo width: either it 
will be exaggerated in 70mm if the 
film was mixed with the matrix 
inserted into the monitor chain, or it 
will be too narrow in 35mm stereo 
optical if the mixers only monitored 
discrete, in anticipation of the 70mm 
release. David Grey, Dolby film con- 
sultant in Los Angeles, warns mixers 
against neglecting to check a mix 
through the matrix: "If you are going 
to do a multiple release [35mm and 
70mm], and you mix discrete all the 
way through, my opinion is that you 
will get an extremely narrow, very 
compromised stereo optical, because 
you can't make a mix wider once it is 
narrow. And if a pan doesn't work, it 
doesn't work; you won't be able to re- 
do it. 

The Dolby DS -4 meter bridge (above) and 
remote control (right) enables recording 
and monitoring of the 4 -2 -4 matrix- encoding 
process used to produce the Lt -Rt Dolby 
Stereo mix. 

"Our approach has been to keep the 
matrix in the line: do all your pans 
through it and get it as wide as you 
need it, knowing that you are not put- 
ting any matrix encoding onto the 
four -track track master. You are mix- 
ing in relation to the monitor. What is 
sitting on the track is, if anything, 
perfect in terms of width. In other 
words, nine out of 10 times you want it 
a little bit wider than the matrix is 
capable of giving you. It will widen 

SURROUND -SOUND PLAYBACK - continued .. . 

B -type decoding on the two standard "linear" tracks. Furthermore, "Dolby Stereo" only 
appears on videocassettes of films that are licensed by Dolby Laboratories - "Dolby 
System" can be found on B- encoded cassettes of non -Dolby Stereo films that were 
released theatrically either in four -track magnetic stereo or Academy mono. Therefore, no 
Dolby logo will be found on a videodisc or a Beta cassette; although the LaserDisc and Beta 
Hi -Fi formats are high -quality mediums, they simply do not employ Dolby noise reduction. 
Likewise, while the linear tracks on a VHS cassette might say "Dolby Stereo," the "VHS 
Hi -Fi" logo is not accompanied by any Dolby trademark. 

On the hardware side, home surround decoders licensed by Dolby Labs have carried the 
"Dolby MP Matrix ", whose exact meaning was a mystery to most people. To help solve this 
problem, and to indicate the presence of Dolby Labs on the growing number of non- Dolby- 
B home video formats, a new trademark, "Dolby Surround," was introduced. The new logo 
will appear not only on licensed decoders, replacing "Dolby MP Matrix," but will also be on 
all forms of video release, including the non - Dolby -B stereo formats such as VHS and Beta 
Hi -Fi. Thus, "Dolby Surround" will indicate the presence of stereo audio with surround 
information recorded and encoded with a Dolby DS -4. 

Although most Dolby Stereo films these days are mixed with surround information, this 
is not the case with all films; two of the best -known examples of non -surround films are The 
Black Stallion and (in 35mm prints) Apocalypse Now. Although the filmmakers didn't 
intend for these films to be replayed (in theaters or at homes) with a surround channel, 
there is undoubtedly enough out -of -phase information - especially with orchestral music 
and stereo backgrounds - that the two -track Lt -Rt will give the home decoder user 
something to show off. 

Obtaining the "Dolby Surround" logo means that a manufacturer adheres to the basic 
outline provided by Dolby Labs. In general, licensed decoders have to contain: 

Metered input calibration to optimize levels for different VCR and videodisc output levels; 
A basic L -R surround matrix to extract the out -of -phase surround information; 
A delay line, not only for time coherence of information that is both in the surrounds and 

- Audionics Model SD -2 Surround Processor - 
OD 
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out when you play it discrete; proba- 
bly too much. It's very easy to bring it 
back in; it's virtually impossible to 
widen it." 

Theater Alignment of 
70mm Prints 

Two -track and six -track Dolby Ster- 
eo printing masters are always A /B'd 
with test prints to check the transfer 
quality. In the case of the two -track 
Lt -Rt, a stereo optical negative is 
"shot" from the printing master, and 
then a sound -only print is made from 
that negative. 

With 70mm Dolby Stereo, the six - 
track printing master will be trans- 
ferred to a striped print of the film. 
Often the blow up (no films are photo- 
graphed in 65mm these days) is not 
ready by the time the six -track mix is 
finished; in these cases a 70mm print 
from another film is degaussed and is 
sounded for this test procedure. 

The major Hollywood facilities that 
sound 70mm prints observe the same 
equalization and level standards, in 
spite of the fact that there are no pub- 
lished standards for the 70mm six - 
track format. Currently, the "zero" 
VU reference flux is 185 nanoWebers 
per meter, and 35- microsecond equal- 
ization is employed. Until 1983, most 
70mm printing was done at a refer- 
ence flux of 90 nWb /m. Tests by 
Lucasfilm, Twentieth Century -Fox 
and Warner Hollywood for Return of 
the Jedi lead to the establishment of 
the 185 nWb /m flux level, 6 dB above 
the previous standard. 

Such standardization was made 
possible largely because of the devel- 
opment, by the Los Angeles facilities 
Film Processing Corporation (FPC) 
and Magna -Crafts, of improved mag- 
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Of the many con - 
Sl,op sole manufacturers ,, active today, only 

. 

three companies had 
the same inclination 

years ago to design their con- 
soles around the precision and flexi- 

bility of digital control. All three have 
proven track records backed up by 
numerous commercial successes. All 
three are known for their continuing 
commitment and investment in the R &D 
and updating of their digitally -controlled 
console systems. 

More importantly, all three are univer- 
sally recognized for a higher standard of 
practical functionality and sonic purity 
achieved through unique approaches to 
circuitry and signal flow. 

Sound Workshop has bull: its reputa- 
tion with straightforward, logical and 
"sensible.' designs for the kind of per- 
formance that enhances the creative 
process. 

As computer technology invades our 
industry, many other manufacturers are 
beginning to incorporate digital control 
into their products. However, only three 
companies have years of experience in 
this area and are today issuing second 
and third generation systems. 

If your studio requires the kind of per- 
formance and function that these three 
companies are known for, but your 
budget can't stretch to six figures, Sound 
Workshop is the sensible choice. 

The Sound Workshop Series 34B with 
the new Arms II console computer. 

sound workshop 
It makes sense. 

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, 1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11788. (516) 582 -6210 "REX 530464 
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SURROUND -SOUND PLAYBACK - continued . 

front speakers, but also to reduce the perceptibility of unintentional surround leakage, 
especially the sibilant "splatter" sometimes caused by azimuth errors. The recommended 
delay range for home decoders is 10 to 30 milliseconds. (Dolby Cinema Processors are 
adjustable from 30 to 100 milliseconds because of the larger front -to -back size of motion - 
picture theaters.); 

A 7 kHz low -pass filter. This is the high- frequency cut -off chosen by Dolby Labs to 
prevent bothersome hiss coming from surround speakers in theaters during quiet or 
inactive periods. The relatively steep HF rolloff also helps reduce delay -line noise and 
rear -channel sibilant splatter; 

A modified Dolby B -type decoder. Lt -Rt masters contain this modified B -type decoding 
on the surround -channel information to aid the low -pass filter in noise reduction and 
masking of sibilant breakthrough. It should be made clear that the two tracks on a Dolby 
Stereo Lt -Rt always employ A -type noise reduction that is decoded at some stage prior to 
videocassette duplication. The modified B -type decoding remains on the surround chan- 
nel; and 

An output stage with a ganged master level control. 
Even though dialog (in home stereo playback) seems natural coming from the phantom 

center, many believe that the addition of a center speaker helps to "lock" the dialog to the 
image on the television, with benefits observable even with standard 19 -inch sets. In large 
living rooms, especially, a center channel can help stabilize the dialog (which is almost 
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When Your Reputation Depends On It, 
There's Only One Choice ... . 

IAN COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC. 
Cassette, Open Reel, & Video Tape Duplications 

Otari MTR- I 0 Mastering, Dolby HX -Pro, 
Digital Mastering! 
Otari DP -7000 Duplication 
In -House Printing & Packaging 

Full Line of Studio Supplies 

Agfa & 3M Audio /Video Tapes 

Call us. You should hear what 
you're missing! 

jan Communications Group, Inc. 
IO Upton Drive WtImington MA 01887 16171 658 -3700 
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netic stripping for 70mm prints. There 
is general consensus in the industry 
that the three -percent harmonic dis- 
tortion point is not reached until 15 
dB over 185 nWb /m, headroom which 
is comparable to that of 35mm mag 
fullcoat mastering stocks. "Your dis- 
tortion is going up more, but the sig- 
nal will get there. We've frequently 
seen 15 dB above 185 without percept- 
ible heavy distortion," says John 
Bonner, chief engineer at Warner Hol- 
lywood Studios. 

Recently, great strides have also 
been made in standardizing the equali- 
zation of 70mm printing. Bonner 
notes that "five or six years ago we 
were radically far apart - you'd see a 
10 dB difference on the high end." 

Before a roll is sounded, industry 
s.o.p. dictates that it has to be checked 
for bias requirements and striping 
consistency, the latter being checked 
by recording pink noise and observ- 
ing the results on a third -octave real - 
time analyzer. `rIf the striping is 
slightly thin, you will get what looks 
like an increased high end," says Bon- 
ner, "although I think it is really a 
decreased mid and low end. Every roll 
must be checked." 

To aid theater service technicians 
in aligning the mag pre -amps in 
theaters, rolls of pink noise and Dolby - 
level tone are sent with each print. In 
previous years this was mandatory 
because of the wide level and equali- 
zation differences among 70mm 
sounding facilities in Hollywood. The 
situation has changed today, and 
David Grey says that "you can use the 
pink noise from any studio to set up 
any 70mm print which came out at 
Christmas." 

Mixing for the Optical Medium 
Since late 1979, all Dolby Stereo 

mixes have been monitored and re- 
corded using a Dolby DS -4 unit to 
simulate the effects of the Cat. 150 
cards used in Dolby Cinema Pro- 
cessors. 

Throughout the pre- mixing and 
final dubbing, the DS -4 is used to 
check the effect of the matrix on stereo 
elements and panning. The unit must 
be present during the recording of the 
encoded two -track printing master 
from the composite four -track master 
(or, in some studios, from separate 
stereo dialog, music and effects four - 
track masters). 

The Dolby DS -4 unit has a monitor- 
ing function called "optical process," 
which is designed to give mixers both 
visual and aural indications of what 
will happen when the two -track mix is 
transferred to a stereo optical nega- 
tive. First, the optical process mode 



limits response to that of the Dolby 
Stereo optical medium - approxi- 
mately 25 Hz to 12 kHz. An optical 
clash simulator also provides an 
aural approximation of the effect of 
exceeding 100% modulation. 

For the eyes, there are two lights on 
the front panel of the I)S -4 - "yellow" 
means that you have been in clash for 
10 milliseconds or less, and "red" that 
you have been in clash for over 100 
milliseconds. Grey regards the optical 
clash lights as "the definitive bench- 
mark. The yellow light is in effect tell- 
ing you that you are very close to clip- 
ping. In fact you are in it, but you 
won't hear because it is generally 
accepted that it takes 10 milliseconds 
for the human ear to hear distortion. 
The red light means have been in 
clash for 100 milliseconds or more, 
and you will hear it distort. 

"I can't count the number of times I 
have been called in and a mixer has 
said 'That button makes it sound like 
crap.' I say 'I know it makes it sound 
like crap, that's why it's there; that's 
the reality.' `I know,' they reply, `but it 
sounds awful. I had to take it out it 
was so bad.' 

"You won't believe how many intel- 
ligent people do that because they 
don't understand that this is what's 
going to happen inside the [optical] 
camera." 

Along these lines, John Bonner 
talks of the most common problem he 
faces when shooting a stereo optical 
negative: "I'm surprised at the number 
of print masters that we get where the 
people who mixed it don't seem to 
know where 100% is; they don't appre- 
ciate the 100% optical clipping point. 
When an optical track exceeds 100% 
there is nasty clipping, and they 
should be aware that the track is 
going to clip exactly 6 dB above that 
reference tone. We really don't care 
what that level is - 185 nanoWebers, 
250, etc. - as long as that is the 
Dolby- encode level, and that they 
expect it to clip exactly 6 dB above it. 
That's all we're interested in. If we 
can't fit the track in, then we have to 
decode the print master and encode 
again so that the Dolby level on the 
optical negative is 6 dB below 100 %. 
Each master must also be accompan- 
ied by pink noise, which we use for 
azimuth and EQ alignment." 

The above discussion has referred 
to, for the most part, lack of concern 
over the distortion and compression 
due to excessive levels. David Grey 
says that a common problem is that 
little attention is paid to what will fit 
to optical in the four -track stage (pre- 
mix and final mix). "You can't have 
something that is playing at 90 dB 
and pull it down to 80 and expect it to 
sound the same," he offers. "Not only 
does your frequency response subjec- 

tively change, but you change the 
dynamic range, which means you 
change the whole feel. If people 
stayed closer to what is possible on 
optical from the get -go, it would be a 

tremendous help." 
Nevertheless, he feels that the 

"optical process" switch on the I)S -4 

control unit should be kept off when 
making four -track mixes for a film 

SURROUND -SOUND PLAYBACK - continued ... 
always in the center) for those seated next to a front (left or right) speaker. 

The sample circuit provided by Dolby Laboratories includes a provision for an L +R 
center -channel output. Many decoder manufacturers have taken this idea one step further 
and have included a matrixed center "dialog" channel, a technique which will result in a 
wider sound than that obtained with an L +R center channel. Most decoders have a 
separate center -channel volume control. 

The term "dialog channel" is something of a misnomer; the matrix, of course, doesn't 
really care whether a signal is dialog or kick drum - all it knows is that it is present on both 
tracks with equal phase and voltage. By using a matrix instead of simply summing the two 
tracks, the home -decoder user can achieve separation among the front channels 
approaching that obtained in theaters. 

Readers who are interested in the on -going developments in professional and consumer 
surround -sound technology might want to subscribe to the MCS Review (P.O. Box 19, 

Capron, VI 23829 -0019; $8 /one year, $14 /two years, $18 /three years). This quarterly 
publication, whose name stands for Multi -Channel Sound, covers the field of surround - 
sound decoders and records. Each issue contains a good technical article or two, along 
with updates on the field. DOD 
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ROCK MUSIC AND DOLBY STEREO 
Or: Why Your Two -Track Album Master 

Should Not Be Used in a Dolby Stereo Movie 
The increasingly frequent use of rock music in Dolby Stereo films has led many 
re-recording mixers to the same conclusion: a two -track record (or stereo TV) mix 

will sound too "narrow" through the matrix. The solution is simply to remix the multitrack 
masters, and monitor and record with a separate center channel. The mix is transferred to 
35mm mag for editing, and is then taken to a film dubbing stage for final re- recording to 
picture. 

"Most record mixes, especially rock 'n' roll, are not very wide in terms of stereo width, to 
begin with," says Dolby film consultant David Grey. "The matrix is determining what it's 
going to keep left and right with a combination of level and phase. So, every time it sees 
something on left and right that's relatively the same phase, and relatively the same level, it 
ships it directly out of the center. 

"What happens with two -track record mixes [played through the Dolby Stereo matrix] is 
that the panning and image is so narrow that there is not enough on the right of, say, the 
Fender Rhodes, which is panned left of center, for the matrix to see that it's left of center. 
So what you get is a gigantic mono. 

"If you are doing a record mix and you want something left of center, you can take the 
panpot and put it there, and that is exactly where the image will show up. In Dolby Stereo 
you almost have to be panned hard left to get it there." 

Joel Moss' first experience with music films was when he recorded, mixed and dubbed 
the documentary Gospel. He has also recorded and mixed the music for Staying Alive, and 
on Footloose he recorded the underscore and remixed the songs for Dolby Stereo. A few 
months ago, Moss was called in to do mixes of some material for The Slugger's Wife, and 
had a chance to play back mixes of other material in the film that had not been done 
through the matrix. "They were about 90% mono, and much of the other stuff was so out of 
phase that it was completely in the surrounds. 

"It all boils down to a lack of education. Nobody wants to take the time to figure out what 
it [the matrix] does. Record people want things to sound like records, and if they don't, 
they're pissed." 

Moss also finds that coordination with, and the understanding of, the film's picture editor 
is vital, as was the case last Spring when he and Steve Maslow mixed the Talking Heads' 

MIXING DOLBY STEREO 
that definitely will have a 70mm 
release. "There is no sense in keeping 
something back if you know you are 
going to go 70, although I obviously 
would like levels reasonably close to 
optical limits." 

Mono Compatibility 
The question of whether or not 

Dolby Stereo optical prints are com- 
patible with mono playback is no 
longer an issue in Hollywood: Six 
years and hundreds of films have 
proved that mono compatibility can 
be achieved, though often at the 
expense of compromising the stereo 
mix. Again, the emphasis is on the 
playback level, although this time the 
focus is on the dubbing stage, and not 
the theaters. 

"The key issue, more and more," 
says Ioan Allen, "is that it is the mon- 
itor level which affects [ mono] com- 
patibility to the greatest extent. The 
old problem in film mixes was that the 
director and the dubbing mixer would 
enjoy playing it loud in the dubbing 
theater, not realizing that the music 
and effects were loud, and that you 
always set the dialog level to match 
the action on the screen - the sensi- 
ble dialog level for the 'size of the 
heads.' In other words, regardless of 
whether the loudest music and effects 
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are 100 dB or 90 dB, the average dia- 
log level will always be around 85 dB. 

"When the film gets to the theater, 
they set the fader by the loudest 
sound, and, as a result, the dialog will 
go down very much if the mix has a 
wide dynamic range. In stereo play- 
back you might get away with it, but 
in a mono theater [to replay a Dolby 
Stereo print properly] the dialog really 
has to be up at between -6 and -10 all 
the way through to be intelligible. Of 
late, the art of getting a mono - 
compatible stereo mix has gotten 
much better." 

If while making the Lt -Rt Dolby 
Stereo two -track printing master the 
director and dubbing mixers decide 
not to compromise the stereo mix to 
allow for compatible mono playback, 
a separate mono mix will be made for 
exhibition at non -Dolby theaters. 

This is easier said than done, since 
the existence of two types of prints - Dolby Stereo and Academy mono 
-makes life much tougher for the 
studio exchanges that have to dis- 
tribute the prints to hundreds of 
theaters. 

In fact, the possibility (some might 
say probability) of a non- mono -compa- 
tible Dolby Stereo print being sent to a 
mono theater, or an Academy print 
going to a Dolby house, is the prime 
reason that most (80 %) Dolby Stereo 
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films are released single inventory 
with mono -compatible mixes. 

Films with a very large number of 
prints, such as Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom, and Star Trek III: 
The Search for Spock (1,500 and 1,900 
35mm prints respectively in U.S. and, 
Canada), are almost always released 
single inventory because print place- 
ment problems are greatly magnified. 
Thus, almost 95' of the prints of 
Dolby Stereo releases are mono- compa- 
tible stereo prints. 

Single inventory is of greatest sig- 
nificance when replacement reels are 
ordered: exchanges often store films 
by reel numbers, and not by print 
number, which might indicate the 
soundtrack format. Thus there is a 50- 
50 chance that the print that is 
shipped will be the print that is 
needed. 

Still another way of looking at the 
issue is the fact that in 1985 almost all 
major first -run theaters in the U.S. 
are equipped with Dolby Cinema Pro- 
cessors. In addition, the attention 
devoted to sound in theaters that 
haven't converted to stereo playback 
often leaves much to be desired. Ioan 
Allen: "The deviation from any kind 
of standard in the [non-Dolby l thea- 
ters is much wider than the difference 
between a mono -compatible Dolby 

. continued overleaf - 

ROCK MUSIC AND DOLBY STEREO - continued ... 
Stop Making Sense. On that film, "they might have the intro from the first night, the first 

verse from the second night, then all the choruses from the third night, etc. We had a 

picture editor who was very insensitive to the fact that this was going to be a problem. She 

would cut wherever she wanted and expect it to work." 
Steve Maslow is a re- recording mixer at Warner Hollywood Stage D, where he mixed 

(with Bill Varney and Rob Fraboni) the landmark rock concert film The Last Waltz for six 

months (original schedule: two weeks). Among the music -laden films that he has dubbed 
since then are The Jazz Singer, The Kids Are Alright, Hair, Divine Madness, and Koyaa- 
nisqatsi. Maslow says that "a lot of times record people come in with hard and fast ideas, 

and they tell you how to put their film together. It helps if they use your expertise and 

Engineer Joel Moss recording synthesizer overdubs for the mini- 
series, Space, at Record Plant Studio C, Los Angeles. 
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MIXING DOLBY STEREO 
Stereo print and a real Academy print." 

Optical Bass Extension 
One of the most intriguing products 

that Dolby Laboratories offers the 
film -sound world is the CN -160 opti- 
cal bass extension card for Dolby 
Cinema Processors. The 160 extracts 
low- frequency information below 100 
Hz recorded on the two tracks of a 
35mm Dolby Stereo optical print, and 
feeds it (in a 70mm- equipped theater 
with five speakers behind the screen) 
to channels two and four or, prefera- 
bly, to a separate amplifier /sub- 
woofer combination. This card is 
standard in a CP -200 and can be 
installed in a CP -50. (It cannot be used 
in a CP -100 Cinema Processor.) 

In its simplest form, optical bass 
extension can be thought of as a way 
to help 35mm Dolby Stereo optical 
prints sound more like 70mm Dolby 
Stereo prints, since the information 
that both send to loudspeaker chan- 
nels 2 and 4 (or to a subwoofer) is very 
similar: low- frequency music and 
sound effects. 

While this sounds very good in the- 
ory, mixers have found that occasion- 
ally too much dialog will bleed into 
the bass extension channel, resulting 
in decreased dialog intelligibility. 
This points to the primary difference 
between 35mm and 70mm bass exten- 
sion: in 70mm, the extra low- frequency 
information is selected and monitored 
by the mixers. While problems can 
arise by the 70mm bass extension 

information being played too loud, at 
least crucial dialog will not directly be 
affected. 

"I would be the first to admit that, 
set up badly, [optical bass extension] 
can muddy the dialog and cause room 
tone ringing," says Allen. "It's a dan- 
gerous weapon in the hands of an 
incompetent installer. Correctly set 
up, it's a thing of elegance and joy. 

"First, it has to be set up so that it's 
not excessively loud. In addition, the 
160 board has a tuning circuit in it so 
that you can avoid the most bother- 
some peaks which would also make it 
too loud. 

"Finally, there is a very sophisti- 
cated circuit in it that reduces the 
level of any low -level spurious, un- 
wanted rumble components. 

"So, the only thing that gets through 
when it is working properly is stuff 
like tympani, gunfire and material 
that is obviously intentional. I set it 
up by the book, and then I raise the 
level of the boom to where it does 
muddy up dialog, and then reduce it 
[the boom level] about 3 dB below that 
point. I'll usually find that I'm back at 
the book setting again, and I know 
that I have a 3 dB margin against the 
chance of it affecting the dialog 
quality. 

"Switching it in and out has a radi- 
cal effect, and yet when it's in, if 
you're not doing an A /B, it just 
sounds good. You're not conscious of 
sudden bass thumps all of the time. It 
sounds as it should, which is as if the 
loudspeakers are extending to a lower 
frequency." 

ROCK MUSIC AND DOLBY STEREO - continued ... 
experience in the film medium. Otherwise I am just a button pusher." 

Film Mixes in Recording Studios 
The best way to mix a rock song for a motion picture is obviously to take the multitrack 

masters to a film dubbing stage. This is rarely done simply because of expense; a stereo 
dubbing stage costs over $600 per hour. Short of that, the next best approach is to mount a 
separate center -channel loudspeaker in the recording studio and monitor the mixdown 
through a DS -4. 

(In 1984 a stripped -down version of the DS -4, the DS -424, was introduced by Dolby Labs 
to assist recording engineers who need to know how the matrix will affect a mix, but who 
don't need the comprehensive recording outputs, metering, or optical clash simulation 
afforded by the DS -4. Primary use of the 424 will be in music recording studios, helping to 
assess stereo width during mixdowns. Dolby's loan Allen notes that for the unit to function, 
there has to be a separate center -channel speaker. "The 424 is a four -in/four -out unit, and 
its function is to show how the matrix will behave, in particular, between the left, center, 
and right channels. If you feed a discrete center and a left and a right, you can't then just 
listen to left and right coming out because the whole nature of the matrix during decoding is 
in fact to steer the signal left, center and right. Whether or not you're recording on two 
[Lt -Rt], three, or four tracks, you need a discrete center to make any sense of the 
operation. ") 

The mixdown from a multitrack master should be recorded on a one -inch eight- track, 
using only six channels for audio, a procedure that will allow the mix to be transferred to 
six -track 35mm mag for editing. The six tracks can be allotted as left- center -right rhythm 
mix, with separate vocals and solos. Grey says that "if there are nice stereo background 
vocals, it might be prudent to build the solos into the LCR rhythm mix, and have stereo 
background vocals on two tracks and the main vocal on another. Then again, you may J 



ROCK MUSIC AND DOLBY STEREO - continued... 

want to restrict the dubbing mixer's ability to change the balance between the background 
and lead vocals, so you could mix the vocals together on two tracks, and put the soloist on 

the vacant channel. There is no question that this is better than providing a two -track " 

A partner in For Score Productions with Doug Parry, Moss frequently mixes at Smoke - 

tree Ranch, which is owned by Parry and his brother Daryl. For film mixes, Smoketree has 

three matching amps separate from those that power its stereo system, and uses three 

ADS -710 speakers, with roll -off for the high end to remove some of the "spit" and to more 

closely match the ISO "X" curve required for Dolby Stereo films. "We use a [UREI] 
Sonipulse analyzer to match the speakers, but don't use any equalization to speak of. Since 

we are pretty close to the speakers, we made a point of checking on a dubbing stage - with 

the speakers 40 feet away -a few mixes that we had made at Smoketree. We figured out 

what we have to compensate for." Because there isn't a one -inch eight -track machine at 

Smoketree, Moss records his film mixes on six tracks of a Studer A800 16- track. This 

procedure is also helpful as overdubs can be made on the open tracks, and transferred to 

mag for editing. 
If multitrack masters are mixed directly to separate pieces of 35mm mag, even with sync 

pops and start marks, the individual 35mm elements can be accidentally slipped a sprocket 
or two when placed on the mag dubbers. (There are four sprockets per 35mm frame.) On 
The Police Synchronicity Concert (see below), Maslow mixed from 35mm mag and found 
that "if you solo the vocal mike you can hear the instrumentation. You can hear the drum 

kit and the bass, but it is not so loud that it tends to phase. For it to be a problem, the music 

that bleeds into the vocal mike has to be so loud that it would come up to the level of the 

instrument in its own channel." Maslow said that on a few tunes in the Synchronicity film he 

has had to adjust sync because of the loudness of drummer Stewart Copeland's snare. "He 
tunes it so tight that it really cuts through, and if that is off [i.e., the sync between band track 
on one of 35mm mag elements and the vocal track on another] you can hear the drums 
start to flam. That's where you really start to notice." 

Addressing the subject of signal processing, David Grey notes that a "major mistake is 

sending a single point source into a 'stereo' echo or reverb unit: I guarantee you that the 

matrix won't see it as left and right. It will take not only the stereo echo channel, but a 

goodly portion of the direct sound with it to the center. That is probably the most common 
mistake. Also, if you have a lot of flanging, there will be a lot of surround information, which 

may or may not be a negative thing, depending on how much surround information the 

people want in the first place." 
Moss and Maslow agree that there are no hard and fast rules regarding the use of effects 

devices, panning, etc. Moss says that "whether you're David Grey, who probably knows 

the most about the [Dolby] system, or somebody who has never seen it before, one thing 

that is always the same about the matrix is that you neuer know. If you are talking about two 

or three discrete elements, you can probably place them where you normally would in a 

stereo mix and the chances are a little better than even that they will show up in the same 

place. 
"But if you are talking about any kind of live recording, with any kind of phase differential, 

you're in a big mess unless you mix it through the Dolby matrix with a separate center 
speaker. You literally have no idea where it is going to show up. 

"My only advice to someone who has never used the Dolby Stereo system before is to 

have Dolby Labs come to their studio and set the monitoring system up and then 

experiment with it for a few hours. They might kick their chair and slap the tape machine, 

and get all frustrated about what the box does, until they can begin to understand it and 

make it work. You have to change your thinking about stereo in a very radical fashion in 

order to get the box to be your friend, and it really is your friend: There is really no choice 

between doing a film in Dolby Stereo and Academy mono. If you don't use the Dolby 

system, with its wide frequency response, you go back to Academy mono and the Stone 

Age." 
Maslow deals with music films on the dubbing stage, where everything has to come 

together to make the printing master, and has found it helpful if recording engineers "mix 
the first tune the way they like it at their studio, and then they can bring it in to my dubbing 

stage so we can listen to it. You can see if you're in the ballpark. It's important, in addition to 

monitoring through the DS -4 [or DS -424], to use the proper monitoring level of 85 [dB /c; 
see main article] so that they don't hype themselves." Maslow finds that he is "frequently 
pushing the vocals at the final mix," especially if the singer is on the screen. 

If a producer is willing to spend Big Bucks, mixdown from the multitrack masters can be 

made on the dubbing stage, as was the case on the Talking Heads' Stop Making Sense. 

"The whole idea of the Heads was that they wanted to approach this as a record mix, 

except to picture," says Moss. The mix took two weeks at Warner Hollywood, which Moss 

considers to be sufficient time: "I think if you give yourself too much time you can end up 

polishing too much and you lose a lot of the life and energy." Maslow adds that "you don't 

have the time luxury with film that you have with records. You can't 'tweak and peak' 

forever. It's a high - pressure situation." ... continued overleaf - 
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ROCK MUSIC -concluded.. . 

Although a multitrack mix on the dubbing 
stage is the optimum procedures, there are 
other high -quality procedures. Joel Moss' 
personal preference is the use of a multitrack 
digital recorder synchronized with the film 
chain: "In this method the music editor works 
with the recording engineer so that each 
piece of music is transferred in its multitrack 
form to a 32 -track digital recorder. 

"This leaves eight or more open tracks 
which are used to bounce a LCR mixdown 
[through the matrix] as well as any additional 
information such as vocals, solos, and 
effects. When synchronized with the other 
elements on the dubbing stage you have per- 
haps the most flexible situation possible -a 
pre -mixed track as well as any elements of 
the original multitrack - should a particular 
piece of music need any enhancement to fit 
the scene." 

Making Two -Track Record Mixes 
Work with the Dolby Matrix 

Moss blames the majority of the misuse 
(and lack of use) of Dolby Stereo on the 
producers "who make the effort to do their 
pictures in Dolby, but then don't pay any 
attention to what it means for the music. 
There really is no mystery regarding what 
you need to do to get the music to sound 
better in the theaters. But in cases nobody is 
allowing any post -production of that kind to 
take place." How late the producers decide 
on what music to use is a major problem, he 

notes: "I'd say that with 80% of the movies 
that have rock soundtracks, the deals aren't 
made until 15 minutes before the movie hits 
the theaters. They end up buying two -track 
mixes. 

"There are many mixers who are techni- 
cally versed in the requirements of the Dolby 
process; all they need is the same attention 
that the producers give to other technical 
personnel." 

While a two -track record mix can be made 
to work with the matrix, the large amount of 
signal processing necessary to "widen" a 
record mix often sacrifices mono compatibil- 
ity. An example of this was Risky Business, 
notes Grey, since "the mixers played a lot of 
tricks with EQ and delay lines to make a 
reasonable stereo image out the stereo 
album tracks that were available. It sounded 
great in stereo, but was awful in mono." 

Maslow says that if he does get a record 
mix, he tries to make "the most out of it. I'll 
take the left and right signal, sum them 
together, flip it out of phase, and put it 
through the dip filter and bring that informa- 
tion into another fader. You can get some 
weird stuff out of this - hard center informa- 
tion that is different from left and right. It is 
still a little bit narrow." 

Grey cites Footloose as "musically speak- 
ing, the widest stereo optical that I've been 
involved with. All of it was mixed through the 
Dolby Stereo matrix, either with DS -4s or 
DS -424s. The mixers achieved the maximum 
amount of separation possible with the for- 
mat. There was an extreme amount of care 

Bryston's 2B -LP 
Bryston has been known and respected for years as the manufacturer of a line of amplifiers which combine the 
transparency and near -perfect musical accuracy of the finest audiophile equipment. with the ruggedness, reliability 
and useful features of the best professional gear. Thus, Bryston amplifiers (and preamplifiers) can be considered a 
statement of purpose to represent the best of both worlds - musical accuracy and professional reliability to the 
absolute best of our more than 20 years' experience in the manufacture of high -qualify electronics. 

The 2B -LP is the newest model in Bryston's line, and delivers 50 watts of continuous power per channel from a 
package designed to save space in such applications as broadcast monitor. mobile sound trucks, headphone feed. 
cue. and any installation where quality must not be limited by size constraints. As with all Bryston amplifiers. 
heatsinking is substantial, eliminating the requirement for forced -air cooling in the great majority of installations. This 
is backed up by very high peak current capability (24 amperes per channel) and low distortion without limiting, 
regardless of type and phase angle of load. In short, the 2B-LP is more than the functional equivalent of our original 2B 
in spite of the fact that it occupies only half the volume, and will fit into a single 1.75" rack -space. 

The usefulness of the 2B -LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including. Balanced inputs; female XLR 
input jacks; dual level- controls; isolated headphone jack; and individual two -colour pilot -light /clipping indicator LEDs 
for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly 
facilitating any requirement for field -service, including fuse -replacement. 

Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B-LP can be modified or 
adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost. 

Best of all, however, the 2B-LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately 
obvious, even to the uninitiated. 

Other amplifiers in Bryston's line include the model 3B, at 100 watts per channel, and the model 4B 
a1200 watts per channel All ratings continuous power at 8 ohms al leEs than Ill S, IM Of THD 
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Mixing the Police Synchronicity film (I- to -r): 
producer Jim Duncan, mixer Steve Maslow, 
and engineer Brad Aaron. 
taken with Footloose to make the music 
work with the matrix. They did nothing really 
unique; it was simply done in what I consider 
to be the correct manner right from the 
start." 

Among the Los Angeles studios used to 
mix songs for Footloose were Lion Share, 
Evergreen, Westlake, The Record Plant, and 
The Complex. The final film re- recording was 
done at Compact Video Services in Burbank. 

Although recording engineers will find 
familiar outboard gear on dubbing stages, 
one of the most acclaimed and ubiquitous 
pieces of hardware in film sound is virtually 
unknown in the recording world: the Dolby 
Cat. 43 playback -only noise reduction device. 
In essence it is a Dolby Cat. 22 noise reduc- 
tion card used in the expanding mode, with 
the frequencies of the four processing bands 
changed to those more usable for problems 
that occur in film work: 30 to 80 Hz, 80 to 
1,000 Hz, 1 to 3 kHz, and 3 kHz -up. Dolby 
Labs warns that the filters on a Cat. 43 are 
different from those used in a Cat. 22, and are 
not relevant to removing hiss from music 
recordings, for example. In other words, it is 
not a four -band Kepex' , whatever the 
similarities. 

Sliders on the face of a Cat. 43 panel enable 
independent expansion or compression of 
the four bands, with up to 10 dB of expansion 
available at low levels. High -level material is 
not affected, because of a side -chain device 
similar to that employed in Dolby A -type 
noise reduction. 

A primary use of the Cat. 43 is to reduce 
broadband noises like traffic rumble and 
camera noise, and it is recommended that a 
dip filter be used in conjunction with, or 
instead of, a Cat. 43 if the offending noise can 
be pinpointed. 

The Music Theatre Network 
This year, rock fans will have the opportun- 

ity to see "Cinema Concert" features with 
top groups presented in Dolby Stereo at their 
local theaters courtesy of The Music Theatre 
Network (MTN). Started last July by Bob 
Wilson and Robert Kardashian, who had 
previously founded Radio and Records, the 
broadcasting trade publication, and former 
pro football star O.J. Simpson, their initial 
involvement was in distributing Music Videos 
to theaters as pre- feature shorts. Among the 
songs presented were Van Halen's Panama, 
All Night Long, by Lionel Richie, and Billy 
Joel's Keeping the Faith. 

MTN encountered a problem in transfer- 
ring the one -inch video masters to 35mm film 
for projection in theaters. Because standard 



motion pictures present a wide- screen 1.85:1 
image, the 1.33:1- aspect ratio video image 
has to be selectively cropped during transfer 
to film to prevent heads from being chopped 
off. Although this can be done with digital 
video effects devices, this procedure entails 
another video generation and unacceptable 
picture quality, according to MTN president 
Wilson. The Music Theatre Network has 
recently developed a proprietary computer- 
ized repositioning process that adjusts the 
placement of the picture for the desired crop 
to 1:85 through frame -by -frame scanning. 

The second problem the company faced 
when into in producing the featurettes, and 
which is probably of greater interest to R -e /p 
readers, is that, according to Wilson, "very 
few people in the record industry knew any- 
thing about the Dolby theater format. We 
found a group of people who make great 
records but who don't know how to give you 
what you want [with a film mix]. With our 
shorts, we went through agonizing pains 
because we could not get back in the theaters 
what was heard in the studio." 

The shorts were released "dual inventory" 
in both Academy mono and Dolby Stereo 
prints, and the staff at MTN ran up "very 
large" phone bills contacting managers at 
every theater where the films payed, making 
sure that a Dolby- equipped theater did not 
receive an Academy mono print. 

The Police Synchronicity Concert 
The expansion of MTN to full -length fea- 

tures began last February with the release of 
The Police Synchronicity Concert, taped in 
1983 in Atlanta. This film played in three test 
markets on President's day weeekend and 
went "wide" into approximately 300 theaters 
on Easter weekend. Wilson notes that in their 
last tour, The Police only played in 30 cities, 
and the film will allow people in "the other top 
270 markets" to see them in concert. Distri- 
bution will be via Warner Bros. The feature 
was shot (on tape) by Kevin Godley and Lol 
Creme, and was recorded 46 -track by Eddie 
Offord and Chuck Allen. 

The Police's mixer, Pete Smith, Brad 
Aaron of MTN, himself an independent 
recording engineer /producer, and veteran 
film scoring mixer Dan Wallin mixed the 46- 

track masters down to three, 35mm three - 
track recorders. Aaron and producer Jim 
Duncan chose the 35mm format because, as 
Aaron notes, "you can hit it real hard. I love 
tape compression." (The punch of the three - 
track 35mm format can be attributed not only 
to a track width of 200 mils, compared to 43 
mils for two-inch 24- track, but also to the 
thickness of the oxide coating.) 

On mag element A there was a LCR band 
mix, mag B contained Sting's vocal on track 
one, and the girl backup vocals on tracks two 
and three, and on the last three -track mag 
element there was bass and stereo audience. 
AMS digital effects were summed onto 
selected tracks during this mixdown: "AMS 
mania" according to Aaron. For some songs, 
additional three -track mag elements con- 
tained percussion and effects which the mix- 
ers thought could best be integrated in a 

theater -size environment. 
Aaron notes that the pre -mixes were done 

in Record Plant Studio M not only because of 
the cost savings (compared to mixing on a 

dubbing stage), but also because it featured 
studio monitoring, i.e., the speakers were not 
hidden behind a screen 40 feet away, which 
helped to put Pete Smith at ease. "Right away 
Pete felt real comfortable," says Aaron. "One 
small change was that, instead of using pan - 
pots, you hard - bussed things left, center, or 
right." 

The final mix took place at Warner Holly- 
wood Stage D with Steve Maslow. He and 
Aaron protected themselves against too 
many surprises by checking, in a dubbing 
theater situation, the first few mixes that 
Smith, Aaron, and Wallin made. Aaron found 
out that theatrical mixes have to be over - 
exaggerated compared to record mixes. 

"Everything has to be much bigger than life 
due to the medium you're playing in. One dB 
is not usually enough; it takes three 'o make a 

difference." 
Regarding MTN's step up to features, Bob 

Wilson says that "the audio problems we had 
to solve on the shorts gave us the experience 
to produce, with the Police Synchronicity 
film, what we consiéer the finest-sounding 
soundtrack ever on a feature concert film." 

The MTN concert films play in each city for 
four performances only: Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday nights, plus one matinee. The 
next film will feature Genesis and is one of the 
last concerts that they will transfe- from an 

already -shot tape; future films will he filmed, 
and in negotiation are upcoming tours by 
Foreigner and Billy Joel. 

At Lasta2OO Witt Coax! 
Everyone knows the bench( of a well 

designed coaxial loudspeaker a single - 
point sound source Until now. the most 
popular coaxials presented severe power 
limitations .. had to have -trick" cross- 
overs._ . and needed time compensation 
Gauss technology has changed all that. 

The new Gauss 3588 is the first 
computer designed coaxial. But, we /now 
computers can't hear. so we used a panel 
of 'golden cars" at the fall ALS to help 
determine the final sound of the loud- 
speaker. This combination of computer 
design and great ears gives you a coax 
with the sound and the power you want! 

With a conservative power rating of 
200 watts RMS. this new Gauss coaxial 
has been tested to 750 watts delivering 
clean sound... and can -coast" along at 

control room levels still delivering great 
sound. Metric sensitivity is 95dB for the 
low frequency and 109dB HF 

Because of our proprietary design 
parameters. both drivers are virtually in 
the same acoustic plane, eliminating the 

need for costly time compensation net- 
works. For bt -amp operation. you can use 

any standard professional quality 
crossover. 

The unique cosh horn was design-2c 

using Gauss's exclusive Computer Aided 
Time Spectrometry (CATS') program. 
This design provides an extremely stable 
image... reduced second harmonic dis- 
tortion...and virtually no midrange 
shadowing. 

For additional information on the new 
Gauss coaxial loudspeaker, call or write 
Cctec Gauss, 9130 Glenoaks Blvd., 
Sun Valley, CA 91352 (818) 875 -1900. 
Or better yet. hear it at a selected 
sound specialist soon. 

Sound Ideas for 
Tomorrow Today' I SS 

by Cetec 
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ithout question, the domi- 
nant topic of discussion in 
today's television broad- 

casting circles is multichannel sound. 
At last year's NAB Convention - 
which followed the FCC's adoption of 
the Zenith /dbx standard for stereo 
transmission - the Television Sound 
seminar was singularly crowded and 
provoked avid discussion, and at 
recent Consumer Electronic Shows, 
most of the television manufacturers 
displayed stereo receivers (sales for 
which are reportedly brisk). Sim- 
ilarly, papers and workshops dealing 
with broadcasting at the Spring AES 
Convention in Anaheim, CA, were 
dominated by stereo audio for tele- 
vision. 

According to estimates provided by 
Ed Williams, staff engineer of the 
National Association of Broadcas- 
ter's Science and Technology De- 
partment, approximately 60 televi- 
sion stations across the country 
already broadcast stereo audio, and a 
recent survey by Television Digest 
concluded that now, at least one ste- 
reo station exists in each of the top 10 
U.S. markets. To put these figures in 
perspective, consider that the 60 sta- 
tions now on -line serve approximately 
60% of the total U.S. viewing audience. 

Clearly, the field is reacting quickly, 
with 1985 promising to be the year of 
Stereo TV: Williams told us that the 
NAB expects over 200 stations nation- 
wide to be on -line by the end of the 
year. Four major manufacturers - 
Modulation Sciences, Broadcast Elec- 
tronics, Harris Broadcast Equipment, 
and Orban Associates - already offer 
stereo encoders. 

But the television industry is enor- 
mously complex, and a prodigious 
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effort will be required to change over 
existing systems to the new standard. 
Stereo Television raises significant 
issues for all those who are involved 
in broadcast production, regardless of 
whether their primary responsibility 
is technical or creative. Furthermore, 
there are no models to emulate: televi- 
sion professionals stand at the border 
of an uncharted frontier. The paths 
that they choose to follow now will 
have a tremendous influence on the 
character of the industry for years to 
come. 

In this article, we will examine the 
issues raised by stereo audio for tele- 
vision from the standpoints of three 
different segments of the industry: a 
major network, an independent post - 
production facility, and a Public 
Broadcasting System affiliate. For 
each of these entities, stereo television 
poses unique challenges: for the 
majors, the dominant problem is the 
conversion of in -house and network- 
ing facilities; for the independent post 
house, creative techniques are the 
chief concern. For PBS affiliates - 
possibly the true pioneers of stereo 
audio - the eternal problem is, of 
course, money (that is, enough to get 
on- line). 

KCET, Los Angeles 
Located in Hollywood, KCET -TV is 

an affiliate of the Public Broadcast- 
ing System. At KCET we spoke with 
three -time Emmy winner Tom Ancell - head of the station's audio depart- 
ment - who provided some history of 
audio in the PBS. Ancell is well quali- 
fied to speak on the subject, since 
being directly involved with most of 
the events that he described. 

Long before anyone was seriously 

considering stereo audio for televi- 
sion, PBS was experimenting with 
stereo FM simulcasting and produc- 
ing shows with, for the times, 
unheard -of audio quality. The lion's 
share of the credit for this history of 
innovation must be given to PBS' 
involvement with classical music and 
opera, Ancell recalls. Since such pro- 
gramming appeals largely to an 
audience that is notoriously picky 
about the intrusion of technology 
upon the aesthetic experience, those 
at PBS who chose to involve them- 
selves in translating that experience 
to the small screen were faced with 
some real challenges. 

Fifteen years ago - in the earliest 
days of simulcasting - KCET exper- 
imented with use of two videotape 
machines to record stereo audio. The 
left audio channel was recorded on 
one machine, the right on the other, 
and the two recordings played back 
together as synchronously as possi- 
ble. Naturally, more often than not, 
there was a phasing offset between 
the two machines, and the channel 
signals never recombined well. 
Accordingly, a mono mix - recorded 
at the same time as the "stereo" mix - was aired over the normal televi- 
sion audio channel. For a viewer lis- 
tening to the FM simulcast in those 
early days, however, the technique 
provided some spatial separation, 
albeit crude. 

Some 12 or 13 years ago, KCET 
turned to the use of an Ampex AG -440 
four -track, recording two tracks of 
audio and a 59.95 Hz sync resolve sig- 
nal on a third track. Shows recorded 
at that time had a minute and a half of 
click track printed at the head of the 
tapes: it was the operator's responsi- 
bility, when the station went on the 
air, to manually sync up the two -inch 
Quad videotape and the four -track 
audio. "He had one shot at it," Ancell 
remembers. "It was the only way we 
had to do it, because there were no 
synchronizers then." 

The next step that KCET took was 
to split -head the audio on the two -inch 
videotape. Around 1968, the station 
built record /reproduce Dolby units 
and modified the head assembly, tak- 
ing out the mono head and replacing 
it with a custom two -track head. 
Audio electronics were separated from 
the Ampex VTR machine and located 
in another rack, with Inovonics 
rec /repro electronics and Dolby noise - 
reduction cards for each channel. The 
drawback of this system, however, 
was that the channel track wasn't 
wide enough to support good audio. 
"With the Dolby system," Ancell 
recalls, "we had around 50 dB signal - 
to- noise, which couldn't have been 
accomplished without Dolby." 

Times have changed, however. 



Worth Its Wait In Gold. 
For Harrison 
Reliability 
Sure, Harrison has waited to enter 
the U.S. broadcast market. When 
you're a stickler for precise engi- 
neering and a perfectionist when it 
comes to quality performance - 
you' ve got to take your time to get 
it right. Get it just right for you. 

No Compromises 
It can be tough getting the right con- 
sole to match your specifications. 
About as easy as fitting a square peg 
in a round hole, right? Harrison Sys- 
tems has anticipated your need for 
versatility. A good deal of time and 
research goes into our consoles in 
order to bring you the smartest, most 
efficient technology and service. 
We've got the system that fits the 
size and scope of your 
needs, whether it be: 

Teleproduction 
Video Sweet - 
ening and Post - 
Production 
Video Edit Suite 
Film Sound 
Post - 
Production 
On -Air Broadcasting 
Broadcast Production 
Live Sound Reinforcement 
Music Recording and Scoring 

At Harrison Systems, we give you 
choices- not excuses or unnecessary 
fluff. Our systems are designed to 
bring you long- lasting, clean per- 
formance and reliability. 

Harrison Puts You In Good 
Company 
Organizations like Swiss Broadcast- 
ing and Belgian Radio and Televi- 
sion have believed in the superior 
quality of Harrison Stereo Broadcast 
Audio Consoles for years and have 
chosen Harrison for multiple broad- 
cast installations. Swedish Televi- 
sion has selected 8 TV -3 consoles 
and has committed to several more. 
This year's Winter Olympics in Yu- 
goslavia received the main audio feed 

Yu- 
goslavia 

a TV -3. 

At Last 
At Harrison, we take the time to lis- 
ten to your needs. We design our 
consoles with the flexibility to fit your 
operation. And although our stand- 
ards may be high for our consoles - 
our prices are very, very reasonable. 
We think you'll find it's been worth 
the wait - in golden, Harrison -true 
performance. Call us for a demon- 
stration and see for yourself. 

For Harrison Innovation 
Introducing Harrison's TV -3, 
PRO -7 and TV -4, the broadcast 
consoles you've been waiting for: 

TV -3 For large scale TV audio, 
remote production, studio pro- 
duction, post- production and 
sweetening Adapts to wide 
range of tasks Available in a va- 
riety of configurations for cus- 
tomization Plus many options. 

PRO -7 De- 
signed for com- 
prehensive use in 
broadcast, live sound, 
motion picture teleproduc- 
tion Two major configura- 
tions Simple to operate Cost -effective Independent mix deci- 
sion capability Long -term performance achieved through thick - 
film laser- trimmed resistor networks Plus many options. 

Now Avail ble 
AIR -7 For )n -air 

stereo radio 
broadcasting, 

combining 
sophisticated 

technology with 
simple operation. 

TV -4 For medium scale on -air 
production, remote production, 
studio production, sweetening 
and post -production Three 
major, simplified configura- 
tions Easy to install High- 
speed, low noise, low distor- 
tion amplifiers allow for best 
possible electronic perform- 
ance Plus many options. 

larrison's new VSI fader Section, which 
allmos for simultaneous interface with auto 
mat ion and video editor, switcher, is avail- 
able for TV -4 and PRO consoles. 

Why wait any longer? Call 
or write Harrison Systems, 
Inc., P.O. Box 22964, 
Nashville, TN 37202; 
(615) 834 -1184, Telex 555133. 

For additional Information circle #80 

Harrison 
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STEREO TELEVISION 
Today, KCET's production facilities 
are such that the station could go on 
the air with stereo audio immediately. 
The station recently completed con- 
struction of its new master control 
room, which is fully stereo -equipped. 
The monitors are full -sized JBL units, 
mounted in sofits, much as one might 
find in a music studio. In a studio con- 
trol room that currently doubles for 
production recording and post - 
production, the ensemble of audio 
recorders includes an Ampex MM- 
1200 24- track, a 3M M -79 half -inch 
four -track, and an MCI JH -110 
quarter -inch two -track master deck. 
Dolby noise reduction is provided for 
every record /playback channel. The 
console is a 26 -input Auditronics that 
was sent to Westlake Audio for a host 
of modifications; it now features a 
Valley People Fadex automation sys- 
tem, new pre -amps, phasing keys, and 
other changes to make it more suited 
to television recording and production. 

In terms of in -house production, of 
which there is a prodigious amount, 
KCET presently handles everything 
from full- fledged network dramas to 
music programs. Virtually all of the 
music shows have been produced in 
stereo in the last five years, as have 
most of the dramatic shows. 

Mixing is very often done "on the 
fly," with little or no opportunity to go 
back and re- adjust balances at later 
date; in Public Television, the empha- 
sis is on capturing the event as it 
occurs, with little post -production. As 
a matter of course, KCET makes a live 
stereo mix, but also tracks the show 
on two -inch 24 -track tape, so that pro- 
duction staff can go back and remix if 
necessary. Sweetening is most often 
done only for applause (simply 
because it is difficult to get a large 
enough audience onto a television 
stage). Normally, the live stereo mix - sweetened for applause - is the one 
that is broadcast. 

KCET Dolby encodes all audio 
tracks in production (both the two - 
channel live mix and the individual 
channels of the multitrack), affording 
an extra 10 dB of signal -to -noise ratio, 
and has also recorded some shows in 
the Sony PCM -Fl digital format. 
Ancell admits to some yearning for a 
digital multitrack: "It would be great, 
but we don't have the financial 
resources right now to get into it," he 
told us. 

"The biggest advantage for us 
would be the signal -to -noise ratio: 
noise can be a big problem in post. 
The rest of the PBS transmission sys- 
tem is clean and quiet enough that the 
noise buildup from a multitrack can 
be a significant factor." 
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- Tom Ancell of KCET - 
Referring to the transmission sys- 

tem, Ancell regards its design as 
impressive, reflecting much fore- 
thought. The Public Broadcasting 
System is set up so that stereo audio 
distribution is an easy task, chiefly 
because PBS incorporated the DATE 
system a number of years ago. DATE - Digital Audio for Television - is a 
transmission system that carries four 
discrete audio channels on one multi- 
plexed digital channel. The four 
digitally- encoded channels are tran- 
smitted on a subcarrier independent 
of, and in addition to, the normal sub - 
carrier audio channel that is broad- 
cast monophonically via satellite. 
(For the last few years, National Pub- 
lic Radio had been leasing DATE 
channels 3 and 4, because they were 
not yet needed, and NPR did not have 
its own satellite links in place. This is 
no longer the case, and DATE is now 
primarily a PBS system.) 

In everyday broadcast operation at 
KCET, audio comes from the one -inch 
videotape. Where that audio is stereo, 
KCET mixes to mono unless the pro- 
gram is FM simulcast. In the case of 
programming that is picked up from 
the Network, the originating source 
always provides a mono mix on the 
normal satellite subcarrier. 

If the program is simulcast in ste- 
reo, as is very often the case with 
music programs, KCET simply 
patches in the DATE system feed, 
picking off the stereo channels. Since 
the odds of the program arriving off 
the satellite at the appropriate air 
time are slight, the feed normally is 
recorded on one -inch videotape, with 
Dolby- encoded audio recorded on the 
VTR auxiliary tracks. At air time, the 
audio channel signals pass to the par- 
ticipating FM station via 15 kHz 
phone lines. 

On the average, about 10% of PBS 
satellite programming each week - 
regardless of where it originates - is 

accompanied by stereo audio. "It's 
already there," says Ancell. "With the 
DATE system, it comes down the pipe 
ready to go on the air in stereo. Stereo 
broadcast will simplify things for us, 
not make life more complicated; it will 
be so much easier when we don't have 
to deal with telephone lines to FM sta- 
tions and the attendant phase prob- 
lems. I think we will start to see a 
payoff for thinking ahead, whereas a 
lot of other people will be catching 
up." 

KCET is not on -line in stereo yet, 
however, except for simulcasting. 
Predictably, the problem is one of 
financing, and the affiliate doesn't 
want to go on the air haphazardly. 
"There are some upgrades that have 
to be made," Ancell concedes. "We are 
hoping to do it sometime in the near 
future. Having been pioneers in stereo 
sound for TV, we certainly don't want 
to be left in the dust at this point." 

"Years ago," Ancell concluded, "I 
didn't even think about where we 
would be now: we were just finding 
the best possible solution to getting 
the best quality sound out, preferably 
in stereo. 

"Developments of the near future 
are going to be very interesting to 
watch, because now we have to make 
stereo audio a useful and interesting 
tool for the viewer. Simulcasting 
showed that people do care about 
quality audio in stereo, because it has 
remained as a viable option: I thought 
it would have an initial surge and 
then die out, but it hasn't." 

Indeed, simulcasting has been con- 
fined to fine arts programming aimed 
at a relatively small audience. Only 
recently has it proven as a significant 
aspect of broadcasting, undoubtedly 
serving as the impetus for current 
developments towards stereo trans- 
mission. 

ABC, Los Angeles 
For the past four years, staff at 

ABC's production and broadcast cen- 
ter in Los Angeles have been totally 
rebuilding the central facility which 
comprises the videotape suites, cen- 
tral routing, and equipment for 
transmission to and from the net- 
work. R -e /p was taken on a tour of the 
plant by Louis Brown, Audio /Video 
Systems Engineer for the network. 

The core of the recently completed 
facility, referred to now as Television 
Center, is located on the site of the old 
Vitagraph Studios movie lot. All of 
the Center's videotape machines are 
located on one floor - organized into 
suites - and are assigned on an as- 
needed basis through a routing 
switcher that passes audio, video, and 
control to the machines. Four chan- 
nels of audio accompany each of the 
video channels. .. continued overleaf - 



They sound like they should be three times 
the size. And twice the money. 

Presenting the RamsaWS-A70 near field monitors. 

Eaci RamsaTM WS -A70 takes up just 
over a foot of shelf space. But wiat 
makes them sound three times their 
size is the twin bessel horn inside. 
These high -performance horns offer 
constant directivi:y and uniform sound 
range. And they can be placed either 
horizontally or vertically. 

The built -in auto gain control 
automatically balances low and high 
frequencies to deliver clear, sharp 
dynamic sound. 
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STEREO TELEVISION 

Rather than use conventional 
analog audio switching, ABC dig- 
itally multiplexes the audio, switch- 
ing the signal through a video matrix. 
The audio signal is band -limited to 15 
kHz; to avoid beat problems, the mul- 
tiplexers sample at four times the 
horizontal line rate (approximately 65 
kHz), the sampling clock being derived 
from the master house sync genera- 
tor. The resulting digital bit -stream 
passes through video lines. While a 5 
Mhz bandwidth is adequate for the 
multiplexed signal, ABC normally 
uses 8 Mhz lines. [Such a multiplexed 
digital audio transmission system 
was utilized during ABC's coverage of 
the Summer Olympics last year, as 
described in a feature article to be 
found in the December 1984 issue of 
R -e /p - Editor.] 

This aspect of the facility seems 
well- designed for stereo audio, and 
should accommodate even the option 
of an SAP (Second Audio Program) 
audio channel for bilingual transmis- 
sion. Other parts of the ABC plant 
will have to be totally renovated, 
however. 

For example, consider control -room 
monitoring. Both JBL and Electro- 
Voice monitors are used at ABC Tele- 
vision. While we saw a couple of stereo 
monitor arrangements - a pair of 
JBL BiRadials located in a post - 
production control room, for example - mono configurations predominated. 
Typically, small Electro -Voice moni- 
tors are used in production control 
rooms to monitor the "A" and "B" 
audio channels, with a large E -V stu- 
dio monitor in the center for the mono 
signal. This type of configuration - 
one which clearly reflects a mono bias - is standard in the industry. 

Changing over to stereo monitoring 
in network facilities will not be sim- 

ple, however. Television production is 
a collaborative effort, and has more in 
common with moviemaking than with 
music recording. Louis Brown elabo- 
rates: "As a minimum for a show, you 
have a Technical Director, a Produc- 
tion Director, and generally one or 
two assistants up front. In back of 
them, at another desk, sit the pro- 
ducer and associated people. You 
cannot provide an accurate stereo 
image to more than one of those peo- 
ple from one set of loudspeakers." 
ABC is looking into the concept of 
using multiple small loudspeakers to 
provide close -field monitoring to each 
individual. 

Another obvious category of equip- 
ment to consider in the changeover to 
stereo is mixing consoles. Most of 
ABC's consoles date from the late 
Seventies, and the majority bear the 
McCurdy and Ward -Beck names. All 
the consoles are multichannel devices 
but not stereo per se, with one excep- 
tion: ABC had a unit constructed for 
its integration control room, and it is 
a true stereo console, with a stereo 
path for each of the faders. (Several of 
the facility's newer consoles are 
equipped with at least some stereo 
inputs.) Here again, substantial 
changes are in order. 

Significant changes also must be 
made in network production practi- 
ces. ABC currently mixes audio in 
production to a mono copy, which is 
assigned to the designated "A" audio 
channel. The "B" channel is used for 
any one of several functions: it may 
carry a second language, special 
effects, "nat" (natural or ambient) 
sound, or crowd noise. 

The assignment of these channels 
to the VTR's audio channels varies. 
In production recording, the A (com- 
mentary) channel is recorded on the 
VTR's left channel, and the B (nat 
sound) channel is recorded on the 
right. The standard is reversed in 
news recording, however, with the A 

recorded on the right, and B on the 
left. (The C- Channel in all cases car- 
ries timecode.) This variance again 
reflects "mono thinking," and clearly 
cannot work for stereo production. 
But changing the standard methods 
that have been in use for years will 
take some doing, Brown concedes, 
and personnel will have to be 
retrained. 

None of the major networks has 
adopted anything approaching the 
comprehensive, satellite -based DATE 
system used by PBS; consequently, 
distribution of stereo programming to 
local stations is the subject of ardent 
debate within each of the networks. 
The discussion centers on how the 
signal will be transmitted: as two dis- 
crete channels, or matrix -encoded. 
The NBC network, which is expected 
to be the first of the three majors to 
convert to stereo, is one of the most 
vocal proponents of the encoded sys- 
tem, which is matrixed in the form of 
L +R and L-R. 

There are advantages to both sys- 
tems. The matrixed transmission sys- 
tem exhibits good immunity to phase 
errors, but is quite sensitive to ampli- 
tude differences; unless the gain and 
bandwidth of the two channels are 
matched, the stereo image starts 
doing very strange things when 
decoded. On the other hand, the dis- 
crete system is quite prone to phase 
problems if the two audio paths are 
not the same length. When transmit- 
ting over wire lines, severe path - 
length problems can develop. 

"Ultimately, we'll probably see dis- 
crete in the plant, and matrix going 
down the line," Brown predicts. "The 
one big advantage of matrix is that it 
doesn't require any further process- 
ing for mono broadcasting. I think the 
affiliates are going to favor matrix, 
because they simply take the L +R sig- 
nal, stick it on the transmitter, and 
away they go. If they get discrete L 
and R, then they're going to have to 

Production areas at KCET, the Los Angeles PBS affiliate, include Master Control (left), which features stereo JBL Model 4311 monitor 
loudspeakers. The Production Control Room (right) includes a Auditronics console, UREI 813 Time -Aligned monitors, Ampex MM -1200 
24- track, 3M M79 half -inch four -track, Sony /MCI JH -110 two -tracks, an Adams -Smith 2500 synchronizer, and a Sony BVU -200 U- Matic. 
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Studio 64, the Audio Integration Room at ABC Los Angeles, features a stereo McCurdy 
production console. This area, which also serves to back up the facility's main network 
commercial break studio, is used to route audio to air during sports remotes, and to 
provide network commercials that are added along with regional rollovers. 

sum the two channels to get mono. 
Even though it's a simple problem, 
it's one more gadget to get built." 

It is entirely possible that no con - 
census on this issue will emerge. And 
there need not necessarily be one: as 
long as a single standard is applied 
uniformly within each individual 
network, the system will work regard- 
less of what the other networks do. 
The issue is of vital importance to 
each network, however, and the 
standard upon which each settles will 
have far -reaching implications for 
both the network and its affiliates. 

As important as the question of dis- 
tribution standards is, however, it's 
overshadowed by the potential rat- 
ings implications of stereo audio. The 
American Broadcasting Company 
recently slipped to third place in the 
prime -time ratings - falling behind 
NBC, which had held the position for 
the previous nine years. In the coming 
season, the rivalry between the two is 
expected to be strong. Stereo audio is 
widely thought to be a potentially 
effective tool for garnering increased 
ratings, and will likely be one of the 
decisive factors in the coming ratings 
battle. 

NBC is regarded as the network 
most likely to go on -line first with ste- 
reo audio. Its distribution system is 
mostly satellite- based, and thus will 
be easiest to convert. Furthermore, 
NBC has been experimenting with 
stereo for some time: episodes of 
Quincy, Night Rider, and Miami Vice 
have been made with stereo sound, 
and the Tonight show starring 
Johnny Carson has been recorded in 
stereo for some time. 

CBS is not currently far along in 

stereo conversion, since it relies heav- 
ily on the use of Telco lines for audio 
distribution. While CBS currently 
holds the ratings lead, stereo audio 
could tip the balance, since in its case 
a system -wide conversion is required. 
Of the three major networks, ABC sits 

squarely in the middle in terms of 
conversion to stereo: its Western, 
Mountain, and Central time zone sys- 
tems are largely satellite- based, while 
the rest is Te ?co sines; these are the 
zones that will be converted first. 

ABC is said to be more interested in 
SAP (biligual) programming than in 
stereo per se, and is not yet cr_ginat- 
ing any stereo programming. Asked 
when they will begin doing so, Brown 
responded, "It wouldn't surprise me to 
see it as early as this season. I don't 
know anything that makes me say 
that, but I would expect that you'll see 
at least one show in stereo on each 
network in coming seasons. You're 
also going to see a lot of specials 
transmitted in stereo." 

Many suppliers now have access to 
the market through the satellite trans- 
mission system, however, and an 
increasing number of affiliates and 
independents are accessing satellite 
links. Will not some pressure come to 
bear on ABC from independent sup- 
pliers eager for a new marketing 
edge? "If I were an independent, I 
would really be pushing multichannel 
sound as something that I could pro- 
vide that the other guys don't have 
yet," Brown concedes. "That will spur 
the rest of us along." 

One production area that seems 
ripe for stereo, and an area tha: bears 

STEREOSCOPETM LETS YOU MOVE 
TO STEREO TV WITH CONFIDENCE 

. . 

Television broadcasters moving to stereo audio can 
monitor every critical parameter at a glance with B&B's 
unique new AM -3 StereoScope Verification System. 

CRT DISPLAY 
ch -1 /left, ch -2 /right, ch -3 /SAP, and 
X/ Y for phase and separation 

THREE PRECISION VU METERS 

meet ANSI 16.5 -1954 specifications 
THREE PEAK RESPONDING LED B 

DISPLAYS 
showing headroom availability 

See us at NAB Booth z 1336 or call or write 

& B SYSTEMS, INC. 
28111 N. Ave. Stanfora 

Vclencia, CA 9135.5 
us. (81[15) 257 -485i 
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A TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 
OF THE ZENITH /dbx STEREO 

TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
To ensure compatibility with mono receivers, the Zenith multichannel TV -sound 
system transmits the sum of the left and right stereo signals (L +R) in the 

spectrum space now occupied by the mono audio signal. The stereo information is 
encoded by subtracting the left audio signal from the right (L -R) and transmitted it 
over a subcarrier, which will be received only by new, Stereo TV receivers. While an 
existing mono set will ignore this subcarrier, a stereo set will use the L -R to recon- 
struct the original left and right audio signals by adding and subtracting the L +R and 
L -R signals. 

The L -R signal is transmitted via an AM subcarrier located at 31.468 kHz (twice the 
video horizontal- scanning frequency of 15.734 kHz), superimposed on the present 
FM audio carrier. (Except for the subcarrier frequency, the system is essentially the 
same as that used for transmitting stereo FM in the U.S.) However, FM transmission 
systems like these have a parabolic noise characteristic, which means that they have 
relatively more noise at higher frequencies. Because the AM subcarrier is at a higher 
frequency than the L +R signal (the L +R signal contains only frequencies up to 15 kHz, 
while the modulated subcarrier bandwidth extends from about 17 kHz to 46 kHz), the 
L -R signal contains much more noise when demodulated, assuming equal modulation 
levels. 

One way to improve this situation is to increase the modulation level of the L -R 
subcarrier, but this technique is limited by the introduction of interference with too 
much modulation. In the Zenith system, 6 dB more L -R modulation is allowed than for 
L +R. The result is that the subcarrier adds approximately 15 dB of noise to stereo 
reception as compared with mono, even under ideal reception conditions. To make 
matters worse, when transmission and /or reception conditions are impaired (trans- 
mitter ICPM, multipath, etc.,) buzz or hum can be introduced into the audio. This 
would further degrade the stereo signal -to -noise ratio as compared with mono, if no 
noise -reduction system was used. 

The significance of this added noise can be appreciated by calculating the expected 
signal -to -noise under typical, less -than -ideal reception conditions. Grade -B reception 
describes a condition where the picture is somewhat snowy, but still acceptable to 
most viewers. The mono SNR in this case is about 65 dB, which means that most 
mono listeners are not bothered by the noise. In stereo, however, the situation is 15 dB 
worse, for an SNR ratio of 50 dB. (These figures refer to the difference between 
peak -sinewave- signal levels and unweighted noise floors after 75microsecond de- 
emphasis; without 75microsecond de- emphasis, the SNR is about 43 dB.) 

The situation is worse for the Second Audio Program (SAP) channel. Because of 
the location of the SAP subcarrier, at a frequency of 78.67 kHz, even more noise is 
introduced because of the FM parabolic noise curve. Owing to the potential for 
interference at this frequency, the SAP signal modulation level may not be allowed to 
be as large as that of the L +R signal. The SAP SNR with 75- microsecond de- emphasis 
is about 33 dB in grade -B reception, and reaches only about 43 dB in grade A. 

. continued overleaf - 
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STEREO TELEVISION 
directly on network broadcast, is 
commercials. A major problem of 
commercial producers is the "zap" 
phenomenon - viewers killing the 
audio on commercials. To combat 
zapping, it is in the interest of the 
commercial producer to come up with 
a product that will grab the audience 
and hold them, so that they want to 
watch it for its entertainment value. 
Stereo audio promises to be a potent 
tool for doing this, and ABC is not 
blind to the advantages of stereo 
audio for commercials. 

"Commercials are the bottom line 
for the broadcaster," Brown explains. 
"When we say, 'I will deliver X 
amount of audience,' if 10% of that 
audience is dumping the commer- 
cials, it's a significant drop in what 
the customer is paying for. We don't 
sell time; we sell people. The customer 
pays for X number of people viewing 
his commercial. Stereo will give us an 
added advantage." 

Stereo sound will have a limited 
effect, however, if quality is not main- 
tained throughout the program dis- 
tribution process. Stereo is spurring 
consumer product manufacturers to 
upgrade the quality of the audio 
reproduction chain in television 
receivers, and given that those receiv- 
ers will he more susceptible to noise 
(since stereo requires greater sensitiv- 
ity), the generation loss that network 
programming encounters in distribu- 
tion is the subject of much discussion 
and concern. 

By the time a show originating with 
ABC leaves post- production, for 
example, the original audio has gone 
through at least three tape genera- 
tions. The resulting master videotape 
is copied (since the master is never 
aired), and the program is then 
transmitted to the affiliate stations. 
ABC's Studio 55 control room features a 
Ward -Beck console and Ampex ATR -104 
four -track tape machines. 
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Louis Brown of ABC at the Ward -Beck 
production console in Studio 55, which fea 
tures Electro -Voice Sentry 500 monitoring. 

The affiliates record the program 
(usually received via satellite) and 
integrate it with commercials - a 
process which takes it through yet 
another generation. In the case of 
daytime programming, the program 
is transmitted to New York, inte- 
grated, aired in New York and sent 
out over satellite, taped again by affil- 
iates, and aired at the proper local 
time. Noise build -up and signal deg- 
radation are, not surprisingly, a con- 
tinual problem. To solve this one, 
some advances in the technology of 
audio recording are required. 

"I would really like to see somebody 
develop an audio system for profes- 
sional use that would match the qual- 
ity of Beta Hi -Fi, and perhaps take 
that same approach," Brown offers. 
"We're recording on linear [audio] 
tracks because we've always recorded 
on linear tracks. Yet, we have this 
magnificent broadband device sitting 
there. And the sound of Beta Hi -Fi 
will just knock your socks off. Its use 
would solve an immense number of 
problems, particularly with genera- 
tion loss. 

"People know what good audio 
sounds like, and they're going to want 
to hear that off the television. In Ste- 
reo TV, the system ought to be able to 
get over 65 dB signal -to- noise, even at 
the transmission end. You're going to 
have to maintain the a 70 -dB+ level at 
least in the mastering process." 

"Stereo is not a trivial problem," 
Brown concludes. "Perhaps it is not 
quite the problem that [coverting 
from monochrome to] color was, but it 
certainly approaches that. The prob- 
lem of picture degradation doesn't 
exist anymore. We can artificially 
enhance the video so that, even after 
four or five generations, you can test it 
and tell there is a difference, but sit 
and look at the picture ... even with 
NTSC, we can hold Diff Gain, Diff 

Phase, and Color Phase right on the 
money. We've got to build an audio 
system that will do the same thing." 

EFX Systems, Burbank 
EFX Systems, a complete audio -for- 

visual house, handles commercials, 
film post -production, and video post 
for broadcast and non -broadcast pro- 
jects. High audio quality is clearly a 
priority at EFX: the studio boasts two 
Studer A -800 24- tracks, an MCI JH- 
110 half -inch four -track, and a JH -110 
two- track. A Cipher Digital (BTX) 
Softouch synchronizer controls audio 
and video transports via SMPTE 
timecode custom software developed 
at EFX, allowing the unit to work 
directly in feet and frames, to facili- 

tate sprocketed film post production. 
The system is capable of locking up to 
six transports; two more transports 
can be located via an Adams-Smith 
Model 605, if necessary. 

The console is an AMEK 2500 with 
36 inputs and 24 channels of monitor- 
ing, expandable to 48 monitor chan- 
nels. The monitors are custom, tri- 
amplified units, designed with Altec 
Model 604s and JBL Model 2235 sub - 
woofers. A Lexicon 224X digital 
reverberation unit forms the center- 
piece of an extensive collection of 
effects devices. In short, EFX - like 
many of the newer post houses R -e /p 
has visited in recent months - 
resembles a music recording studio. 

... continued overleaf- 

"PART OF 
THE OVERALL 
DIMENSION OF 
MY COMPACT 
DISC PROJECTS 
HAS BEEN THE 
RESULT OF THE 
AN -2" 

Tom Jung, President 
Producer /Engineer 
Digital Music Products, Inc. 

"Recently, I did a project, 
Music for Christmas by Keith 
Foley, with 9 synthesizers all 
MIDI -interfaced together and 
fed into the console. The 
AN -2 really opened up the 
sound and spread it out ... it 
sounded three dimensional 
and very interesting. Anybody 

that has a synthesizer rack 
should have an AN -2. 

I have also used the AN -2 
on a lot of guitars -makes 
them sound great! It's as 
useful as reverb itself!" 

For the name of your local 
dealer call Studio Technolo- 
gies, Inc. at 312/676 -9177. 
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ZENITH /dbx STEREO TV SYSTEM - continued .. . 

(Without 75- microsecond de- emphasis, these SNRs are 26 and 36 dB.) 
Another factor that must be considered is that the modulation level of the compo- 

site signal (L +R audio plus L -R modulated subcarrier) is dependent on the sum of the 
L +R and L -R signals. Not only must the individual signal levels be limited in order to 
prevent overmodulation, but the sum of the two must also be limited. If full modulation 
of the L -R subcarrier is achieved, the L +R signal cannot simultaneously reach its full 
modulation level. If the noise- reduction system used with the Zenith transmission 
system reduces the possibility of the L -R subcarrier's reaching full modulation, the 
L +R signal need not be constrained as much. 

Additional Noise Reduction on L -R Channel 
The dbx -TV noise -reduction system was designed to assist the Zenith multichannel 

sound transmission system in delivering a clean, noise -free audio signal into the home. 
Specifically, the system was designed to: 

Provide significant amounts of noise reduction even in poor reception areas (grade 
B or worse). 
Preserve input - signal dynamic range without headroom loss or other anomalies. 
Prevent the stereo subcarrier from interferring with overall transmitted power 
levels (AM- interleave effects). 
Ensure reliable and effective performance even in the face of severe man -made 
noise and transmission /reception- system impairments. 
Provide this noise reduction at reasonable cost and simplicity. 
It was clear that the noise in the Zenith transmission system comes from the 

subcarriers, and not from the main (L +R) audio channel. Therefore, the system was 
designed to work only on the L -R and SAP channels, and to transmit the L +R signal 
without companding. This decision also answered the question of the compander's 
compatibility with the TV sets now in use: If no changes were made to the mono signal 
before transmission, and the new subcarriers would not interfere with present receiv- 
ers, then compatibility would be guaranteed. 

Another decision that was made early on in the dbx -TV design program was to use 
the same compander for both the L -R and SAP channels if at all possible. This would 
allow TV- receiver manufacturers to produce sets at the lowest possible cost, because 
a single noise -reduction circuit could be switched between the L -R and SAP channel, 
as shown in the accompanying system block diagram. 

In essence, the newly designed dbx compansion circuits, as with all audio- noise- 
reduction systems, works on the principle of masking by encoding (compressing) the 
signal in such a way that it will consistently mask the noise of the channel during 
transmission, and then decoding (expanding) the transmitted signal to recover the 
original audio. During the decoding process, all the audible noise should be eliminated, 
which requires that the level of the transmitted audio be high relative to the back- 
ground noise; and that the spectrum be conducive to masking. The background -noise 
spectrum of the Zenith stereo subcarrier is white, having a 3 dB per octave rising 
characteristic, while the SAP subcarrier has a 9 dB per octave rising characteristic. 
Proper masking of the noise in the presence of signal will therefore take place only if 
the transmitted -signal spectrum contains substantial HF content, especially in the 
case of the SAP channel. If the program material itself could be relied upon to have 
sufficient high frequencies, then the compander would only have to keep amplitude 
levels high through the transmission channel. Most program material, however, has 
its dominant energy at low frequencies. 

The simplest way to transform such program material into a signal conducive to 
masking is to apply fixed pre -emphasis to the signal before transmission; this is done in 
present mono TV audio and in FM broadcasting by the use of 75- microsecond 
pre -emphasis. A pair of fixed pre- and de- emphasis circuits is also used in the dbx -TV 
system: one essentially the same as 75 microseconds (actually 72.7 microseconds); 
and the other 390 microseconds, but for which the rising frequency response is 
curtailed at 30 microseconds. (The frequency- response curve of the complete pre - 
emphasis has a very steep section between about 2 kHz and 5.5 kHz, which helps 
dbx -TV overcome the large amounts of noise present in grade -B reception.) 

Unfortunately, audio program material is inconsistent in its spectral balance and its 
level. With fixed pre -emphasis alone, two problems would remain: Some audio signals 
contain predominantly high frequencies and the pre- emphasis would boost them too 
much, causing overmodulation; and some audio signals would be too low in level and 
too lacking in HF to properly mask the channel noise, even with the strong pre - 
emphasis used in dbx -TV. In order to help make the audio more consistent in its 
spectral balance before transmission, dbx -TV uses a second Spectral Companding 
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Commercials account for approxi- 
mately 15'. of EFX Systems' busi- 
ness, with the balance split almost 
exactly between film and video post - 
production sessions. Among other 
accounts, EFX does Rock In America 
for Picture Music International, and 
has earned a reputation as one of the 
top post -production facilities for ste- 
reo work. 

Given that reputation, and the 
categories of work done at EFX, 
owner George Johnson has certainly 
thought about the creative use of ste- 
reo audio in television work. 

"Where a character is walking left 
to right on picture," Johnson main- 
tains, "the sound need not pan with 
that person. If you have a 25 -inch 
monitor and you see somebody move 
across the screen, they cover a two - 
foot distance. If the loudspeakers are 
six to eight feet apart, the center 
image is bigger than the monitor!" 

The point is well taken. Dialog that 
follows the singer or narrator could be 
merely distracting in television, whe- 
reas for film (which is a much more 
controlled and consistent medium, 
utilizing loudspeakers behind the 
screen), it is an established technique. 

However, once such issues settle, 
television professionals will have the 
opportunity to develop specific, tai- 
lored techniques for stereo mixing, 
consequently giving ample room for 
artistry. Creative use of sound effects - to give a feeling of motion, for 
example - seems a promising possi- 
bility. And the stereo production of 
score and ambient tracks undoubt- 
edly will lend productions a feeling of 
extra "space." 

George Johnson agrees: "Once you 
can't see past the edge of the screen," 
he offers, "you can't really see how big 
a room is, but you can define it with 
the sound effects. That will be one of 
the big functions of sound effects now: 
room definition." 

EFX has found the Sony PCM -F1 

Production equipment at EFX Systems 
includes a Sony /MCI JH -114 and Studer 
A800 multitracks, and a Cipher Digital 
Softtouch timecode synchronizer system. 



EFX Systems' 36- input /24 -bus AMEK 2500 
console, custom tri -amplified Altec 604 
monitor speakers, JBL Model 2235 sub - 
woofers, and Studer A800 remote control. 

digital processor to be an excellent 
tool for sound effects production, and 
they maintain an entire effects library 
stored on F1- format videocassettes. 
This policy not only provides some 
measure of freedom from the quality 
problems associated with a quarter - 
inch tape or mag film library, but also 
affords the ability to print timecoded 
rolls directly from the sound- effects 
library without any generation loss. 

Johnson is enthusiastic about the 
impact that stereo is having on the 
quality of television sound. "When 
shows are produced in stereo, our 
clients are already thinking audio. 
Since quality is more of an issue, they 
start spending more time on tracks. 
Dialog matching gets to be more criti- 
cal. If lines are looped, they'll go back 
and put ambience on the track, 
because they're listening more 
closely." 

One common solution to achieving 
high quality stereo sound for broad- 
cast involves the use of a half -inch 
audio "follower ": a four -track audio 
tape with audio left and right chan- 
nels on tracks A and B, a 59.94 Hz or 
60 Hz sync resolve signal on track C, 
and SMPTE timecode ( matching that 
on the video master) on track D. As is 
well -known by now, the audio quality 
obtained with this technique far sur- 
passes that of the best one -inch VTRs, 
since the tape speed is higher, and the 
tracks wider. MTV is one major pro- 
gramming source that is currently 
requesting audio recorded in this for- 
mat, and EFX has been asked by sev- 
eral of its clients to produce four -track 
followers. 

As a supplier to the networks and 
other broadcast entities, Johnson 
constantly has to contend with for- 
mat confusions during the current 
changeover. "There is a lot of dual - 
format product being tracked," he 
notes. "For clients producing shows 
for feed to a network, we're doing the 
standard A/B format for whatever 
category the show falls into - there's 
a different format for each different 
category - along with a mono mix, 

ZENITH /dbx STEREO TV SYSTEM - continued .. . 

stage, in which the pre- emphasis adapts its characteristics to suit the amount of HF 
information present. 

When strong high frequencies are present, and overload is most likely, the spectral 
compressor actually provides deemphasis, thereby reducing the potential fcr HF 
overload. The resulting encoded signal is therefore dynamically adjusted to consist- 
ently contain a substantial proportion of high frequencies before transmission, provid- 
ing masking of the channel noise. The range of variation in the frequency- response 
curves that the spectral compressor can produce is substantial: from +27 dB to -27 dB 
at 15 kHz. During reception, the spectral expander (in the decoder) will restore the 
high frequencies to their proper amplitude. 

Neither the spectral compander nor the fixed pre -/de- emphasis, however, will help 
reduce noise when the signal is very low in level, especially if the signal has little HF 
content. This is where the third stage of dbx -TV becomes important: an HF wideband 
compander that reduces the dynamic range of input signals by a factor of 2:1. 

Another important aspect of the design was to protect against very large transients 
causing excessive modulation of the transmission system. In a peak -limited medium, 
such as the Zenith system, the peak excursion of the compressor output is an 
important parameter to control. This requirement can most easily be met by a clipper 
or limiter, incorporated into the noise -reduction compressor and set to operate at 
100% modulation. (In the system submitted to the EIA for testing, a clipper was used to 
control peak modulation; in actual practice, this clipper may be very sophisticated 
-such as the "smart clipper" designs used in the broadcast industry.) By including a 
clipper of known characteristics within the noise- reduction circuitry, dbx -TV is said to 
ensure compliance with FCC rules while maintaining transparent compander 
operation. 

Editorial note: The information included in the above sidebar was abstracted, with 
permission, from an article titled "The dbx -TV System for Multichannel TV Sound," 
written by Leslie B. Tyler, Mark F. Davis and William A. Allen, of dbx, Inc., and 
presented at the NAB Convention, Las Vegas, April 1984. 

Faster, Easier, Superior 
SOUNDMASTER 
Audio 
Editing 
System 
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SOUNDMASTER offers computer assisted audio post production capabilities 
previously available only to videotape editors! 
Highlights 

Four machine control from one color coded keyboard. 
Real time status monitoring of all tape transports at a glance. 
2500 event edit list memory which can be easily manipulated and stored 
to disk. 
Unmatched speed, ease of operation and flexibility. 

Let SOUNDMASTER save you the time, money and frustrations which outdated 
audio editing systems presently cost you. 

SOUNDMASTER is marketed 
exclusively by: 

Systems 
Inc 

Amtel Systems, Inc. 
400 W. Cummings Park 
Suite 4750 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 938-8551 
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STEREO TELEVISION 

and a stereo mix. So, we make three 
masters: an A/B master, a mono mas- 
ter, and a stereo master. The hardest 
problem that stereo will raise is 
trafficking!" 

Among his commercial clients, 
Johnson tells us, there is a lot of inter- 

est in stereo. "Those people always 
jump on trends as quickly as they can; 
they need an extra sales tool. Stereo is 
a big one. Places like ours, that can do 
stereo effects, will have a lot of work. 
It will be something different that 
commercial producers can throw at 
the public." (Some very effective 
commercials already have been pro- 
duced in stereo. Notable among these 

is the recent innovative campaign for 
the Cheverolet Cavalier automobile: 
the series of spots exploited complex, 
layered synthesizer tracks, and was 
heralded as the first digital stereo 
commercial.) 

We guessed that George Johnson 
might have some ideas for signal pro- 
cessor manufacturers interested in 
the new markets that stereo television 

STEREO TV FACILITY SPOTLIGHT: KTLA CHANNEL 5 LOS ANGELES 
The first West Coast Television Station to Broadcast Stereo Audio on a Regular Basis 

In KTLA s Master Control, a custom Criss Palle video and audio -follow -video 
switcher routes program sourc is ao al. ShoNn above right is a B &B Systems 
AM -3 Auiio Scope for checking ai cio lever mono /stereo compatibility. 

KTI.A chief engineer Ira 3oidstene in the recently rebuilt central 
signal routing and terminatier ricm. which houses a complex sys- 
temcl mono and stereo DAs dasigned to provide access to mono, left. 
rlgFt and SAP audio channels th-cugheut the facility. 

Edit Suite #1 for preparing stereo air tapes. 

KTLA, which began carrying regular stereo broadcasts at the 
beginning of this year, has adopted a standard auxiliary - 
track assignment for the one -inch video tapes used to replay 
the majority of aired material: track #1 holds discrete left - 
channel audio, track #2 right -channel audio, and track #3 the 
SAP (Second Audio Program, usually a second -language 
version) - VITC timecode is recorded in the video vertical 
interval. Current stereo programming comprises between 
five and 10% of the films broadcast by the station; various 
Music Videos; the recent Rose Bowl Parade from Pasadena 
(using multiple AKG C34 stereo mikes); several Angels' home 
baseball games; the A merican Video Awards ceremony; plus 
the 10 o'clock News and The Love Boat with aSpanish- dialog 
version carried on the SAP channel. 
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EFX Systems owner George Johnson (left) and chief engineer Randy Paul in the 
facility's AMEK /MCI /Studer -equipped production studio. The pair put a special 
emphasis on high -quality audio recording and post production for video. 
promises to open up. Posing the ques- 
tion, we found our suspicion to be well - 
founded. "I'd like to see a localization 
processor that would allow me to get 
depth front -to -back, as well as side -to- 
side," Johnson replies. "For stereo 
television, such a device would be 
very helpful. The other type of device 
that would be very useful is a digital 

reverb specifically designed for room 
ambience generation. It would be nice 
to be able to deal with the effect in 
terms of 'room size,' instead of rever- 
beration time: I'd love to be able to tell 
the processor that the room has 
couches in it. 

"I'd also like to see a timecode- 
keyed equalizer. Any signal processor 

with five or six stored memory func- 
tions that could be selected by an 
external timecode reader would be 
extremely useful. Right now, we have 
to back up and make an edit for each 
new setting. If I could load in a series 
of 16 cuts, and have an equalizer exe- 
cute them automatically, it would be 
enormously handy." 

The Near Future 
The advent of stereo audio for tele- 

vision is now stimulating the indus- 
try as a whole to contemplate exten- 
sive changes, not only in operational 
procedures but also in basic philoso- 
phies. As the professionals quoted 
here make clear, a host of far - 
reaching decisions must be made. The 
next few years will bear watching as 
the issues of transmission methods, 
bilingual channels, mixing tech- 
niques, and so on come to a head. Per- 
haps the biggest challenge to broad- 
casters will be not that of designing 
appropriate systems, but of learning 
to think in stereo. For an industry 
founded on monophonic sound with 
the primary emphasis on the visual 
image, this will be no simple task - 
but it promises nonetheless to bear 
fruit in ways that we may not yet fore- 
see. Certainly, the coming years will 
be an exciting time for television pro- 
fessionals and viewers alike. 

Magical Stereo 
EFX. 

Poof! We've got a little magic box which will dra- 
matically transform your intrinsically mono devices - 
digital reverbs, drum machines, and synths -into 
pseudo -stereo. The Orban 245F Stereo Synthesizer 
has achieved legendary status due to its perfect 
stereo imaging with no phase cancellation in mono 
when the stereo channels are summed. 

Poof! You can also add extra tracks to your 4, 8, 
16, and 24 -track machines since the 245F lets you 
record certain instruments in mono and spread them 
into compelling stereo when you mix. And on stage, 
the 245F opens up vast potential for creating stereo 
effects from mono instruments. 

It's not Houdini at work -just clever, patented fre- 
quency splitting techniques which have delighted 
thousands of users over the years. For $399, you car 
make a little magic yourself. Contact your local 
dealer for a demonstration. 

0r w Ociates . 

`I A645 
rban 

Bryant St., San 
Inc 
Francisco, CA 94107 

(415) 957 -1067 Telex: 17 -1480 
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70% of Studio applications, for automation, are for 
pre -programmed muting, the remaining 30% utilising the 
more powerful memory of fader level. 
Now the CM4400 can be linked to a Commodore 64 PC 
with a suitable communications port via a SMPTE /EBU 
reader writer. With software loaded onto the ' 64 , ) by 
floppy disc,) there is now available: 
1. Automated muting of over 1000 mutes against SMPTE 

or EBU time code. 

affordable quality 

2. Automated trip of the 30 internal memories against 
SMPTE or EBU time code. 

3. Video syncronisation using SMPTE or EBU to open or 
shut channels automatically -a later update will be an 
events controller linked to this. 

4. Full operation of the CM4400 muting or routing from the 
REMOTE 64 PC keyboard. 

70% of all automation applications available for only 70% of 
conventional costs! 

CM4400 
DIGITAL ROUTING SYSTEM 

Dealer list and brochure from: Soundtracs Inc. 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 76011. Tel: (817) 469 1600 

MCI Music Inc. 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 7601 1. Tel: (817) 469 1600 

In Canada: Omni Media Corporation Ltd 9653 Côte de Liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P IA3 (514) 636 9971 
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The Directory 
Part Two of R -e /p's Product Listing 

of RECORDING, PRODUCTION and LIVE -PERFORMANCE CONSOLES 
Coming in the August issue: Time -Domain Special Effects Processors. 

MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP 
225 Parkside Drive 

San Fernando, CA 91340 
Phone: (818) 898 -2341 

The Westar 
Inputs: 20 and 60. 
Bus Outs: 24, plus direct on each module. 
Monitor Selection: In -line, A/B stereo 
output. 
Auxiliary Sends: Eight. 
EQ Section: Plug -in; four -band, four - 
frequency switchable. 
Metering: VU, one meter per channel. 
Automation Capability: Any standard 
automation. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 
dB. 
Distortion: 0.05% IM at +28 dBm. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -129 dBm. 
Selected Standard Features: Choice of 
three plug -in EQs; choice of four plug -in 
pre amps; choice of audio or VCA faders; 
console can be built in any size from eight 
module increments; field expandable. 
Price Range: From $40,00 to $120,000 

The Superstar 
Inputs: Up to 96. 
Bus Outs: 64. 
Monitor Selection: In -line. 
Auxiliary Sends: 10. 
EQ Section: Parametric or single- octave, 
10 -band. 
Metering: Information unavailable at press 
time. 
Automation Capability: As above. 
Frequency Response: As above. 
Distortion: As above. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: As above. 
Selected Standard Features: Production or 
custom built; field expandable. 
Price Range: From $285,00 for 72 -in /64 -out 
configuration 

This listing is for a new product that will 
be unveiled sometimes wi!hin the follow- 
ing months. 

PANASONIC /RAMSA 
One Panasonic Way 
Secaucus, NJ 07094 

Phone: (201) 348 -7470 

WR- 8112/8118 
Inputs: 12 or 18, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: 12 or 18, respectively. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band, sweep mid. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: Mike: 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, ±1 dB. 
Distortion: 0.03% at 1 kHz, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Recording or 

sound reinforcement; peak /dip midrange 
on EQ; phantom power. 
Price Range: 8112: $2,500; 8118: $3,150 

WR-8210A 
Inputs: 10. 
Bus Outs: Four on each channel. 
Monitor Selection: Four on each channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Three -band, switchable fre- 
quencies. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: Mike: 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, 24 dB gain; +4 dB at group output. 
Distortion: 0.03% at 1 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Sub -in con- 
trol; solo; direct outs; insertion points on 
all channels. 
Price Range: $1,195 

WR-S208/-212/-216 
Inputs: Eight, 12, or 16, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Eight x two; 12 x two; or 16 x two, 
respectivley. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 

Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band, sweepable mid. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequenc j' Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.5 
dB / -1 dB. 
Distortion: THD 0.03% at 50 Hz to 15 kHz, 
18 dB, with 84 dB gain. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Two stereo 
inputs; phono pre -amps and line signals; 
phantom power; solos on input channels; 
semi -modular construction; balanced main 
output; main post- or pre- switch for main 
send. 
Price Range: WR -S208: $1,295; -212: $1,795; 
-216: $2,095 

WR- T812/820 
Inputs: 12 or 20, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: All channels. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four sends in remix. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: Optional LED or LED /VU 
combination. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 
dB /-0.8 dB. 
Distortion: THD 0.08% at 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
+18 dB, with 84 dB gain. 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Solo in place; 
paralleled bus output (for 16- channel on 
T820); individual tape inputs; phantom 
power; phase reversal; high -pass filter. 

Price Range: WR -T820: $5,060; -T812: 
$4,040 (both without metering) 

WR -8616 
Inputs: 16. 
Bus Outs: Mono or stereo, up to 16. 
Monitor Selection: Four 
Auxiliary Sends: Two stereo. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: VU and LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 74 
dB gain at trim maximum; plus 4 dB at 
group output. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Totally modu- 
lar construction; balanced inputs and out- 
puts; remote control start /stop; switches 
for six transports; choice of two group 
modules. 
Price Range: $9,000 

PULSAR LABS 
3200 Gilchrist Road 

Mogadore, OH 44260 
Phone: (216) 784 -8022 

On -Track Series 
Inputs: 16 to 32. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: 32- track, stereo. 

:,;:, r:'.::....., . ... .,. . . .,. .. ... 

Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: Semi -automated; 
VCA controlled. 
Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01 %, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -129 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Balanced 
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The Directory 
inputs; fully balanced patchbay; VU meter 
bridge; P &G faders; leg kit; eight VCA 
subgroups and eight programmable mutes; 
34 stereo /effects send returns; "built to 
order." 
Price Range: $17,800 to $27,000 

RANE CORP. 
6510 216th S.W. 

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
Phone: (206) 774 -7309 

Model MM 12 Matrix Mixer 
Inputs: 12. 
Bus Outs: Six. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Three -way input x 12; two - 
band parametric output x six. 
Metering: LED overload inputs and 
outputs. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
+0/ -3 dB. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Distortion: Less than 0.03% at 4 dBm, EIN 
-120 dBm. 
Selected Standard Features: Built -in mike 
splitters; input submixing; input /output 
cue system; input /output send /receive 
loops; expand inputs; rack mountable. 
Price: $1,399 

Model SM 26 Splitter /Mixer 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Six. 
Monitor Selection: Two outputs. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: N /A. 
Metering: N /A. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20 kHz, 
+0/ -3 dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.009% at 4 dBm, EIN 
-120 dBm. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -90 dB at 
unity gain. 
Selected Standard Features: Stereo inputs; 
stereo outputs; six mix /pan controls; 12 dB 
gain; expand outputs; auto balanced /un- 
balanced /floating inputs /outputs; single 
rack space. 
Price: $329 

ROLAND CORP. 
7200 Dominion Circle 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
Phone: (213) 685 -5141 

Models BX 800 /SPM -120 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: L /R; pre L /R, line L /R, 
respectively. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Treble, bass, pan for L and R. 

Metering: LED L /R; peak indicators LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 40 kHz; N/A 
for SPM 120. 
Distortion: N /A. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
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Selected Standard Features: Stereo mixer; 
color coded controls; individual effect - 
send controls; individual EQ for each 
channel. 

. . 
_ _ . . 

Price Range: BX 800: $360; SPM -120: $675 

PA 150/150C and 250/250C 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: N /A. 
Monitor Selection: L and R. 

Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Nine -band x two. 
Metering: LED x two overload indicators. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: N /A. 
Distortion: N /A. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: 150/150C: Ste- 
reo powered mixer; 75 watts per side at 4 

ohms; 150C has XLR outputs; 250/250C: 
Powered mixer; 125 watts per side at 4 

ohms; 250C has XLR outputs. 
Price Range: 150/150C: $1,095; 250/250C: 
$1,295. 

ROSS SYSTEM 
1316 East Lancaster 

Fort Worth, TX 76102 
Phone: (817) 336 -5114 

SMC 803 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Two x one. 
Monitor Selection: Yes. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: FLD. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Distortion: 0.1 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -80 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Two- to eight - 
band EQ; built -in reverb; phantom power; 
patchbay. 
Price Range: $699.95 

PC 4100CP/5100/6130/8300/8500/ -12 
Inputs: Four, five, six, eight, eight, or 12, 
respectively. 
Bus Outs: 4100, 5100,6130: one; 8500: two; 
8300: two x one; -12: two. 
Monitor Selection: Available on the 6130, 
8300, 8500, and -12. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: 4100 and 5100: two -band; 
6130, 8300, 8500, and -12: three -band. 
Metering: 8300: FLD; 8500 and -12: LED; 
others: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Distortion: 0.1 %; 8500 and -12: 0.02 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -80 dB; 
8300 -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Various 

options on all consoles include: built -in 
cassette player; built -in reverb; patching; 
and phantom power. 
Price Range: 4100: $449.95; 5100: $350; 
6130: $529; 8300: $1,199.95; 8500: $799.95; 
-12: $999.95. 

SOLID STATE LOGIC 
Chruchfields, Stonesfield 
Oxford OX72PQ, England 
Phone: 01144 -99389 -8282 

SSL 4000 Series Master Studio System 
Inputs: 32 to 64 I/O modules in groups of 
eight. 
Bus Outs: 32 groups plus direct out from 
each channel; four mix buses. 
Monitor Selection: In -line. 
Auxiliary Sends: One stereo, four mono, 
each with individual on /off and pre /post. 
EQ Section: Four -band parametric, ±15 dB 
gain in each band, switchable shelf /peak 
on HF and LF, continuously variable "Q" 
on HMF and LMF. 
Metering: VU, PPM, or SSL plasma display 
with peak hold, switchable VU /Peak scales 
and stereo one -third octave spectrum 
analysis. 
Automation Capability: Dual floppy 55L 

.:;1:'. 
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Studio Computer requires one track for 
SMPTE /EBU timecode; also reads tach and 
bi- phase; provides dynamic mix automa- 
tion with join insert and track selective mix 
auto assembly. Total Recall option store all 
I/O module pot and switch settings within 
0.25 dB accuracy. Programmable EQ option 
provides two channels of fully parametric, 
EQ dynamically programmable EQ and 
stereo panning. Master Transport Selector 
option allows instant changeover between 
any three machines. Integral Synchronizer 
option extends machine control to five 
transports with search -to -cue by tach 
pulse, tiimecode, foot /frames or key 
words with complete list management. 
Events Controller option provides up to 32 
multi -repeatable contact closures. 
Frequency Response: "The company will 
supply detailed test condition and specifi- 
cations upon request." 
Distortion: As above. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: As above. 
Selected Standard Features: Patch -free 
audio subgrouping and eight dedicated 
VCA control group faders with solo and 
mute functions; full feature compressor - 
limiter /expander /gate; built -in multitrack 
electronics remotes in each I /O; pushbut- 
ton signal processor routing; extensive 
patch bay. Stereo modules available with 
dynamics section; three -band parametric 
EQ; image width; balance and pan con- 
trols; manual and fader activated remote 
start controls for carts and turntables; AFL 
and PFL. 
Price Range: $32- channel: $105k; with SSL 

Studio Computer: 130k; with Total Recall: 
$150k. 
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The Series 80B is a 32 Input, 24 group /monitor console. and the 
Series 70 is a 28 input, 16 group 24 monitor console. Both desks are 
fitted with a fully professional patchbay. 4 echo returns with E9, 
and have the facility to use the monitor section as furtner inputs on 
remix. 

Everything Audio 
Southern California 
(818) 995 -4175 

TRIDENT 

_eo's Professional Audio RMS Sound 
Northern California Northwest 
.415) 652- 1553 (503) 239 -0352 

Ear Pro Audio 
Arizona 
(602) 267 -0600 

Your limit isn't 32 inputs, Trident's engineers wi.l design you an 
individual 56 input console at a price which will impress your bank 
manager. 

So don't mince words - say Trident. 

Comcast 
Indiana 
(317) 849-7050 

Audio Techniques 
New York City 
(212) 586 -5989 

Southwest Prc Audio 
Texas 
(512) 443 -4567 

TRIDENT U.S.A. INC. 
308 Stanley Avenue, Los Angeles, CA. 90036 

Tel: (213) 933 -7555 
See Us at AES in booth nimber 341 -343 

Trackside Eng'neenng 
Southeast 
(404) 436 -3024 

TRIDENT 
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SL 5000 Series Audio Production System 

Inputs: The console architecture employs 
modular mainframe elements fitted with 
40mm x 150mm Eurocard "cassettes" hous- 
ing all active electronics. Mainframes are 
available in lengths accepting from 12 to 64 
input channels in blocks of four, and in 
depths accepting faders plus three, four, 
five, or six cassettes. Various master elec- 
tronics configurations are available. More 
that 100 mainframe sizes are available as 

standard. 

Bus Outs: Live production and edit suite 
versions are fitted with stereo program 
outputs and up to 12 additional stereo mix 
busses, configurable as either four or eight 
stereo audio subgroups, plus four or eight 
independent main outputs. All input 
channels provide an additional direct out- 
put with gain control. Post -production and 
multitrack version may be fitted with addi- 
tional 24 group outputs for multitrack 
recording and pre -delays. 
Monitor Selection: In -line or separate 
monitor sections. 
Auxiliary Sends: Either two or 10 sends may 
be fitted. The last eight sends may be 
switched in pairs to provide up to four 
stereo sends with level and pan. All sends 
have pre /post switching and are switch- 
able foldback or PA configurations. 
EQ Section: Mono channels may be fitted 
with four -band parametrics, ±15 dB gain in 
each band, switchable shelf /peak on HF 
and LF, switchable "Q" on HMF and LMF. 
Stereo channels may be fitted with three - 
band stereo parametrics with similiar 
switching. 
Metering: SSL backlit LCD displays with 
switchable VU /peak scales. Standard VU 
and PPM metering to all international 
broadcast standards available on main 
outputs. 
Automation Capability: SSL Instant Reset 
Computer provides 48 stores of complete 
console switching network for instantane- 
ous reset to user defined setups; optional 
micro -floppy drive provides unlimited 
instant reset storage; systems equipped 
with dual floppy drive SSL Studio Compu- 
ter provide complete Instant Reset List 
Management as well as all other standard 
SSL computer features. (See listing for SL 
4000 and SL 6000 E Series systems.) 
Frequency Response: See above listing. 
Distortion: As above. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: As above. 
Selected Standard Features: The initial 
release includes 50 Eurocard cassettes, all 
with fully electronic switching and Total 
Recall interface. Live, post -production and 

multitrack configurations are available 
with stereo and mono channels with or 
without EQ and full dynamics control. A 
system of horizontal and vertical audio, 
control and data busses allows the user to 
specify almost unlimited panel layout vari- 
ations while maintaining full central con- 
trol and computer network integrity. 
Price Range: N/A 

SL 6000 Series Video System 
Inputs: 32 to 64 I/O modules in groups of 
eight. 
Bus Outs: 32 groups plus direct out from 
each channel; eight mix buses, configured 
as three stereo pairs folding down to a ste- 
reo program mix. 
Monitor Selection: In -line. 
Auxiliary Sends: One stereo, four mono, 
each with individual on /off and pre /post. 
EQ Section: Four -band parametric, ±15 dB 
gain in each band, switchable shelf /peak 
on HF and LF, continuously variable "Q" 
on HMF and LMF. 
Metering: VU, PPM, or SSL plasma display 
with peak hold, switchable VU /Peak scales 
and stereo one -third octave spectrum 
analysis. 
Automation Capability: Dual floppy SSL 

Studio Computer, Total Recall, Program- 
mable EQ, Master Transport Selector, 
Integral Synchronizer, Events Controller - see SL 4000. 
Frequency Response: As above. 
Distortion: As above. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: As above. 

faii 
Selected Standard Features: Substantially 
similar to SL 4000 console with patchfree 
audio subgrouping; eight dedicated VCA 
control group faders with solo and mute 
functions; full feature compressor /limi- 
ter /expander /gate; built -in multitrack 
electronics remotes in each I /O; pushbut- 
ton signal processor routing; extensive 
patchbay. Stereo modules available with 
dynamics section; three -band parametric 
EQ; image width; balance and pan con- 
trols; manual and fader activated remote. 
Price Range: 32- channel: $116k; with SSL 

Studio Computer: 141k; with Total Recall: 
$161k. 

SONY CORPORATION 
Sony Drive 

Park Ridge, NJ 07656 
Phone: (201) 930 -7006 

MCI JH -600 
Inputs: 18 to 52. 
Bus Outs: 16 to 24. 
Monitor Selection: 18 to 52 in -line design. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two stereo pairs, one 
mono pair. 
EQ Section: Three -bandwidth -type, op- 
tional variable Q, semi -parametric with 

sweepable mid -band Q. 
Metering: VU or 100 segment bargraph. 
Automation Capability: Optional JH -50 
automation. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 18 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05% SMPTE IM 3 dB 
below clipping. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 1H-636 typical, one - 
channel assigned. Better than -82 dBv ref- 
erence 775 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Full function 
communications system module and mon- 
itor standard; five echo returns (none 
automated). 
Price Range: $24,000 to $100,000 

MX -P3000 
Inputs: 20 to 36. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: In -line design. 

Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band. 
Metering: VU or PPM. 
Automation Capability: Hard -disk storage, 
frame accurate. 
Frequency Response: N /A. 
Distortion: Mike pre -amp: OdBm, +20 out. 
0.002 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Mike pre -amp: -28 
dBu. 
Selected Standard Features: Five -modular 
plug -in EQ; four modular plug -in mike 
pre -amps; VCAs; two stage peak indica- 
tors; variable high -pass, fixed low -pass fil- 
ters; phantom power. 
Price Range: $40,800 to $85,000 

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS 
1517 20th Street 

Santa Monica, CA 90404 
Phone: (213) 453 -4591 

Series 200 
Inputs: Eight, 16, and 24. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: Eight monitor returns. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Four -band fixed frequency. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -1 dB; at 1 

kHz, 0 dB. 
Distortion: THD 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N /A. 
Price Range: $1,195 to $4,500. 

Series 400B 
Inputs: Six, 24, and 32. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: Eight monitor returns. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Four -band, semi -parametric. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -1 dB; at 1 

kHz, 0 dB; 20 kHz, -1 dB. 
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Distortion: 0.015% THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N /A. 
Price Range: $4,995 to $8,495. 

Series 500 
Inputs: 16, 24, and 32. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Eight monitor returns. 

Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -0.5 %; at 20 
kHz, -1 dB. 
Distortion: Not to exceed at 1 kHz, 0.005 %; 
at 10 kHz, 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N./A. 
Price Range: $6,250 to $9,950. 

Series 600 
Inputs: 16, 24, and 32. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: 16 monitor returns. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band. 
Metering: LED bargraph. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -0.5 %; at 20 
kHz, -1 dB. 
Distortion: Not to exceed at 1 kHz, 0.005 %; 
at 10 kHz, 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N/A. 
Price Range: $6,950 to $10,950 

Series 800B 
Inputs: 16, 24, 32, and 40. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Available stage 
monitor. 
Auxiliary Sends: Eight. 
EQ Section: Semi -parametric, three -band. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -1.5 dB; at 
1 kHz, 0 dB; at 20 kHz, -0.5 dB 
Distortion: Not to exceed at 40 Hz 0.01 %; at 
1 kHz, 0.01 %; at 18 kHz, 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N /A. 
Price Range: $12,950 to $22,500. 

Series 1600 
Inputs: 16, 24, and 32. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: 24 -track monitoring. 
Auxiliary Sends: Eight. 
EQ Section: Four -band. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -2 dB; at 1 

kHz, 0 dB; at 20 kHz, -0.5 dB 
Distortion: Not to exceed at 40 Hz, 0.01 %; 
at 1 kHz, 0.01%; at 18 kHz, 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Producer ser- 
ies console available with patch bay. 

Price Range: $12,950 to $22,500. 

Series 2400 
Inputs: 28. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: 24 equalized returns. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band, semi -parametric. 
Metering: VU or LED option. 
Automation Capability: Tape or disk based. 
Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -0.8 dB; at 
1 kHz, 0 dB; at 20 kHz, -0.2 dB. 
Distortion: 0.015% THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: LED bargraph 
and spectrum analyzer. 
Price Range: $25,000 to $40,000. 

Model TS -24 
Inputs: 24, 32, 40, and 48. 
Bus Outs:N /A. 
Monitor Selection: Effects return module 
available. 

Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band, parametric. 
Metering: Bargraph. 
Automation Capability: Tape or disk based. 

Frequency Response: At 20 Hz, -0.8 dB; at 
20 kHz, -0.2 dB 
Distortion: 0.015% TH D. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: N/A 
Price Range: $43,000 to $75,000. 

SOU NDTRACS 
U.S. Distributor: 

MCI /Intertek, Inc. 
745 109th Street 

Arlington, TX 76011 
Phone: (817) 469 -1600 

CM -4400 
Inputs: One to 40+. 
Bus Outs: Two to 12. 
Monitor Selection: Four to 24. 

Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band. 
Metering: 18 to 26. 
Automation Capability: Digital routing 
system. 
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 25 kHz, -2 
dBm into 50 ohms. 
Distortion: 0.015% IM and THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 28 inputs with 16 
monitors: -78 dBm reference 0 =0.775 mV. 
Selected Standard Features: Two mid- 

ATTENTION MCI 600 OWNERS: 
Your mic- inputs will sound much better with 

the MPC -600 Mic- preamp card! 

990 DISCRETE OP -AMP: Faster, quieter, more powerful and better sounding 
than the stock 5534. Performance that monolithic op -amps can't approach. 
The 990 is the best op -amp. 

JENSEN JE -16 -B MIC -INPUT TRANSFORMER: Better than transformerless 
because it eliminates input capacitors that degrade sound quality. Ultra -low 
distortion, ultra -high linearity and signal levels. If you thought transformers 
were a compromise, you haven't heard the JE -16 -B! It significantly outper- 
forms all other transformers. 

SERVO CONTROL OF DC OFFSET ELIMINATES CAPACITORS: Coupling and 
gain -pot capacitors are eliminated along with their signal degradation, 
resulting in much better sound. 

THE HARDY CO. P.O. BOX AA631 EVANSTON, IL 60204 USA 
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band paramteric EQ; discrete mike pre - 
amp; inputs electronically -balanced. 
Price Range: $9,000 to $30,000 

M- Series 
Inputs: 24 to 32. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Eight. 
Auxiliary Sends: 10. 
EQ Section: Four -band, plus high -pass 
filter. 
Metering: L /R, solo, busses, and auxiliaries. 

ll/llIIllJll ill .t11111\ 
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Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 25 kHz, -2 
dBm. 
Distortion: 0.015% IM and THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 24 -in plus eight 
returns: -70 dBm at unity gain. 
Selected Standard Features: Six auxiliary 
sends plus four matrixes; four -band EQ; 
separate meter solo; eight returns. 
Price Range: $8,900 to $10,950. 

8 -16 Series 
Inputs: 16 to 24. 
Bus Outs:Eight. 

Monitor Selection: 16. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: 18. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, -2 
dBm. 
Distortion: 1 kHz at 4 dBm is less than 
0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 16 plus 10 monitors 
plus two returns: -74 dBm. 
Selected Standard Features:16 -track moni- 
toring, phantom power, eight extra returns 
on remix with EQ. 
Price Range: $5,900 to $7,900. 

S- Series 
Inputs: 16 to 24. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: Available. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, -2 
dBm. 
Distortion: 1 kHz at +18 dBm, 0.02 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: At unity gain -74 
dBm. 
Selected Standard Features: Mid -band 
sweep EQ, flight case; PEM, talkback to 
auxiliary three; eight tape returns. 
Price Range: $2,995 to $3,995. 

Monitor 
Inputs: 16 to 24. 
Bus Outs: Six. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: N /A. 

SONEX CONTROLS SOUND. 
With its patented anechoic foam wedge, SONEX absorbs and diffuses unwanted sound in 
your studio. And it can effectively replace traditional acoustic materials at a fraction of the 
cost. SONEX blends with almost any pro audio decor and looks clean, sharp, professional. 
Check into this attractive alternative for sound control. Call or write us for all the facts 
and prices. Alpha Audio SONEX is manufactured by Illhntck and distributed 
exclu.irk n, the rr . nun] m.lu to he Alpha Audio. 2049 West Broad Street 

Richmond. Virginia 23220 (804) 358 -3852 
Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry 
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EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: Six LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, -2 
dBm. 
Distortion: At 1 kHz, 0.015 %; at 10 kHz 
0.02 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: XLR and mul- 
tipin inputs; XLR outputs; built -in mike 
split; EQ on each send; flight case. 
Price Range: $3,495 to $5,495. 

Omni Series 
Inputs: 10/16/24. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, -2 
dBm. 
Distortion: At 1 kHz, 0.015 %; at 10 kHz, 
0.03 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -70 dBm inputs 
open at unity gain. 
Selected Standard Features: Mike /line 
switch; insert points; three auxiliary sends; 
studio or flight case versions; multipin 
inputs; multipin console link. 
Price Range: $3,395 to $5,795. 

SOUND WORKSHOP, INC. 
1324 Motor Parkway 

Hauppauge, NY 11782 
Phone: (516) 582 -6210 

Series 34 
Inputs: 24 to 50. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: In -line. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six to one, four mono. 

EQ Section: Four -band sweep. 
Metering: Mechanical VU or optional 40- 
segment hi- resolution. 
Automation Capability: ARMS console 
computer available. 



Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
+0/ -0.25 dB. 

I /O. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 

Hz to 20 kHz; line to program feed 18 Hz to 
140 Hz. 

Distortion: THD /IM less than 0.03 °h, typical. Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, Distortion: Less than 0.05 %, +4 dBv. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -82 dB. +0/ -0.5 dB. Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Line in to PGM feed 
Selected Standard Features: Totally trans- Distortion: THD /IM less than 0.05% typical. better than -80 dBv. 
formerless; active balanced electronics; Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -80 dB. Selected Standard Features: Dual line feed 
unitized /welded steel mainframe; integral Selected Standard Features: Totally trans- select per input for electronic musical 
patchbay. formerless; active balanced electronics; instruments or digtital drums. 
Price Range: $24,900 to $61,500 unitized /welded steel mainframe; integral Price Range: $4,875 

Series 30 patchbay. 

Inputs: 12 to 32. 
Price Range: 12 -in: $4,250: 20 -in: $7,185. SPECTRA SONICS 

Bus Outs: Eight to 24. 3750 Airport Road 
Monitor Selection: Three -band sweep. SPECK ELECTRONICS Ogden, UT 84405 
Auxiliary Sends: Four to one stereo, two 
mono. 

12455 Brandford Street Suite #2 
Arleta, CA 91331 

Phone: (801) 392 -7531 

EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: Mechanical VU or optional 40- 

Phone: (818) 897-4188 Model 1100 
segment hi- resolution. Inputs: Six. 
Automation Capability: ARMS console SPECKMIX MkII Bus Outs: One. 
computer available. Inputs: 16. Monitor Selection: One, variable gain. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, Bus Outs: Eight. Auxiliary Sends: One monitor. 
+0/ -0.25 dB. 
Distortion: THD /IM less than 0.03'iß typical. 

Monitor Selection: 16 trac I, EQ Section: High and low frequency i 15 
dB. 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -82 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Totally trans- Y 

- Metering: One. 
Automation Capability: No. P Y 

-- o NE ti:TItionnoon 
formerless; active balanced electronics; r 

t l c c 
9 r< i Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

unitized /welded steel mainframe; integral 
till 

i \ \'iI /I ! i 1 ±0.75. 
patchbay. i "¡a:4 ::::'i . ± s ,. `., Distortion: 0.01% typical, THD 1 kHz to +18 
Price Range: $13,100 to $25,000 dB. 

Logex 8 - . Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -80 dB minimum 
Inputs: 12 or 20. 

line input. 

Bus Outs: Eight to 16. Selected Standard Features: N /A. 
Monitor Selection: Three -band, mid -band Auxiliary Sends: Two. Price Range: $815 to $910. 

sweep. EQ Section: Three -band, quasi -parametric. Model 1024B 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. Metering: VU type. Inputs: Modular to 24. 
EQ Section: N /A. Automation Capability: N /A. Bus Outs: Modular to 24. 
Metering: Seven -segment LED on each Frequency Response: Mike to buss out 15 Monitor Selection: Mono two -, four -, 

Why do Jensen flansformers have 
Clearer Midrange and Top End? 

The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen 
Transformer is optimized, by computer 
analysis, to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter 
response. This means minimum overshoot 
and ringing and flat group delay for best time 
alignment of all spectral components of the 
musical waveform. 

In other words, the harmonics arrive 
at the same time as the fundamental 
frequency. 

The result is a clear midrange and top 
end without the harsh, edgy sound which 
has been one of the most objectionable 
sonic complaints about transformers. 

There's no "midrange smear." 

Only Jensen has this benefit of hi -tech 
computer optimization. 

( 

f OTHER 

-"IF-- JE-11P-1 

STEP WAVEFORM 

Visitors by appointment only. Closed Fridays. 

10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601 (213) 876 -0059 

JE- 11P -1- 
OTHER ^ 

GROUP DELAY 

' i0& 260. 

jensen transformers 
INCORPORATE D 

For additional Information circle #88 
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eight -, 24 -track switchable. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four echo, four monitor, 
three cue, and four pan. 
EQ Section: 15 frequency, three -band 
shelving. 
Metering: 24 VU. 
Automation Capability: Automation ready. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.2 
dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01% at +18 dBm, (1 

kHz) THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -87 dB 
below +4 dBm output for a +4 dBm input. 
Selected Standard Features: Complete 
patchbay; built -in signal generator; choice 
of finish; tape remotes. 
Price Range: $28,750 to $42,005 

Model 1026 
Inputs: Modular to 26. 
Bus Outs: Modular to 26. 
Monitor Selection: Mono two -, four -, 
eight -, 24 -track switchable. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four echo, four monitor, 
three cue, and four pan. 
EQ Section: 15 frequency, three -band 
shelving. 
Metering: 26 VU. 
Automation Capability: Automation ready. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.2 
dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01% at +18 dBm, (1 

kHz) THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -87 dB 
below +4 dBm output for a +4 dBm input. 
Selected Standard Features: Complete 
patchbay; built -in signal generator; choice 
of finish; tape remotes. 
Price Range: $41,260 to $51,750 

Model 1032 
Inputs: Modular to 32. 
Bus Outs: Modular to 32. 
Monitor Selection: Mono two -, four -, 
eight -, 24 -track switchable. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four echo, four monitor, 
three cue, and four pan. 
EQ Section: 15 frequency, three -band 
shelving. 
Metering: 32 VU. 
Automation Capability: Automation ready. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.2 
dB. 
Distortion: Less than 0.01% at +18 dBm, (1 

kHz) THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Better than -87 dB 
below +4 dBm output for a +4 dBm input. 
Selected Standard Features: Complete 
patchbay; built -in signal generator; choice 
of finish; tape remotes. 
Price Range: $64,215 to $74,710 

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC. 
1425 Elm Hill Pike 

Nashville, TN 37201 
Phone: (615) 254 -5651 

900 Series 
Inputs: 12 and 56. 
Bus Outs: Two to 24. 
Monitor Selection: Three options, includ- 
ing own EQ. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Three- or four -band par- 

ametric. 
Metering: Moving coil or bargraph, PPM 
or VU. 
Automation Capability: VCA fader option 
for automation. 
Frequency Response: +0.5/ -1 dB, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 

Distortion: 0.1% maximum, 31.5 Hz to 16 
kHz at 10 dBm. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -100 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Fully modular 
design for custom configurability; wide 
range of mono and stereo modules; 10 
metering options; compressor /limiter. 
Price Range: From $30,500 

169/269 Series 
Inputs: Eight to 17. 
Bus Outs:One to four. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Shelving /peak /high -pass. 
Metering: VU or PPM. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +0.5/ -1 dB, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Distortion: 0.1% maximum at l kHz, +6 dBu 
input and output. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -86 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Portable; 
AC /DC power supply; phantom power; 
test oscillator; detachable tilt meter panel; 
limiter on master; module options. 
Price Range: $9,950 to $17,800. 

STUDIOMASTER 
U.S Distributor: 

International Music Company 
1316 East Lancaster 

Fort Worth, TX 76102 
Phone: (817) 336 -5114 

Models 16 x 4 x 2/16 x 8 x 2/16 x 16 x 2 

Inputs: 16. 
Bus Outs: Four x two, eight x two, and 16 x 
two, respectively. 
Monitor Selection: One send /stereo. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Semi -parametric mids/lows- 
fixed hi. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.5 
dB. 
Distortion: 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Independent 
buss assigns; three -band output EQ; 
channel patching; three foldbacks. 
Price Range: 16 x 4 x 2: $2,200; 16 x 8 x 2: 
N /A; 16 x 16 x 2: $4,200. 

Model 6 x 2 x 1 

Inputs: Six. 
Bus Outs: Two x one. 

Monitor Selection: One send. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.5 
dB. 
Distortion: 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel 
patching; rack -mount ears; independent 
subgroup effect returns. 
Price Range: $629 

8 x 2/12 x 2 

Inputs: Eight /12, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Two. 
Monitor Selection: Yes. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: LED. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Distortion: 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Greater than -85 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel 
patching; headphone level; effects buss- 
ing; phantom power; rack mount bracket. 
Price Range: 12 x 2: $599.95; 12 x 2: $799.95. 

Model 8 x 4 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: One. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: Semi -parametric. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 15 Hz to 20 kHz, -1.5 
dB. 
Distortion: 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -85 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Independent 
buss assigns; solo; headphone level; 
channel patch. 
Price Range: $1,299.95 

Model 12 x 2C 
Inputs: 12. 
Bus Outs: Two. 
Monitor Selection: One send /stereo. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Semi -parametric mids /lows 
fixed hi. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 15 Hz to 20 kHz, t0.5 
dB. 
Distortion: 0.015 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -90 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Independent 
buss assigns; solo; headphone level; 
channel patch; three foldbacks. 
Price Range: $1,549.95 

TANGENT 
8206 North Dreamy Draw 

Phoenix, AZ 85020 
Phone: (602) 997 -4308 

Models PHX- 8/- 20/ -32 
Inputs: Eight, 20, and 32, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: 16, 40, and 64, 
respectively. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Four -band sweep mids. 
Metering: LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
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Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dBv. 
Selected Standard Features: Respective 
configurations regarding multitrack moni- 
toring and mixdown capabilities. 
Price Range: PHX -80: $2,800; PHX -20: 
$4,450; PHX -32: $6,400 

Models SX- 8/- 12/- 16/ -24 
Inputs: Eight, 12, 16, or 24, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Two. 
Monitor Selection: Eight X one; 12 X one; 
16 X one; and 24 X one, respectively. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: -8 and -12: VU; -16 and -24: 
LED. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dBv. 
Selected Standard Features: Gain, peak 
LED; separate monitor, effects, and reverb 
sends; 48 -volt phantom power. 
Price Range: SX -8: $1,150; S)1 -12: $1,300; 
SX -16: $1,600; SX -24: $2,500 

Models PC- 8/- 12/ -16 
Inputs: Eight, 12, and 16 respectively. 
Bus Outs: Two. 
Monitor Selection: Eight X one; 12 X one; 
16 X one; and 24 X one, respectively. 

Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Rack mount; 
solo; 48 -volt phantom power; two -built -in 
amps; monitor, reverb, and effects sends. 
Price Range: PC -8: $1,600; PC -12: $2,000; 
PC -16: $2,400 

Model PCM -8 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Five. 
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Monitor Selection: Eight X five. 
Auxiliary Sends: Reverb send. 
EQ Section: Three -band, mid -sweep. 
Metering: Four VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: t0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Powered 
monitor mixer with four built -in amplifi- 
ers; solo; built -in mike splitter. 
Price Range: $2,000 

Sidecar 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Eight. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two stereo sends, one 
mono. 
EQ Section: N /A. 
Metering: N /A. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Built -in talk - 
back mike and oscillator; stereo control 
room send; stereo cue send; "converts any 
stereo or four -buss reinforcement mixer 
into a recording system." 
Price Range: $590 

TASCAM 
7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 
Phone: (213) 726 -0303 

M-106 
Inputs: Six. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: Two -channel, stereo - 
mono out, plus phonos. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Two -bands, fixed. 
Metering: Two, VU plus peak LED. 
switchable. 

Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, ±1 

dB, any mike or line to bus. 
Distortion: Line to program 0.01`X,. 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Line to program -89 
dB; EIN is -132 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Auxiliary #1 

can be accessed direct by line input; 
phono pre -amps on channels #3 through 
#6; jumper connection for pre /post fader 
auxiliary send; insert on each input and 
bus; small compact size. 
Price Range: $595. 

Model 308 
Inputs: Eight. 
Bus Outs: Four program, one stereo, one 
mono. 
Monitor Selection: Eight X two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 

Your Recordings Can Only Sound as Good 
as the Cables Used to Record Them 

Introducing Prolink High Performance 
Studio Cables by Monster Cable! 

Many people in the record- 
ing business used to think 
that cables were just cables. 
And in fact, many of us 
still do. 

A Sound of their Own. 
Many engineers have found 
that the opposite is true. 
They are discovering that 
ordinary cables have "a 
sound of their own" and 
distort music recording 
and reproduction in ways 
that we were never even 
aware of. Critical areas 
such as clarity, depth of 
bass response, quickness 

of transients, and the "nat- 
uralness" and "presence" 
of voices and instruments, 
are all lost through conven- 
tional cables. 

A Monster New Tech- 
nology in Cable Design. 
Monster Cable has shown 
music listeners worldwide 
that the sound of their play- 
back systems could be sig- 
nificantly improved simply 
by changing their cables to 
the Monster. Now you can 
obtain an improvement in 
the sound of both recording 
and playback that will sur- 

prise the most critical and 
skeptical of engineers, sim- 
ply by switching from your 
current connecting cables 
to Prolink by Monster Cable. 

Come Hear the Monster. 
We invite you to hear our 
entire line of microphone, 
speaker, and studio hookup 
cables. Put them through 
your most critical listening 
and durability testing. 
You'll discover just how 
good your recordings can 
really sound. 

lOI.Lls14,.. 
For your free brochure please call or 
write Paul Stubblehine, Professional 
Products Division Manager. 

Monster Cable' 
Francisco CA m wfl9.' ^p 

101 Townsend, San Francisco CA 94107 r V .. 
415 777 -1355 Telex: 470584 MCSY U I 
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EQ Section: Three -band, two sweep, hi 
fixed. 
Metering: Four, VU plus peak LED for bus; 
two VU plus peak LED for auxiliaries. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, t1 
dB any input to any output. 
Distortion: 0.025^/, nominal level, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Eight mike to bus, 
-62 dB eight line to program, -82 A 
weighted. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel mute; 
PFL and AFL; EQ defeat; line inputs can be 
paralleled on each channel; full balanced 
+4 dBm level in and out; dedicated stereo 
plus mono busses. 
Price Range: $1,695 

Model 312 
Inputs: 12. 
Bus Outs: Four program, one stereo, one 
mono. 
Monitor Selection: Eight x two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Five. 
EQ Section: Three -band, two sweep, hi 
fixed. 
Metering: Four, VU plus peak LED for bus; 
two VU plus peak LED for auxiliaries. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, ±1 
dB any input to any output. 
Distortion: 0.025`X, nominal level, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 12 mike to bus, -58 

dB; 12 line to bus -80 dB A weighted. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel mute; 
PFL and AFL; EQ defeat; line inputs can be 
paralleled on each channel; full balanced 
+4 dBm level in and out; dedicated stereo 
plus mono busses; talkback; light socket. 
Price Range: $2,395 

Model 320 
Inputs: 20. 
Bus Outs: Four program, one stereo, one 
mono. 
Monitor Selection: Eight x two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Five 

EQ Section: Three- bands, two sweep, hi 
fixed. 
Metering: Four, VU plus peak LED for bus; 
two VU plus peak LED for auxiliaries. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, ±1 
dB any input to any output. 
Distortion: 0.025`X, nominal level, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 20 mike to program 
-55 dB; 20 line to program -75 dB A 

AGFA 

TAPE TO HEAR 

`''- 
Pb 

CLONE TONE 

To® 
G t 

AMPEX 
,AGFA 
Scotch CIÉ 

TAPE TO SEE 

150 PRODUCT LINES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 
TAPE RECORDERS MIXERS AMPLIFIERS TURNTABLES SIGNAL PROCESSING 

MICS TAPE CASSETTES TEST EQUIPMENT SPEAKERS HEADPHONES INTERCOMS 

TOLL FREE IN ALL 

50 STATES 

1 (800) 356 -5844 
IN WISCONSIN 

1 (800) 362 -5445 

LOCAL (608) 271 -1100 
6729 SEYBOLD RD., MADISON, WI 53719 
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weighted. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel mute; 
PFL and AFL; EQ defeat; line inputs can be 
paralleled on each channel; full balanced 
+4 dBm level in and out; dedicated stereo 
plus mono busses; talkback; light socket. 
Price Range: $3,395 

M -512 
Inputs: Two. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Eight x two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: Eight, VU plus peak LED for bus; 
four are switchable to auxiliary input. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, t1 
dB any input to any output. 
Distortion: 0.025% nominal level, 0.06% 
IMD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 12 mike to bus: -58 
dB; eight line to bus: -80 dB A weighted. 

Selected Standard Features: Fully balanced 
+4/8 XLR on inputs plus busses; stereo 
solo; talkback; mutes for EQ; auxiliary and 
channel in; test tones oscillator; phantom 
power. 
Price Range: $3,495. 

M -520 
Inputs: 20. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: 16 x two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Three -band sweep. 
Metering: 12 VU plus peak LED, eight bus, 
four auxiliary. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 30 kHz, ±1 
dB line to bus out. 
Distortion: 0.025% nominal level, 0.06% 
IMD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 16 line to bus -75 
dB; 20 mike to bus -55 dB A weighted. 
Selected Standard Features: Fully balanced 
+4/8 XLR on inputs plus busses; stereo 
solo; talkback; mutes for EQ; auxiliary and 
channel in; test tones oscillator; phantom 
power. 
Price Range: $5,495. 

TOA ELECTRONICS, INC. 
480 Carlton Street 

S. San Francisco, CA 99080 
Phone: (415) 588 -2538 

MCX-106 
Inputs: Six. 
Bus Outs: Two: main and monitor. 



Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: N /A. 
EQ Section: Nine -band graphic_ 
Metering: Bar graph. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: -3 dB. 30 Hz to 20 
kHz (high two input trim at 0 positionl. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 ° %, +4 dBm at 1 

kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: Self -powered; 
300 watts RMS at 2 ohms; features built -in 
cassette with dbx noise reduction. 
Price Range: $1,199. 

MX -104 
Inputs: Four. 
Bus Outs: Two: main and monitor. 
Monitor Selection: Independent stage 
monitor mix. 
Auxiliary Sends: N /A. 
EQ Section: Two -band graphic. 
Metering: N /A. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +0/-3 dB, 60 Hz to 20 
kHz (input level at 5 position). 
Distortion: Less than 0.05% +4 dBm at 1 

kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: Built -in power 
amp; 150 watts RMS at 4 ohms. 
Price Range: $429. 

MX -106R 
Inputs: Six. 
Bus Outs: Two: main and moni:or. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: N /A. 
EQ Section: Nine -band graphic. 

Metering: Bargraph. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: -3 dB, 30 Hz to 20 
kHz (high 2 input trim at 0 position). 
Distortion: Typically below 0.05%. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: Self- powered, 
300 watts RMS at 2 ohms. 
Price Range: N /A. 

D-4 and D -4E 
Inputs: 10 (with D -4E; D-4 alone: 4 x 2 x 1). 
Bus Outs: N /A. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: Two -band. 
Metering: Bargraph. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: N /A. 
Distortion: N /A. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: N /A. 
Selected Standard Features: First genera- 
tion MIDI -capable. 
Price Range: $400 to $500 

Automation Capability: Optimix auto - 
mation. 
Frequency Response: N /A. 
Distortion: THD better than 0.05°í at 1 kHz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -75 dBu, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Selected Standard Features: 24 group, 
electronically balanced mike and line 
inputs; auto mute RTC; three -band EQ on 
monitor with sweepable mid. 
Price Range: $25,800 

Series 65 
Inputs: 16 to 40. 
Bus Outs: Stereo out. 
Monitor Selection: Eight to 16. 
Auxiliary Sends: Eight. 
EQ Section: Four -band sweepable mid. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Caaability: Automation ready. 
Frequency Response: N /A. 
Distortion: 0.05% at 1 kHz, +20 dBu. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: At 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
-75 dBu. 
Selected Standard Features: Channel and 
auto mute; stereo solo; monitor EQ; phase 
revers; on mike and line inputs. 
Price Range: $6,800 to $14,500 

Series 80 /80B 
Inputs: 32. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: 24. 
Auxiliary Sends: Five. 
EQ Section: Five -band sweep. 
Metering: VU or PPM. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: Line: -0.2 dB, 20 Hz 
to 20 kHz. 

TRIDENT U.S.A., INC. 
e 308 North Stanley Avenue, Y , 

Los Angeles, CA 90036 
Phone: (213) 933 -7555 

Model 75 
Inputs: 28. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: 24. 
Auxiliary Sends: Eight. 
EQ Section: Five -band. 
Metering: VU. 

MX1688 Recording Mixer 
16 x 8 x 2 with control room mixing 

The Carvin MX1688 recording console offers the pro- 
fessional quality features and signal pe-forma ice 
you've grown to expect from Carvin! Use of the 
finest components and professional audio design y4 enable the MX1688 to interface with any pr 3- 
fessional tape deck. For additional info 
on this console and Carvin's complete 
product line send $1 to Carvin, Dept. 
RP62. 1155 industrial Ave.. Escon- 
dido, CA 92025. A simiar 16 yyr 
x 4 x 2 MX1644 mixer is 
available for $1995. 

Recording Features 
Eight Track Studio Control Center 
Input /Output Channel Organization 
Independent 8 Into 2 Monitor Mixer 
Four Auxiliary Busses w/ Pre /Post 
Three Band Parametric EQ w/ Defeat SuitcF 
Mute and Solo on all Irput and Output Chantels 
Two Effects Returns w/ Pan and Solo 
Talkback w/ Built -in Mic and Monitor Dinmiig 
Peak Warning Indicators w /Peak Stretchitg 
Patch Points on all Channels 
Microphone Phantom Power 
Cue and Effects Sends From Output Chaniels 
Alternate Metering of Cue and Two -Track 
Quick Tape Playback Through Mon:tors 
Independent Mic and L.ne Preamps 
Studio Feed w/ Source Selection 
Totally Modular Internal Construction 
Input Noise of -127 dBv. THD less than .)5i 
20 dB headroom at All Stages 
P.A. Feature. 
Eight Sub -Groups w/ Solo and Mute 
Channels Assignable to L & R Stereo Output 
Four Independent Mon tor Mixes Available 
Headphone Monitoring of Main or Monitcr 
11 Step Gain Controls for Easy Set -up 

Product Information 
Toll Free800 -854 -2235 

Calif 800 -542 -6070 For additional ielormation circle #91 
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Distortion: Line: 0.01% at +20 dBv, 40 Hz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Typical -80 dBm at 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Selected Standard Features: EQ on moni- 
tors; solo; auto mute; 80 mike patching; 
aluminum frame construction for expan- 
dable modular construction; "any module 
to any place." 
Price Range: Series 80: $45,800 to $70,000; 
Series 80B: $36,000 to $45,000 

Model TSM 
Inputs: 32. 
Bus Outs: 24. 
Monitor Selection: 24. 
Auxiliary Sends: Six. 
EQ Section: Five -band sweep. 
Metering: VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Line: 0.01% at +20 dBm, 40 Hz. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -75 dBm A weighted. 
Selected Standard Features: Individual 
modular construction; separate EQ on 
each section; fully expandable. 
Price Range: $88,000 to $102,000 

WHEATSTONE BROADCAST 
GROUP 

5 Collins Road 
Bethany, CT 05611 

Phone: (203) 393 -0887 

Model SP -5 
Inputs: Eight to 40. 
Bus Outs: Four buss mono, eight buss 
mono, and four buss stereo. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Four. 
EQ Section: Three band, and three -band 
sweep. 

Metering: Busses, masters, sends, and 
solos. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: Line: t0.5 dB, 20 Hz 
to 20 kHz; mike: t0.5 dB, 30 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Distortion: Line: less than 0.003 %, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz at +18 dBm; mike: less than 0.005 %, 
20 Hz to 20 kHz at +18 dBm. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: Line: -90 dB below 
+4 dBm; mike: EIN -129 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Totally modu- 
lar; selection of dual stereo line; input 
module; mono mike /line input; dual 
mono line- input; stereo and mono groups; 
control module with studio and control 
room controls, communications and 
oscillator. 
Price Range: $8,100 to $31,300. 

YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL, CORP. 
6600 Orangethorpe 

Buena Park, CA 90620 
Phone: (714) 522 -9011 

PM 180 
Inputs: Six. 
Bus Outs: Two. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: N /A. 
EQ Section: Two -band. 
Metering: Two VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +0.5/ -3 dB, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.3% THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -123 dBm, EIN -69 
output. 
Selected Standard Features: Transformer 
balanced XLR inputs; rack mountable; 
headphone jack with volume. 
Price Range: $725 

MC1204/1604/2404 
Inputs: 12 or 16/24, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Six. 
Monitor Selection: Two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Three -band. 
Metering: Six peak VU /10 peak VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1% THD. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: -128 dBm EIN, -95 
residual noise output. 
Selected Standard Features: Modular bal- 
anced; electronically balanced XLR inputs; 
phantom power. 
Price Range: 1204: $2,095; 1604: $2,695; 
2404: $3,795 

RM602/804 
Inputs: Six /eight, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: 602 has one channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: One. 
EQ Section: 602: Two -band; 804: three - 
band. 
Metering: 602: stereo peak level; 804: six 
peak level; peak VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
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Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -122 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Phono inputs; 
live signal /tape switching; 804 includes 
inserts for each channel; XLR and RCA 
inputs. 
Price Range: 602: $395; 804: $1,195 

MC1608/2408 
Inputs: 16/24. 

Bus Outs: Light. 
Monitor Selection: N /A. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: 602: Three -band. 
Metering: Six /10 peak VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.05 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB; -95 dB 
residual noise. 

MI MI 111 IM IN 

Selected Standard Features: Electronically 
balanced XLR inputs; modular construc- 
tion; phantom power. 
Price Range: 1608: $2,895; 2408: $3,995 

MQ Series 
Inputs: Eight, 12, and 16. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: One -channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: 602: Four -band graphic. 
Metering: Two peak -level. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +1/-3 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.5 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -126 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Two sets of 
inputs, built -in power supply. 
Price Range: 802: $1,295; 1202: $1,595; 
1602: $1,895 

RM1608/2408 
Inputs: 16/24. 
Bus Outs: Eight. 
Monitor Selection: Two echo sends. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: 602: Three -band parametric. 
Metering: 12 peak reading. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.1 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: Talkback with 
microphone. 
Price Range: 1608: $6,600; 2408: $9,900. 

EMX150 /200/300 
Inputs: Six, eight, or 12 respectively. 
Bus Outs: Four. 
Monitor Selection: Two -channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: Three. 
EQ Section: 602: Three -band graphic. 
Metering: Two VU /four VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: +1/-3 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.5 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -126 dB. 
Selected Standard Features: 150: 150 watts 
per channel; power amp; built -in analog 
delay. 200/300: 250 watts per channel; 
power amp; built -in delay. 
Price Range: 150: $1,195; 200: $1,595; 300: 
$1,995 

M406/508/512/916 
Inputs: Six /eight /12/16, respectively. 
Bus Outs: Six /four(508 and 512) /eight. 
Monitor Selection: 508 and 512: one chan- 
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nel; 916: two -channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: One; 916 has two echo. 
EQ Section: Three -band; 916 N /A. 
Metering: Two VU; five VU on 916. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequeyncy Response: +1/ -3 dB, 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.5:ßr. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -127 dB, -95 
residual noise. 

Selected Standard Features: Various fea- 
tures include phantom power; XLR con- 
nectors; effects and subgroups. 
Price Range: 406: $995; 508: $1,650; 512: 
$2,300; 916: $5,700 

M1516A/1524/1532 
Inputs: Six, 24, or 32, respectively. 
Bus Outs: 12. 
Monitor Selection: Two. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two. 
EQ Section: Four -band, selectable fre- 
quency range. 

Metering: Eight /10/24 VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: -3 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.5 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB, -95 
residual noise. 
Selected Standard Features: Modluar con- 
struction; pre and post switching on sends; 
four effects /returns; mixing matrix. 
Price Range: 1516A: $11,000; 1524: 16,500; 
1532: 19,800 

PM 2000 
Inputs: 24 or 32. 
Bus Outs: 16. 
Monitor Selection: Four channel. 
Auxiliary Sends: Two echo. 
EQ Section: Four -band, selectable fre- 
quency range. 
Metering: 12 VU. 
Automation Capability: N /A. 
Frequency Response: -3 dB, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. 
Distortion: Less than 0.5 %. 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: EIN -128 dB, at +19 
output. 
Selected Standard Features: Modluar con- 
struction; 14 x eight mixing matrix; remote 
power supply; transformer isolated XLR 
inputs. 
Price Range: 2000 -24: $29,500; 2000 -32: 
$34,500 

Get the Iron Out! 
SCHOEPS gets the transformer out of the microphone. 

- Contact - 
AUS 'Clarion Entmpr'ses Pty Ltd P O Box 319. South Melbourne. Victoria. 3205 Tel 1031 61 3801 

A Studer Revox Wien Ges m b H . Ludwiggasse 4 1180 Wien. Tel 10222, 47 3309 

B Heynen B V Bednlfsstraat 2. 3500 Hassell 2. Tel 01 1 -21 0006 

BR Centelec Egwpamentos e Sistemas E'etrdmcos Ltda 22440 Rio de Janeiro- R J . Tel 10211 287 -6198 

CDN Studer Revox Canada Ltd 14 Bemoan Once. Toronto. Ontano M4H 1E9. el 416- 423 -2831 

SF Lounamaa Electronics Oy. Uimannpolku 27 A. 00330 Helsinki 33. Tel 90- 488566 

F Societe d Exploitation du Groupe ELNO. 18 -20. rue du Val Notre -Dame 95100 Argenteuil. Tel 932 29.73 

HK Audio Consultants Co . Ltd 58 Pak Tai Street. Tokwawan. Kowloon, Hong Kong B C C Tel. 3 -' 125251 
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GB Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd . Unit 2 Comtech. William road. London NW 1. Tel 01- 3871262 

USA Posthorn Recordings 142 West - 26th Street, 10th Floor, New York City. N Y 10001, Tel 12121 242 -3737 

Schalltechnik Dr. -Ing. Schoeps GmbH, 
Postbox 410970 D -7500 Karlsruhe, Telex 7826902, Tel. (0721) 42016/42011 
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IN -USE OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

The Yamaha REV -1 Digital 
Reverb comprises two sections: 
the rack -mount mono -in /stereo- 

out processor and the RCR -1 remote 
control unit. Front panel adjustments 
on the processor comprise input -level 
controls; headphone monitor jack and 
level adjust of a 16 -LED input level 
display; RT60 and Early Reflection 
time displays; memory -select display 
and keyboard; and various Function 
and Memory select buttons. On the 
rear panel are the XLR input and out- 
put jacks; remote -control and RS232C 
computer interface (plus a REM - 
Comp select switch); a BNC connector 
for external word -clock input (plus 
INT /EXT selection); and a third 
switch that selects between analog 
and optional 16 -bit digital input. 
Although basic functions can be con- 
trolled from the processor's front 
panel, there is little doubt that the 
RCR -1 remote opens up a whole new 
world of capabilities. 

At first glance, the remote control - 
layout looks quite complex, with 
about 90 controls and displays. After 
a little study, however, the unit 
reveals itself to be laid out simply, 
consisting of four basic sections that 
control the reverberation quality, 
early reflection, reverb delays, and 
memory functions. 

While the main processor contains 
90 memories - 30 in ROM and 60 in 
RAM - nine more are stored in the 
remote's own internal RAM -a use- 
ful feature that allows favorite setups 
to be carried from studio to studio. The 
first 30 permanent memories are 
labelled as Large Hall, Vocal Plate, 
Percussion Plate, and so on. In addi- 
tion, the ROM presets include special 
effects such as Stereo Echo, Stereo 
Flange, Tremelo, Chorusing, and 
Constant -density plates. All of these 
presets can be moved over into the 
unit's RAM memory, modified, and 
then stored. 

With the exception of the keypad, 
which is used for entering data, liter- 
ally every button and knob on the 
remote is provided with some sort of 
self -illuminated indicator. Controls 
are provided for adjusting delay time, 
levels, and low, mid -high and high - 
frequency RT60, as well as center fre- 
quencies for the low- and mid -high 
reverb times. 

Early Reflections are controlled via 
an on /off switch and an individual 
level control, which allows the user to 
adjust the proportion between early 
reflections and reverb. Also provided 
is a "Liveness" control (Dead to Live 
in eight steps); an Early- Reflection 

YAMAHA REV -1 
DIGITAL REVERS 

xetnwea by Bobby Nathan 

Number control (eight different echo - 
time patterns); and a Room -Size con- 
trol (small to large in eight steps). 
These functions basically deal with 
the amount, length of time and loud- 
ness of early reflections - up to 40 - 
all totally independent from the reverb 
pattern. A separate control sets the 
amount of time required for the rever- 
beration to begin - in effect, an 
initial delay before you actually hear 
reverberation - and variable from 
zero to 600 milliseconds. It's even pos- 
sible to set up some early reflection, 
followed by a moment of silence, and 
then have reverberation pattern take 
over. 

Also featured on the remote is a 
level indicator for input (direct) and 
output levels, four switched high -pass 
(50, 100, 200, and 400 Hz) and low - 
pass (4, 6, 8, and 10 kHz) filters, and a 
backlit Liquid Crystal Display win- 
dow. The LCD provides graphic dis- 
plays of reverberation time, filter and 
crossover points, early reflection lev- 
els, room adjustment size, reverbera- 
tion mode, time ratio, reverb wave- 
form, and a list of the 30 ROM presets. 

Operator Convenience 
After about five minutes of working 

with this unit, I found it incredibly 
hard to get lost since the LCD pro- 
vides you some visual feedback of the 
parameters being adjusted. Chang- 
ing the various parameters is basi- 
cally a snap; there's even a function 
on the early reflection and reverbera- 
tion mode called "Auto" that provides 
an average of what the unit's compu- 
ter "thinks" the relationships between 
parameters should be as you adjust 
perhaps one of them. 

The software program is straight- 
forward -a regular keypad with the 
ability to change numbers up or 
down, and enter them into displays. 
Storing a new sound is also simple: 
just modify a preset; call up an unused 
memory; press Store; and it's stored. 
Recalling it is just as simple: input the 
memory location; press Recall; and 
it's there. 

The Display section to the left of the 
remote's panel provides control over 
the selection of one of eight different 
display modes: 

Waveform (W /F) - which allows 
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It's like holding 
an isolation booth in your hand! 

Compared to older microphone designs, 
the ATM63 is far better at rejecting sounds 
from the sides and rear. Even with a stage 
full of monitors and amplifier stacks. And 
as you get farther from unwanted sound, 
the ATM63 advantage sharply increases 
when compared to the others. 

Only the vocal comes through loud and 
clear, making both monitor and house 
mixes cleaner and far more controllahl. 
With the punch and clarity that is 
the very definition of a great 
vocal microphone. 

But the ATM63 works 

for more than vocals. Around a drum kit, 
for instance, the ATM63 provides out- 
standing bleed- through rejection to 
greatly reduce troublesome phase can - 
cellation. Both musicians and engineers 
have more freedom...and more control. 

If your "old reliable" microphones have 
reached their limit, reach fir the new 
ATM63 from Audio-Technica. It's a far 
better sound value... for just a little mote. 

Learn all the facts frcm your 
nearby Audio Tec mica 

sound specialist today. 

audio technica 
Audio -6.chnica U.S., Inc. 

1221 Commerce Dr., Sow, OH 44224 
(216) 686 -360 

For add tloial In ormatlon circle #93 



YAMAHA REV -1 
you, through a graphic representa- 
tion, to analyze the relationship 
between the direct sound, the early 
reflection, and the subsequent rever- 
beration decay pattern; 

Filter and Crossover (F /C) - the 
high and lowpass filter frequencies 
and crossover points; 

Reverb Time (R /T) - a display of 
the reverb times for the four bands of 
frequencies (low, mid -low, mid -high, 
and high); 

Reverb Time Ratio (Ratio) -a sim- 
plified display showing reverberation 
time characteristics of the four fre- 
quencies bands; 

Early Reflection Mode (E /R) - this 
display enables you to view the com- 
position of early reflections, room -size 
change and the E/R mode under 
selection. 

There are three controls included in 
the Early Reflection affecting what is 

observed on this display: room size 
control (I /R to 8), the E/R Number con- 
trol (1 to 40), and Liveness control (1 to 
8). 

Reverb Mode (REV) - depress this 
key and the LCD provides a graphic 
representation of the reverb sound 
density; 

Preset Title (P /S) - depress this key 
and the memory numbers and titles of 
the corresponding data assigned to 
presets #1 through #4 is displayed; 
depress it again and it shows the titles 
for presets #5 through #8; 

Memory Title (M) - when pressed, 
this key shows all the presets Yamaha 
has supplied. 

In addition, a pair of 16- segment 
LED meters are provided for input 
and output level monitoring, plus 
HPF and LPF frequency select switch, 
and an R/T display showing the 
primary reverberation time ranging 
from 0.1 to 99.9 seconds in increments 
of 0.1 seconds for the mid -low fre- 
quency RT60 centered at 1 kHz. The 

USER COMMENTS: 
Hands -On Experience with the REV -1 

Engineer Frank Heller: Of the 30 factory -provided presets, the first 18 are various 
forms of reverb settings, and have titles such as Large Hall, Percussions, etc. The last 12 
are effects presets, and include Phasing, FLanging, Echo, Chorus, Tremelo, and Constant - 
Density Plates. Unlike the reverb and echo settings, for which you can modify most 
parameters, these little gems are a "take -it or leave -it" situation. 

Calling up an effect like "Chorus A" provides you with a very pleasant sounding chorus, 
but not the ability to modify the modulation amount, frequency or feedback, as found on 
most stand -alone chorus units. The same is true for the other special effects, with the 
exception of the Echo and Constant -Density plates. 

Upon first encountering this quirk, I figured that Yamaha felt that if you bought the 
REV -1, you were buying it for the reverberation facilities and, since as most studios usually 
have those other kinds of effects boxes, the special effects were just an added bonus. But, 
upon practical application of the unit, I found the lack of these control parameters 
disappointing. 

In most cases, this unit will wind up hard -wired into a çonsole's effect send -return chain, 
and thus become an instant "turn -it- on/hear -it" device. (Being able to quickly pull up an 
effect for a producer can work wonders in pressured situations! The ability to refine this 
form of instant gratification to everybody's satisfaction is always a plus in my book.) 

I hope that Yamaha will provide a software update to correct what I consider a shortcom- 
ing in an already excellent digital reverb unit. 

Chris Lord -Alge: In mixing and recording applications, I've found that the realism of 
ambience created is only natural with a few of the REV -l's presets, and that it takes a little 
work by editing and saving your own version of the initial presets parameters. In a quality 
comparison, the unit's top -end response is still a little "shifty" and electronic sounding 
(unnatural) but, by picking the resolution of the E/R Mode (1 to 8), natural ambience can be 
obtained. For example: with a lead vocal, solo the vocal track and start changing the E/R 
Mode and level, and then listen to it with the rest of the track in. You will find that there is a 
lot more control over the tone and delay than you're used to with other units. 

It appears Yamaha realized that, since reverb is so complicated to begin with, when 
recreating it digitally, having a lot of edit parameters becomes the only way to create natural 
rooms and chambers. 

The REV -1 is a standard piece of outboard gear in my mix room, especially for vocals and 
percussion. 

Engineer Michael Finlayson: I think the Yamaha REV -1 is a great sounding unit. From 
long, smoothly decaying halls with a very natural sound, to a wide variety of effects - 
including Reverb Decay mode - this unit can sound as real or as unreal as you'd like. 

ODD 

Direct Sound Level control is located 
at the bottom of this panel and con- 
trols the amount of direct signal 
mixed with early reflected and subse- 
quent reverberation. 

After you've modified a sound's 
early reflections, you can now move to 
the Reverberation section of the 
remote control, which is responsible 
for setting actual reverb time and 
quality after the first initial reflec- 
tions. Located at the top of this sec- 
tion are the Reverb Mode settings 
(REV. MODE) - eight keys that are 
responsible for setting the diffusion 
characteristics of the reverb, and are 
labelled internally: 

1) Super High Density (SDH); 
2) High Density/ High Initial Diffu- 

sion (HD /LID); 
3) High Density/ Low Intial Diffu- 

sion (HD /LID); 
4) Medium Density (MD); 
5) Medium Low Density (MLD); 
6) Low Density (LD); 
7) Super Low Density (SLD); and 
8) Equally Spaced Diffusion (ESD). 
Again pressing the "Edit" button at 

the right will enable you to make your 
chosen selection. 

Below these eight mode keys are 
three knobs with respective LED 
indicators above them labelled High, 
Mid -high, and Low that allow you to 
adjust through the different reverb 
times. For the High RT60, there is a 
range of 11 settings from -5 to +5 
times the Low -Mid (1 kHz) reverb 
time; for the Mid -High RT60 the range 
is from 0.2 to 1.2 seconds times the 
Low -Mid reverb time, in 0.1- second 
steps; for the Low RT60 the range is 
from 0.4 to 2.4 seconds times the Low - 
Mid reverb time, in increments of 0.2 
seconds. 

To the left of the RT60 selection 
knobs are two sets of three keys. The 
first set, labelled 4K, 2K, and 1K, 
selects the crossover point between 
the Mid -High and Low -Mid RT60 
ranges; the other set chooses a cross- 
over point of 500, 250, or 125 Hz 
between the Low -Mid and Low RT60 
ranges. 

Next down this panel is a three - 
digit LED labelled REV DELAY 2 
(D2), which displays the time differ- 
ence between the initial direct sound, 
and the reverberation to follow. Delay 
time can be set in 1- millisecond steps 
from zero to 0.6 seconds. 

Two Auto keys - REV. DELAY 
and REV. LEVEL - set the respec- 
tive parameters to standard preset 
values. A Reverberation On key allows 
this part of the reverb chain to be 
turned on and off while the Reverb 
Level Indicator and Reverberation 
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Commitment runs 
deep at QSC. 
We're dedicated to 
continually improving 
our products and our 
company. For us, 
building a better 
product and backing 
it up with top -notch 
customer support is 
the key to success. It's 
as simple as that. The 
QSC linear ou put 
circuit is one outcome 
of our commitment to design excellence. Its three -stage 
signal path optimizes the sonic advantages of traditional 
push -pull amplifier circuits. By combining a multiple 
:eve: DC power supply with conventional power 
transformers and rectifiers, we've improved on previous 
efforts at increasing heat efficiency- anticipating the 
benefits of "Class D" and "smart power supply" 
amplifiers, without relying on unproven technology. 
This has enabled us to build a power amp that is more 

CONVENTIONEll. AMPI.tFIER 

OUTPUT SIGNAI. 
W 4 \.//\./V\ 

"We're Committed 
To Building A 
Quality Product 
That Really 
Works..:" 

"We're Committed 
To Being 
Number One." 
Patrick Quitter 
Vice President /Engineering. 
QSC Audio. 

Barry Andrews 
President. 
QSC Audio. 

compact and reliable, and which delivers unmatched 
audio performance. The diligent research that went 
into our Series Three paid extra dividends in the 
development of our economical Series One amplifiers. 
Both series feature our patented Output Averaging 
short circuit protection, dual isolated power supplies, 
calibrated gain controls, premium components 
throughout, and complete rear panel connection facilities 
that include balanced XLR and 1/4" jacks, octal sockets 
for active and passive input modules and a full selection 
of output connectors. Our 
dedication to design excellence 
goes hand -in -hand with our 
commitment to providing full- 
service support on all our products. 
When you put it all together, QSC 
amplifiers reflect the commitment 
to leadership, service and design 
innovation that has guided us since 
we were established in 1968. For more information 
contact: QSC Audio Products, 1926 Placentia Avenue, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627, 
(714) 645-2540. 

INPUT MODULE 

SEE NNW MINES 
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YAMAHA REV -1 

Level control enable the amount of 
subsequent reverb created to be 
blended with the reflections and 
direct signal of the input sound 
source. 

The remote's Master section pro- 
vides selection of different presets 
available from the ROM and RAM 
data, and allows the storage and 
recall of any favorite settings. At the 
top of this panel, the Preset keys, 
numbered #1 through #8 for the ROM 
data, allow basic sounds to be changed 
to whatever you desire. In addition, 
the keys can be read instantly "at the 
push of a button," and can be particu- 
larly handy, for example when 
changing from plate reverb setting to 
a chorus or a flange on a vocal mix. 

Below the presets are the Panel 
keys labelled P, EDIT, and AUTO. 
Like most other keys, they have LEDs 
mounted in the middle to show the 
current mode of operation. The P key 
is used to set parameters without util- 
izing any preset or memory data, 
while the AUTO key turns all other 
Auto keys on or off. 

Located below these keys is the 
Memory Display, a two -digit LED 
that shows the selected memory 
numbers for 1 to 99. An M key 
(Memory) is used with the STR key to 
store new information, and with RCL 
key to recall specific data from 
memory, and is additionally used to 
change, store, or recall any memory 
number in conjunction with the 10- 
key numeric pad located below it. 

Beneath the memory keys are four 
RT60 and delay -time function keys. 
Press the edit key followed by the R/T 
key (Reverb Time) - the reverbera- 
tion time can now be adjusted. The D1 
and D2 (Delay 1 and 2) keys work the 
same way except, that changes in the 
early- reflection and pre -reverb delay 
times will occur; values can be 
observed in the respective display 
windows. Clear, Up and Down Keys, 
and the Enter Key aid in changing 
parameters. 

At the bottom of this section, the 
Master On /Off key, Master Level 
Indicator, and Master Level Control 
adjusts the overall level of the balan- 
ces created with the Direct Signal 
(first section), the Early Reflection 
(second section), and the Reverbera- 
tion (third section) outputs. 

Session Applications 
The unit comes standard with spe- 

cial presets that sound good, includ- 
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- CLOSE -UP DETAIL OF RCR -1 REMOTE CONTROLLER - 
ing kick, snare, and handclaps. Other 
unique special effects include flang- 
ing, which is rather like tape flang- 
ing, except that it cannot be modified 
because the preset values are stored 
on ROM. A total of 69 user memories 
are provided, and can be utilized to 
save updates made from these basic 
sounds. For instance, you can take a 
plate platform, change the sound, add 
a pre -delay, and /or work on the reflec- 
tions, and then store it with its own 
numerical identity into the unit's 
memory to be recalled at any time. 
These memories are non -volatile, and 
retained if the unit is powered down. 

The LCD window shows what your 
E/R and RT60 waveform look like 
and how long the Low, Mid -Low, Mid - 
High and High are relative to the 1 

kHz reverb time. By being able to view 
where the drop -off points are, and 
what the relative level is, this func- 
tion becomes very effective when you 
want to tailor the reverb pattern to an 
individual sound. The reverb density 
is about 20,000 reflections per second, 
which means that there is a pretty 
clean drop off for the top end of a 
plate, for example, and then more of a 
"spring reverb" type sound when you 
get into the lower density, which has a 
lot of room between the reflections. 
You can also display the early reflec- 
tions themselves, and move them 
around in many ways to create a per- 
sonal reflection mode. 

In general, the layout of the REV -1 

is definitely representative of the new 
trends in equipment: older -generation 
reverb units are usually too big and 
too bulky, and their remotes tend to be 
very confusing. The RCR -1 remote is 
laid out very clearly, and is worth the 
extra space because of its enhanced 
capabilities within studio situations. 
Plenty of memory is provided for user 
presets, which enables the studio with 
a number of engineers to store their 
individual sounds. (Yamaha might 
have provided a way to download user 
presets to tape, although the R232C 
interface and an external PC could be 
used for this.) 

In terms of sound, the REV -1 will 
compete with anything that's out 
there on the market and, for the price, 
it's definitely worth adding to your 
collection of reverbs. Also, because it 
is capable of producing special effects 
such as delay, chorus, and flanging, I 
feel it is more usable and user 
oriented. Once you achieve your 
desired sound and update it, saving 
the data in memory is easy. 

The modes I find myself checking 
most often include "Reverb Wave- 
form," which tells you almost every- 
thing on a level /time basis; "Reverb 
Time Ratio," and "Early Reflection 
Mode," which even includes a graphic 
"house" that shrinks and swells to 
indicate room size. These images can 
be very important for comparing 
sounds, and for experimentation 
purposes. 



The unit's I.('I) window makes it 
much easier to make a quick mental 
note of your settings. So far, I've only 
referred to the LCD located at the top 
of the unit. Most of the information 
provided there is also displayed with 
LEDs - crossover points, rolloffs, etc. - or digitally - decay and delay 
times. These displays are helpful in 
monitoring the status of one group of 
parameters while displaying another 
on the LCD. (Some are just simpler to 
read numerically - decay time, for 
instance.) The bottom line is that you 
always have much more information 
available without paging through 
uneeded material, or having to lose 
one read -out to view the another. 

Although it results in a larger 
remote, I do like being able to work on 
several parameters simultaneously. 
It may seem old fashioned - like 
working on an analog synth instead 
of a DX7, for example - but I find it 
much faster than calling up a 
parameter, adjusting it, calling up 
another, adjusting it, and then going 
back to the original parameter. 

The REV -1 is very versatile; it can 
be used to achieve effects that would 
require two lesser units, and possibly 
two delay lines. With the "on -board 
mixer," it's possible to work on the 
room sound, number of reflections, 
room size, pre -delay, etc. Once the mix 
is accomplished, I suggest muting the 
direct portion, fine tune the reverb 
part of the program, including its own 
independent pre -delay, and then blend 
it with the direct signal. Quick and 
easy gated room sound with eighth - 
note slap reverb or vocal doubling and 
reverb in one unit... what more could 
you want? 

What 
¡s'what 

yóu S 
For a catalog and a lest of over 60 

dealers in the USA and Canada, contact 

J G. (Jay) McKnight at: 

Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc. 

229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4 

Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 965.8187 

SUMMARY OF YAMAHA REV -1 

DIGITAL REVERBERATOR SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 18 kHz, ±1 dB. 
Dynamic Range: Reverberation Mode 85 dB; Delay Mode 90 dB. 
Input: Impedance is greater than or equal to 10 kohms; connector is balanced XLR -3 -31 

(x2); +4 dBu nominal (input level control provides 6 dB gain thru infinite attenuation). 
Outputs: Impedance is for 600 ohms or higher Z loads; connector is balanced XLR -3 -32 

(x2); Level is +4 dB nominal. 
Headroom: 14 dB above nominal level. 
Monitor Output: Stereo headphone jack, 18 mW maximum into 8 ohms. 
Harmonic Distortion: Less than or equal to 0.3% at 1 kHz, maximum level. 

A/D and D/A Converters: 16 bit. 
Sampling Frequency: Approximately 44.1 kHz, externally controllable. 
Digital I /O: 16 -bit serial format optional. 

FRONT PANEL 
Input Level Control: From 6 dB gain to infinite attenuation; recessed control. 
Input Level Meter: 16 point LED display, 0 dB to +6 dB. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
Input Filters: LPF 6 dB /octave at 4, 6, 8, or 10 kHz; HPF 6 dB /octave 50,100, 200, 400 Hz 

with in/out switches on both filters. 
Early Reflections: Mode has eight basic echo time patterns; Room has "small" to "large" 
in eight steps; Liueness has "Dead" to "Live" in eight steps; Initial Delay (DI) 0 to 255 

milliseconds; and Mixing Level 0 dB maximum to infinite attenuation. 
Reverberation: Mode has eight different types; Reverberation Time of 0.1 to 99.9 seconds 
Low -Mid band at 1 kHz; Frequency Balance is adjustable in 11 steps reference to 1 kHz 
R/T - Low =1 kHz R/T x 0.4 to 2.4; Low -Mid = (the set R/T at 1 kHz); High -Mid =1 kHz 
R/T x 0.2 to 1.2; High =11 steps -5 to +5; Crossover Frequency: Low -Mid =125, 250, or 500 

Hz and Mid -High =1, 2, or 4 kHz; Delay from Input (D2) is 0 to 600 milliseconds; and Direct 

Signal is 0 dB maximum to infinite attenuation. 
Direct Signal: Input signal ( "direct ") mixing level from 0 dB maximum to infinite attenua- 
tion, plus on /off switch. 
Master Level: Output level from 0 dB maximum to infinite attenuation, plus on /oft switch. 

Memory: 30 memories are pre -programmed; 60 user programmable memories in main 

unit, with nine additional memories in the remote unit. 
Graphic Display: High- resolution, backlit LCD dot matrix. 
Dimensions: Processor is 51/2 inches x 19 inches x 15 inches; Remote unit is 1% inches x 71/4 

inches x 111/4 inches (H x W x D). 
Price: $11,900 for both remote and processor; additional remotes are $2,100 retail. 

Yamaha Corporation, 6600 Orangethorpe, Buena Park, CA 90620. 
(714) 522 -9011 

The MRL Calibration Graph is your proof of 
the quality control that goes into every MRL 
Reproducer Calibration Tape. We guarantee 
each one to exceed the performance 
requirements of IEC, NAB, AES, and EIA 
Standards. 

MRL Calibration Tapes are designed and 

supported by experts in magnetic recording 
and audio standardization ... we helped write 
the standards. Each tape comes with 
detailed instructions and application notes. 

The MRL catalog includes tapes for all studio 
applications. In addition to the usual spot 
frequency tapes, we make single -tone tapes, 
rapid -swept frequency tapes, wideband on 

1 /3rd octave -band pink random noise tapes 
and difference -method azimuth -setup tapes. 
Most are available from stock. 
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Exclusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp, o 

New York, NY -1 
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REAL PROS 
KNOW 

QUALITY 
Thanks for Setting 

the Trend 
PAUL ANKA SHOW 
GLENN CAMPBELL 
FLEETWOOD MAC 
JEAN -LUC PONTY 

JEFF PORCARO 

REO SPEEDWAGON 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 

Model OB IA 
Active Direct Box 

Model CB -4 

Headphone :tie Boa 

System 

Follow the Leaders 
to Success 

with 
SIMON SYSTEMS 

S14201 Foothill #2g. 
Sylmar. CA 91342 
(818) 362 -4000 

-dealers - 

Eastern U.S.: Martin Audio /Video. 
New York City: 21st Century Sound. 
Pinnellas Park. FL. 
Central U.S.: Hy James. Famirgton 
Hills. MI; Valley Audio. Nashvi'le, 
TN: Milam Audio. Pekin, IL: L.D. 
Systems. Houston. TX 
Western U.S.: AIC Systems, PleEsant 
Hills, CA: Everything Audic. Encino. 
CA; Audio Engineering Assoc.. Fasa- 
dena, CA: Shepard Pro Audio. Bur- 
bank, CA: New World Audio. San 
Diego, CA: Seawind Sound. Brea, CA: 
Audio Industries. Hollywood. CA 
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IN -USE OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

MARSHALL 
ELECTRONIC 
AR -300 TAPE 
ELIMINATOR 

Reviewed by Bob Hodas 
very once in a while when writ- 
ing reviews such as these, you 
come across an undiscovered 

gem in the vast array of available 
outboard gear. Such as the case with 
the AR -300 Tape Eliminator from 
Marshall Electronic. I had a hard 
time believing that this unit has been 
available since January 1982; as far 
as I can tell, it has never been adver- 
tised, yet has sold on a word -of -mouth 
basis directly from the manufacturer 
or through a dealer. 

The AR -300 was designed to fulfill 
one purpose only: to duplicate the 
sound of true tape echo. It can elimi- 
nate the need for a dedicated tape 
machine, along with overcoming 
many of the limitations associated 
with tape and tape transports. Typi- 
cally, the dynamic range of an aver- 
age studio tape machine is 60 to 70 dB, 
while the AR -300 has better than 105 
dB, along with much higher head- 
room than tape - typically better 
than 25 dB. Tape machines normally 
exhibit,a radical high- frequency EQ 
shift in varispeed mode, but the AR- 
300 limits this shift to ±2 dB. 

There is also a big advantage in the 
speed selection. While most tape ma- 
chines provide only two speeds, and 
the VSO range of usually no more 
than ±25 %, the AR -300 offers three 
speed selections plus a VSO range 
that overlaps into the next speed. 
When operating in the VSO mode, 
tape- machine motors have a heavier 
duty cycle, parts and heads wear out 
more quickly, and maintenance is 
generally high. As an analog effect, 
the Tape Eliminator is virtually main- 
tenance free, easily portable (one rack 
space), and has no heads to clean, or 
tape to rewind every half hour! 

The unit may be run in the balanced 
or unbalanced configuration, and 
connections (including power) are 
made via an edge connector at the 
back. In a studio environment this 
connector made a good tight fit, but if 
the unit was rack mounted for use on 

the road, it would be best to check the 
connection between shows. 

Believe it or not, when I received 
this unit for review, I was told that it 
was set up to "simulate" Ampex 456 
Grand Master on a Studer tape ma- 
chine set at 0 VU = 420 nWb /m flux 
level. Marshall claims to have built 
into each unit the NAB EQ curve; 
high- frequency EQ trim for each tape 
speed; over -bias capability; and tape - 
overload characteristics - yet with- 
out the hard clipping found in digital 
delays. The unit may be ordered to 
simulate different tapes or tape 
machines, depending on your favor- 
ite; "simulated" curves are available 
for Studer, 3M, and MCI tape 
machines, and Ampex 456, Scotch 
250, and Agfa PEM -468 tape. 

Operational Features 
Now that you know what the Tape 

Eliminator can do for you, let's look at 
its operation. The front panel consists 
of three rotary knobs. On the far left is 
the input -level control, with the 12 
o'clock position representing unity 
gain. Just to its right are three LEDs 
that display available headroom: once 
you hit the red zero -dB indicator, the 
unit does not go into clipping. Instead, 
it exhibits the characteristics of tape 
compression, and can be utilized in 
that way as a special effect. The cen- 
ter control is a three -position pot indi- 
cating the speed ranges correspond- 
ing to 7.5, 15, and 30 ips with LED 
indicators. The third knob is a VSO 
control, the 12 o'clock position being 
the center of the speed range, while 
the settings between 40 and 70 cover 
most popular inter -head delay times. 
VSO ranges for each tape speed are as 
follows: 30 ips: 20 to 75 mS; 15 ips: 40 
to 150 mS; and 7.5 ips: 80 to 300 mS. 
With this kind of overlap you can 
achieve tape -delay ranges that were 
previously unobtainable with tape 
machines. The clocking of the unit is 
so precise that if you select a delay 

... continued overleaf- 
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setting at 15 ips, and then decide to 
make it half as long, you can split the 
time exactly by switching to the 30 ips 
ranges. Or you can double it by 
switching to 7.5 ips. (Try that with 
your tape machine, and I'll bet the 
VSO drifts!) 

Session Evaluation 
Of course, the ears are the final, true 

test in equipment evaluation. The per- 
fect opportunity to use the Tape Elim- 
inator came during the recording of 
the Dinosaurs, a group consisting of 
members of several famous bands 
from the Sixties. These guys didn't 
want to know about digital, and 
stated specifically: "There is nothing 
like tape echo." The AR -300 was used 
to create Elvis -style slaps for lead 

SUMMARY OF MARSHALL AR -300 
TAPE ELIMINATOR SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Response: 15 kHz. 
Dynamic Range: 95 dB. 
Headroom: +22 dB over "zero." 
Delay Ranges: Three tape speeds, each with overlapping VSO (5:1 with dynamic EQ 
compensation); Range A: 20 to 75 milliseconds (30 ips); Range B: 40 to 150 milliseconds; (15 
ips); Range C: 80 to 300 milliseconds (7% ips). 
Wow and Flutter: "Unmeasurable." 
Speed Accuracy: 0.001% between speeds. 
System Interface: Fully balanced input and output. 
Dimensions: 1 U (1% inches) of 19 -inch rack space, plus outboard power supply. 
Each tape speed has the proper record -playback curves incorporating independent HF 
equalization trimmers to produce tape- recorder curves encompassing the slight LF head 
bump, to the typical 15 kHz bump that is often "tweeked in." 
The machine may be over or under biased by as much as 10 dB, and tape compression 
artifacts may be weighted towards odd or even harmonics. 
Tape compression (or "squeeze ") is accomplished by the design of the delay elements 
themselves, which behave as ferrite crystals and not by compression, limiting or other 
artificial means. 
Price: Suggested retail price: $1,295 
Manufacturer: Marshall Electronic, PO Box 438, Brooklandville, MD 21022. (301) 
484 -2220. 
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vocals, to provide simple doubling, 
and to broaden background vocals by 
creating panned delay images. All 
these effects were handled well, and 
everyone involved on the project 
loved the warmth of the signal. 
Desired effects were obtained very 
quickly and, yes, this box sure does 
sound like tape, only without that 
ever -present tape hiss. 

As this reviewer is prone to do, 
another opinion was solicited on the 
sonic qualities of the AR -300 from 
Terry Delsing, chief engineer at Stu- 
dio D, in Sausalito, CA. Delsing was 
impressed with the "warmth and 
quality of the sound" and believed it 
to "sound very much like tape." He 
also liked the speed with which he 
was able to dial in the desired effect. 
As chief of maintenance at Sausalito 
Record Plant, Delsing was in charge 
of tweaking the tape machines for 
engineer Tom Flye. "Tom is a tape - 
echo freak," the engineer recalls. "Be- 
cause the VSO always screws up the 
machine's pre- emphasis curve, I was 
constantly tuning it up with pink 
noise; it was a real pain. The Tape 
Eliminator eliminates that problem 
completely." 

According to its manufacturer, the 
unit was designed over a period of 
several years, and is the product of 
interactive development and coopera- 
tion with A &R Studios in New York - 
hence the name AR -300. The years of 
development certainly paid off, since 
the Tape Eliminator is a fine sound- 
ing piece of gear, and lives up to Mar- 
shall's claims. Use it anywhere you 
would normally use tape echo for 
vocal slap, doubling, or as a pre -delay 
to plates and chambers. You may 
even find it interesting for smoothing 
out the sound of your digital reverbs, 
by running the reverb outputs through 
the AR -300 before returning them to 
the board. I also hear that some engi- 
neers have been using the unit to 
"warm up" the sound of digital record- 
ings. It should be re- stated, however, 
that this is an analog effect; the manu- 
facturer's goal of simulating the 
sound of conventional tape could not 
be achieved with digital technology in 
its present state. 

Operation of the AR -300 takes vir- 
tually no time to learn. The owner's 
manual is simple, straight forward, 
and only three pages long, with one 
page dedicated to design concept and 
a history of its development. For less 
than the price of a low -end tape - 
machine that is usually dedicated to 
the tape echo chore, you could buy a 
very high -end product that will pro- 
vide higher quality sound and more 
flexibility. If you like tape echo, I 
would not hesitate in recommending 
that you listen to the AR -300 Tape 
Eliminator. 
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Save $15 on 
Shure's SM57 

Mic, $20 on the 
SM58 during 
Shure's 60th 
Anniversary 
Rebate Sale. 

Just fill out the 
coupon and 
send it to us 

with proof of 
purchase. (See 
details below) 

Don't Delay - 
Rebate ends July 19! I 

Earn up to a $20 rebate during the Shure 60th Anniversary Rebate Sale! 

To receive your rebate or, 
selected Shure micro- 
phones, send: (11A copy of 
your dated sales receipt 
(non -returnable). (2) The 
model number label from 
the end of the outer carton, 
and (3 this completed 
coupon to: Shure Micro- 
phone Rebate Offer. 
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\ew Proc ucts 
NEOTEK ELITE CONSOLE 

WITH DUAL -CHANNEL INPUT 
CONFIGURATION 

Elite consoles are described as being uni- 
que among "in -line monitoring" multitrack 
consoles since the main signal path - called 
the fader channel - and the secondary path - called the monitor channel - have com- 
pletely separate inputs, input selections and 
output assignments. Primary functions 
including highpass filter, patch point, auxil- 
iary sends, and parametric equalizer can be 
independently assigned to either path. The 
main signal path can be split or Y -ed at five 
different points so that the main fader and 
monitor fader can simultaneously control dif- 
ferent mixes on stereo or multitrack busses. 

The many combinations of signal flow 
which these designs offer configure the Elite 
to dozens of applications that were once 
impossible, or required elaborate patching 
and extra channels. Careful layout and label- 
ing is said to make this flexibility easy for the 
operator to exploit through front -panel func- 
tions. Also featured is an elaborate system for 
control of channel mutes, unique master sec- 
tion features, and provisions for many cus- 
tom configurations. 

As with all other Neotek consoles, the Elite 
is built to individual order. It is available in 
frame formats with up to 56 input positions, 
and it offers hybrid- circuit topologies designed 
to reduce noise and distortion to their theo- 
retical minimums. Consoles are available 
with any popular automation interface and 
automation can easily be retrofitted in the 
field. 

NEOTEK CORPORATION 
For additional Information circle #100 

NEW SERIES OF LAVALIER 
MICROPHONES FROM SONY 

The new lavalier series comprises three 
models, EMC -77, EMC -66 and EMC -55, each 
available in either black or satin nickel -plated 
finish. Engineered to blend minaturization 
and attractive styling with the highest levels 
of audio performance, the new mikes are 
intended for a variety of applications in which 
unobtrusive or concealed pick -up is neces- 
sary, or for miking of dialog or musical 
instruments. 

Careful attention has been paid to the cap- 
sule to make it resistant to external noise and 
ambient conditions, Sony says. The cabling 
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also has been strengthened to provide high 
resistance to breaking caused by over - 

flexing. The units can be powered by 48 volts 
DC or by AA -size batteries. 

The fingernail -size ECM -77 offers the smal- 
lest capsule diameter of any Sony micro- 
phone: 5.6mm. The omnidirectional micro- 
phone has a quoted frequency- response 
range of 40 Hz to 20 kHz. 

The ECM -66 features a newly developed 
wide -range, uni- directional back -electret 
capsule, to ensure clean, natural reproduc- 
tion of musical instruments. Frequency range 
is a quoted 70 Hz to 14 kHz. 

The new ECM -55 features an omni- 
directional electret condenser design, and is 

intended for users requiring widest versatility 
in a lavalier model. It is designed for miking 
musical instruments and for voice pick -up, 
and has a quoted frequency- response range 
of 30 Hz to 18 kHz. 
SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

For additional information circle #101 

HARRISON SYSTEMS 
INTRODUCES ARS -9 

AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHER 
The ARS -9 is an intelligent, micro- 

processor- controlled multichannel audio 
routing switcher system available in sections 
of up to 256 -by -256 crosspoints. Modular in 
construction, the system is composed of a 
19 -inch rackmount cardcage housing that is 
wired for 256 inputs by 256 outputs. External 
interface is by way of DIN -standard 30 -pole 
Tuchel connectors. 

The cardcage includes the central porcess- 
ing computer and system power supply. 
Active electronics are composed of three 
types of circuit cards: an input card that han- 
dles 64 inputs; a 64 -by- 32 crosspoint switch 
card; and an output card that handles 32 
outputs. 

Depending on the complement of process- 
ing cards, the ARS -9 may be configured start- 
ing at 64 inputs and 32 outputs up to the full 
256 -by -256 capacity. A variety of control 
interfaces will be available using SMPTE 
serial buss control. 

HARRISON SYSTEMS, INC. 
For additional information circle #102 

IMPACT UNVEILS LINE OF 
MONITOR CABINETS 

The new series of monitors range from 
single 12 -inch mid -bass to double 18 -inch 

subwoofer enclosures. All enclosures are 
hand crafted of 14 -ply Finland Birch to give 
greater structural rigidity, provide a higher 
strength to weight ratio and to yield a "tigh- 
ter, more accurate" sound. 

All joints are tongue -n- groove, including 
baffle and back, with all corners nylon inter- 
locking (stacking type). All grills are perfo- 
rated steel and round grills have a built -in 

gasket to keep the speaker from bottoming. 
Each enclosure is precisely designed to 

guarantee the optimum performance from a 

specific speaker model. Options include soft 
cases, Colson wheels, session handles, nylon 
stacking corners, custom crossovers, Twist - 

Lok connectors, and skids. 
IMPACT AUDIO 

For additional information circle #103 

SUMMIT AUDIO INTRODUCES 
TUBE COMPRESSOR /LIMITER 

The single -channel Tube Compressor/ 
Limiter is said to combine the desirable quali- 
ties of earlier vacuum -tube devices with 
modern circuitry for improved performance. 
The unit has a "warm sound," plus the option 
of a 990 balanced output stage for dependa- 
ble operation. 

. u,1q 
n. 

.0. 

"Soft- knee" characteristics, side -chain 
access, balanced input, stereo -coupling cap- 
ability, and switchable attack/release settings 
are featured. 

The Tube Compressor /Limiter is being 
offered at an introductory price of $1,000. 

SUMMIT AUDIO 
For additional information circle #104 

NEW JE -11 -BM JENSEN OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

The new high -performance, 1:1 output 
transformer features a special 80% nickel - 
alloy core. While more costly than iron, the 
new core is said to vastly lower hystersis 
distortion and allow use with source impe- 
dances from zero to 1000 ohms. 

Typical performance, with 0 -ohm source 
and 600 -ohm load, is as follows: 
*Distortion: 0.002% THD at 20 Hz (a worst - 

case frequency at any level below saturation; 
*Saturation Level: +26 dBu at 20 Hz (1% 
THD); 
*Frequency Response: -0.02 dB at 20 Hz, 
+0.00 dB at 20 kHz, referenced to 1 kHz; 
Bandwidth: -3 dB at 10 MHz; 
Phase Shift: 0 degrees at 20 kHz; and 
Overshoot: less than 1% with source ampli- 
fier rolled off 6 dB per octave at 200 kHz. 

Although its sonic characteristics ar( 
"transformerless" (neutral), the JE -11 -BM i 

said to offer the essential ground -loop isola 
tion not possible with direct -coupled circuits 



CLICh to the BEFiT 
The original Doctor Click has been 
used to create countless innovative 
hit records, TV and film scores, and 
special effects, and has spawned a 
whole new generation of imitators 
Ithe sincerest form of flattery, you 
knows. 

Now, you can get more of the good 
Doctor's medicine for a lot less. 
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price of the original. Twice the 
machine at half the price! 

MASTER BEAT - The 
Ultimate Studio 
Interface. 

At the request of many studios and 
top musicians, Garfield Electronics 

DIN sync formats, and MIDI. Click 
and trigger outputs also. 

A "Doctor Click facility" enabling 
sync to click tracks, live tracks, 
MIDI, and all tape sync codes for 
total compatability. 

High resolution programmable 
"timing map" allowing any beat 
interval sequence to be stored, 
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SMPTE SYNCHRONIZER 

11 11 11 11 11 

DOCTOR CLICK 2 - More 
of the Doctor, for half 
the price. 

DOCTOR CLICK 2 -This new Studio 
Quality synchronization system 
from Garfield Electronics has the 
features and performance that 
made the original Doctor Click the 
standard of the industry, and more. 
DOCTOR CLICK 2 synchronizes to 
click tracks, live tracks, the 5 sync - 
to -tape codes, both DIN Sync for- 
mats, and MIDI clocks for unsur- 
passed adaptability. From any of 
these sources, DOCTOR CLICK 2 

generates, simultaneously, 6 time - 
base clocks, the 5 sync -to -tape 
codes, the DIN Syncs, MIDI clocks, 
click and trigger outputs. Addi- 
tionally, a variable clock channel 
provides 22 triggering rates includ- 
ing syncopated rhythms for step 
sequencers and arpeggiators. 
Best of all, DOCTOR CLICK 2 
incorporates new technololry 
that enbles us to give you the 
DOCTOR CLICK 2 for half the 

has developed the only true open - 
ended code interface system, 
MASTER BEAT, a studio system so 
versatile that the only limit is your 
imagination. This features list gives 
a glimpse of the performance con- 
trol horizons possible xvith MASTER 
BEAT. 

The Only SMPTE Synchronizer 
With All These Features: 

Sync generation in beats per min- 
ute, 24, 25, or 30 FPS film /video cali- 
brated tempos from ALL SMPTE/ 
EBU formats: 24 and 25 frame, 30DF 
and NDF. Produces all 4 codes as 
well. 

Simultaneous production of all 
sync formats: 6 fixed clocks, 1 vari- 
able arpeggiator /step sequencer 
clock, the 5 sync -to -tape codes, 2 

edited, and offset under SMPTE 
control for complete adjustment 
of rhythmic "feel." 

Six multi- programmable SMPTE 
controlled event gates, each with 
5 -volt and contact closure outputs 
for synchronized sound effects 
and control triggering! 

Live tracking mode creates sync 
from pulse information in real time 
for live performance! 

Advanced production features 
include: RS -232 computer interface, 
code regenerate and conversion, 
jam sync, SMPTE from neopilot, 
remote control inputs, non- volatile 
memory, and save -to -tape! 
Now third generation sync technol- 
ogy is yours. Total coinpatability .. . 

total versatility ... total creativity ... 
MASTER BEAT. 

For a demonstration of the amazing capabilities of DOCTOR CLICK 2 and 
MASTER BEAT, call or write for the location of your nearest dealer. 

Garfield Electronics 

©1985. Garfield Electronics. Inc. 

Mc Howe of DOCTOR CLICK 

P.O. Box 1941, Burbank, CA 91507 1818) 840 -8939 

Our Only Business Is Getting YourAct Together. 
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New Products 
There is less sonic degradation than is caused 
by the typical electrolytic coupling capacitor 
of a transformerless output, even if bypassed 
with a polypropylene capacitor, because the 
transformers are not subject to delectric 
absorption distortion. 

Single- quantity price for the JE -11 -BM is 
$61.60. 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS, INC. 
For additional Information circle #106 

NEW DH DRIVERS FROM 
ELECTRO -VOICE OFFER 

TWO -INCH EXITS 
With the introduction of the new DH1 and 

DH2 high- frequency drivers, E -V says it is the 
first manufacturere to offer both large- and 
small- diaphragm designs with standard two - 

inch exits. Both units bolt directly on any HP 
Series horn, allowing the increasing use of 
small- diaphragm drivers in sound systems 
can be achieved without the inconvenience of 
purchasing and installing the traditional 
driver -to -horn adaptor. 

The DH1 large- diaphragm driver has a 

quoted frequency response from 500 Hz to 
16 kHz, and a 24 -hour 500 Hz to 20 kHz 
pink -noise power capacity of 40 watts. Dur- 
ing this test, peaks are set at 10 dB, which 
means that the DH 1 sustains transient peaks 
of 400 watts. The DH2 small- diaphragm 
driver has a quoted frequency response of 
800 Hz to 20 kHz and a 800 Hz to 20 kHz 

pink -noise power capacity of 30 watts, sus- 
taining peaks of 300 watts. 

Also featured in the DH: driver is a one - 
piece aluminum alloy dome and coil form 
drawn in a single operation. Advanced metal - 
forming technology developed at E -V allows 
use of usually thin, 0.002- inch -thick material, 
to provide a high stiffness -to- weight ratio for 
improved HF response and efficient heat 
transfer for high power handling. The dome 
and geometrically optimized suspension of 
the DH2 are formed from a single piece of 
pure titanium. A unique convex -drive phase 
plug is said to further contribute to the upper - 
octave response of the DH2. 

The DH1 and DH2 are available at pro- 
user net prices of $360 and $280, respectively. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. 
For additional nformation circle #107 

TWO NEW GTX MODULAR 
NOISE GATES FROM 

OMNI CRAFT 
Designed to fit into the two most common 

rack systems, the GTX(d) and GTX(K) are 
slightly different in layout, but identical in 
functions and performance Extremely low 

noise and distortion are said to have been 
retained by designing the new products 
around the company's optical control system. 

In addition to pushbutton selection of Gate 
and Duck functions, and choosing either a 

Key signal or the primary source as gate acti- 
vator, two more provide the ability to insert a 

high- or low -pass filter (or both) into the 
trigger -signal path, substantially reducing the 
chance of accidental triggering. 

A layout of three LEDs provides indication 
of gate status: the yellow (triggered) light can 
be referred to the green (signal passing) I.ght 
to determine suitability of both the threshold 
and the release settings 

Suggested retail price for both GTX units 
is $275. 

OMNI CRAFT, INC. 
For additional information circle #108 

The Time Code circuit of the 
NAG RA T -Audio TC allows it to: 

- record and reproduce SMPTE /EBU time 
code on a 0.35mm center track 
- simultaneously read a played back 
and an incomming time code signal - generate 24, 25, 29.97 and 30 fps 
time code as well as 29.97 fps 
drop frame with a stability 
of ± 

1 ppm 
- chase and lock to an incomming 
time code at 0.25 to 60 times 
normal speed 
- synchronise to an external time code 
with variable offset as fine as one bit 
- resolve tapes with either Nagrasync or 
Neopilot sync 
- interface with control 
systems through 
its RS 232C 
or RS 422 ports 

of course 
the audio quality, 
versatility, and 
dependability, are what 
you have come to expect 
from NAGRA Á% 

just this side of perfect. 
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NAGRA KUDELSKI 
a passion for perfection 

U.S.A. 

KUDELSKI S.A. 
Switzerland 

phone (021) 91.21.21 

Canada Arri -Nagra (416) 677.40.33 MisE'ssaLga (Oitaric) 
Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc. (212) 84033.99 Nevi York 

(213) 469.1 3, .91 Hcll jwood 
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In the early evening of Sept. 17, 1973, Jay 
Barth was at the wheel of a 22 ft. utility 
truck that was loaded with sound equip- 
ment. Just south of Benton Harbor, MI an 
oncoming car crossed the center -line; 
fortunately Jay steered clear of the 
impending head -on collision. Unfortu- 
nately, a soft shoulder caused the truck to 
roll two and one half times. Exit several 
Crown DC- 300A's through the metal roof 
of the truck's cargo area. 

The airborne 300A's finally came to rest - scattered about in a muddy field, 
where they remained partially submerged 
for four and a half hours. 

Jay miraculously escaped injury; the 
amplifiers apparently had not. 

Unbelievably, after a short time under a 
blow -dryer all the amps worked perfectly 
and are still going strong. 

The rest - and the truck, is history. 

For additional Information circle #110 
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New Products 

S L1 
PRECISION 

MAGNETIC 

TEST TAPES 
Introducing two NEW SERIES 

of test tapes manufactured 
to IEC and NAB equalization 

standards with extended 
frequency range and using 

international test frequencies. 

Hz SEC. 
1/4 1/2" 1" & 2" 

1000 30 40 60 
4000 10 12 20 
8000 15 20 30 

16000 20 25 40 
1000 10 12 20 

31.5 10 12 20 
40 10 12 20 
63 10 12 20 

100 10 12 20 
125 10 12 20 
250 10 12 20 
500 10 12 20 

1000 10 12 20 
2000 10 12 20 
4000 10 12 20 
8000 10 12 20 

10000 10 12 20 
12500 12 15 25 
16000 12 15 25 
20000 12 15 25 

1000 12 15 25 

Program used on new series of 
test tapes at 71/2, 15 & 30 IPS. 

Send for free catalog. 

STANDARD TAPE 
LABORATORY, INC. 

26120 Eden Landing 

Road #5, 

Hayward, California 

94545 U.S.A. 

(415) 786-3546 
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QUPLAY QP1 TAPE MACHINE 
CONTROLLER AVAILABLE THRU 

KLARK -TEKNIK 
The QP1 is a remote, hand-held package to 

be used in conjunction with a multitrack to 
allow the programming and memorizing of 
drop -in /out sequences, and to coordinate the 
triggering of external devices. 

As well as providing full remote control of 
transport functions, the unit enables track 
cleaning using the rehearse /execute function 
with a spot -erase accuracy: rock the tape 
manually and then program by tapping a but- 
ton. Drop -in and drop -out points can be pro- 
grammed on the fly by tapping a button, or 
using an external footswitch. 

Programmable trigger output function can 
activate external devices such as sequencers, 
additional tape machines, video recorders or 
trigger effects such as delays - in both 
record and play modes. A drop -in sequence 
can be rehearsed "off- line" with the aid of the 
cue indicator. 

The QP1, which has a suggested list price 
of $895, uses no timecodes or spare tracks to 
function. Omterface options are currently 
available for the Otani MTR -90, Otani MX -70, 
Studer A -800, Studer A80, Fostex B -16 and 
Tascam 50 Series multitracks. 

KLARK -TEKNIK 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

For additional information circle #113 

AMEK UNVEILS BC01 SERIES 
2 AND M1000 SERIES II 

BROADCAST PRODUCTION 
CONSOLES 

Both of the new consoles are derivatives of 
existing products and have been improved 
and updated to accommodate both recent 
advances in technology, and feedback from 
users of our current models. Prototypes were 
displayed at the recent NAB convention and 
at the AES Show, Anaheim. 

mlffifl3l`F ^ 

The new BC01 Series 2 offers a wider 
range of formats than was previously availa- 
ble, including subgrouping and an extendable 

chassis system. The console is supplied with 
a D- Series connector to enable remote trig- 
gering of the channels for Audio - follow -Video 
applications. 

The M1000 Series II features central 
assignment of all switch functions, including 
buss assignments, mute groups, subgroup 
and auxiliary mike pre -amp functions. All the 
assignment information can be stored and 
recalled when required; in later versions of 
the console it will be possible to recall settings 
and changes made in real time. The console is 
available with either VCA fader automation 
or the GML Moving Fader system. 

AMEK CONSOLES, INC. 
For additional Information circle #114 

SIMMONS SDS 9- ELECTRONIC 
DRUM SET 

Designed to give players the facility and 
control of conventional, acoustic drums plus 
the creative possibilities of modern technol- 
ogy, the new SDS9 is said to feature 
improved playability, sound generation, pro- 
grammability and MIDI interface. Along with 
rimshot capability on the snare drum pad, all 
pads have a soft -rubber surface that is 
mounted on a specially formulated synthetic 
surface to provide a more natural feel without 
any loss of sensitivity. The actual trigger sig- 
nal is read by a microprocessor that loga- 
rithmically expands the signal before instruct- 
ing the voice to sound. The result is described 
as a tremendous increase in playing comfort 
and dynamic control not previously asso- 
ciated with electronic drums. 

Each drum voice has a separate, specific 
method of sound synthesis. The bass drum 
sound is a software -generated replica of a 
perfectly recorded bass drum, with fully 
adjustable controls for the pitch, click and 
"thump" components of the sound. The 
three tom -tom voices are analog synthesized 
with a unique "second skin" feature which, 
when used, modulates the drum pitch and 
emulates the harmonics created by the inter- 
action of two vibrating drum heads. The toms 
also have individual controls for pitch, bend, 
decay, noise, click and filter pitch and sweep. 

In addition to rim -shot and cross -stick fea- 
tures, the SDS9 snare drum utilizes three 
independent samples of a snare drum, rim - 
shot and cross -stick sound, which are studio - 
quality recordings digitally stored on 
EPROMs, which are user changeable. 

Full program control over filter pitch and 
sweep, drum pitch and bend, rim pitch and 
bend, drum and rim decay, choice of rimshot 
or cross -stick sounds, balance between rim 
and drum, filter resonance and noise level 
also are provided. 

The kit has 20 factory -programmed drum - 
kit memories and 20 user -programmable 



ones with an "Auto Trigger" that can be acti- 
vated to automatically trigger during pro- 
gramming. This facilitates programming 
without playing the pads, and also allows 
each program change to be monitored. An 
on -board digital delay can be programmed 
for a slapback effect or long repeat echo. A 
fully assignable MIDI interface function 
allows triggering voices of other MIDI syn- 
thesizers from the drum pads, or real -time 
recording via a MIDI recorder and computer. 

The SDS9 has a suggested list price of 
under $1,850. 

SIMMONS GROUP CENTRE, INC. 
For additional information circle #115 

NEW AN -2 STEREO SIMULATOR 
FROM STUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 
The new AN -2 Stereo Simulator is designed 

to create a wide range of effects, including 
convincing stereo from any mono source. 
The unit is said to have numerous applica- 
tions within recording, live- performance, film 
and broadcast operations because of its abil- 
ity to create simulated stereo from mono, as 
well as a number of audio effects centering on 
its ability to simulate stereo. 

The stereo signal produced by the AN -2 is 

described as being completely mono - 
compatible. In addition, the device is 

equipped with a proprietary circuit that rpn- 
domizes the non -recursive filtering process, 
thereby avoiding the harmonic harshness 
that often results from stereo simulation with 
delay lines. 

STUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
For additional information circle #116 

AMPEX INTRODUCES NEW 467 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

MASTERING TAPE 
Ampex 467 is designed to perform optim- 

ally on all digital multitracks without requiring 
individual tape -to- machine realignments. The 
new tape will be available in half- and one -inch 
configurations, and from 4,600- to 9,200 -foot 
lengths. 

Ampex 467 joins Ampex 466, described as 
the world's first high -energy digital audio 
mastering tape, which has established a per- 
formance standard for reliable operation on 
the Soundstream, 3M DMS and Mitsubishi 
X -80 recorders, according to the company. 

"The demand for a reliable and consistent 
digital mastering tape that works optimally on 
all digital multitrack recorders increases each 
year, as more and more studios convert to 
digital equipment," says Ed Engberg, Ampex 
Magnetic Tape Division's audiotape market- 
ing manager. "Ampex 467 is designed to 
match the electrical and mechanical 
requirements of multitrack stationary -head 
recording formats, and it does not require 
individual adjustments." 

Ampex 467 is said to feature an exception- 
ally durable oxide and binder system that is 
processed in a super -clean manufacturing 
environment, to produce an extremely 
smooth, blemish -free surface, assuring low 
error correction activity by the recorder - 

Is the Sanken CU-41 
really worth the price? 

The Sanken CU -41 is the most expensive microphone of its kind. 
Its breakthrough double -condenser design gives you textbook 
performance: a flat frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz; an 

inherent noise level less than 15dB; and a dynamic range of 125dB. 
But specs alone aren't reason enough to invest in the CU -41. 

Neither is the fact that leading sound engineers from LA to London, 
including Doug Perry, Eric Prestidge, Steve Levine and Tony Faulk- 
ner, are using the CU -41 to record the likes of Dolly Parton, Anne Mur- 
ray, Culture Club, and the London Symphony Orchestra. 

To really evaluate and appreciate one of the world's first micro- 
phones able to capture the full potential of digital recording, you must 
try the CU -41 yourself. Call the Sanken dealer nearest you to arrange 
a free trial. 

The CU -41 by Sanken. 
Discover the new standard. sanken 

Japan's most original micrcphone make. 
Exclusive CU -4I Dealers 

Martin Audio Video Corp. 
423 W. 55th St . New York, NY 100' 9 21 2) 541-5900 

Studio Supply Company, Inc. 
1717 Elm Hill Pike. Suite 3 -9 Nashville Tern 372'0, (615) 366 -1890 

Audio Indust -ies Corporation 
1419 N La Brea Ave . He ywood. CA 90028 213) 851-4'11 

5ola agent Par Communcatons. inc 5.72 -6 Asakusa. Tana -ku. Tokyo 11' Japan Telex. J27803 HiTectrPhone 03- 671 -1370 
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CLEAN 
PATCH 
BAYS 

NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHER AND VERTIGO 
INJECTOR RESTORE ORIGINAL 
PERFORMANCE TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 
VERTIGO 14 TRS AMI TT & : 

'se in main contacts under normal 

VERTIGO 14 TRS AM) TT MI CTW S: 
,Ivenl to eliminate inlennittenls 

in brwniny uUnlda; , normals) when patch cord has 

been removed 

ONLY $29.95 EA. Please write for 

additional information and order form today. 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. #116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 

New Products 
even after hundreds of passes. The corn - 
pany's new, and proprietary, total- surface 
cleaning process wipes and then vacuums all 
surface and free floating debris to eliminate 
transient data errors. 

Furthermore, Engberg adds, every reel of 
Ampex 467 is 100% tested from end to end for 
dropout performance. Testing is done entirely 
on stationary -head transports, assuring that 
the tape has higher data reliability than any 
other product. 

AMPEX CORPORATION 
For additional information circle #119 

B&B SYSTEMS AM -3 STEREO 
AUDIO PHASE DISPLAY UNIT 

The new Stereo Television audio -phase 
verification system features a CRT display 
that shows the stereo phase relationship 
between multiple sound channels in an X/Y 

mode. The AM -3 provides three channels of 
audio monitoring with the principal language 
in stereo, plus a second language, on the third 
(SAP) channel, all of which are monitored 
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and phase verified. 
VU meters are provided for all three chan- 

nels, as are peak- responding LED meters. 
The LED display is calibrated to read in 
decibels of available headroom, as refer- 
enced to a specified clip point. 

The AM -3 is priced at $3,200. 
Also available is a new MP -4 audio -meter 

panel that incorporates four meters in a 3%- 

inch panel that can be ordered with any com- 
bination of VU or peak -program metering. 
Separate input circuits for each meter 
include buffered, balanced, and active bridg- 
ing electronics. The MP -4 is priced from $995. 

B&B SYSTEMS 
For additional information circle #120 

UHER 6000 REPORT PORTABLE 
OPEN -REEL RECORDER 

With five -inch tape reels and utilizing the 
slowest of its four tape speeds, the Uher 6000 
can record for up to 16 continuous hours on 
one tape. The unit features 33/a, 1'/8,15/16 and 
15/32 IPS tape speeds - the slow speed 
being especially valuable for long -term moni- 
toring, court reporting and surveillance 
work. 

A built -in Akustomat (voice activated) 
recording control enables the 6000 to be pro- 
grammed to begin recording when activated 
acoustically. Acoustic level sensitivity and 
spacing time controls are also included. The 
transport features full logic control, elec- 
tronic tape tension control and four motors 
for constant tape speed and low wow and 
flutter. 

Additional features include built -in DNR 
noise reduction; mark and find cueing on 
both rewind and fast -forward; switchable 
automatic level control; and solenoid - 
operated function controls. Also provided is 
a built -in switchable loudspeaker, mechanical 
tape counter and an AV input jack for use 
with sync sound and film work. The 6000 is 
prepared for timecode recording using 
optional equipment. 

Suggested retail price for the Uher 6000 
Report Universal is $1,749. 

UHER OF AMERICA 

For additional information circle #121 

DRAWMER MODEL 1960 
TUBE COMPRESSOR AMPLIFIER 
The Drawmer 1960 is a dual compressor - 

amplifier, using vacuum tubes in conjunction 
with semiconductors, to provide a compact 
unit with additional capabilities. Each channel 
comprises a tube compressor and pre- 
amplifier, feeding an electronically balanced 
output stage, giving a maximum output level 
of +26 dBm. The compressor has a soft -knee 
characteristic, with variable threshold and 
switchable attack and release. An output 



level control provides gain make -up of up to 
20 dB. 

In addition to a balanced line input, a low 
noise microphone input is provided with vari- 
able gain from 0 to 60 dB. Phantom power is 
available if required, with a LED showing 
phantom power on. A single auxiliary input 
on the front panel gives direct access for 
guitar or any other instrument. 

Equalization is also provided, along with 
sufficient gain to overload the tube pre -amp 
for sustain effects. An insert point at the rear 
of each channel allows additional effects to be 
added before compression so that when 
using the mike pre -amp, EQ may be used, or 
flanging added when using guitar with the 
auxiliary input. 

A second insert point provides for side - 

chain equalization. EQ applied in this way 
may be monitored via a "side -chain listen" 
facility. Stereo linking is accomplished by 
means of a front -panel switch. 

Suggested retail price of the Drawmer 1960 
is $1,250. 

HARRIS SOUND, INC. 
For additional information cir :le #122 

SOUND AND VISION 
ANNOUNCES SV -1000 "MINI -LOC" 
The new unit features a programmable 

automatic punch -in /out capability, as well as 
preset tape loops. Also featured are full 
transport remote controls with a precision 
digital tape counter. 

operations. The major difference in the two 
units is in the number of inputs and outputs: 
the QRS /L has a mono input with stereo 
outputs, while the QRS features stereo 
inputs with four outs. 

Specifications for the two units include: 64 
user programmable memory locations, fre- 
quency response of 20 Hz to 8 kHz, and two 
special features: Enhance (simulation of 
rooms without perceptible reverberation) 
and Freeze (infinite decay time to add to any 
number of acoustical entries). 

Other features include a jack for optional 
punch -out foot switching; LED function sta- 
tus; and Return to Zero. The Mini -Loc inter- 
faces with Tascam, Otari, Fostex and many 
other tape decks. Repeat accuracy of tape 
locations is quoted to be within tape- tension 
variations of the controlled tape transport. 

Suggested list price of the SV -1000 Mini - 

Loc is under $250. 
SOUND AND VISION 

For additional information circle #123 

NEW LOWER PRICE QUANTEC 
QRS /L FROM EUROPA 

TECHNOLOGY 
Like its "big brother," the QRS, the new 

QRS /L is said to offer the same features in 
sound quality, programming, and ease of 

Retail price of the QRS /L is $4,995. In addi- 
tion, the price of the original QRS has been 
lowered from its $10,000 to $7,995. 

EUROPA TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
For additional information circle #124 

QSC LAUNCHES OCTAL 
SERIES OF PLUG -IN 
AMP ACCESSORIES 

The new Octal Accessories Series consists 
of six products, including two -way cross- 
overs, a compressor /limiter, input trans- 
formers, and precision attentuators. Each 
module plugs into active octal sockets on tie 
rear panel of QSC power amplifiers. 

The XL -1 (low- frequency range from 50 to 
500 Hz) and the XH -1 (HF range from 500 Hz 
to kHz) are two -way active crossover net- 
works with user -selectable frequencies. Both 

QUIET... 
PROGRAM EQUALIZATION 

L -C ACTIVE 
2 Channel Octave Band 

Graphic Equalizer 
4100A 

The model 4100A features Active, Inductor -Capacitor 
(L -C) Tuned Filters. Tie resonant frequency of each 
filter is derived PASSIVELY by a Tuned L -C Pair. This 
drastically reduces the number of active devices nec- 
essary to build a Ten Band Graphic Equalizer. Only 
seven operational amp ifiers are in each channel's sig- 
nal path: THREE in tie differential amplifier input: 
TWO for filter summat on: ONE for input level control: 
ONE for the output buf'er. The result ... the LOWEST 
"Worst Case" NOISE if any graphic equalizer in the 
industry ... 90dBv or better. 

N 

THE WHITE INSTRUMENTS ADVANTAGE - 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Hand Tuned Filters 

Brushed, Painted Aluminum Chassis 

Captive. Threaded Fasteners -No Sheet Metal 

Screws 

Integrated Circuits in Sockets 

Glass Epoxy Circuit Boards -Well Supported 

High Grade Componenms 

Highest degree of Calibration in the Industry 

100% Quality Control Throughout the Manufactur- 
ing Process 

Instant Above and Beyond the Cal of Duty Re- 

sponse to Field Problems. 

owe.. 
W. 

BRIM -- 
1111200M 

=._ .1W` \sDSZtai, 
instruments, inc. 
P,3. Box 698 Austin, Texas 78767 
512/892 -0752 
TELEX 776 409 WHITE INST ALS 
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New Products 
units feature 24 dB per octave Linkwitz - Reilly 
alignment filter design, which allows a rapid 
cutoff and reduced overlap between drivers. 
Channel two's octal socket remains free to 
accept the PL -1 power limiter to protect the 
HF driver from overload, or an equalizer 
module that may be used to shape frequency 
response. 

The PL -1 comp /limiter module is designed 
to prevent amplifier clipping, and protect a 
wide variety of drivers from excess power. 
Limiter threshold is fully adjustable, along 
with attack and release times; compression 
ratio is switched 4:1 or a 10:1 for extra 
protection. 

The T -1 input transformer provides a pas- 
sively balanced input for situations where 
long lines and strong interfering fields require 
the use of a transformer. The unit features 
double Mu -metal shields to provide protec- 
tion against external electromagnetic fields, 
including those generated by the amplifier 
itself. For situations where ultimate audio- 
phile performance is required, the company 
recommends the Jensen JE- 11P -QN trans- 
former, custom manufactured to interface 
with QSC amplifiers by Jensen Transformers. 

The A -1 AT -1 octual attenuators (the latter 
with input transformer) allow exact 2 -dB 
steps to maximum attenuation of 32 dB 
(total) via fixed, precision 1% metal film 
resisters. 

QSC AUDIO PRODUCTS 
For additional information circle #126 

HIGH FIDELITY CONCEPTS 
UNVEILS DX -4000 

ACTIVE CROSSOVER 
The new DX -4000 is a single -channel, 

four /three /two-way electronic crossover 
network that utilizes filters whose crossover 
frequencies are digitally varied in 5 Hz steps 
(50 Hz steps for cross #3), with each cross- 
over point displayed via a digital display. 

Features include electrically balanced/ 
unbalanced ins and outs; separate level con- 
trol, phase switch, and peak indicator on 
each output; turn -on /off muting; and battery 
back -up. 

The DX -4000 crossover retails for $695. 
HIGH FIDELITY CONCEPTS, INC. 

For additional information circle #127 

TWO NEW THIRD- OCTAVE 
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS FROM 

HIGH FIDELITY CONCEPTS 
The new RT -3100 real -time spectrum ana- 

lyzer features 31 third -octave bands on ISO 
centers from 20 Hz to 20 kHz; four -pole filters 

on each band; 3 and 1 dB per step switchable 
resolution; fast and slow display modes; and 
internal pink -noise source. 

Also available is the RT -3110 with all the 

above features, as well as automatic display 
level control. Proper display level is main- 
tained over a range of +6 to -20 dB from 
nominal. The action of the ADLC is displayed 
via three LED indicators. 

The RT -3100 retails for $1,095, and the 
RT -3110 for $1,195. 

HIGH FREQUENCY 
CONCEPTS, INC. 

For additional information circle #129 

AURA SYSTEMS UNVEILS 
CUSTOM MONITORING SYSTEMS 

AND DESIGN SERVICE 
In the world of sound design, Aura claims, 

there are few firms that can blend science and 
art to create optimal or accurate audio sys- 
tems. Although equalization often is used to 
make the reproduced sound an approxima- 
tion of what is actually heard, EQ should be 
for creative pursuits, not compensation for 
inaccurate monitors. The monitors now 
being used, the company argues, need major 
improvement in the areas of bandwidth, spa- 
cial imaging, distortion, and the ability to 
trace complex waveforms. 

Aura offers custom -designed systems that 
not only overcome present inadequacies, but 
meet the demands of each particular envir- 
onment, so that the same accuracy is upheld 
from place to place. The result is described as 
greater control and the potential for more 
exciting music, with or without picture. 

In designing monitoring systems, the com- 
pany can hide, camouflage, or create sculp- 
tures in conformance with any environment. 
Materials that can be used include fabric, 

Professional Series 

Retail 
Price 

$900.00 

Technics 
Cassette Deck Model RS-B100 

nI10 l lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ! 

I-.-r_--__ 

Two Year Parts & Labor Guarantee 
19" Rack Mount Included 

RS -B100, Dolby B, Dolby C,dbx, Quartz DD, 
3 -Head Stereo Cassette Deck: Quartz direct 
drive closed -loop double capstan system. 
Phase compensation circuitry. AX (amor- 
phous) 3 -head system. Feather touch con 

ADRAY'S 
PRICE 

$499.90 

trols.Wide -range 3 -color FL meters with peak- 
hold. Automatic Tape selector, rec memory 
and rec mute. Music Select. 
Specs: 20 Hz to 23 kHz ±3 dB. 78 dB S/N Ratio 
with Metal Tape. Wow & Flutter: .022% WRMS. 

At the Stereo Department of either location, or send check or money order for freight collect delivery. 
(California residents please add $32.43 sales tax.) 

5575 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 

(213) 936 -5118 -ADRAYS- Van Nuys Boulevard 
Van Nuys, CA 91405 

(818) 908 -1500 
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wood, glass, plastic, metal, plaster or any 
material appropriate to the interior or exte- 
rior design. (Shown here is the interior of 
David Hollman's personal -use studio.) 

The Aura four -way active system com- 
prises four, longtudinally -cut half cylinders 
incorporating a tuned - port /transmission -line 
design, with eight 12 -inch woofers, four eight - 
inch dome MF units, and six one -inch HF 
domes. A modified Audire active stereo cross- 
over unit connects to six stereo amplifiers 
rated at 1,900 watts into an eight ohm load. 
Overall frequency response is 20 Hz to 25 
kHz, ± 3 dB. 

AURA SYSTEMS, INC. 
For additional information circle #131 

AUDIO -TECHNICA 
AT -RMX64 SIX -INPUT 

MIXER /RECORDER 
The AT -RMX64 is designed to accommo- 

date any microphone or direct input, includ- 
ing low- impedance balanced mikes requirint3 
48V phantom power; a total of 60 dB of avail- 
able input attenuation guards against over- 
loading. Two -band parametric equalization is 
available on each input, with choice of shelv- 
ing or peak /dip control and continuously - 
variable frequency and gain controls. 

Two auxiliary sends are included, switcha- 
ble from pre -EQ and fader, to post -EQ and 
fader. Returns have individual volume con- 
trols, and all inputs and returns can be 
assigned as desired. Each input can also be 
sent to any of four submasters. Solo switches 
permit monitoring any input or return 
regardless of fader settings. Separate moni- 
tor and house mixes are readily available to 
the user. 

The unit is capable of making four -track 
tapes at 3% ips speed for use as demos, or 1% 

ips two -track tapes compatible with all stand- 
ard cassette units. Also featured is punch - 
in /punch -out capability, variable pitch con- 
trol, Dolby B- and C -type noise reduction and 
individual track recording. 

Suggested pro -user price of the AT- 
RMX64 is $1,495. 

AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC. 
For additional information circle #132 

UCtél 

PROFESSIONAL 1)ESI G \ 1 T/011 IA 

Recording Engineering 
The Professional Designation in Reco rding 

l:nginetring provides participants with the perspective, knotl/c'dge. 
and training required of a professional in the field and 

leads to a certificated award of completion. 

THE CURRICULUM 
The curriculum consists of seven 
required and two elective courses 
covering the theory and practice 
of recording engineering 
technology, music, equipment, 
and interrelationships between 
engineers and their colleagues - 
in the production of records, 
commercials, film, and television. 
Students must complete each 
course applied to the program 
with a grade of "C" or better. 

PROGRAM DESIGN 
The program has been designed 
in consultation with industry 
leaders and professional 
associations and is in line with 
the criteria being established by 
the Society of Professional Audio 
Recording Studios (SPARS) for 
a national examination, to be 
administered by the Educational 
Testing Service. 

The coordinator of the 
Professional Designation is 

Van Webster, recording engineer 
and owner of Digital Sound 
Recording, who is part of the 
team devising the national 
examination. 

CANDIDACY 
Prerequisites are Math XL 1A, 
Math XL 1B, and Basic Physics 
XL 10, or the equivalent. To 
become a candidate for the 
Professional Designation, 
students must submit a 

nonrefundable fee of $50, paid 
once only, which entitles them 
to counseling and a certificated 
award. If candidates do not 
complete the program within 
two years, an additional fee of 
$10 will be assessed yearly. 

SUMMER SCHEDULE 
Required Courses 

- Techniques of Multi Track 
Mixing for Studio Recording 
X 448.14B 

Elective Courses 
* Audio Equipment 

Maintenance X 448.16 

Introduction to Audio 
Engineering X 448.23 

- Ear Training and Sightsinging 
X 400A 

Recommended Courses 
* Professional Practices for 

the Recording Engineer 849.2 

- Making Music: Careers in the 
Music Industry 854.7 

*.New this quarter 

OFFERED THIS FALL - 
Recording Engineering 
Theory X 448.12 
Prerequisite: Students should 
have a working knowledge of 
basic electronics, includ ng 
schematic diagrams, and a 

knowledge of analog circuitry. 

For more information please 
phone Ms. Reynolds 
(213) 825 -9064 (8:30 am to 5 pm 
weekdays). Or fill out 
the coupon and mail to 
UCLA Extension, Dept. of 
The Arts, P.O. Box 24901, 
Los Angeles, CA 90024. 

SUMMER QUARTER BEGINS 
JUNE 17. 

Please send me intutmation about Summer 
Extension courses in recording engineering. 

Name 

Address 

Gt: State /ZIP HL A40 
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WUTED 
TFull 

INSTRUCTORS Pare 

FOR 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 

VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
and or 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
and or 

GENERAL ELECTRONICS 
TECHNOLOGY 

Career positions immemately available in 

teaching and preparation of practical cur- 

ricula for the dynamic. professional re- 

cording industry. Work in a congenial. 
professionally satisfying atmosphere. 
Location -historic Greenwich Village. 
Salary-attractive; commensurate with 
background, experience and responsibility 

of position. 

Send detailed resume. including salary 
history t0 

Philip Stein. Director 

Institute of 
Audio Research 
64 University Place 

Greenwich Village 
New York. N.Y 10003 

THE BEST SPECS 
COST LESS. 

s 

Frequency response: 211 Hi to 20 kHz 
±.5dB 

.5mv to 6 volt RMS capacity without 
clipping or distortion 

.9597 THI) 
Whirlwind TRSP -I transtiòmier for signal 
isolation and splitting with uniform response 
(single secondary). 

Whirlwind TRSP -2 transthmter tir signal 
isolation and splitting with uniform response 
(dual secondary). 

Whirlwind TRHL -M transtbrmer for Hi to 
Lo signal conversions and signal isolation. 

The best specs in the business... for half 
the price. From The Interface Specialists 

whirlwind 
THE INTERFACE SPECIALISTS 

Whirlwind Music, Inc.. P.O. Box 1075 
Rochester, New York 14603 (716)663-882(1 

Classifies 
- RATES $82 Per Column Inch (21/4" x 1 1 - 

One -inch minimum, payable in advance. Four inches 
maximum. Space over four inches will be charged 

for at regular display advertising rates. 

EMPLOYMENT 

RECORDING SERVICES ENGINEER 
The Eastman School of Music Depart- 
ment of Recording Services is currently 
seeking a Maintenance Engineer with 
responsibilities to include: maintenance 
of professional analog and digital 
recording, sound reinforcement and 
tape duplication equipment; closed cir- 
cuit television and tape -to -disc transfer 
systems; design of control systems and 
special audio circuitry requirements. 
Proficiency is required in the use of all 
types of test equipment. Digital technol- 
ogy is required. Prefer five years expe- 
rience in professional studio mainte- 
nance operations. Send resume to: 
University of Rochester, Personnel 
Department, Box 636M, 260 Crittenden 
Blvd., Rochester, NY 14642. EOE, M /F. 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
366 Las Casas Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 (213) 454 -6043 

Classic Audio Consoles 

Trident BOB MINT 32/24/24 7 months old 28k 
API Demedio VG 24/16/24 550 Equalizers 17k 
Auditronics 501 G 26/16/26 Clean 15k 
Harrison MR -2 EX 48/32/48 Automated 75k 
Neve 8108 VG 56/48/56 ex Abbey Road. London 130k 
Neve 8108 EX 36/32/36 Necam 1. 48 Frame 140k 
Neve 8108 EX 48/48/48 Necam 1 160k 
Neve 8038 VG 36/16/24 1074 EO 3 -band (ex Cresent. UK) 75k 
Neve 8048 VG 30/16/24 1081 EO 4 -band (ex Polygon. France) 55k 
Neve 8068 MINT 32/16/32 Refurbished by Neve 85k 
Neve 8078 VG 36/16/24 Necam 2. 1081 EO, 8 Returns 145k 
MCI 636 VU EX 28/24/28 Automated. 28 Parametrics 32k 
Trident TSM EX 40/24/40 Refurbished (ex Vineyard. UK) 55k 
Quad -Eight Coronado G 36/24/36 Automated. Discrete 35k 
Soundcralt 1600 NEW 24/8/16 4 Band EO 15k 
MCI JH 528B VG 28/24/28 Light Meters. JH -50 Automation 35k 

Tape Transports 

3M Digital System 32Tr, 4Tr, Editor 
Ampex ATR 102 
Ampex AIR 104 
Ampex MM 1200 New Hds 24 +16Tr 
MCI JH 1108 2Tr 

90k MCI JH 110B 4Tr 
6.5k MCI JH 15 24Tr Loc Ill 
9.5k MCI JH 114 24Tr Loc III 
20k Otari MIR -90 Mk -2 24Tr Locator 

4.2k Studer A80RC 1/2- 2Tr 

Unique Processing Gear 

ADA Vocal Stresser 
#769XR Limit /Expand /Gate /EO 

Dolby M24H 
Dolby 361 Mint 
EMT 140 ST (Tube) Stereo 
EMT 250 
Eventide I745M w /Pitch Shift 

Lexicon 224XL 
1.1k Lang PEQ -1 

13k NECAM II 40- channel 
.85k retrofit Neve. Trident, API 
5.5k Neve EQ 4 -band 1095 
18k Neve EQ 3 -band 1064. 1073EC 
1k UREI I176LN 

7k 
17k 
17k 
28k 

8k 

8 5k 
5k 

40k 
1 2k 
75k 

4k 

Tube Microphones: 3 AKG C24. Excellent- 2.2k.3 AKG C12.Mint -2k.2 Neumann U47 FET VG- 6k. 2 Neumann M49 
VG -1.6k. 10 Neumann KM54 VG -.2K: 4 Neumann U67 VG -1.2k. 3 Neumann SM69 VG -1.6k. 5 Neumann U87 
G -.65k: 2 Neumann M250 EX -2k: 10 Neumann KM254 EX- 2k: 8 Sennheiser 421 NEW -.17K 

Ask about our Rent /Purchase Plan 
Looking For Something Special? Call Us ... (213) 454 -6043 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER NEEDED 
For drawing, design. assembly and 
installation of automation systems and 
related products. Familiarity with micro- 
computers & recording studios essen- 
tial. Contact with resume: 

GML, Inc. 
2323 Corinth Ave. 

LA, CA 90064 
(213) 477-3921 

URGENT: 
Maintenance engineer required for 48 
track studio. S.S.L. and Studer expe- 
rience necessary. Large scale design 
and installation ability preferred. Wage 
SA25,000.00 p.a. plus car. Please reply 
to: Jaqueline Murray, Rhinoceros 
Recordings, 200 -218 Goulburn St., Dar - 
linghurst, N.S.W. 2010, Australia. Telex 
AA72591 Rhino. Ph: (02) 2115833. 

For additional information circle #145 



EMPLOYMENT WANTED 
1985 Grammy nominated Engineer 
available for quality projects can furnish 
certain accessories such as SSL /Total 
Recall, Sony Multitrack Digital and /or 
dual Studer analog, Serious inquiries 
orly please! Call Bill Mueller: 

(301) 628-6862. 

EQUIPMENT for SALE 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Used & New Mixers, Amps, Effects, 
Mics., Etc. YAMAHA, JBL, BGW. SHURE, 
ETC. Low Prices, eg: BGW 750B's, $700. 
Lexicon 224, $4,950. Quantity discounts. 
A -1 AUDIO, 6322 DeLongpre Ave., Hol- 
lywood, Calif. 90028. (213) 465 -1101. 

FOR SALE 
MCI JH -532C Console, Plasma Meters, 
Automation, Producers Desk, Center 
Grouping Masters, Reverb Returns with 
EQ. Excellent condition, asking $53.5K. 
Call Alan (312) 822 -9127. 

TUBE MICS NEUMANN 
4 M49 $3000 each, 2 KM56 $700 each, 3 
KM54 $600 each, 1 KM53 $500. Pow. 
Suppl. included. All Mics in very good 
condition. Make offer to 

GRAMMO RECORDS, 
Ey 13, 3063 Bernittigen /CH. 

AUTOLOCATORS 
CM50full function microprocessor based 
autolocator and SMPTE reader available 
for 20 different multitracks, typically: 
M79, MM1100, A80. 
You've seen it on the B16 and X80! Call 
us now if your multitrack needs a little 
help finding its way around. Prices 
around $1100. 

Applied Microsystems Ltd., 
(213) 854 -5098. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
JH -100 16 track, JH -110 2 track, JWP 
Console 18x16, all for only $19,500.00. 
Call 701- 223 -7316. 

RECORDING STUDIO SOFTWARE 
Commodore. Apple & Macintosh. INVO- 
ICE PROGRAM, CASSETTE LABELING 
PROGRAM, & MISC. UTILITIES (track - 
sheets, work orders, inventory, etc). 
norm. $199.00 each! now only $99.00 
each! Specify computer & printer. 
SWEETWATER STUDIO SOFTWARE 
2350 Getz Rd., Ft. Wayne. IN. 46804. 

(219) 432 -8176. 

FREE 32pg Catalog 8 50 Audio Video Applic. 
244.11.50U. - O E 0, 

Si.o ono e.r m LINE. OSC 

TR.Ne. :Cn, 
v, vioro. 

,C rMA_ 

0 8-In ) -out. ,2-14 4-out. ,e -m 4-out 
Vtdoo e Aodto oi., m.i, TV Audio A Reed Prod Consoles 

We, 
OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934 -3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 
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MODEL E0128, SINGLE CHANNEL, 28 BAND, 1/3 OCTAVE 
MINIMUM - PHASE Li. NETWORna 1,2 oB wt w Purist 
FR 4U - 20.000 HZ SNR 
Transformer balanced output EO .Iy pass switch 
Level control stays active in EO by-pass) Security t,ovel included 

(, i V 
414 N Spdrki 

Burbank. CA 91506 
18181843-7567 

'Ir; Vlrlr`orr, 

- The R -e /p Library - 
The following technical books are available from R -e /p. To order any titles 
listed here, simply check the appropriate box to the left, complete the coupon 
provided, and send this page (or photocopy), with the correct amount in U.S. 
currency to the address below. Allow six weeks for delivery. 

Handbook of Multichannel Recording 
by F. Alton Everest $71.50 

Master Handbook of Acoustics 
by F. Alton Everest $35.00 

How to build a Small Budget Recording Studio 
by F. Alton Everest $13.50 

The Platinum Rainbow 
by James Riordan and Bob Monaco $11.50 

The Musician's Guide to Independent Record Production 
by Willy Connelly $9.50 

Sound Recording 
by John Eargle $26.50 

How to Make and Sell Your Own Record 
by Diane Rappaport $14.50 

Microphones, 2nd Edition 
by Martin Clifford $11.75 

Practical Techniques for the Recording Engineer 
by Sherman Keene $31.25 

The Microphone Handbook 
by John Eargle $33.50 

The Recording Studio Handbook 
by John Woram $41.00 

Building a Recording Studio 
by Jeff Cooper $31.50 

Acoustic Techniques for the Home and Studio 
by F. Alton Everest $17.00 

Modern Recording Techniques 
by Robert Runstein $16.45 

Film Sound Today 
by Larry Blake $10.00 

Name: 

Address: City 

State Zip. 

Total Amount Enclosed $ 

All prices include postage for mailing in the United States. 
For all orders outside the U.S., including Canada and Mexico, 

please add $5.00 per book for postage. 

Mail completed coupon to: 
R -e /p, P.O. Box 2449, Hollywood, CA 90078. 
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IF YOU'RE NOT 

USING IT - - SELL IT ! 

THE 
BERTECH ORGANIZATION 

is your national clearinghouse for 
fine used audio and video 

equipment. Oür mailers reach 

thousands of professionals every 
month. We'll list your used 

equipment free of charge- -or 
help you find that rare item 

you've been looking for. 

THE 
BERTECH ORGANIZATION 

Distributors, brokers and custom 
fabricators of quality audio and 

video equipment. 

6804 Foothill Blvd., Tujunga, CA 91042 1818) 352 -3181 

Call or write today for your free 
copy of our latest equipment 
listings, or to list your used 

equipment free. 

THINK BERTECH FIRST ! 

EQUIPMENT for RENT 

MEW YORK NASHVILLE 

The Audio Rental People" 
DIGITAL RECORDERS CONSOLES 

TIMECODE WIRELESS MIKES 
SYNTHESIZERS EFFECTS 

1619 Broadway. NY NY (212) 582 -7360 

STUDIO for SALE 

RECORDING STUDIO FOR SALE 
OR LEASE 

2200 sq. ft. recording facility in New York 
City. Office. tape library, two control 
rooms, two studios, fully air conditioned. 
Excellent village location. Perfect for 
personal or small recording /production/ 
publishing company. (212) 260 -5226. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

5 albums of 180 crisp U /tr/ 
stereo sound effects ep SV p P 
grouped by categor . C 
Under 50 cents a cut. 

Get your free demo of , +" 

Write EFX. _'t_ Girard S. - 

Minneapoli.. \'\ 55405 

PRODUCTION ERE LIBRARY 
For additional information circle v143 

IN STOCK! 
Saki heads are 
the finest in 
the industry. 
Every head is 
dynamically 
tested and 
unconditionally 

guaranteed 
to meet or 
exceed 3M 

specifications. 

SAKI SAKI MAGNETICS, INC. ® A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION 

8650 Hayden Place, Culver City, CA 90230 213 / 559 -6704 (TWX- 910 -328 -6100) 
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News 
- continued from page 28 .. . 

successful use of digital audio in film 
and video projects." For a free copy of 
the new directory, contact your nearest 
Sony dealer. 

AMEK SYSTEMS AND CON- 
TROLS has been awarded an English 
Queen's Award to Industry for Out- 
standing Export Achievement. Founded 
in 1975, the company has seen sales 
success in numerous markets around 
the world, the most consistent of which, 
Amek says, are Italy, the People's 
Republic of China, and the Soviet 
Union. Other territories into which the 
firm has sold include Canada, South 
America, Europe, Japan, Southeast 
Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and 
Africa, with the U.S. representing the 
largest single market for Amek products. 

TELEVISION MATRIX, a 
Hollywood -based post -production com- 
pany specializing in Electronic Field 
Production (EFP), has created a special 
audio package to enable stereo record- 
ing using the Sony Betacam combined 
video camera and half -inch VCR sys- 
tem. The package consists of a Sony 
MX -P42 automatic stereo mixer, a por- 
table stereo monitoring unit, and a ser- 
ies of Mid /Side (M /S) stereo micro- 
phones that have been specially 
configured for field use on fishpoles. 
"Using the M/S stereo microphone 
technique in the field provides ambience 
recording that greatly enhances the 
realism of scenes in documentary/ 
magazine production," says company 
president Frank Beacham. "Although 
there are well- established recording 
techniques for stereo music and multi- 
channel motion picture production, there 
has been little attention paid to 
documentary -style video production in 
the field. Since this is the type of produc- 
tion most television stations do in- 
house, we feel there is a great opportun- 
ity for new production techniques in 
sound recording in ENG /EFP -type pro- 
duction." More details are available 
from Frank Beacham at (213) 465 -9616. 
LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION, 

Newton, MA, has been awarded a media 
equipment and design contract total- 
ling more that $3.5 million by the New 
York University to support the new 
Tisch School of the Arts now under 
construction in Manhattan. Included in 
the equipment package are three state - 
of -the -art television studios, film pro- 
duction and post -production facilities, 
audio recording studios, plus ancillary 
systems for teaching media production. 

INOVONICS, INC. has relocated its 
engineering and manufacturing facility 
to expanded quarters in Santa Cruz, 
CA. According to company president 
Jim Wood, the move is concurrent with 
the restructuring of the firm's market- 
ing and product distribution policies 
that assigns these functions to Marcom, 
Inc., Scotts Valley, CA. Inovonics will 
continue and enlarge its operation in 



the areas of product development and 
manufacturing efficiencies, while Mar - 
corn will assume complete responsibil- 
ity for the marketing, distribution and 
sales of the company's product line, as 
well as providing market -based input 
for product -line expansion. 

BASF recently was awarded the 1985 
ITA/TIME magazine "Man of the Year" 
award, "in behalf of a grateful industry, 
to commemorate the 50th anniversary 
of the invention magnetic tape record- 
ing." The award was made at the Inter- 
national Tape /Disc Association's 
annual seminar to Professor Manfred 
Heckle, head of BASF's Information 
Systems Operating Division. Flanking 
Professor Heckle during the ceremony 
were historic examples of early BASF 
audio tape, and a Magnetophone - the 
world's first tape recorder /player. 

THE VIDEOTAPE PRODUC- 
TION ASSOCIATION's Engineering 
Committee has awarded VPA Special 
Achievement in Engineering Monitor 
Awards to AMPEX, MCI QUANTEL 
and STUDER REVOX AMERICA. 
The Monitor Award to Ampex has been 
made in recognition of the VPR -3 one - 
inch videotape recorder; to MCI Quantel 
for its DPS -7000 Paint Box digital gra- 
phics system; and to Studer for its Model 
A810 tape machine with center -track 
timecode channel. The formal award 
presentations were made at the Monitor 
Gala held on June 10 at the New York 
State Theater, Lincoln Center. 

EUROPA TECHNOLOGY, Venice, 
CA, has been named as exclusive U.S. 
distributor for the QUANTEC QRS 
Room Simulator, a four -input /stereo 
digital reverb and special effects pro- 
cessor, and the QRS /L, a mono -in/ 
stereo -out version of the QRS. The com- 
pany already acts as distributor for sev- 
eral European manufacturers, includ- 
ing PPG and Oxford synthesizers, 
Dynacord digital drums, MDB Window 
Recorder, and WAL bass guitars. In 
addition, Europa has reduced the pro- 
user price of the Quantec Room Simula- 
tor from $10,000 to $7,995. 

JBL, INC. has formed a new corn - 
pany from its professional products div- 
ision, according to Ron Means, the 
company's newly -elected president. JBL 
PROFESSIONAL is one of four units 
recently created as a result of market 
growth; the consumer division is now 
known as Harman -America, the export- 
ing group as JBL International, and the 
manufacturing arm as Harman - 
Manufacturing. As a result of the com- 
pany restructuring, Mark Gander, 
formerly product manager, has been 
promoted to VP /marketing of JBL Pro- 
fessional, while former sales manager 
Ken Lopez has been named VP /sales. 

TRIDENT U.S.A., INC. has relo- 
cated to new offices in Los Angeles. 
Assuming responsibilities as president 
of U.S. operations is Lon LeMaster, 
who has an extensive background in the 
recording industry, and a variety of 
experience in sales and marketing with 
Everything Audio. "The industry, as 

well as Trident UK, will be better served 
with the Los Angeles location," LeMas- 
ter said during a transition meeting 
with Jim Camacho, former company 
president. The new company address is: 
308 North Stanley Avenue, Los Angeles, 
CA 90036. (213) 933-7555. 

ADA SIGNAL PROCESSORS, 
INC. has moved to a larger sales, ser- 
vice and manufacturing facility at 
7303D Edgewater Drive, Oakland, CA 
94621. (415) 632 -1323 and (800) 241 -8888. 

THE TIME CODE HANDBOOK, 
written by Walter A. Hickma, president 
of Cipher Digital, Inc., and Milan Mer - 
har, has been reprinted by Bang 
Campbell Associates. The booklet is 
considered by many pro -audio users to 
offer an exceptionally clear and concise 
description of SMPTE timecode opera- 
tion and its audio and video applica- 
tions. Contact Nancy Marsh at (617) 
548 -1309 for current prices and 
availability. 

VALLEY AUDIO, INC. and DIS- 
CRETE RESEARCH, LTD., England, 
have joined forces to pursue mutual 
interests in the areas of audio /video 
facility design and consultation. Both 
companies have extensive experience in 
the electronic system and acoustical 
design and construction of studios and 
production facilities - Discrete recently 
completed two mix rooms for Utopia 
and Odyssey Studios, London, while 
Valley Audio handled a new LEDE 
room for Acorn Sound Studios, Nash- 
ville, and an LEDE facility for The Welk 
Music Group. Valley Audio also will be 
marketing an all -dome monitor system 
designed by Neil Grant, technical direc- 
tor of Discrete Research. Further details 
are available from Valley Audio's Bob 
Todrank at (615) 383 -4732. 

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRO- 
FESSIONAL RECORDING 
STUDIOS, England, has organized a 
week -long Studio Engineer's Course, 
to be held at the University of Surrey, 
Guilford, from September 13 thru 20. 
Following a pair of optional revision 
sessions on the first two days, partici- 
pants will be provided with seminars 
and tutorial sessions that cover the fol- 
lowing subjects: Standards and Mea- 
surements; Mixer Design; Conventional 
and Ambisonic Surround -Sound Mix - 
down; Classical Recording; Acoustics of 
Musical Instruments; Monitoring, Lis- 
tening and Metering; Noise Reduction; 
Studio Acousics; Maintenance Practice; 
Digitizing Sound, Error Correction and 
Storage; Timecode and Synchroniza- 
tion; Digital Mixing; Recording and 
Microphone Techniques; Mastering for 
Compact Disc; Cassette Duplication; 
Disk Cutting; Sound Balancing for Ste- 
reo TV; Video Post Production; and 
"The Role of the Pop Producer." Even- 
ing workshop sessions will cover Digital 
Editing Techniques using the Sony 
PCM -1610 system, Test Equipment, 
Analog Mastering and Comparison 
with Digital, and hands -on remix tech- 
niques for rock and classical recordings. 

... continued overleaf - 

New - Range 
Control 

New - Case and 
Graphics 

New - Low Price 
$395.00 

Old - Noise & Distor- 
tion ... NONE 

Dealer inquiries 
invited. 

NAMM 
Booth #3028 

OMNI CRAFT, INC. 
P.O. Box 1069 

Palatine, IL 60078 
800 562 -5872 
312 359 -9240 

BC w iet 
ragu .e 

and 

We have th: necessary top 
quality hardware: 

Corners, haidles, catches, 
aluminum, extrusions, cables, 

connec:ors, viiyl and speakers. 
Wr te for free 60 page 

brochLre and price -list. 
Please seed 2 $ for postage. 

1cc 
FCC- Fittings 

Hawthorne, NJ 07506 
Pcstbox 356 e 

Phone: 201 423 4405 
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News 
Costs for the course, which will be 
limited to 45 participants, are UK 
pounds 455 for APRS member studios 
and organizations, and UKpounds 495 
for non -members. Further details are 
available from the APRS Secretary, 
Edward Masek, 23 Chestnut Avenue, 
Chorleywood, WI)3 4HA, England. Tel- 
ephone: 01144923-772907 Telex: 24224. 
ref 258. 

- People on the Move - 
Steve Blake has been named sales consul- 

tant for Lake Systems Corporation, the 

Boston -based equipment supply and installa- 
tion company, with responsibility for audio/ 
video and acoustical system design. In addi- 
tion, Jim Cook has joined the firm as audio 
sales consultant to the radio, television and 
recording- studio industries, while Luke Furr 
has been named sales engineer with respon- 
sibility for design and sales of turnkey sys- 

tems to the pro- audio /video industry. All 
three individuals join Lake Systems from Pro- 
fessional Recording and Sound, Boston. 
Lake Systems recently acquired Harrison 
Systems' line of music recording and pro- 
duction consoles, and also has been appointed 
exclusive dealer for Otani tape machines in 
the New England area. 

Larry Shank has been appointed as a TEF 
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salesman at Crown International, where he 
will be responsible for the marketing of the 
TEF 10 Systems Analyzer /Computer, TEF 
technology, and coordinating TEF markets. 
Prior to joining Crown, Shank spent four and 
a half years with the Burroughs Corporation, 
selling mainframe computers and specializing 
in telecommunications and on -line terminals. 
Also, Tim Kueppers has joined the corn - 
pany as engineer in the company's Prototype 
Engineering Group, where he will be respon- 
sible for working on microphone and elec- 
tronics prototypes, and preparing them for 
production. 

David Post has joined Shelton Leigh 
Palmer & Company, the New York -based 
commercials production and composition 
company, as executive producer and market- 
ing representative. His prior experience 
includes marketing representation for sev- 
eral west -coast sound equipment manufac- 
turers. A pianist, Post has played with John 
Hardy in San Francisco, and also led his own 
bands in the New York Area. 

Ron Lagerlof has been named vice - 
president and general manager of Studio 
Services, Inc., the Dallas -based equipment 
supply, installation, acoustic design and cus- 
tom special -product company. Lagerlof joins 
the company from Otis Conner Companies, 
where as chief engineer he was responsible 
for the construction of Studio Center, Otis' 
personal -use studio. Other credits include 
the installation of three studios for The Dallas 
Sound Lab. Also joining the company as ser- 
vice manager is Wayne Kirkwood. 

Steve Lichtenauer, of Lichtenauer and 
Associates, has been appointed by Telex 
Communications as representative for 
Northern California, following six years of 
sales and marketing with the company's Pro - 
Audio Division. 

Bob Ringer, formerly president of Vidtron- 
ics, Inc., has been named president of RTS 
Systems, Inc. Also, Shelley Brown, former 
co -owner of Sunwest Marketing, has assumed 
the position of sales manager. 

Philip M. Ritto has been promoted from 
marketing manager of Video Tape Products 
to director of marketing at the Ampex Mag- 
netic Tape Division, where he will assume 
responsibility for the development of all 
international and U.S. marketing programs. 

Jeff Levison has been appointed Cinema 
Sound Consultant at Aphex Systems, Ltd., 
with responsibility for final development of 
the company's new range of Cinema Matrix 
and SQ Surround Sound decoders, and will 
act as a consultant to pro -user installations. 
Levison, who also will remain a principal in 
Celluloid Services, Hollywood, previously 
was responsible for planning sound installa- 
tions at the MCA Universal Studio Tours, 
including the complex system used during 
the "Conan The Barbarian" presentation. 

Gary Hall has been named digital sales 
engineer of Sony Corporation of Ameri- 
ca's Professional Audio Division, with 
responsibility that includes customer consult- 
ing and training. Prior to joining Sony, he 
operated his own audio electronics service 
and consulting business based in Boston, and 
has also held design engineering and market- 
ing positions at Lexicon, Inc. Hall will be 
based at Sony's Paramas, New Jersey, 
regional office. DOD 



Studer Audio: Advanced Recording Systems 
aloom 

The hardware is typically Studer. 
The software is simply astounding. 

The transport mechanics in our new 
A820 Analog Master Recorder are 
solid, stable, and precision- crafted 
in the Swiss tradition. That's all typ- 
ically Studer. What's new is an in- 
genious network of software - 
controlled operating systems. 

Future Perfect. The A820 is de- 
signed to meet the demands of to- 
morrow's computer -controlled audio 
production facilities. Multiple on- 
board microprocessors control all 
operating sub -systems, including 
capstan drive, spooling motors, and 
audio parameter settings. Most op- 
erating features are user program- 
mable, allowing you to tailor an A820 
to your exact needs in a matter of 
minutes. If your needs change, you 
simply re- program your features. 
Also, virtually every operating fea- 
ture of the A820 may be accessed 
and controlled through an optional 
RS232/RS422 serial data port. 

Gentle on the Wind. The A820 
handles your valuable tapes with kid 
gloves. The DC capstan motor starts, 
following a defined ramp, only after 
the pinch roller is engaged. A closed 

loop servo system monitors tape 
tension and reel inertia to provide 
optimum acceleration and braking. 
Both tape tension and tape winding 
speeds are user programmable. 

The Wheel Thing. The A820's 
dual thumbwheel shuttle /edit con- 
trol makes tape -cut editing a breeze. 
One wheel fast winds tape in either 
direction at increasing speeds while 
the other precisely positions tape for 
the edit. 

Also Noteworthy. The A820 in- 
corporates Studer's new generation 
of phase compensated audio elec- 
tronics, available with either trans- 
former or active balanced inputs and 
outputs. In sound quality, the A820 
takes a quantum leap ahead of re- 
corders made just a few years ago. 
Options for the A820 include a cen- 
ter -track SMPTE time code channel 
and test generator. 

The Payback. The "hardware" in 
the Studer A820 is made to give you 
dependable service for years to 
come. That's the Studer tradition. 
Plus, with its advanced software, the 
A820 also does more different jobs, 

For additional information circle n142 

gets more jobs done in less time, 
and produces sonically superior re- 
sults. That's the bottom line in any 
upgrading program. 

For more information on the new 
A820 Analog Master Recorder, please 
contact: Studer Revox America, 1425 
Elm Hill Pike, Nashville. TN 37210: 
(615) 1 -5651. 
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Digital Energy Conversion 
Amplification'" ...Anew 
standard of power. Brought f Ef 
to you by Peavey via the 
DECA'" -700 and DECA'"- I 
1200 power amps. The 
world's world's lirst (and only) 90 
percent efficient and truly % v, 
digital power amplifiers. / J 
Because linear amplification allows at best between 40 and 60 
percent efficiency, we knew that in order to manufacture a 90 
percent efficient power amp, we would have to depart from 
conventional technology. DECA" is not a conventional Class AB 
amplifier passed off under some "fancy 'name. Its technology 
isn't analog. It's a totally new approach on which we have 
applied for six patents. 
The DECA -700 and DECA -1200 power amps deliver time after time with virtually no heat, very little mass (24 and 26 pound units) and 90 
percent efficiency. The DECA -700 specs out at a rated minimum power output of 350 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms and 700 watts 
RMS into 8 ohms (in bridge mode). Our DECA -1200 is rated at minimum power of 600 watts RMS into 4 ohms and 1200 watts RMS into 8 

ohms (in bridge mode). Other features include DDT'" compression circuitry to prevent amplifier overload, absolutely no measurable TIM or slew 
ate induction distortion. multiple overload output and load protection features. They are both available in a 19" rack mount (two space) 

configuration. 
DECA Technology. Yesterday our competitors said it couldr't be done. Today they're wanting to know how we did it. 

Discover for yourself DECA'" power amps by visiting your nearest authorized Peavey dealer. Or send $1.00 to Peavey Electronics, 
711 A Street. Meridian. MS 39301 and we'll send you our Professional Audio Systems catalog with specs and features of the DECA 
Power amps. 
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